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Abstract
With the proliferation of technology and the Internet, the way education is delivered
has changed rapidly. Despite the increasing numbers of studies published on the
implementation of mobile technologies since the integration of mobile technologies into
the context of higher education there is still an inadequate focus on Chinese higher
education academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies in the instruction. The
present study, therefore examines the current situation of academics’ adoption of mobile
technologies in the context of higher education in the People’s Republic of China,
establishing their acceptance, readiness and implementation of mobile technologies in
teaching.
Informed by three theoretical models of technology acceptance and use, this study
consisted of two sequential mixed methods approaches: Study One was an initial
quantitative survey with a follow-up semi-structured interview, and Study Two was
composed of one quantitative survey followed by lecturer observations. In the first study,
a survey of 638 academics from different faculties within six higher education institutions
investigated factors affecting their behavioural intentions and use behaviours of mobile
technologies in teaching practice. This was followed by semi-structured interviews of 18
academics to explore their perceptions of mobile learning and mobile technology adoption
and their personal knowledge of integrating mobile technologies into practice. In the
second study, surveys with the same participants were administered to identify the levels
of academics’ technological, pedagogical and content knowledge as well as the
interactions among seven knowledge domains. Observations of seven academics’ mobile
integrated instruction including their selection of mobile technologies to match curriculum
and instructional strategies were made. Finally, data were triangulated to identify the
levels of mobile technology driven instruction and their relationship to the theoretical
models. Quantitative data were analysed statistically with Microsoft Excel 2013, SPSS
24.0 and SmartPLS-SEM 3.0, and qualitative data were analysed narratively and
thematically after transcribing with NVivo 11.0. Triangulation of three databases
confirmed that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating
conditions hedonic motivation, habit, self-efficacy, attitude and technological pedagogical
content knowledge were influential factors of academics’ acceptance and use of mobile
technologies. Individual differences such as gender, age, teaching experience, and
discipline demonstrated moderating effects on relationships between these factors and
i

academics’ intention and usage of mobile technologies. Moreover, the data suggest that
academics’ technological pedagogical and content knowledge is strongly influenced by
compound knowledge domains rather than separate technological knowledge, content
knowledge, or pedagogical knowledge. Academics, generally held positive attitudes
toward integrating mobile technologies in the classroom as they all had experience of
using these technologies. Enablers from technological, personal and social perspectives
increased the possibilities and opportunities of mobile technology adoption in curriculum
design and pedagogical practice. All academics observed demonstrated adequate
technological competency in curriculum design and pedagogical practice although there
were some differences in the selection of mobile tools, the setting of teaching goals, the
design and implementation of instructional activities. The instructional use of mobile
technologies was effective in the observed lessons, leading to the improvement of
students’ learning experience and the transformation of traditional teaching to mobile
instruction.
This study provides theoretical implications for the literature in the field of mobile
technology adoption in higher education, as well as practical implications for frontline
academics, university and faculty authorities, and relevant policymakers. Limitations are
addressed from the perspective of research context and sampling techniques, and
recommendations are made for practice and further research.
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Chapter One Introduction
Chapter One is an introduction to the thesis, setting the scene, introducing the
background, research topic, research questions, significance and organisation. Section 1.1
provides a brief background information to mobile technologies and mobile learning.
Section 1.2 describes the research context of the current study. Section 1.3 introduces the
problems investigated in the current study. Section 1.4 identifies the main and sub research
questions. Section 1.5 emphasises the significance of this study. The last section illustrates
the structure of the whole dissertation.
1.1 Research background
In the 21st century, we have been witnessing significant changes in our daily life. Two
eras are inextricably interwoven: one is a digital age, characterised by the advancement of
digital technologies, which pervade our everyday activities ranging from home to work;
the other is a mobile age characterised by mobility, transforming the modern world
(Sharples, Taylor, & Vavoula, 2016).
Responding to the rapid development of mobility, mobile technologies play a
significant role in where, and how, we access information and learn virtually. Nowadays,
mobile technologies are dramatically changing the nature of communication and content
delivery in many industries and many countries (Traxler, 2016). Such technologies are
increasingly advanced, innovative and engaging but have not become fully and formally
integrated into higher education as core pedagogical tools (El-Hussein & Cronje, 2010;
Ferreira, Klein, Freitas, & Schlemmer, 2013). It has been argued this is due partly to the
financial policies of higher education authorities, which are against investing additional
money while the benefits are unpredictable (Coverdale-Jones, 2012; Russell, 2009;
Traxler, 2016b). The technical barrier also impedes the expansion of mobile technologies
in the higher education context because information and technology (IT) services for
wireless, or Wi-Fi access are not of a consistently high standard (Baroudi & Marksbury,
2013; Traxler & Kukulska-Hulme, 2016). Both students’ and teachers’ lack of mobile
digital literacy also constrains the adoption of mobile technologies for educational
purposes (Brown & Mbati, 2015; Cochrane, 2013; Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, &
Freeman, 2014).
Despite these challenges and limitations, the growth of mobile technologies, unlike
other educational information and communication technology (ICT) tools such as personal
1

computers (PCs), televisions (TVs) and projectors, are generally portable, personal and
inexpensive. The ICT tools can be found at the bottom of the pyramid in the socioeconomic context, resulting in massive educational potential opportunities (El-Hussein &
Cronje, 2010; Winters, 2013). Mobile technologies provide opportunities for situated,
personalised, authentic and autonomous seamless experiences across learning contexts in
which learners have independence and autonomy to make proactive decisions (Suárez,
Specht, Prinsen, Kalz, & Ternier, 2018; Traxler, 2011). In the coming decades, mobile
technologies will continue to become more popular, personal, and robust, with increasing
functionality and capability, which will catalyse researchers’ and educators’ potential to
revolutionise education. Mobile learning is emerging at a time new educational practice,
and new pedagogical approaches are required (Ferreira et al., 2013).
In the past decades, mobile learning research projects have revealed how mobile
technologies motivate learners’ engagement and enthusiasm; how mobile learning
challenges existing educational beliefs; how mobile technologies extend the scope or
range of learning that was difficult to reach with previous methods; and how mobile
technologies can enrich and enhance the learning experience (Traxler, 2013, 2016).
Characterised by portability, ubiquity, connectivity, individuality, social interactivity
and context sensitivity, mobile learning is widely acknowledged to be an innovative
approach for education delivery in the digital age (Clough, Jones, McAndrew, & Scanlon,
2008; Fetaji, Ebibi, & Fetaji, 2011; Klopfer & Squire, 2008b; Liaw, Hatala, & Huang,
2010; Özdemir, 2010; Pachler, Bachmair, & Cook, 2010; Sharples, Arnedillo-Sanchez,
Milrad, & Vavoula, 2009). Mobile technologies are also capable of creating a more
authentic environment by converting traditional learning materials into digital formats
provided through a wireless network. They provide potentials for different levels of
education to facilitate the mobility of learning, to connect students with diverse learning
resources, to transform knowledge representation, to increase classroom engagement, and
to maximise innovative pedagogical approaches (Aresta, Pedro, & Santos, 2015; Ferreira
et al., 2013; Li & Song, 2018; Liaw et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2016; Stevenson & Hedberg,
2017).
A large number of studies report empirical evidence validating the benefits of mobile
learning and supporting the notion that mobile learning can facilitate teaching and learning
at a range of educational levels (Caudill, 2007; Ooms, Linsey, Webb, & Panayiotidis, 2008;
Samuels, 2007; Wang & Ryu, 2009). Mobile learning creates an authentic learning
environment through combing real-world and virtual-world resources to promote teaching
2

and learning successes (Huang, Wang, Wu, & Wang, 2013; Janssen & Phillipson, 2015;
Stevenson & Hedberg, 2017). Many researchers have claimed that mobile learning
provides flexibility in learning and facilitates educational equity by allowing learning to
be accessed anywhere and anytime (Berger & Symonds, 2016; Cavus, 2011; El-Hussein
& Cronje, 2010; Ogata et al., 2011; Palalas, 2013; Welsh et al., 2015). Mobile learning
also demonstrates the benefit of teaching and learning innovations and catalyses
pedagogical transformation. The potential of new technologies enables new pedagogical
approaches to be implemented and minimises the dependence upon old approaches
(Cochrane, 2013b; Traxler & Kukulska-Hulme, 2016; Yin, Song, Tabata, Ogata, &
Hwang, 2013).
While the advantages of mobile learning to enable innovative methods to boost teaching
and learning are increasingly evident, its shortcomings and challenges must be taken into
account (Ferreira et al., 2013; Traxler & Vosloo, 2014). A review of previous studies
identifies some limitations of mobile learning which can be summarized as: (1) The
technical limitations of mobile devices such as small screens, limited storage capacity,
short battery life, low processing power and insufficient resources accessibility restrict the
sustained implementation of mobile technologies to fulfil educational goals (Hashemi,
Azizinezhad, Najafi, & Nesari, 2011; Park, 2011; Wang, Wu, & Wang, 2009). (2)
Learners’ psychological hedonic motivation suggests that many learners use mobile
devices for entertainment or recreation rather than for educational initiatives, (Park, 2011;
Wang et al., 2009). (3) Usage costs mean may not be affordable for individual learners
and educational institutions to purchase mobile devices, infrastructure, and training
supports when adopting mobile learning (Barker, Krull, & Mallinson, 2005; Baroudi &
Marksbury, 2013). (4) Even though mobile learning has enriched opportunities for
pedagogical change, it can still be challenging and slow-paced for educators to adopt, and
for students to adapt to, using innovative pedagogical approaches in the initial stages.
(Cochrane, 2013b; Park, 2011; Wang et al., 2009). Although nowadays the capabilities of
mobile devices have dramatically advanced with the fast development of technologies,
some technical, financial and pedagogical concerns undoubtedly still have been
challenging the adoption of mobile technologies in the educational contexts (Bower &
Sturman, 2015). Different education stakeholders, such as policymakers, institution
authorities and teachers need to work collaboratively on the construction of a mobile
learning environment by locating solutions to use issues. They also should optimise the
affordances and potential of mobile technologies rather than over-emphasising the side
3

effects it may bring to learning and teaching (Tami, 2016). Especially, teachers need to
reconsider their own’s responsibilities for facilitating mobile technology adoption in the
classroom learning.
Teachers, one of the most important elements in mobile learning, have witnessed the
benefits of mobile technologies in the formal learning environment. In the traditional
learning environment, teachers convey knowledge stored in books and other media to
students, whereas in the mobile era, the teachers’ role has become more complex. While
teachers retain many of their traditional roles, such as class director, lecturer, and
information giver, in mobile technology supported instructional practice they develop
multiple new roles such as technology consultant, instructional designer, advisor,
facilitator, coordinator, and monitoring and assessment specialist (Amin, 2016;
Christensen & Knezek, 2017; Ozdamlı & Cavus, 2011). Each role, associated with
particular instructional strategies, was made possible by the use of mobile technologies to
support various learning activities. Teachers are expected to become technology
competent and responsible for both their teaching and students’ learning, a transformation
that requires teachers to be prepared well for their new roles. With these new roles in a
mobile learning classroom, teachers are able to provide students with new ways of
learning (Jahnke & Kumar, 2014; Murphy, 2011), increase students’ engagement and
motivation (Furió, Juan, Seguí
, & Vivó, 2015; Yang, Li, & Lu, 2015), and facilitate
autonomous learning and collaborative learning among students (Boticki, Baksa, Seow,
& Looi, 2015; Churchill & Wang, 2014; Lu, Meng, & Tam, 2014).
Although universities are investing in mobile technologies, academics still struggle to
keep abreast with the speed, and demands, of technological development (Pilgrim,
Bledsoe, & Reily, 2012; Stevenson & Hedberg, 2017). Academics’ perceptions of the
impact of mobile technologies upon teaching and learning reflect their beliefs in mobile
technology adoption (Domingo & Garganté, 2016). Despite the innovativeness of mobile
technologies, research on teacher-led adoption of mobile technologies for formal learning
in higher education remains limited (Arteaga Sánchez, Cortijo, & Javed, 2014; Song &
Kong, 2017). This scarcity might be caused by the underdeveloped technical infrastructure
that cannot fully support the implementation of mobile learning in classroom instruction
and learning (Bidin & Ziden, 2013). Moreover, academics’ utilisation of mobile
technologies cannot be well guided due to the deficiency of policy or guidelines for mobile
learning (Osakwe, Dlodlo, & Jere, 2017). This also may be because the implementation
of mobile technologies is impeded by higher education academics lack technological
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competence and do not know the strategies to work with mobile technologies (Shraim &
Crompton, 2015). In a classroom learning environment, academics’ perceptions of mobile
technologies, technological knowledge readiness, and knowledge of practical strategies
are likely to influence how students use these tools for learning (Bidin & Ziden, 2013; Lai
& Smith, 2018). Therefore, an investigation of how academics perceive and utilise mobile
technologies in their instructional practice is urgently needed.
1.2 Research context
Research on mobile learning in the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter China) was
introduced by Dr Desmond Keegan, 2000, and at a stage when most studies focused on
reflective development and theoretical conceptualisation (Miao & Pan, 2012; Wang et al.,
2013). In 2001, the Higher Education Office of the Ministry of Education approved an
official project entitled Study of Mobile Learning Theories and Practices (Cui & Chen,
2001), catalysing the nation-wide launch of research on mobile learning. In the same year,
Peking University established the first Mobile Teaching and Learning Laboratory and, in
the following three years, developed three mobile learning platforms (Gao, Wu, & Yao,
2008). In 2008, the Fifth International Conference of Wireless Mobile Ubiquitous
Technologies Education (IEEE WMUTE2008) was held in Beijing Normal University,
which enables international access to the Chinese research related to mobile learning
(Meng & Zhu, 2017). Since the Ten-Year Development Plan for Educational
Informationisation (2011-2020) (MoE, 2012) was issued in 2012, extensive research has
been undertaken in higher education institutions to meet the demands for educational
innovation from the perspectives of a range of stakeholders.
The research themes, or topics, can be categorised into several types in current Chinese
academic literature. As for research in the global context, the affective domain such as
students’ motivations for, beliefs about, attitudes, and values towards mobile learning, or
mobile technologies, adoption in the Chinese setting has been widely investigated (Chen,
2013; He, He, & Liu, 2018; Lin, 2014; Liu & Wu, 2011; Mo & Zhang, 2012; Wang, 2015).
These studies have found that although 21st-century university students increasingly have
a sense of information technology in their daily life, they have not developed a habit of
mobile learning. The use of mobile technologies for learning is mainly assignment-based,
driven by lecturers rather than through student autonomy. Nonetheless, students have
realised the advantages of mobile learning and witnessed the achievements enabled and
opportunities provided by innovative learning methods. Students in these studies also
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express their expectations that lecturers and authorities construct mobile learning
environments, which provide more free mobile resources, wider free network coverage,
and more technical support. The potential of new tools or technologies to facilitate
students’ engagement and performance in a mobile learning context also has been
investigated comprehensively (Ji & Xie, 2012; Shan, Tan, & Xue, 2015; Su & Su, 2015;
Wang & Huang, 2012; Wang, Wang, & Yin, 2017; Wu & Liu, 2016; Zhang & Huang,
2013). Based on these studies, a large number of mobile tools have emerged and been
utilised for educational purposes across disciplines. Smartphone, iPad, e-book and digital
schoolbag have been examined predominantly to identify their functionality in assisting
students in achieving learning goals. In addition to the existing systems functions, such as
text messaging and word processing, customised mobile applications (Apps) have been
designed for specific teaching and learning purposes. It is noteworthy that one Chinese
mobile social networking App, WeChat, has been utilised widely to manage classrooms,
advance students’ learning experience and strengthen students’ classroom engagement.
New pedagogical approaches, models, theories, and frameworks of mobile learning have
been designed or conceptualised to fit mobile technologies for curriculum design and
learning activities (Cheng & Chen, 2011; Jin, Wang, Xu, Zhang, & Li, 2016; Li, Xiang,
& Wu, 2013; Li & Wang, 2017; Liu, 2012; Wang, Chen, & Zhang, 2016; Xiao, Qiao, Xu,
& Xu, 2017). Various learning frameworks, models and theories have been developed to
remedy any shortcomings of mobile learning and to advance the teaching and learning
process. These include situated learning theory, concept mapping theory, collaborative
learning theory, activity theory and the FRAME model. In recent years, three prevailing
instructional approaches, driven by emerging mobile technologies, have been the focus of
Chinese scholars: flipped classrooms, SPOCs, and micro-courses. These innovative
teaching and learning approaches in higher education are being investigated, theoretically
and empirically, to probe the potential and minimise the risks and disadvantages of mobile
learning. It has been observed that academics’ capabilities, particularly in technological
competencies, need development to design and conduct such new instructional strategies
in the classroom (Wang, 2014).
Until now, however, little attention has been paid to teachers’ or instructors’ role in the
newly-emerging mobile learning environment (Dai & Tang, 2012; Liu & Liu, 2013; Qin,
2014; Wei & Du, 2016; You, Sun, & Song, 2014). Qin (2014) conducted a narrative case
study to explore factors affecting one higher education lecturer’s learning performance in
a mobile learning environment, and found that Wi-Fi network, mobile devices, media
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resources, mobile learning system and individual character, motivation, IT literacy,
knowledge system were external and internal factors that had significant effects on her
adoption of mobile technologies. You et al. (2014) examined the relationship between
teachers’ acceptance of digital teaching material and teachers’ technological competence
using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM); they claimed that there was a significant
positive relationship between the acceptance level and the competence level. Dai and
Tang (2012) and Wei and Du (2016) investigated teachers’ roles, and practical
performance in mobile technology integrated teaching and learning classroom. They both
suggested that frontline teachers should enhance their mobile technological knowledge to
facilitate innovative curriculum design and build a teacher learning community in a mobile
environment.
As most of these studies had small sample sizes or a high degree of sampling bias in
choosing participating academics, the results have little generalisability. There is also a
paucity of cross-sectional research integration of mobile technologies in academics’
curriculum design and pedagogical practice, and so these studies do not demonstrate any
changes over time. An overreliance on self-reporting methods in the design of the research
also casts doubts on the research findings. While there is some research on academics’
beliefs about mobile learning, and technological competencies in using mobile
technologies for teaching and learning, no single study exists that has considered the
complexities of mLearning and dynamic aspects of academics’ behaviour There are no
studies which have comprehensively examined the factors that influence mobile
technology acceptance, explored the technological knowledge status quo, and evaluated
academics’ instruction performance. Previous studies of mobile learning in the Chinese
context have a focus on constructing or designing technological tools rather than
transforming pedagogies; they have generated successive research findings, and ignored
the generalisability of the research and the real purpose of teaching and learning.
Therefore, the present study will contribute to the literature from a different perspective
with the aim of filling these research gaps in the Chinese higher education setting.
1.3 Problem statement
This dissertation responds to knowledge gaps in the field of mobile learning by
investigating academics’ perspectives of mobile learning in Chinese higher education
through probing their acceptance and use of mobile technologies in teaching and learning.
Specifically, the following gaps were identified to have been little researched:
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(1) Factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies;
(2) Enablers and barriers to adopting mobile technologies;
(3) Affordances and constraints of mobile technologies;
(4) The levels of academics’ knowledge of mobile technologies;
(5) Academic’s professional development for using mobile technologies;
(6) Current availability of instructional practice supported by mobile technologies.
1.4 Objectives and research questions
The integration of mobile technologies into the higher education context has become
increasingly popular, therefore the initial step for this research was to evaluate the current
status of academics’ acceptance and usage of mobile technologies in their teaching and
learning (Hauptman, 2015). While, globally, there are many studies on the implementation
of mobile technologies in an educational context, there has been little investigation into
academics’ selection and adoption of mobile technologies for instruction (Cochrane,
2013a; Janssen & Phillipson, 2015; Navariz, 2015; Pimmer, Mateescu, & Gröhbiel, 2016;
Suárez et al., 2018). How mobile learning is being utilised need to be investigated further
to understand best pedagogical practice.
In China in 2012, the Ten-Year Development Plan for Educational Informationisation
(2011-2020) (MoE, 2012), which proposed informationisation as a useful tool for
facilitating the quality of higher education, was issued by the Ministry of Education in
2012. As a result of this nation-wide plan, a range of research on undergraduate students’
mobile learning was conducted to meet the requirements of educational innovation (Chen,
2015; He et al., 2018; Lin, 2014; Qin, Xie, & Wang, 2016; Zhao, Pan, Yang, Li, & Ma,
2015). Previous research has examined academics’ attitudes to, perception of, and beliefs
in mobile learning (Pei, 2016; Qin, 2014; You et al., 2014), as well as their technological
knowledge and practice in a mobile learning environment (Dai & Tang, 2012; Song,
2017). However, there is minimal comprehensive research by taking academics as a
complete behavior subject that explores factors which affect academics’ acceptance of
mobile technologies, and examines their technological competencies, and evaluates their
mobile instruction practice. For this reason, the current study, therefore, had one
overarching research question:
Main question:
How are mobile technologies being utilised by academics to transform the process of
teaching and learning within higher education in China?
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The specific sub-questions are as follows:
Sub-questions:
(1) What factors affect higher education academics acceptance, and use, of mobile
technologies in their teaching practice?
(2) What are the interactions and relationships between technological, pedagogical and
content knowledge when higher education academic teachers integrate mobile
technologies into their teaching practice?
(3) What are the perceptions of higher education academics about using mobile
technologies, and what factors do they perceive affect their adoption of mobile
technologies and their knowledge of how to integrate mobile technologies into curriculum
design?
(4) To what extent are mobile technologies currently integrated into higher education
academics’ teaching practice?
Eight research hypotheses will be proposed and explained in Chapter three to respond
to the research questions.
1.5 Significance of this study
The present study investigates the academics’ acceptance of, readiness for and adoption
of mobile technologies in the Chinese higher education setting. This study draws on three
technological models as theoretical frameworks which are described in Chapter 3. A
mixed-method research design was employed: Quantitative data were collected using two
surveys, and qualitative data were collected through semi-structured interviews and
lecturer observations.
This study makes an original contribution from two perspectives: theoretically and
practically. Theoretically, it provides further verification of the three theoretical models
in used when studying mobile learning adoption by extending them to the higher education
context. Furthermore, the combination of these three models sheds new light on examining
academics’ behaviours as a continuum from perceptions to knowledge then to practice
rather than focusing on a single aspect or investigating each separately. Therefore, it is
assumed that findings from this study will provide new insights into, and make a
contribution to, the fields of mobile learning in higher education: their acceptance and use.
Practically, this research extends the existing knowledge about mobile learning and how
it benefits stakeholders involved in mobile learning in the Chinese higher education
context. Firstly, the current study contributes to the scarce literature on academics’ mobile
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technology adoption in the Chinese context. Secondly, findings from this study identify
factors which influence academics’ acceptance of integration of mobile technologies in
curriculum design and pedagogical practice, and their knowledge of mobile technologies
in the field. These findings may generate fresh insights into national, provincial and local
policymaking on mobile learning in China. Thirdly, the empirical findings offer a fresh
perspective on faculty management through identifying variables which facilitate or
impede the implementation of mobile technologies in teaching and learning. Finally, it is
anticipated that the study will contribute to a deeper understanding of the potential of
mobile learning and of the acceptance of technology by academics, thus providing
guidance for selecting technology, setting teaching goals, and designing curriculum.
1.6 Organization of this thesis
This thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter One, as an introduction, provides a
thorough overview of the research: the background and rationale; the status of mobile
learning in the higher education context; research objectives and questions, and the
significance of this study. Chapter Two initially describes the definitions, the
characteristics, the affordances of mobile learning. Literature concerning mobile learning
in higher education then is systematically reviewed. Chapter Three explains the three
theoretical frameworks, the Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT2) model, Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge
(TPACK) model and Substitution Augmentation Modification and Redefinition (SAMR)
model, employed in this research, and discusses literature relevant to these three models.
Chapter Four outlines the research methods and methodology of this study. The research
methods, the participants, and the instruments used within two studies are described,
followed by a description of data gathering, data analysis and ethical issues. Chapter Five
reports the quantitative findings obtained from the UTAUT2 survey and the TPACK
survey in the first phases of both studies. Chapter Six presents the qualitative findings
summarised from semi-structured interviews in the second phase of Study One. Chapter
Seven details the qualitative findings from the lecturer observations in the second phase
of Study Two. Chapter Eight discusses the results of these mixed methods by triangulating
the quantitative and qualitative findings. Chapter Nine summarises and reviews the whole
study, and considers theoretical and pedagogical implications for the adoption of mobile
technologies in higher education. It concludes with some limitations of this study and
suggestions for future research.
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Chapter Two Literature Review
This chapter reviews literature relevant to mobile learning. The first section
provides a brief overview of the definitions of mobile learning. Then, the characteristics
of mobile learning are described in Section 2.2. Literature on the affordances and
constraints of mobile learning in higher education is reviewed in the global and Chinese
context respectively in Section 2.3. Finally, how these studies inform this study is
discussed in the last section.
2.1 The definitions of mobile learning
The concept of mobile learning was proposed around 2000. The first mLearn
conference, held in 2002 at the University of Birmingham, was a landmark for mobile
learning or m-learning. In the same year, the European Union’s flagship MOBIlearn and
mLearning projects prompted the idea of mobile learning, using mobile technologies, in
the context of education. Over the subsequent decade, driven by exploration of educational
theory and exploitation of each new technology in schools, colleges, universities, and
communities, a large number of projects and studies were undertaken in this emerging
field (Kukulska-Hulme, Sharples, Milrad, Arnedillo-Sánchez, & Vavoula, 2009, 2011,
Traxler, 2013, 2016a).
Since “mobile learning” became an acknowledged technical term at the 4th World
Conference on Mobile Learning in 2005 at Cape Town, scholars and practitioners have
endeavoured to define it (Crompton, 2013). At first mobile learning was simply defined
as the use of a Palm (a kind of personal digital assistant) as a learning device in the early
stage (Quinn, 2000). Later, as various studies on mobile learning used a range of
definitions, how mobile learning should be defined and what features should be considered,
was debate (Frohberg, Göth, & Schwabe, 2009; Hashemi et al., 2011; Sharples et al., 2009;
Sharples, Taylor, & Vavoula, 2007; Traxler, 2009).
It is common for a relatively young and rapidly evolving field to have various
definitions. Naismith et al. (2004) claimed that mobile learning utilises mobile devices
such as a smartphone, PDA, iPod, palmtop, laptop and so forth during learning and
teaching. According to Georgieva, Smrikarov and Georgiev (2005), mobile learning
expedites learning anytime and anywhere by using wireless mobile devices, whereas
Keegan’s definition (2005) concentrated on the mobility of mobile learning, limiting
mobile learning to devices that are portable, ubiquitous and flexible. Traxler (2005, p. 162)
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defined mobile learning as “any educational provision where the sole or dominant
technologies are handheld or palmtop devices”.
At the early stage, definitions of mobile learning were technology-centric emphasising
the innovativeness, the availability and the affordances of mobile devices. Later, more
thoughtful definitions emerged, focusing on the mobility of the learner and of learning,
specifically on mobile learning’s capacity to operate in different contexts: from home to
school, formal to informal and field-trip to lecture theatre (Cheon et al., 2012; El-Hussein
& Cronje, 2010; Hong, Chen, & Chai, 2016; Kearney, Schuck, Burden, & Aubusson, 2012;
Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2009; Park, 2011; Parsons & Ryu, 2006; Sharples et al., 2009;
Traxler, 2011). O’Malley et al. (2005, p. 7) focused initially on contextuality, defining
mobile learning as “any sort of learning that happens when the learners are not at a fixed,
predetermined location, or learning that happens when the learner takes advantage of
learning opportunities offered by mobile technologies”. Kukulska-Hulme (2005, p. 46)
defined mobile learning as “being concerned with learner mobility in the sense that
learners should be able to engage in educational activities without being tied to a tightlydelimited physical location”. Sharples et al. (Sharples et al., 2016), however, defined
mobile learning as “the process of coming to know through conversations across multiple
contexts amongst people and personal interactive technologies”. Earlier, Sharples et al.
(2009) had argued that mobile learning includes the characteristics of mobility in physical,
conceptual, and social spaces. Crompton (2013) generalised these definitions into four
categories based on the principal components or constructs they included --learning
pedagogies, mobile devices, context and social interactions. However, most of these
definitions either incorporated only parts of these constructs or were somewhat confusing
and ambiguous (Crompton, 2013).
Crompton, Muilenburg, and Berge, therefore,

developed a clearer and more

comprehensive definition that is “learning across multiple contexts, through social and
content interactions, using personal electronic devices” (Crompton, 2013, p. 4), covering
all four. Subsequently, McQuiggan, Kosturko, McQuinggan, and Sabourin (2015, p. 8)
defined mobile learning as “anywhere, anytime learning enabled by instant, on-demand
access to a personalised world filled with the tools and resources we prefer for creating
our own knowledge, satisfying our curiosities, collaborating with others, and cultivating
experiences otherwise unattainable”. These more recent definitions are pluralistic with
greater intensions and extensions through integrating the technology, the context, the
learner and the pedagogy. Thus, the focus with mobile learning in education shifted from
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technology-centred learning to learner-centred learning; that is, the essence and
functionality of mobile learning moved from the physical to the contextual level, and then
to the participant level, gradually integrating into, influencing and innovating the learning
process.
The current study considers that mobile learning in the higher education context is
digital learning based on mainstream mobile devices (such as smartphone and tablet) and
mobile internet to access learning resources, carry out learning activities, and meet
learning needs from anywhere and at any time. It focuses on learners’ differences and
emphasises on the attractions of content and pedagogy for learners as well as interaction
among them. Thus, it is learner-centric with the aim of increasing learners’ initiatives and
engagements in the process of teaching and learning.
2.2 The educational affordances of mobile technologies
The definitions of mobile learning, emphasise that in mobile learning, foci should be
on the learners rather than the technologies to understand the nature of learning.
Affordance indicates the relationship between technologies and users, and educational
affordances are defined as the features of educational resources, indicating if and how a
specific learning behaviour could be enacted within the educational context under
consideration (Bower & Sturman, 2015). Therefore, before discussing the educational
affordances of mobile technologies, the characteristics of mobile learning are reviewed.
2.2.1 The characteristics of mobile learning
Describing the characteristics or features of mobile learning provides a precise
understanding of mobile learning implementation for the educational purposes (Hanbidge,
Tin, & Sanderson, 2018; Ozdamlı & Cavus, 2011; Zhang, 2015). Although mobile
learning is not perfect, its unique attributes are widely acknowledged to be effective for
the delivery of education in the modern age (Baran, 2014; Elsafi, 2018; Fetaji et al., 2011;
Gloria & Oluwadara, 2016; Liaw et al., 2010; Özdemir, 2010; Pachler et al., 2010; Zhang,
2015).
Mobility or portability, indicated by the term, is the most distinctive characteristic of
mobile learning (Hashemi et al., 2011; Park, 2011). Mobile devices used for learning are
usually small, handheld, and portable, which distinguishes mobile learning and online
learning (Cavus & Ibrahim, 2009; Quinn, 2000; Zhang, 2015). Sharples et al. (2009, p.
235) expanded “inclusion of mobility”, to include “mobility in conceptual space”,
“mobility in social space”, and “learning dispersed over time”. Some researchers also
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argue mobility is the greatest affordance for the delivery of course materials as students
can use course materials across time and space without being limited to classroom contexts
for their learning activities (Kaliisa & Picard, 2017; Osang, Tsuma, & Ngole, 2013;
Palalas, 2013). This attribute also makes other technological attributes such as
individuality and interactivity possible.
Ubiquity complements mobility rather than being completely in accord with ubiquitous
learning. This means that mobile learning can occur with any mobile devices at any time
from anywhere. That is, it is a 3A (any content, any time, any location) learning with a
fourth A (any mobile devices) (Wang, 2018). Wireless technologies such as laptop,
palmtop computer, smartphone, and tablet influence teaching and learning in a way that a
personal computer never did; they are revolutionising education and transforming the
traditional classroom practice (Cavus & Ibrahim, 2009; Kukulska-Hulme et al., 2009; Liu,
2017; Ozdamlı & Cavus, 2011; Palalas, 2013).
Individuality indicates that mobile learning is private, personalised, or customised
(Kearney et al., 2012; Traxler, 2010). It emphasises that each learner is a different
individual and only one learner at a time has access to the mobile tool which makes them
feel safe and motivated (Bidin & Ziden, 2013; Klopfer & Squire, 2008b; Park, 2011; Tami,
2016). In an educational context, mobile learning can provide different opportunities for
individual students and adaptive services for specific individuals, including learning
materials, resources, instructors, and support services (Dogan & Akbarov, 2016; Sung,
Chang, & Liu, 2016; Wang, 2018).
Connectivity, derived from the theory of connectivism, means that all factors in learning
can be connected to other factors (Klein, Junior, Mattiello da Silva, Barbosa, & Baldasso,
2018; McQuiggan et al., 2015). This attribute expands accessibility, suggesting that
individual learners can connect to peers and learning resources using personal mobile
devices according to their needs. Under this condition, a connective network is constructed
with connective relations, through which mobile technologies support communication and
collaborative learning activities between students and teachers as well as students and
students in the education (Bidin & Ziden, 2013; Cheong, Bruno, & Cheong, 2012; Wang,
2018). This feature also breaks the boundaries of informal and formal learning by linking
in-class content with out-of-class content seamlessly, making learning mobile and
ubiquitous (Elsafi, 2018; Guo, 2016; Sharples, 2013).
Interactivity emphasises that learning is not a static or isolated process but a dynamic
and connected social practice in which interaction with peers, teachers and institutes can
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be beneficial, and the learners can find social knowledge networks behind the content
(Hutchison, Beschorner, & Schmidt-Crawford, 2012; Klopfer & Squire, 2008b; Palalas,
2013). Sharples et al. (2016) claim that mobile tools function as interactive agents in the
process of creating a mobile learning environment to increase learners’ engagement with
the latest technologies. As students are not passive, the functions of mobile tools and the
dynamic environments allow varying levels of interactivity between teachers, students,
and educational resources in designing interactive learning and teaching activities (Aresta,
Pedro, & Santos, 2015; Bidin & Ziden, 2013; Hutchison & Colwell, 2016; Lin, Wang, Li,
Shih, & Lin, 2017; Park, 2011; Uzunboylu, Cavus, & Ercag, 2009).
Contextuality was emphasised when the socio-cultural perspective was introduced into
mobile learning (Pachler et al., 2010; Traxler, 2009). The definition of context in mobile
learning is not confined to the physical situation of learners, but also refers to other
contexts such as learning contexts, instructional contexts, and emotional contexts which
are factors influencing learners’ achievements (Baran, 2014; Kearney et al., 2012).
Developments in mobile learning environments link mobile tools to students’ learning
contexts to record the learning activities and interact with the surroundings. The feature
of contextuality makes it possible to augment the students’ learning environment with
relevant and supportive information (Brown & Mbati, 2015).
Situativity is defined by Cheon et al. (2012) based on previous researchers’ study on the
features of mobile learning, especially contextuality. Mobile learning is situated, and
realised, as students use mobile tools for learning within an authentic context that
influences the nature, the process and the productivity of learning (Brown & Mbati, 2015;
Wong, King, Chai, & Liu, 2016). Situated in a real and social context, mobile learning
makes learning meaningful and enhances the development of skills for authentic
communicative needs (Baran, 2014).
2.2.2 The educational affordances
Mobile learning, as described in the previous section, can be described as highly
situated, personal and interactive using personal devices, according to individual needs,
due to the connectivity enabled by mobile technologies, across times and places. Despite
the affordances of mobile technologies being challenging to identify, it is evident that they
provide opportunities for teaching and learning in many educational contexts (Ferreira et
al., 2013; Liaw et al., 2010; Looi et al., 2009; Sabah, 2016; Stevenson & Hedberg, 2017;
Turner, 2016). There have been several attempts by researchers to define categories of
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affordances for mobile technologies, such as PDAs (Churchill & Churchill, 2008), an
augmented reality platform (Klopfer & Squire, 2008a), smartphones (Cochrane &
Bateman, 2010), BYOD (Song & Kong, 2017), rain classroom (Li & Song, 2018), and
WhatsApp (Klein et al., 2018). The educational affordances of mobile learning are
summarised based on previous literature as follows:
(1) Mobile learning facilitates the mobility of learning, so that learning can occur
anytime and anywhere (Fetaji et al., 2011). The mobile learning process is not constrained
or limited to one place.
(2) Mobile learning enables students to connect with a diversity of resources to improve
learning skills and use resources to complete various learning tasks (Song & Kong, 2017).
This affordance contributes to students’ understanding of learning Mobile learning
motivates communication, interaction, and collaboration between teacher and students
and among students (Aresta et al., 2015). Students can share work and provide reflective
feedback instantly for peers using mobile tools.
(3) Mobile learning provides new opportunities for knowledge representation (Brown
& Mbati, 2015; Orr, 2010). Students are able to create visualisations and representations
to demonstrate thinking and knowledge on mobile devices. This affordance also helps
students improve their understanding of the learning concepts.
(4) Mobile learning can increase classroom engagement (Li & Song, 2018).
Engagement in the classroom is related to students’ perceptions and internal feelings of
the learning process.
(5) Mobile learning can enhance and maximise a range of learning approaches, such as
collaborative learning, situated learning, blended learning, interactive learning, and
contextual learning (Hashemi et al., 2011; Sarrab, Al Shibli, & Badursha, 2016). All these
innovative learning methods are enabled by the features of mobile learning discussed in
the previous section.
2.3 Mobile learning in higher education
The unique characteristics of mobile technologies provided many educational
affordances for mobile learning implementation. Mobile learning is now becoming
pervasive and ubiquitous as an innovative approach in the higher education context,
increasingly transforming the nature of knowledge acquisition and access (Elsafi, 2018;
Hashemi et al., 2011).
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2.3.1 The global context
Mobile devices and the infrastructure in higher education makes it a particularly
appropriate context to integrate mobile learning (Cheon et al., 2012). Mobile phones,
smartphones and tablets have become an essential part of students’ daily life, enabling
educators to support the learning process by converging with the social and entertainment
use of mobile devices (Gullbahar, Jacobs, & Andreas, 2015; Mahamad, Ibrahim, & Taib,
2010; Ng’ambi & Lombe, 2012). A number of studies have led to a better understanding
of the role mobile technologies in the process of learning and teaching with the increasing
variety of research topics, methods and researchers (Krull & Duart, 2017).
When exploring whether mobile learning can be successfully implemented into higher
education, students’ perceptions, attitudes and readiness need to be investigated. Studies
have reported that students’ knowledge and awareness of utilising mobile technologies
benefited from appropriate infrastructure in the higher education setting. It has been
argued also that integration of mobile technologies’ facilitates students’ engagement,
assists in forming positive attitudes towards learning and supports their academic
achievements (Alzaza & Yaakub, 2011; Chaka & Govender, 2017; Cheon et al., 2012;
Samed Al-Adwan, Al-Madadha, & Zvirzdinaite, 2018; Uzunboylu et al., 2009; Yorganci,
2017). For example, there has been growing recognition of the strong links between
mobile learning and students’ achievements as well as performance (Demir & Akpinar,
2018; Gupta & Manjrekar, 2012; Hsia, 2016; Wong, Chin, Tan, & Liu, 2010). A mobile
technology integrated learning environment, it is claimed, is capable of producing
authentic learning experiences for students; also that mobile technologies possess the
ability to bridge gaps between theoretical knowledge learned from university and practical
experiences needed in the workplace (Buabeng-Andoh, 2018; Furió et al., 2015;
Kukulska-Hulme, 2013).
In recent years, studies from the faculty’s perspective on mobile learning utilisation in
higher education have received scholarly attention. Some focus on the faculty’s or teachers’
perceptions of, attitudes to or beliefs in the implementation of mobile technologies during
teaching process (Dogan & Akbarov, 2016; Hargis, Cavanaugh, Kamali, & Soto, 2014;
Lai & Smith, 2018; Priest & Schoepp, 2015; Tayan, 2017). These studies recognise the
critical role played by mobile learning and suggest that advantages of mobile learning
generally outweigh the disadvantages. A number of researchers have identified the
affordance and availability of mobile learning in catalysing pedagogical changes or
transformation in higher education contexts (Cochrane, 2013b; Cochrane, 2010; Gedik,
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Hanci-Karademirci, Kursun, & Cagiltay, 2012; Caldwell, 2018; Kukulska-Hulme, Norris,
& Donohue, 2015; Park, 2011). These studies report a consistent and robust association
between mobile learning and innovative pedagogical approaches suggesting that
communities of practice in mobile learning environments can lead to pedagogical
transformation and institutional change. Different frameworks or models have been
conceptualised to provide academics guidelines for designing effective mobile-enabled
pedagogical strategies and learning activities.
Recent trends in mobile learning have led to a proliferation of studies that focus on
mobile professional development or teacher education in higher education settings
(Baydas & Yilmaz, 2016; Gloria & Oluwadara, 2016; Herrington, Herrington, Mantei,
Olney, & Ferry, 2009a; Liu, 2016; Soykan & Ozdamli, 2016; Tolosa, 2017). One inspiring
project conducted by the University of Wollongong (Herrington et al., 2009a), describes
how cross-disciplinary educators designed courses by integrating various mobile devices
in authentic contexts. This project employed a design-based method that incorporates four
phases that can be utilised in most higher education courses: (1) analysis of problem, (2)
development of solutions within a theoretical framework, (3) evaluation and testing of
solutions in practice, and (4) documentation and reflection to produce design principles.
Most of the researchers indicated that they believe that both students and academics
have a positive attitude towards mobile learning for education purposes, and can acquire
the skills to use mobile technologies for learning or teaching effectiveness (Hyman, Moser,
& Segala, 2014; Lea & Callaghan, 2011; Viberg & Grönlund, 2013). Although the
influence of mobile learning on the pedagogical change in higher education has been
highlighted, minimal studies have involved faculty members and investigated their
adoption of mobile learning (Crompton & Burke, 2018). Sufficient and effective training
for implementing mobile-enabled instructional strategies and learning activities design is
still required to strengthen students’ and educators’ mobile technology competencies and
self-efficacy to facilitate future teaching and learning.
2.3.2 The Chinese context
Based on reviewing the previous peer-reviewed literature, it is found that research on
the use of mobile technologies was conducted in 27 countries and regions on six continents.
Asia was the continent where researchers conducted more research on mobile learning
than other regions of the world (Murphy, Dyson, Farley, & Jones, 2017). However, only
several articles based in China appeared on international journals in recent years (e.g.,
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Cheng, 2016; Hao, Dennen, & Mei, 2017; Li & Song, 2018; Sun, Liu, Luo, Wu, & Shi,
2017). Most studies concerning mobile learning or mobile technology adoption in China
were publicly published domestically. Therefore, this section provides a detailed review
of the development of mobile learning in the Chinese context.
2.3.2.1 The three stages of mobile learning development
Mobile learning was introduced in China by Dr Desmond Keegan in 2000, following
which the development of mobile learning research went through three stages, based on
the analysis of publications retrieved from China National Knowledge Internet (CNKI:
www.cnki.net).
In the initial exploratory stage (2000-2005), most studies focused on the review,
introduction, or translations of international research achievements (Cui & Chen, 2001;
Gui, 2003). Gui’s (2003) review, the future of learning: From eLearning to mLearning
by Dr Keegan, broadened Chinese researchers’ understanding of mobile learning by
introducing the fundamental philosophies, typical projects of mobile learning in Europe,
and the supporting wireless virtual environment.
The second stage, one of reflection (2006-2010), focused on theoretical debates rather
than applied empirical studies (Zhan, Zhang, Shao, & Li, 2010). However, academics
benefited by exploring mobile learning supporting technologies, learning platform
development, learning resources design, and teaching and learning activities. International
experts were engaged to examine issues and find solutions.
The third stage is one of robust development of research on mobile learning (2011present day) (Li & Zhang, 2013; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang, Liu, & Wang, 2017; Zhao,
Zhang, Tang, Wang, & Wang, 2018). After 2011, research on mobile learning in China
has become vigorous with more academic papers appearing in academic journals on
diverse research areas, research methods, and technology integration related to mobile
technologies.
2.3.2.2 Review of research about mobile learning
Research on mobile learning, within Chinese higher education, started five years later
than the international arena, but a diversity of research has been undertaken recently to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the role mobile technologies in the process of
learning and teaching in China. A review of existing studies, in current Chinese academic
literature on mobile learning in higher education, identified several themes which are
discussed as follows.
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(1) Mobile learning policies or guidelines
Since UNESCO issued the Policy Guidelines for Mobile Learning in 2013, some
Chinese researchers have expressed interest in policies studies. While there are still limited
studies to be found in academic journals, Zhan and Chan’s (2013) introduction and review
of Policy Guidelines for Mobile Learning (UNESCO, 2013), the major points of which
were translated into Chinese, analysed implications for a range of education stakeholders.
This study, unfortunately did not lead to any nation-wide studies on mobile learning
policies, until Gu’s two studies several years later. Gu (2017) first provided insights into
China’s mobile learning policy design by analysing other countries’ mobile learning
experiences, including the USA, Denmark, and South Korean. His research study
identified the importance of education equality, infrastructure, teachers’ competence, and
digital citizenship, as well as the role of government in the process of popularising mobile
learning. Subsequently, Gu, Yang, Li, and Xia (2017) investigated the supporting policies
for adult mobile learning through large scale research with surveys and in-depth
interviews. While participants confirmed the benefits of mobile learning, they also
expressed their concerns about the supporting policies. Gu et al. (2017) suggested that the
authorities should implement the mobile learning policies, upgrade infrastructure and
network security, encourage learning resource development, provide equal learning
opportunities, and provide more professional development for mobile teaching.
Although these studies have noted the important role of mobile learning policies, there
have been neither specific policies developed to promote nation-wide mobile learning in
China, nor studies on policies for mobile learning within higher education undertaken by
researchers. Future studies are therefore needed to investigate the current situation of
mobile learning in higher education in order to encourage action by policymaker.
(2) Translations of international research and interview with overseas experts
As noted above, the research on mobile learning in China started later than in the
international research arenas, and so researchers attempted to introduce advanced ideas
and experience to China from other countries. For example, Professor Xiao and his
colleagues from Shantou Radion and Television University translated some landmark
journal articles published by Helen Farley, Angela Murphy, Mike Sharples, John Traxler,
and Helen Crompton from 2013 to 2015 (Peng & Xiao, 2013; Xiao, 2013, 2014, 2015;
Zhang & Xiao, 2015). One of these studies, focused on the development of mobile
learning in the Asian area, provided great insights into the possibilities in China (Xiao,
2014). This article, which systematically analysed the current situation of mobile learning
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in Asia from the societal, cultural, and philosophical perspectives, identified some gaps
including lack of research on hardware, lack of research other than technologies, and lack
of a research focus, as well as the influence of various stakeholders on mobile learning.
The study claimed that mobile learning can enhance, broaden, and enrich learning
concepts and activities, and assist people in rural area access learning. It also provided a
full explanation of challenges facing mobile learning, such as how to theorise the research
findings, and make the research findings transferable, make mobile learning sustainable.
This study also argued that the ultimate goal of research on mobile learning is
productivity-oriented, and that as mobile learning is distinctive across contexts, research
should focus on mobile learning in particular cultural backgrounds.
Some researchers shared some overseas ideas on mobile learning by interviewing John
Traxler and Mike Sharples (Song & Xiao, 2017; Wei & Yang, 2014; Zhan, Zhang, Shao,
& Li, 2010). These interviews focused on the situation of mobile learning especially the
development and achievement researched with empirical studies. Although mobile
learning has been developing rapidly, over recent years there have been a number of
challenges such as the scale of the learning, sustainability of learning, learner equity, and
language as well as culture. While, the new technologies enabled new ways of teaching
and learning, they also challenged the leaders, teachers, and institutes.
The purpose of these translations and interviews was to provide inspiration and
reference for Chinese mobile learning development, and for mobile learning to transfer
gradually from informal learning to formal classroom teaching and learning. Some
scholars argued that higher education would be a more suitable place for implementing
mobile learning, but the meantime, this new learning approach challenged the traditional
education management and teaching (Song & Xiao, 2017). Despite the abundant global
experience of mobile learning, China needs to emphasise its own cultural and social
conditions to enhance both mobile learning research and practices.
(3) Exploration of mobile learning tools
Mobile technologies have played an important role since mobile learning emerged and
developed within Chinese higher education in the past ten years (Wang, 2018). The
potential of mobile technologies has afforded numerous opportunities for teaching and
learning in higher education, using a range of mobile tools that have been referred to in
the past literature, such as cloud technology, podcasting, mobile Applications (Apps),
social networking media, and virtual reality (VR).
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The affordances of cloud technology were investigated during the initial stage of
empirical studies on mobile learning in China (Bai & Shen, 2011; Gao & Zhai, 2011; Li,
Ma, Ning, & Li, 2011). Experimental studies were carried out to evaluate the efficiency
of cloud technology by the survey, testing, and interviews. These studies addressed the
concept of “cloud education”, analysing the advantages of cloud education platform in
comparison with the traditional network education platform. They argued that cloud
computing motivated cloud learning in which lectures are free from complicated
technologies usage so academics are able to devote more effort into effective learning
design. The integration of cloud in education was student-centric and learning taskoriented through resource-centred collaboration. Cloud learning also supports effective
teaching and independent learning by constructing a personalised learning environment.
In addition, cloud learning is also capable of contributing to students’ advanced thinking
and collective wisdom, encouraging lifelong learning.
Podcasting technology is used primarily in English language teaching and learning,
especially in the listening and speaking skills improvement (Cao, 2010; Gan & Wen, 2010;
Li, 2012). Characterised by connectivity, adaptivity, and individuality, podcasting is
capable of creating a mobile digital learning space and situation. This mobile learning
model can stimulate students’ learning interest, increase classroom capability, and
promote autonomous learning (Cao, 2010). Findings revealed that podcasting assisted
student’s language learning and to fully use extra curriculum time to consolidate in-class
knowledge, facilitate students’ interactions with peers and lecturers, and increase the
language productivity (Gan & Wen, 2010; Li, 2012). However, lecturers’ perceptions,
technological competence, and ability to design technology-integrated lectures were
challenging for the implementation of podcasting for language learning.
Smartphones and tablets are the most frequently used mobile devices among higher
education academics and students. As it is essential to develop and use mobile Apps to
support the successful implementation of mobile learning, some educators have
investigated the use of various Apps in classroom teaching and learning within higher
education (Li & Zhang, 2013; Liu, Hu, Li, & Li, 2016; Su & Su, 2015; Wu & Liu, 2016;
Zhan & Zhang, 2015). Based on these studies, existing mobile education Apps have been
widely integrated into all levels of education as they have been shown to allow for more
mobile, socialised, game-based, intelligent, and individualised learning. The most
frequently used Apps in higher education are for English language learning, including
vocabulary knowledge and speaking. All the above studies demonstrated that academics
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have positive attitudes towards mobile learning Apps, and that these tools can facilitate
students’ classroom engagements and improve their language skills.
The rapid development of mobile communication and the internet encouraged the
extensive use of social networking Apps in China. These Apps are capable of connecting
learners from any place, environment, and situation, and are multi-dimensional, social,
open, and prompt (Song & Xiao, 2017). Recently, many Chinese scholars have been trying
to explore the affordances of WeChat in scaffolding students’ learning in a mobile
classroom environment. Among these studies, four of them used the public platform in
WeChat to support the teaching and learning in computer science and physics (Liu & Ao,
2017; Shan et al., 2015; Wu & Xiong, 2017; Yan, 2016). WeChat public platform,
developed by the Tencent and released in 2012, provides services to both business
organisations and individual users. This platform has the functionalities of information
integration, subscription, and automatic responses, and it also makes keyword retrieval
and knowledge storage available (Yuan, Chen, & Zhang, 2012). It has become a beneficial
mobile learning tool due to its low cost, fast transmission, and wide influence (Fu, 2013).
The findings from these two empirical studies suggest that the WeChat public platform
can enhance students’ autonomous learning abilities, optimise the students’ learning
experience, and promote interactions among teachers and students. WeChat platformbased learning also creates an ecological course circle by combining informal and formal
learning, making the classroom dynamic, innovative, and vigorous (Liu & Ao, 2017).
Two other studies tested the effectiveness of WeChat in promoting translation studies
through experimental studies (Wang & Dai, 2015; Wang et al., 2017). Findings revealed
that the new learning model could effectively increase the interactions in translation
teaching and learning and can improve students’ translation skills compared with
traditional methods. However, some disadvantages of WeChat for learning also appeared
in these studies, such as information that is distracting, the lack of guidance and
supervision, and a lack of supporting learning resources. These are limitations that need
in-depth investigation in the future studies.
A more recent study explored VR technology in a flipped classroom (Li & Cao, 2017).
This study defined the characteristics of VR-based flipped classroom, as including
situativity, interactivity, mobility, individuality, and emotion cultivation, all of which
provide various opportunities for College English teaching and learning. In this study, the
researchers created a virtual environment using cloud computing and mobile technologies
embedded in an updated version of an App called Digital English. This platform was
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capable of directing personalised learning resources according to students’ location,
English proficiency, and time. Using mixed-methods (survey, reflective report, and
interview) to assess this platform, they showed that students accepted this new teaching
and learning approach and that it had a sound academic outcome. It should be noted that,
teachers constantly change roles as facilitators and participants in this process. The design
of these particular learning materials and learning activities were found to be challenging
for course lecturers.
As reviewed above, the current research on mobile tools employed within higher
education changed rapidly with the development of mobile technologies. It is evident that
teachers and educators intended to use suitable mobile tools to scaffold formal classroom
teaching and learning. Most mobile technologies, however, were not content or disciplinespecific and required more effort for academics to design appropriate instructional
strategies to maximise the possibilities of these tools for teaching and learning practice
(Cheng & Chen, 2011). Moreover, not all these studies considered the availability and the
cost of technological infrastructure, especially the access of free wireless network for
students to engage in an innovative learning environment. These constraints may impede
the transferability of these empirical studies to other contexts with better infrastructure.
(4) Construction of mobile learning platforms or systems
Mobile devices differ from desktop computers in both hardware architecture and
functionalities, and so most existing learning platforms or resources are not compatible
with mobile devices. The mobile technologies based learning platforms and resources,
however, are relatively inadequate (Wang, 2014).
Some general mobile learning platforms, which were developed and applied to practice
(Chen, 2017; Li et al., 2012), were based on cloud computing technology and provided
educational resources through mobile network and devices anywhere and anytime. The
construction of these platforms largely relied on the development of computer
technologies. Researchers argued that a successful mobile learning platform should
include some key modules, including online and offline recorded videos, online live
videos, online share, course recommendations, and content pushing. Findings from the
experimental study suggested that these mobile learning platforms can facilitate students’
learning outcome as well as skills (Chen, 2017).
As it is widely acknowledged that the learning environment is a crucial factor for
improving language skills (Lindaman & Nolan, 2017; Oz, 2015), the development of
mobile learning should enhance the learning the language in China through creating a
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virtual learning environment with images, texts, sounds and videos. Two studies (Fu,
Ming, & Wang, 2013; Wei Wang, Zhong, & Lv, 2011) have proposed platform designs
and applications in the field of mobile assisted language learning, which were disciplinespecific, user-friendly, supporting multiple learning models (interactive, collaborative,
and personalised learning), combing online and offline learning. These platforms enabled
online reading, group discussion, forum, email, online videos and offline learning. The
application of these platforms, it is claimed, indicated that students’ horizons were greatly
broadened and their autonomy was enhanced. Academics also broke the personal and
teaching limit to optimise the teaching quality by using these platforms.
Wang (2014) explored the development environment focusing on mobile learning
resources. He defined three characteristics of mobile learning resources by considering
the features of mobile learning. First, the development of learning resources should be
around learning to stimulate students’ learning motivation. Second, the key point of
development should be resource integration: integration of resources and devices;
integration of different kinds of resources; and integration of resources and disciplines.
Third, the development should aim for connectivity of knowledge.
Mobile learning platforms or systems have been validated as effective tools to scaffold
mobile learning in higher education, but some limitations should not be ignored. Most
mobile learning platforms are likely to be used for students’ autonomous learning and
more suited to an informal learning environment. Although these platforms can be used
in classroom environments, more effort is needed to match the teaching content with
instructional strategies. While mobile learning is a student-centred learning approach,
academics’ roles in the process of learning should not be underestimated (Zhu, Zhu, & Xu,
2014). On the contrary, academics’ new role during the innovative learning approach
should be emphasised in developing a mobile learning system. Another limitation is that
few mobile learning systems included an embedded learning assessment mechanism. As
learning is a dynamic process which can be affected by various internal or external factors
(Wang & Huang, 2012), it is essential to add a monitoring function into mobile learning
system design and provide appropriate time to undertake monitor, including self-monitor,
interactive monitor, learning assessment monitor, and learning evaluation monitor (Lin et
al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2014).
(5) Mobile pedagogies
Before 2013, the literature concerning mobile learning in China emphasised
communication and internet technologies more than pedagogical practice (Wang et al.,
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2013a). In the following years, various learning frameworks, models and theories were
selected to remedy the shortcomings of mobile learning and to advance the teaching and
learning process. These have included, situated learning theory (Cheng & Chen, 2011; Li
& Wang, 2017), concept mapping theory (Li et al., 2013), collaborative learning theory
(Li & Weng, 2016; Weng, 2015), activity theory (Xiao et al., 2017) and the FRAME model
(Liu, 2012). In recent years, three pedagogical approaches driven by emerging mobile
technologies have been emphasised by Chinese scholars, namely micro learning flipped
classrooms and small private online course (SPOCs). The intensive investigation suggests
that these innovative teaching and learning methods should adequately counter the
potential risks and disadvantages of mobile learning.
Micro-learning is a new learning method enabled by mobile technologies. It emphasises
the learning of small, connected, and knowledge fragments or chunks in a short period
using mobile devices (Gu & Gu, 2008). Micro-learning has caught researchers and
educators’ attention due to shorter learning times, mini learning content, and individuality.
A number of studies have examined the design and application of mobile micro-courses
in a classroom environment (Chen & Liu, 2018; Cheng & Gong, 2011; Li, 2014; Zheng,
Wang, Wang, & Bai, 2012). One of these studies, Cheng and Gong (2011) investigated
the micro mobile learning activities from the perspective of activity theory. They argued
that micro mobile learning consisted of six key elements: subjects, objects, tools,
community, regulations, and collaboration. Six steps were suggested including needs
analysis, key elements design, activity design, activity medium design, activity situation
design, and activity evaluation design. Another influential study of micro-learning in
China was undertaken by Professor Long Li (2014) who defined micro-learning in the
Chinese context by reviewing and comparing various existing concepts in the global and
Chinese literature. He summarised three major elements of micro-learning: learning
process, learning resources, and learning assessment. He also stressed that a microlearning is student-centric, situated, and supported by a mobile learning environment.
This study proposed sample design templates based on three elements in micro-learning
and gave some suggestions for the application of micro-learning in formal classroom
learning.
Many previous studies have validated the benefits of micro-learning in a mobile
learning context, such as to learn anywhere and anytime, to learn autonomously and
individually, to learn collaboratively, to teach respectively, and to establish open resources
repository. Academics also need to prevent the effects brought by the disadvantages of
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micro-learning. For example, the focus on fragments or excessively small size of
knowledge may impede students’ comprehension of advanced learning goals and
establishment of comprehensive cognition structures (Li, 2014).
The flipped classroom is a new learning approach, created by flipping the traditional
teaching and learning structure, through which students are asked to complete a learning
task before the lecture and to deepen as well as internalise the knowledge during the
lecture (Zhang & Wang, 2012). Most studies in China concerning flipped classroom have
been carried out in the K-12 education, however, researchers and educators have
witnessed an increase of flipped classrooms in the higher education context. Two studies
(Xie & Xu, 2015; Yu, 2015) designed a flipped classroom model based on mobile
technologies by integrating a micro-course for teaching and learning. The two studies
considered that the new learning method altered the control of classroom learning, the
interaction among students and lecturers, the way of lecture delivery, lecturers’ role, and
the traditional operating model. The mobile learning based flipped classroom design
generally contains four functions: lecturer’s online management, lecturer’s offline support,
students’ online learning, and students’ offline report. Other studies have proposed
different mobile learning based flipped classroom models based on various learning
theories such as constructivism and systematisation theories (Fan, Ma, Li, & Qiu, 2015),
context awareness theory (Li & Wang, 2017), and multimedia cognition as well as activity
theories (Huang et al., 2018). Although the underpinning framework varies greatly, all the
learning models emphasise the same procedures, including pre-lecture autonomous
learning, in-class knowledge internalisation, and post-lecture learning reinforcement.
These studies adopted different methods (survey, interview, and reflective report) to
empirically validate the effectiveness of proposed models. Findings revealed that a
majority of students felt satisfied with mobile learning based flipped classroom because
the use of mobile phones can adequately manage the fragmented time to support effective
learning. The interactions among lecturers and students were enhanced, and the feedback
from the students, as well as responses, became more prompt. These studies also claimed
that students’ autonomous learning ability, problem-solving ability, and collaboration
ability were significantly enhanced, leading to an improvement in learning outcomes.
A third pedagogical approach in Chinese mobile learning literature was SPOCs. SPOC
is a product of post massive open online course (MOOC) and is a combination of online
course and classroom teaching (Zhu, 2014). SPOCs target students enrol in the course to
form a private online course with a small number of participants. SPOCs consist mainly
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of micro videos, instant practice, interactive discussion, and tests. SPOCs localise MOOCs
by overcoming the difficulties in matching classroom teaching and learning (Luo, Sun, &
Gu, 2014). In the context of Chinese higher education, SPOCs are often used in mobile
assisted English language learning (Lv & Wang, 2016; Wang et al., 2016). As argued in
these studies, the lack of a robust English learning environment in China highlighted the
inadequacy of classroom teaching for language learning; for example, the difficulty of
conducting personalised learning, exam-oriented learning, and lecturer-centred classroom
still restricts students’ English learning (Shu, 2014). SPOCs afford digitalised,
personalised, and multiple learning by using mobile technologies which are capable of
solving the above problems. Generally, the SPOC based mobile learning model in these
studies contain both online and offline teaching as well as online and offline learning.
According to the experimental findings, SPOC-based mobile learning supports language
knowledge internalisation, language knowledge construction, language applied ability
construction and acquisition of positive attitudes. Despite the generally increased learning
outcomes, there was evidence of polarisation of academic achievement in this new
learning environment.
In recent five years, Chinese researchers begin to investigate the pedagogical outcomes
of mobile learning, and the pedagogical approaches reviewed above have been verified in
the higher education context. Most of these learning models can successfully include all
the aspects of classroom teaching and learning, but teachers’ role is rarely considered in
the follow-up empirical studies. Students’ perception of constructed learning models and
the impact on students’ ability as well as academic achievements were widely examined,
but how academics acted in these innovative instructional approaches is still unknown.
Different research methods, such as surveys, interviews, and reflective reports, to some
extent, provide validation of these new pedagogies, but observing how the class runs other
than merely self-reporting methods may result in more reliable findings. Moreover, the
sustainable use of the new pedagogies, ignored by the previous studies, also should be
highlighted to evaluate the real effects of these approaches.
(6) Studies from students’ perspective
Students are one of the most important elements during mobile learning, as it is a
student-centred learning approach. Students have been involved in many of studies
reviewed above, but were not the focus of the research. In this section, therefore, only
studies which considered higher education students as the research subjects are reviewed.
The advancements and accessibility of technologies have not lead to automatic usage by
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users, including university students (Wang, 2015). Although many students in Chinese
higher education used mobile technologies for entertainment or social networking, they
did not know of mobile learning in education (Mo & Zhang, 2012). Therefore, a number
of studies investigated students’ adoption of mobile learning through exploring the factors
that influenced their acceptance and use of mobile learning. Among these studies, different
technology acceptance frameworks were employed, such as technology acceptance model
(TAM) (Liu & Wu, 2011a; Wang, 2015), unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (UTAUT) (Cheng, Xiong, & Xiang, 2016; Huang & Ou, 2018; Xu & Zheng,
2013; Zhao, Pan, Yang, Li, & Ma, 2015), and the extended unified theory of acceptance
and use of technology (UTAUT2) (Qu, Zhou, Zhao, & Zhang, 2018).
Wang (2015) developed eight constructs and proposed seven research hypotheses by
combining the TAM model with task-technology fit (TTF) models to investigate students’
adoption of mobile learning. Data were collected in four teachers’ higher education
institutes and analysed by structural equation modelling (SEM). Findings indicated that
TF and TC significantly influenced PTTF, and PTTF, and PU, PEOU significantly
influenced BA. This study also found that PTTF and BA significantly affected BI, and
PTTF and BI significantly influenced the usage of mobile learning. This study suggested
that, if students pay great attention to the learning task, and with appropriate technology
and learning strategies, learning productivity can be improved. The university should
provide a user-friendly, low-cost, and easily accessible mobile learning environment to
facilitate students’ fast adoption of mobile learning.
In the studies underpinned by UTAUT or UTAUT2 models, new constructs were
introduced by researchers to evaluate the effect on students’ acceptance and use of mobile
learning, such as perceived entertainment, self-efficacy, achievement value, self-regulated
learning, and technology quality. These studies also explored the moderating effects of
gender, age, mobile learning experience, disciplines, and year of study on students’
adoption of mobile learning. Although findings from these studies sometimes varied
greatly, they reflected the current situation of mobile learning adoption among students
within Chinese higher education. Importantly, they also provided recommendations for
future mobile learning practice on campus for students, lecturers, and university
authorities, for example: the university should improve the supporting technological
infrastructure and provide more mobile learning resources; teachers should assist students
in building learning communities and enhance students’ perception of the usefulness and
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ease of mobile learning; and the design of mobile instructional activities should be
entertaining to increase students’ classroom engagement.
Few studies, however, were found to investigate students’ competence in the process of
mobile learning. By using a survey research method, He et al. (2018) investigated the
current situation of students’ access to mobile devices and the time students used mobile
devices for English learning. Then teachers’ and students’ use of mobile tools in the
classroom was examined also using by students’ self-report. Finally, how students acquire
and use mobile learning resources was investigated. Findings indicated that students
obtain various learning resources to assist with their mobile language learning, but that
their competence in appropriately applying these resources to classroom learning needs to
be improved urgently. Meanwhile, Chen (2015) argued that students need to improve
abilities to adapt to complex mobile learning. Based on constructivism, the researcher
proposed four essential abilities, namely self-motivated ability, meta-cognitive ability,
fragmented learning ability, and communication and collaboration abilities. Using an
empirical method, findings demonstrated that students’ meta-cognitive and collaborative
skills were inadequate. The author also offered suggestions for the university, lectures,
and students themselves.
From reviewing relevant literature concerning mobile learning in higher education from
students’ perspective, it appears that the majority of studies focused on examining factors
influencing students’ acceptance and use of mobile learning, and that students’ needs
analysis in a mobile learning environment was under-investigated. Although some
researchers have been aware of the crucial role of students’ competence in adopting
mobile learning, there is little research on how to improve students’ abilities in a more
practical way. Furthermore, surveys were the only method used in these studies so that all
data gathered was self-reported information. An overreliance of self-reported
methodology may not reflect the real situation of students’ adoption of mobile learning,
and findings could be questioned.
(7) Studies from teachers’ perspective
Teachers’ role, such as in the policy-making, in the construction of mobile learning
systems, and in the flipped classroom, has been emphasised in many of the studies
analysed above., Limited research was found in Chinese mobile learning literature,
however to consider higher education teachers as research subjects and to investigate how
they use mobile technologies in the formal learning environment.
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Qin’s (2014) narrative case study to explore factors affecting a higher education
lecturer’s performance in a mobile learning environment addressed five topics: (1)
external and internal motivation of mobile learning; (2) the lecture’s characteristics and
competence; (3) problems and solutions during mobile learning; (4) self-evaluation; and
(5) factors affecting mobile learning achievement. Findings from the case study indicated
that that Wi-Fi network, mobile devices, media resources, mobile learning system, and
individual character, motivation, IT literacy, knowledge system were external and internal
factors influenced mobile learning achievement. This study viewed the lecturer as a
learner, so that all the questions discussed were from the perspective of learning. Despite
the implications for teaching practice, knowledge about how the lecturer implemented
mobile technologies into curriculum design and pedagogical practice were not included.
You et al. (2014) examined the relationship between digital teaching material
acceptance and teachers’ technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). This
study was based on TAM and TPACK models. A hypothesis model comprising PEOU,
PU, TK, PK, CK, TCK, TPK, PCK, and TPACK was proposed. Data were gathered
through surveys and analysed using SEM. Findings reported that there was a significant
positive relationship between the acceptance level and the TPACK level: the easier the
digital material, the more teachers demonstrated technological knowledge, and integration
of technologies into classroom teaching enhanced. Based on these findings, the research
divided the process of digital material acceptance into three stages: cognition, decision,
and acceptance.
Dai and Tang (2012) designed a professional development model by combing learning
community and mobile learning. Responding to the existing shortcomings of teachers’
professional development, such as inadequate communication, inadequate knowledge
sharing, and poor consistent interaction, they proposed a teacher learning community in
the mobile environment consisting of participants, technological tools, development goals,
accessible resources, and mobile learning-based activities. This innovative professional
model provided teachers with more flexible opportunities in communicating,
collaborating, and sharing with each other and reduced the time and space restriction
associated with professional development. Another study concerning professional
development in a mobile learning environment targeted higher education lecturers in the
initial training (Pei, 2016). Compared with the traditional classroom teaching mode,
mobile learning has brought changes due to its convenience, autonomy, and individuality
for professional development. This study was based on the opportunities and challenges
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brought by mobile learning, and used literature research, survey, and case analysis for data
collection. This study provided practical implications for training, philosophy, relevant
support, training performance, and quality assurance.
Compared with other research themes, the number of studies concerning higher
education academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies is small. Although only
a few topics have been focused on teachers, their role in the formal mobile learning
environment is more complex than expected (Wei & Du, 2016). The research methods
employed, however, most of these studies relied on self-reported data and secondary
information, most lacking empirical verification in the higher education context.
(8) Mobile learning assessment
Mobile learning is people-oriented and students-centred learning and can increase
learning outcomes by facilitating education equity and long-life learning (Korucu & Alkan,
2011). Moreover, mobile learning makes diversified development, multiple assessments,
and self-assessment possible (Chen, 2013). Drawing on Kaufman’s assessment model, Li
(2017) proposed the assessment standards for mobile learning performance, with five
levels of mobile learning performance assessment defined: reaction and possibility,
cognition acquisition, skill transfer and behaviour improvement, organisational
achievements, and social achievements. This assessment model might encourage the
assessment of mobile learning in higher education, but particular rubrics for classroom
mobile learning performance need to be developed. Future validation of these general
standards in a more practical environment is strongly recommended.
2.4 Chapter summary
This chapter reviewed relevant literature concerning mobile learning, especially the
development of mobile learning in the Chinese higher education context. Until now,
scholars had not reached an agreement on a definition of mobile learning, however it is
accepted that it is characterised by mobility, ubiquity, individuality, connectivity,
interactivity, contextuality, and situativity. It is agreed that mobile learning provides many
educational opportunities to scaffold higher education teaching and learning. In the mobile
digital age, the integration of mobile technologies in higher education setting has become
increasingly popular, and the next step to ensure mobile technology integration is to
evaluate the current status of mobile technology adoption in the process of teaching and
learning (Hauptman, 2015). In China, research on mobile learning has increased since
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2011, and a large number of studies situated in higher education have appeared in Chinese
academic journals.
From reviewing the extant literature, eight research themes were identified. It is
concluded that the mobile learning studies in Chinese higher education have focused more
on the development of new systems or an exploration of existing mobile tools, rather than
transforming the pedagogies (Wang et al., 2013a). There has been a minimal focus on
teachers’ adoption of mobile technologies in curriculum design and classroom practice in
either the global or Chinese context (Crompton & Burke, 2018; Navariz, 2015). In China,
some researchers have reported preliminary investigations into factors affecting higher
education academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies, but knowledge
concerning their adoption of mobile technologies is still lacking. Academics’ perceptions
of mobile learning, their technological competence, and their implementation of mobile
tools in the authentic classroom also need further investigation to obtain a comprehensive
picture of mobile learning adoption within higher education in China. Responding to these
research gaps, the studies reported in this review investigated the following topics: (1)
factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies; (2) academics’
perceptions of mobile technologies and mobile learning; (3) academics’ technological
competencies in a mobile learning environment; (4) and academics’ instructional practices
using mobile technologies. Moreover, previous studies also identified some
methodological limitations, such as limited research methods within one research theme,
overreliance of self-reported information, and excessive use of secondary data.
The current study employed a mixed-methods approach to collect the data, including
surveys, interviews, and observations which were gathered by the researcher and were,
thus, first-hand. Therefore, both the research objectives and methods aim to fill the gaps
in the research into mobile learning within Chinese higher education. Specifically, the
factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies were explored;
academics’ technological competence levels were assessed, and how technological,
pedagogical, and content knowledge contributed to their instruction practice was analysed;
academics perceptions of mobile technologies and mobile learning were investigated;
academics’ curriculum design and pedagogical practice were evaluated.
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Chapter Three Theoretical Frameworks
The theoretical foundation is defined as a stance (lens or standpoint) that can provide
orientation for different phases within research (Creswell, 2014; Creswell & Plano Clark,
2011). The chapter starts with an introduction to three technology-related theoretical
models that are jointly utilised in the current study to provide an understanding of
theoretical rationales for the research design. The theoretical frameworks, which are
presented separately in Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, are: Extended Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) Model; Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK) Model; and Substitution Augmentation Modification
Redefinition (SAMR) Model. An integration of three theoretical models and how they fit
the current study are then presented.
3.1 Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT 2)
Model
The Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT 2)
Model, built on the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)
model, mainly conceptualizes the research questions investigating the factors affecting
academics behavioural intentions and practical use of mobile technologies. To fully
understand the models commonly used to investigate the use of mobile technologies, it is
important to provide a background of how they were developed. The following sections
provide this background information.
3.1.1 Development of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) Model
With the increasing development of information and computer technology, a variety
of competing models to frame technology acceptance have been proposed: the Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1975); the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) (Davis, 1989); the Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM 2) (Venkatesh & Davis,
2000); the Technology Acceptance Model 3 (TAM 3) (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008); the
Motivational Model (MM) (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1992); the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991); the Combined TAM and TPB (C-TAM-TPB) (Taylor &
Todd, 1995); the Model of PC Utilization (MPCU) (Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1991);
the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Moore & Benbasat, 1991); and the Social
Cognitive Theory (SCT) (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Some of these models are drawn
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from social psychology and human behaviour (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Davis
et al., 1992; Thompson et al., 1991), and some of them were developed for information
and system (IS) contexts in the workplace to predict information technology acceptance
and usage on the job (Ajzen, 1991; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
Venkatesh, Morris, Davis and Davis (2003) reported that studies providing
empirically-based comparisons of the above models were inadequate, consequently they
investigated a large body of past literature. They also argued that the technology studied
in model development should be more sophisticated, the participants involved more
organisations, the timing of measurement should be from a preliminary introduction to a
more exceptional experience, and voluntary as well as mandatory implementation contexts
should be explored together (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The researchers initially reviewed
eight prominent existing theories and models (TRA, TAM, MM, TPB, C-TAM-TPB,
MPCU, IDT, and SCT) to understand individual acceptance of technologies, as well as
the role of moderators in existing models, by investigating the differences and similarities
of these models. They, then, empirically assessed the eight models involving 32 variables,
using data gathered from four organisations over six months and found that the eight
models explained between 17 and 53 per cent of the variance in user intentions to use
information technologies. Seven constructs (performance expectancy, effort expectancy,
social influence, facilitating conditions, attitude toward using technology, self-efficacy,
and anxiety) were identified, and then reduced first to four direct determinants of IT
acceptance and IT usage, out of which a comprehensive Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology (UTATUT) Model was theorised. Individual variations, namely
age, gender, experience and voluntariness were hypothesised to moderate different
UTAUT relationships. Finally, this new model was empirically tested using the
preliminary data gathered from the four organisations, then cross-validated using new data
collected from another two organisations. The final model was constructed with three
direct determinants of intention to use technology and two direct determinants of usage
behaviour. UTAUT was able to explain as much as 70% of the variance in intention which
was a considerable improvement over any of the previous eight models and their extended
version. The four moderators under examination presented significant moderating effects
on the relationship between four constructs and behavioural intention or use behaviour.
The conceptualisation is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 Unified Theory of Acceptance and
Use of Technology Mode.
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Performance Expectancy (PE) is defined as the degree to which an individual believes
that using the system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance. Performance
expectancy has been found to be the most important construct explaining people’s
behavioural intention, and this relationship has been found to be moderated by age and
gender.
Effort Expectancy (EE) is defined as the degree of ease associated with the use of the
system. Effort expectancy has been shown to be significant in both voluntary and
mandatory IT usage backgrounds. The effort-directed construct has been confirmed more
prominent in the early use of technology, and this relationship is moderated by gender,
age and experience.
Social Influence (SI) is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives that
important others believe he or she should use a new system. Moderating variables, such
as gender, age, voluntariness and experience demonstrate simultaneous effects on the
relationship with intention.
Facilitating Conditions (FC) are defined as the degree to which an individual believes
that an organisational and technical infrastructure exists to support the use of the system.
Facilitating conditions have been found to be a significant construct in IT usage rather
than IT behavioural intention, and this effect has been found to be moderated by age and
experience.
Behavioural Intention (BI) demonstrates a positive effect on the usage of technology.
(Venkatesh et al., 2003, pp. 447–456)
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Figure 3.1 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model. Adapted from
“User Acceptance of Information Technology: Toward a Unified View”, by V. Venkatesh,
M. G. Morris, G. B. Davis, & F. D. Davis, 2003, MIS Quarterly, 27(30), p. 447. Copyright
2003 by the JSTOR.
The original UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003) “has been extensively and successfully
employed across a range of quantitative studies in the commercial, technological and
telecommunications industries” (Saravani & Haddow, 2011, p. 188). Gradually, with the
proliferation of ICT in all levels of education, research regarding the applicability of the
UTAUT model in educational context has been carried out concentrating on various foci
from different educational stakeholders’ perspectives: teachers (Baek, 2008; Birch &
Irvine, 2009; Oye, Iahad, & Rahim, 2014), students (Marchewka, Liu, & Kostiwa, 2007;
Schaik, 2009; Yueh, Huang, & Chang, 2015) and administrators (Lewis, Fretwell, Ryan,
& Parham, 2013). The literature on the acceptance and use of technology in the
educational setting includes different topics, two of which provided insights for the current
study. One is research concerning cultural factors (Göğüş, Nistor, & Lerche, 2012; Nistor,
Göǧüş, & Lerche, 2013; Nistor, Lerche, Weinberger, Ceobanu, & Heymann, 2014), and
the other one is on mobile technologies (Abu-Al-Aish & Love, 2013; Ho, Hung, & Chen,
2013; Moran, Hawkes, & El Gayar, 2010; Thomas, Singh, & Gaffar, 2013).
A group of researchers integrated cultural mechanism into the original UTAUT to
explore the acceptance of educational technology across national and professional
backgrounds (Göğüş et al., 2012; Nistor et al., 2013, 2014). They extended the
applicability of UTAUT to Germanic, Romanian and Turkish cultures by adding two
constructs and conceptualising demographic variables, geographic location and profession
as moderators. The results revealed that cultural differences occur within one country,
across countries and between professions associated with different values of acceptance
variables and of path coefficients between them. It was also found that participants with
different cultural backgrounds had different attitudes towards performance expectancy,
effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, computer anxiety, and
computer literacy although these determinants presented significant positive or negative
effects on their intention to use and actual usage of technology.
Most studies regarding mobile technology acceptance and usage focus on students’
perspectives by extending the original UTAUT model by theorising additional factors
(Abu-Al-Aish & Love, 2013; Adel Ali & Rafie Mohd Arshad, 2018; Guo, 2016; Moran
et al., 2010). Findings from these studies showed that most of the constructs displayed a
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significant effect on behavioural intention to mobile learning acceptance and claimed that
the UTAUT model demonstrated a strong explanation and prediction for the acceptance
and use of emerging mobile technologies.
3.1.2 Development of the Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT2) Model
The UTAUT model condensed the core determinants and possibilities related to the
prediction of behavioural intention to use technology in an organisational context
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). This model has been applied, integrated and extended in different
contexts with various approaches although the limitations of existing studies have been
addressed in the previous section. To study the acceptance and use of technology in a
consumer context, Venkatesh, Thong and Xu (2012) proposed an extended unified theory
of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT2). In this extended model, three additional
constructs, hedonic motivation, price value and habit were identified, some of the existing
relationships in UTAUT were changed, new relationships were introduced, and individual
differences (age, gender, and experience) were theorized to moderate the effects of seven
factors on behavioural intention and use behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Figure 3.2
presents the UTAUT2 Model.
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Figure 3.2 Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model.
Adapted from “Consumer Acceptance and Use of Information Technology: Extending the
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology”, by V. Venkatesh, J. Y. L. Thong,
& X. Xu, 2012, MIS Quarterly, 36(1), p. 160. Copyright 2012 by the JSTOR.
UTAUT2 contains not only the major relationships in the original model of UTAUT
but also new factors and relationship extending the implementation of UTAUT to a
consumer context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). UTAUT2 also modifies the theoretical
definition of seven constructs based on the consumer context:
Performance Expectancy (PE) is defined as the degree to which using technology will
provide benefits to consumers in performing certain activities.
Effort Expectancy (EE) is the degree of ease associated with consumers’ use of
technology. Social influence is the extent to which consumers perceive important others
(e.g., family and friends) believe they should use a particular technology.
Social Influence (SI) is described as the degree to which consumers perceives that
important persons influence their use of technology.
Facilitating Conditions (FC) refers to consumers’ perception of the resources and
support available to perform a behaviour.
Hedonic Motivation (HM) is defined as the fun or pleasure derived from using
technology.
Price Values (PV) is defined as consumers’ cognitive trade-off between the perceived
benefits of the applications and the monetary cost for using them.
Habit (HT) is viewed as the prior behaviour and measured as the extent to which people
tend to perform behaviours automatically because of learning. (Venkatesh et al., 2012, pp.
159–161)
Venkatesh et al. (2012) carried out a two-stage online survey in which in the first stage,
data on the exogenous mechanisms and behavioural intention to use mobile internet were
gathered. During the second stage, the participants of the first stage were invited to
complete an online survey about their mobile internet use four months later. Responses
collected were screened according to research aims and criteria. Finally, data were
analysed using the SmartPLS software by examining the measurement model as well as
the structural model.
Findings confirmed that UTAUT2 included both the main relationships from the
UTAUT, and new constructs and relationships extending the adaptability of UTAUT to
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the new consumer context. The effect of hedonic motivation on behavioural intention was
moderated by age, gender and experience; age and gender moderated the impact of price
value on behavioural intention; and habit presented a direct as well as mediated effects on
technology use which were moderated by individual demographic variations. Moreover,
compared with 70% and 48% variance in behavioural intention and use behaviour of
UTAUT, the predictions efficiency identified in the study of UTAUT2 are substantial (74%
and 52% respectively) (Venkatesh et al., 2012).
After proposing the UTAUT2 model in 2012 by Venkatesh et al., a limited number of
studies have employed the extended model in the context of education, with most of the
research conducted from the perspective of students or preservice teachers (Abdul Rabu,
Hussin, & Bervell, 2018; El-Masri & Tarhini, 2017; Gerhart, Peak, & Prybutok, 2015;
Goh, Tang, & Lim, 2016; Kang, Liew, Lim, Jang, & Lee, 2015; Lee, Chung, Moon, &
Yoo, 2015; Nair, Ali, & Leong, 2015; Raman & Don, 2013). Findings from these studies
showed that although the UTAUT2 model represented different degrees of explanation
and prediction of the acceptance and usage of various technologies, the conceptualised
constructs (performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitating conditions, social
influence, hedonic motivation, price value and habit) demonstrated significant effects on
students’ intention to use and usage of different technologies.
Researchers have applied, integrated, and extended UTAUT to investigate user
information and technology acceptance and use across a range of settings, e.g., different
user types, organisations, types of technologies, tasks, times, and locations (Venkatesh,
Thong, & Xu, 2016). Despite these successes in supporting innovations, the UTAUT
model has had drawbacks, and faced criticism for nearly a decade (Awuah, 2012, p. 82).
Overall, the literature has repeatedly investigated the robustness of the UTAUT model
and the main effects between determinants and intention or usage, while relatively fewer
studies have placed emphasis on investigating the moderation effects (Chang, Hwang,
Hung, & Li, 2007; Gupta, Dasgupta, & Gupta, 2008; Venkatesh et al., 2016). Additionally,
most of the previous studies have not dealt with “timing” but emphasised users’ adoption
decisions. Alapetie, Andersen and Hertzum (2009) made a comparison between before
and after the adoption of speech recognition by physicians to find the distinction of the
levels of performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating
conditions. Only Pynoo et al. (2011) conducted a longitudinal study to examine the
technology acceptance and use in three successive periods: user acceptance, initial use and
post-adoptive use.
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There is a large volume of published studies integrating UTAUT with other theoretical
models in order to examine technology acceptance and use and related issues. Collectively,
these studies highlight the impact of determinants related to research issues; whilst the
evidence suggested that it is difficult to draw the generalisability of UTAUT or posit
implications for all possible conditions (Venkatesh et al., 2016; Venkatesh & Zhang,
2010).
It has been shown from the literature review that four main types of UTATUT
extensions exist: “new exogenous mechanisms, new endogenous mechanisms, new
moderating mechanisms and new outcome mechanisms” (Venkatesh et al., 2016, p. 335).
However, there are still some limitations related to research concerning extended models,
such as a biased sample focussd solely on one or a limited community or organisation. In
contraty to other findings, a one-time cross-sectional study which had no further
exploration into the actual usage of technologies, and low R²indicated a low predictive
power of these models.
In summary, some limitations from prior studies can be identified. Firstly, most of these
studies validated the UTAUT2 model only partially, and some of the studies excluded the
construct of use behaviour in the research model. Secondly, there are similar weaknesses
with studies using the UTAUT model; few studies have considered the moderating effects
but rather have focussed solely on verifying the main effects in the model. Thirdly, most
of these studies chose participants from only one institution within the same context,
which may result in low validity and generalisability. Fourthly, all target populations in
prior research were students or preservice teachers, with no teachers’ or faculties’
perspectives on adoption of technologies being examined. Finally, all the studies
employed a one-time cross-sectional method and a quantitative survey to gather the data.
There were no interviews, repeated observations or longitudinal methods used to deepen
understandings and triangulate the findings.
As addressed in the previous chapter, the first step in investigating higher education
academics’ adoption of mobile technologies is to identify the factors influencing their
intentions to use as well as the actual usage of mobile technologies. The UTAUT2 model
provides a suitable underpinning for this objective. Aiming to bridge the research gaps
regarding mobile learning and remedy the research limitations concerning UTAUT2
model, this study fully adopted the UTAUT2 model and introduced four moderators
(gender, age, teaching experience, and discipline). Moreover, academics with different
demographics from different higher education institutions were involved as research
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participants in this study. Different research methods such as surveys and interviews were
applied to comprehensively investigate the research aim.
Accordingly, responding to the first research question that exploring factors affecting
academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies, four hypotheses were proposed
based on the UTAUT2 model:
Hypothesis 1:
Performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions,
hedonic motivation, price value and habit will have a positive effect on academics
behavioural intention to adopt mobile technologies.
Hypothesis 2:
Performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions,
hedonic motivation, price value, habit and behavioural intention will have a positive effect
on academics’ use behaviour to adopt mobile technologies.
Hypothesis 3:
Gender, age, teaching years and discipline will moderate the effect of performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic
motivation, price value and habit on academics’ behavioural intention to adopt mobile
technologies.
Hypothesis 4
Gender, age, teaching years and discipline will moderate the effect of performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic
motivation, price value, habit and behavioural intention on academics’ use behaviour to
adopt mobile technologies.
3.2 Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) Model
Teacher practice is extremely complex and in order to fully understand and evaluate it
one needs a solid reference framework. The framework of technological, pedagogical, and
content knowledge (TPACK) was proposed by Mishra and Koehler (2006) and used to
articulate the relationship between technological knowledge (TK), pedagogical
knowledge (PK), and content knowledge (CK). This framework stemmed from Shulman’s
(1986, 1987) conception of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). Studies were informed
by the field of teacher professional development, responding to the new emergent
technologies and the preparation of innovative teaching design by using technological
tools in the future (Alshehri, 2012; Amkraur, 2011; Kolikant, 2009; Zelkowski, 2011).
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Mishra and Koehler (2006) integrated a third construct, technology, into the PCK
framework and argued that the successful technology integration results from the effective
interplay of TK, PK and CK (Matas, 2014). Accordingly, these three components became
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK),
technological content knowledge (TCK), and all the three combined as technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). “This was similar to the move made by
Shulman in which he considered the relationship between content and pedagogy and
labelled it pedagogical content knowledge…we introduce two new pairs and one new triad”
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006, p. 1026).
The seven components and their relationship are shown in Figure 3.3:
1. Content knowledge (CK): refers to knowledge concerning the real subject matter to be
taught or learned in an authentic classroom setting. While the nature of knowledge and
inquiry varies across disciplines, a good understanding of the specific subject is required
of teachers.
2. Pedagogical knowledge (PK): is a profoundly generic form of knowledge regarding the
processes and practices or methods of teaching and learning and how it incorporates
educational purposes, values and aims.
3. Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK): is in accordance with Shulman’s (1986, 1987)
conception of pedagogy which is appropriate for teaching specific content. It includes
understanding what teaching methods and strategies suit the content and understanding
how the essentials of content can be organised for better teaching.
4. Technological knowledge (TK): is knowledge about standard technologies (books,
chalk and blackboard), and advanced technologies (Internet and digital tools). Both the
nature of TK and skills of operation change with time dynamically.
5. Technological content knowledge (TCK): refers to knowledge concerning the manner
in which technology and content are reciprocally intertwined. Responding to this, teachers
are required to know both the subject matter and the manner by which the subject matter
is shifted by the adoption of technology.
6. Technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK): is knowledge of the existence,
constituents, and affordances of different technologies used in a teaching and learning
context, and knowing how teaching might transform knowledge by utilising particular
technologies.
7. Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK): is an emergent form of
knowledge that goes beyond all the three components (technology, pedagogy, and content).
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This knowledge differs from that of a disciplinary or technology expert as well as the
shared cross-disciplinary pedagogical knowledge. TPACK is considered as the basis of
good teaching with technology, integrating pedagogical strategies and subject matter.
(Note: this is a brief summary from Mishra & Koehler, 2006, pp. 1026–1031)

Figure 3.3 The TPACK framework and its components (Reproduced by permission of the
publisher, © 2012 by tpack.org).
Studies concerning technology integration undertaken in various context have reached
a consensus that integrating technologies into both teaching and learning is a multifaceted
and complex process (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Rosenberg et al., 2015). TPACK, a
“unified conceptual framework” combines fundamental elements of teaching and learning
with technology, now has been employed in various settings, and the foci mainly fall into
several perspectives.
Firstly, during the last decade, a large body of studies has been conducted since TPACK
was introduced to the educational context as a theoretical framework for technology
integration as well as a knowledge base for educators in teaching practice (Voogt, Fisser,
Pareja Roblin, Tondeur, & van Braak, 2013). Angeli, Valanides, and Christodoulou (2016)
emphasised that research on teacher technology integration up until 2005 was
atheorectical but the gradual integration of technology in teaching practice necessitated
the development of theoretical models to guide educators’ thinking and classroom
practice. Subsequently, systematic research was undertaken from a theory-based
perspective, providing more theory-guided decisions for technology integration. Seven
theoretical models or frameworks about technology integration were proposed which are
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presented chronologically here: Technology-Enhanced PCK (Niess, 2005), ICT-related
PCK (Angeli & Valanides, 2005), Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge
Framework (Koehler & Mishra, 2008), Context-Integrated ICT-PCK Framework (PorrasHernández & Salinas-Amescua, 2013), TPACK-in-Action (Koh, Chai, & Tay, 2014),
TPACK-Practical (Yeh, Hsu, Wu, Hwang, & Lin, 2014), 21CL-ICTDT (Koh, Chai,
Benjamin, & Hong, 2015). The current theoretical development of TPACK presents a
generally recognised and robust theoretical conceptualisation.
Secondly, many scholars (such as Almås & Krumsvik, 2008; Khan, 2011; Manfra &
Hammond, 2008) have shown that teachers’ beliefs significantly influenced TPACK
enactment in practice. A number of studies on how teachers’ beliefs in TPACK affect
classroom practice and on the relationship between beliefs, skills, context and TPACK
have been carried out in the past ten years (Abbitt, 2011; Chai & Koh, 2017; Chai, Koh,
& Tsai, 2013; Güneş & Bahçivan, 2016; Koh, Chai, & Tsai, 2013, 2014; Voogt et al.,
2013).
Thirdly, along with the development of TPACK concepts, a large body of studies has
found teachers use TPACK for specific domains, such as science (Jimoyiannis, 2010),
mathematics (Handal, Campbell, Cavanagh, Petocz, & Kelly, 2013; Niess, 2011; Niess &
Gillow-Wiles, 2014; Niess & Gillow-Wiles, 2013; Stoilescu, 2015; Voogt et al., 2013),
and literacy or language learning (Chai, Chin, Koh, & Tan, 2013a; Gur & Karamete, 2015).
Fourthly, since TPACK’s initiation and acceptance as a framework of technology
integration in educational settings, various studies have been conducted to measure and
assess pre-service and in-service teachers’ TPACK competency. These include general
self-assessment survey (Pamuk, Ergun, Cakir, Yilmaz, & Ayas, 2015; Schmidt et al.,
2009), specialised surveys for specific technologies, pedagogies, or content areas (Deng,
Chai, So, Qian, & Chen, 2017; Hsu, Hwang, Chang, & Chang, 2013; Jang & Tsai, 2012;
Koh & Divaharan, 2013; Su, Huang, Zhou, & Chang, 2017), performance evaluation
(Bilici, Guzey, & Yamak, 2016; Graham, Borup, & Smith, 2012; Harris, Hofer, et al.,
2010; Harris, Grandgenett, & Hofer, 2010), interviews (Harris, Grandgenett, & Hofer,
2012; Jaipal & Figg, 2010; Mishra, Peruski, & Koehler, 2007; Özgün-Koca, 2009;
Williams, Wetzel, & Foulger, 2010), and observations (Agyei & Voogt, 2011; Bilici et al.,
2016; Harris & Hofer, 2011; Hofer, Grandgenett, Harris, & Swan, 2011a; Kececi &
Zengin, 2017).
Initial and on-going training for teachers in using technology has gained popularity
among researchers and administrators since technological tools have been considered to
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be among the most effective ones in the process of teaching and learning (Gur & Karamete,
2015). Therefore, integrating emergent technological knowledge into traditional
pedagogical and content knowledge became more urgent in teachers’ professional
development. As a result, based on the specialized TPACK framework, studies concerning
new training models and teachers’ professional development have been undertaken (e.g.
Alayyar et al., 2011; Alshehri, 2012; Archambault & Barnett, 2010; Cullen & Greene,
2011; Dalal, Archambault, & Shelton, 2017; Dysart & Weckerle, 2015; Koh, Chai, & Lim,
2017; Koh et al., 2013; Pamuk, 2012; Skiba, 2011; Tai, 2013; Wu, Hu, Gu, & Lim, 2016).
Through TPACK research history, the development and productivity of TPACK
research over the past decade covered nearly all aspects of education from theory to
practice. With the development of new technologies, a variety of TPACK related
frameworks were designed to meet the needs in specific contexts, but the boundaries of
the generalisability of the unified TPACK framework has not been examined (Angeli et
al., 2016). The majority of effort has been invested in testing the validity of the structural
components of the TPACK framework rather than exploring interactions among different
knowledge domains (Agyei & Voogt, 2011; Chai, Koh, Tsai, & Tan, 2011; Koh et al.,
2013; Voogt et al., 2013; Voogt et al., 2016). It is suggested that researchers should focus
on exploring the boundaries and generalisability of an established framework (Voogt,
Fisser, Tondeur, & van Braak, 2016), for example, identifying the contribution of each
knowledge construct, rather than constantly proposing new models, and develop TPACK
as a holistic body of knowledge. Practically, although the integrative and transformative
views are in the previous studies, it is argued that TPACK is a unique body of knowledge
that contributes to the transformation of knowledge bases rather than merely integration
or accumulation of single knowledge domians (Angeli et al., 2016). However, researchers
should conduct studies from a methodological perspective to better explore the TPACK
in real and contextualised domains (Cetin-Dindar, Boz, Yildiran Sonmez, & Demirci
Celep, 2018) to identify the extent each knowledge domain (TK, PK, CK, TPK, TCK, and
PCK), contributes to TPACK as a whole body of knowledge in practice.
Additionally, as noted in the literature review, most prior studies solely utilised on selfreported methods such as surveys or interviews, which may weaken the reliability and
validity of the research. Empirical observations of TPACK in practice, within different
contexts, are urgently needed (Dalal et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2010; Harris & Hofer, 2011;
Koh, Chai, & Tay, 2014; Schmidt-Crawford, Tai, Wang, & Yi, 2016; Voogt et al., 2016).
As there has been a scarcity of literature with a specific focus on investigating higher
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education academics’ mobile TPACK, the current study has the potential to contribute to
filling the gaps.
As reviewed in chapter two, higher education academics’ technological competence
readiness has been minimally investigated and evaluated in the mobile learning literature
in China, thus providing the impetus for the research objectives in the current study.
Specifically, academics’ technological, content, and pedagogical knowledge levels as well
as how these knowledge domains interact with each other to facilitate mobile technology
integrated classroom instruction were investigated in this study. Therefore, the TPACK
model offered the theoretical foundation for these aims. Moreover, other than self-reported
methodology, this study employed the observations to assess academics’ curriculum
design and pedagogical instruction through using mobile technologies.
Accordingly, responding to the previous research limitations and the current study
objectives, the third research question investigating academics’ mobile technological
knowledge, led to four hypotheses based on the TPACK model:
Hypothesis 1:
Academics’ content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge will have significant
positive effects on their pedagogical content knowledge.
Hypothesis 2:
Academics’ technological knowledge and content knowledge will have significant
positive effects on their technological content knowledge.
Hypothesis 3:
Academics’ technological knowledge and pedagogical knowledge will have significant
positive effects on their technological pedagogical knowledge.
Hypothesis 4:
Academics’ technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge,
pedagogical content knowledge, technological content knowledge and technological
pedagogical knowledge will have significant positive effects on their technological
pedagogical content knowledge.
3.3 Substitution Augmentation Modification Redefinition (SAMR) Model
Ruben R. Puentedura proposed the Substitution Augmentation Modification
Redefinition (SAMR) model in 2006 as part of his work with the Maine Learning
Technologies Initiative (Puentedura, 2006). Based in the State of Maine, this model was
initially used for educators to improve their teaching practice by integrating technologies.
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This model contains four different levels of technology use in the process of teaching and
learning, which are defined based on the roles technology played in activities (Romrell,
Kidder, & Wood, 2014).
(1) Substitution: the technology affords a substitute for other learning activities without
functional change.
(2) Augmentation: the technology provides an effective tool for other learning activities
but with functional improvements.
(3) Modification: a learning activity can be redesigned through using technology.
(4) Redefinition: the technology allows for the creation of a new learning activity that
was previously inconceivable.
Substitution and augmentation phases are defined as an enhancement, and modification
and redefinition phases are defined as transformation (Puentedura, 2013).
The SAMR model is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 The SAMR Model.
(Retrieved from http://hippasus.com/rrpweblog/archives/2015/10/SAMR_ABriefIntro.pdf)

Educator Darcy Moore (2013) claimed in his blog that “SAMR is a particularly good
model for supporting pedagogy in technology integration”. This model has resonated with
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many educators and enabled them to integrate new technology to transform traditional
teaching and learning practice (Hunter, 2015). In recent years, various studies with
different perspectives have been conducted within the framework of the SAMR model
(Frydenberg & Andone, 2018; Jude, Kajura, & Birevu, 2014; Maceira & Wong, 2017;
Overall & Ward, 2015; Zagami, 2014), suggesting the usefulness of SAMR model in
assessing technology-integrated teaching and learning.
Other studies focused on the integration of mobile technologies in educational settings,
such as mobile library (Green, 2014; Jacob-Israel & Moorefield-Lang, 2013), mobile
devices (Ahmed & Nasser, 2015; Aiyegbayo, 2015; Chou et al., 2012; Lindsay, 2016;
Overall & Ward, 2015), and general mobile learning (Pegrum, 2014; Romrell et al., 2014;
Singh et al., 2014). Most of these studies indicated that as mobile technologies, Apps, and
websites were becoming manageable and prevalent in educational settings, professional
development to enhance educators’ abilities to engage students with technology is
becoming increasingly important (Jacob-Israel & Moorefield-Lang, 2013). As most of the
instructional activities fell into the first two levels of enhancement, with the SAMR model,
educators could scaffold student through technology integration and make a successful
transformation.
More recently studies have been designed to examine technology integration in
classroom settings through the joint use of SAMR and TPACK models (Hilton, 2016;
Thomas & Munge, 2017). SAMR appears to align more easily with student-centred design
in which technology-embedded activities are used to improve students’ capacity of
independent learning, whereas TPACK connects to teacher-centred instructional design
approaches in which pedagogy and content are modified into learning opportunities
through technology integration. TPACK can be used to guide students’ engagement with
technology to enhance learning while the SAMR model is a particular TPACK tool to
facilitate such decisions.
In the literature review, the SAMR model was explored with examples of different
technology-driven instructional activities identified and the appropriate level of the
SAMR model noted. The SAMR model was designed for K-12 teachers’ learning and
professional development for selecting, using and evaluating educational technology.
However, despite its increasing popularity of this model, little research theoretically
validated the efficacy of the SAMR model, as reported in the prior peer-reviewed literature
(Hamilton et al., 2016). There are however still challenges identified in the studies
utilising the SAMR model, such as inadequate time within the instructional day to
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implement technology, classroom management and student personal problems, limited
technical support, and insufficient active professional development for successful
technology implementation (Patton, 2015).
Although researchers have reached a consensus that the SAMR framework, to some
extent, can assist in assessing and evaluating instructional designs for the integration of
digital technologies, it has been claimed that these findings often over-generalise SAMR’s
potential and ignore the complex settings in which this technology integration occurs
(Hamilton, Rosenberg, & Akcaoglu, 2016). This model has been criticised because it
lacked a contextual element (Chell & Dowling, 2013). Hamilton et al. (2016) argued that
technology integration frameworks, without an emphasis on contextual elements, risk
over-generalising their instructions in the setting in which technology integration occurs.
Educators should take into account technological, pedagogical, and administration matters
which might emerge in the process of technology-enhanced learning practice (Ahmed &
Nasser, 2015; Cavanaugh, Hargis, Kamali, & Soto, 2013; Hockly, 2013; Overall & Ward,
2015; Romrell et al., 2014).
The instructional design process starts typically with learning goals and ends with
learning achievements. The technology integration process in most of the previous studies,
however, focuses on changing instructional approaches or activities rather than the
learning process which can result in a problem that technology integration occurs
superficially at a high level of SAMR model while the students’ learning process may not
be fostered sufficiently (Hamilton et al., 2016). Puentedura (2014) also challenged
teachers by emphasising that studies concerning SAMR should focus on the types of
technologies educators use to move along the hierarchy, from substitution and
augmentation to modification and redefinition. Additionally, the SAMR model was
viewed as a level-based framework in which four grades are designed in a hierarchical
order, which implied that technology integration performance fits into one of the four
levels. This view ignored the reality that teaching and learning are complex processes in
which learning activities are not static and able to be categorised at a specific level
(Hamilton et al., 2016; Patton, 2015; Romrell et al., 2014). It is suggested that rather than
staying consistently at one specific level, technology integration instruction should
“occasionally move up and down” the different levels of SAMR model according to the
subject content delivered and pedagogical strategies used. However, these dynamic
characteristics were not explicitly investigated in past studies.
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Although the SAMR model was not validated by the previous researchers, its capacity
for evaluating technology-driven teaching and learning has been confirmed. In the current
study, the SAMR model was applied in the observations and worked with the TPACK
model to assess academics’ integration of mobile technologies in curriculum design and
pedagogical practice. Academics’ instruction was evaluated to determine which level it
fell within and to identify to what extent this instruction enhanced or transformed students’
learning experience as well as learning achievement.
3.4 Chapter summary
The three technology-related models introduced in this chapter provide the theoretical
frameworks for this research. The three models jointly support the exploration of
academics’ acceptance, readiness, and adoption of emerging technologies with higher
education in China in addressing the research aims and questions. The UTAUT2 model
was used, specifically, to investigate factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of
mobile technologies, to probe the relationship among these determinants and behavioural
intentions to use, and use behaviour of, mobile technologies, and to explore the
moderating effects of individual differences, such as age, gender, teaching experience and
disciplines on these relationships. The TPACK model was applied to identify the current
levels of academics’ technological, pedagogical and content knowledge as well as the
interactions and relationships among their seven knowledge bases. The SAMR model,
together with the TPACK model, was implemented to assess academics’ teaching practice.
The focus was on whether, what, and how they integrated mobile technologies into
practice to fit the curriculum goals and pedagogies, and on how the classroom teachings
were transformed in the mobile technology enriched environment.
A range of studies were examined that are based separately on UTAUT, TPACK and
SAMR models and which focus on different topics (Hunter, 2015; Sanakulov &
Karjaluoto, 2015). There are, however, still limitations in these studies with few studies
combining the three models to explore academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in a
higher education context. The majority of the studies undertaken have been in western
countries, and for this reason cross-national research in a non-western country is urgently
needed (Thomas et al., 2013). With the combination of the three models, this study was
able to create a thorough framework for interpreting academics’ acceptance, readiness and
use of mobile technologies for educational purposes.
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Chapter Four Research Methodology
The current chapter provides a comprehensive explanation of the research design of this
study and the underpinning rationales for the choice of the research methods. The chapter
first presents the overall methodology used -in the current study (Section 4.1); Section 4.2
then describes the participants, instruments, data collection and data analysis for the
quantitative aspect of this research as well as justifying their selection. This is followed
by Section 4.3 which provides details of the participants and instruments in the qualitative
aspect of the research as well as an explanation of, and justification for, the qualitative
data collection and analysis methods. The last section of this chapter (Section 4.4), focuses
on the ethical issues inherent in this study.
4.1 An overview of research design
The research design for any study is determined by research questions under
investigation. As Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, p. 7) suggest, researchers should think
about “fitting methods to different types of research problems” rather than “fitting
different methods to specific content topics”. In the present study, based on the research
questions stated in Section 1.4, a quantitative survey with a large number of participants
was used to establish the factors that academics perceive influence their adoption of
mobile technologies and their perception of their current technological pedagogical
content knowledge. Qualitative approaches, interviews and observations, were then
applied with a sub-group of the participants to probe academics’ perceptions of their
adoption of mobile technologies.
Given the overall objective of the study to investigate academics’ adoption of mobile
technologies in higher education, the current study used a mixed-methods approach
integrating the quantitative and qualitative approaches. To investigate the four research
questions most effectively, the quantitative and qualitative data were collected
sequentially in two phases, and that is an “explanatory sequential design” (Creswell, 2015)
(See Figure 4.1). This mixed-methods approach allowed for multiple data collection
methods to take advantage of the strength of both methods, allowing for the triangulation
of data thus contributing to the validity as well as reliability of the current study (Biesta,
2010; Cheung, Wan, & Chan, 2018; Creswell, 2015; Johnson & Gray, 2010; Morse, 1991;
Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2010; Xu, 2015). This design enables the trends, and generalisation
of, academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in Chinese higher education to be
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established through the survey with a large sample of participants. Through the follow-up
interviews and observations with a small number of participants, it was possible to explore
deeply their beliefs about mobile technologies and the integration of mobile technologies
in teaching practice.

Phase 1

Quantitative Data
Collection and Analysis

Quantitative Results

Determine quantitative results
to explain

Phase 2

Qualitative Data
Collection and Analysis

Qualitative Results

Overall
Interpretations
Figure 4.1 Explanatory sequential design. Adapted from “Mixed Methods Design,” by J.
W. Creswell, 2015, Educational Research: Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating
Quantitative and Qualitative research (5th ed.), p. 544. Copyright by Pearson Education.
An overview of two studies is presented in
Figure 4.2 indicating the four research questions, theoretical frameworks, methodological
approaches and methods employed in this study.
The first phase in both studies utilised questionnaires to address research questions one
and two. As Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2011, p. 256) explain, “questionnaires gather
data at a particular point in time with the intention of describing the nature of existing
conditions, or identifying standards against which existing conditions can be compared,
or determining the relationship that exists between specific events”. In previous studies,
questionnaires have been developed, acknowledged, and identified as a useful tool to
explore people’s belief in the acceptance and use of various educational technologies;
however some limitations were reported, especially sample bias, by many researchers
(Chen, Lin, Yeh, & Lou, 2013; Guo, 2016; Liao, Pan, & Wu, 2012; Tian & Wang, 2015;
Wang et al., 2009; Williams, Rana, & Dwivedi, 2015). The current study used a larger
sample of the population than previous studies to provide a generalised statistical
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description of academics’ perceptions about, and knowledge of, mobile technology
adoption using questionnaires which can provide descriptive, inferential and explanatory
information to explore correlations among constructs (Angeli et al., 2016; Venkatesh et
al., 2012; Voogt et al., 2016). Questionnaires were adopted in both studies as the most
appropriate approach to discover the factors which impact on academics’ mobile
technology adoption and assess the interactions among different knowledge dimensions.
In Study 1, Phase 2, interviews, based on the survey, were conducted to address research
question three and to probe the findings from the survey. An in-depth interview is a
flexible method for the collection of qualitative data which enables “multi-sensory
channels” to obtain participants’ views and experiences (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 409).
Researchers have recognised the ability of interviews to collect elaborated personalised
answers and to probe complex, deep issues, both of which are limited in a questionnaire.
Relatively few studies on the adoption of technologies and the evaluation of technological
knowledge have utilised interviews as a way to triangulate findings with other data sources
(Archambault, 2016; Cohen et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2012; Jaipal & Figg, 2010; Marshall
& Rossman, 2016; Tian & Wang, 2015; Williams et al., 2015). The follow-up interviews
in this study, therefore, complemented the quantitative surveys by exploring academics’
perceptions of their adoption of mobile technologies, the levels of the technological
knowledge status quo as well as personal and professional development. Moreover,
academics might offer unanticipated useful information through thoroughly articulating
the interview questions because a semi-structured interview has the advantage of picking
up factors that were not focused by the original interview questions (Cheung et al., 2018;
Cohen et al., 2011; Gray, 2014; Hauptman, 2015).
In the second phase of Study 2, observations were used to address research question
four by evaluating the integration of mobile technologies in teaching practice.
Observations capture a range of activities either informally (hanging around in a place or
getting to know people) or formally (strictly studying the routines to recording actions
based on a pre-proposed checklist to note and record the events, behaviours, and artefacts
systematically) (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). In some previous studies, the
implementation of research methods on educational technology acceptance have been
self-reported, many researchers, however, have noted the possibility of or bias of the
results. It has been suggested, therefore, that objective data, gathered through methods
such as observation or artefact analysis, provide stronger validation and improve the
rigour of self-reported research (Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2016; Göğüş et al., 2012; Hauptman,
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2015; Teo & Noyes, 2014; Wang et al., 2009). A few studies designed to use observations
to triangulate other data sources to further understand academics’ technology integration
practice, nonetheless, have been reported (Agyei & Voogt, 2011; Batane & Ngwako,
2017; Bilici et al., 2016; Hofer et al., 2011a). In this study, the direct observations in the
classroom, an authentic setting, were guided by data from the quantitative survey. The
observations were also to observe academics real behaviours, as well as their instructional
performance and to provide evidence for how mobile technologies were integrated into
their teaching practice, and how mobile technologies “fit” a curriculum-based
environment (Hofer, Grandgenett, Harris, & Swan, 2011b).
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Main Research Question
How are Mobile Technologies being Utilised by Academics to Transform the Process of Teaching and Learning within Higher
Education in China?
Research Questions

Study One
Phase 1

Theoretical Framework

Research Methods

Instruments

Participants

RQ 1: What factors affect higher
education academics’ acceptance, and
use, of mobile technologies in teaching
practice?

UTAUT2

Methodology:
QUAN
Method:
Questionnaire

UTAUT
Survey

Academic
faculty
(n=638)

RQ 3: What are the perceptions of higher
education academics about using mobile
technologies, and what factors do they
perceive affect their adoption of mobile
technologies and their knowledge of how
to integrate mobile technologies into
curriculum design?

TPACK
&
UTAUT2

Methodology:
QUAL
Method:
Interview

Interview
Questions

Academic
faculty
(n=18)

STUDY ONE
Study One
Phase 2

Study Two
Phase 1
STUDY TWO

Study Two
Phase 2

RQ 2: What are the interactions and
relationships between technological,
pedagogical and content knowledge when
higher education academic teachers
integrate mobile technologies into their
teaching practice?
RQ 4: To what extent are mobile
technologies currently integrated into
higher education academics’ teaching
practice?

Methodology:
QUAN
TPACK

TPACK
&
SAMR

Method:
Questionnaire

Methodology:
QUAL
Method:
Observation

TPACK
Survey

Technology
Integration
Observation
Instrument

Academic
faculty
(n=638)

Academic
faculty
(n=7)

Figure 4.2 An overview of research design
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4.2 Participants
4.2.1 Research setting
To investigate academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in Chinese higher education,
this study selected higher educational institutions located in Shandong Province to which
the researcher has easier access due to familiarity. Shandong has the second largest
population, and its higher education institutions rank third among the provinces in China.
They are also representative of higher education delivery in China. China’s Ministry of
Education classifies standard higher education institutions into three categories: nationallevel universities, provincial-level universities or colleges and higher vocational institutes
(MoE, 2017). To include all types of institutions and to ensure maximum generalisability
of the present study, invitations were sent to institutions from different levels, with the
first two from each level giving consent and volunteering to participate selected as the
target institutions. The three disciplines with the largest numbers of students in each of the
six institutions were selected; these were: Languages, Science & Engineering as well as
Business & Management. These disciplines were selected in response to the disciplinary
differences in the Chinese higher education context.
4.2.2 Participants of the quantitative study
Convenience sampling was used for the recruitment of participants because they were
available, convenient, and who possessed specific qualities. Only academics who were
frontline teaching were involved in the research process. Research only and non-teaching
staff were excluded because the research focused on teaching academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies in instructional practice.
Many researchers investigating the acceptance of technology have stated the need to
consider additional factors such as cultural backgrounds and teaching subjects (Abu-AlAish & Love, 2013; Venkatesh et al., 2012), while some studies have suggested that
further research was needed to investigate the influence of age groups and their different
experiences (Abu-Al-Aish & Love, 2013; Im, Hong, & Kang, 2011; Sanakulov &
Karjaluoto, 2015; Venkatesh et al., 2012). Considering these factors, and our study aims,
participants were chosen from different faculties and to ensure a range of variables, such
as gender, age, and teaching experience.
As shown in Table 4.1, 955 invitations were sent out to academics in Languages,
Science & Engineering, and Business & Management Faculties from six higher education
institutions; 638 participants responded to the questionnaire (66.81%). Specifically,
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254(39.81%) respondents were from the Faculties of Languages; 193 from the Faculties
of Science & Engineering (30.25%), and 191 from the Faculties of Business &
Management (29.94%). Thus, there were slightly more participants from Languages than
the other two fields, which were almost the same.
Table 4.1 Number of Participants in Each Discipline and Institution
Languages

Institute

%

Science & Engineering

Business & Management

Target

Valid

Target

Valid

Target

Valid

1

63

52

72

43

63

45

2

55

46

60

34

54

36

3

46

37

65

30

58

27

4

51

39

55

28

43

29

5

55

42

58

27

32

26

6

43

39

52

31

30

28

Total

313

254

362

193

280

191

39.81

%

30.25

Target population

955

Valid

638

%

66.81

%

29.94

Dillman (2007) proposed the following formula to determine the sample size:
𝑁𝑠 =

(𝑁𝑝)(𝑝)(1 − 𝑝)
𝑏 2
(𝑁𝑝 − 1) ( ) + (𝑝)(1 − 𝑝)
𝑐

Where: Ns=the final sample size for the level of precision
Np=size of the target population
p= proportion of population expected to choose one of two responses
b=acceptable sampling error
c=Z statistic at a confidence level
Referring back to Table 4.1, for the target population of the current study at a 95%
confidence level and with a tolerance of ±3% sampling error, the result would be:
𝑁𝑠 =

(955)(.5)(1 − .5)
(955 − 1) (

. 03 2
1.96) + (.5)(1 − .5)

𝑁𝑠 = 504
Therefore, 504 responses were required to meet a 95% confidence level with a tolerance
of ±3% sampling error. In this study, from the 955 invitations, 638 participants completed
the questionnaires (as shown in Figure 4.7); this exceeds the threshold for the sample size
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and this study, therefore, had a statistical relevance.
Academics in Chinese higher education were involved in this study, and demographic
information was collected through the survey questionnaires. Figure 4.3 presents the
frequencies and proportions of the male and female participants showing that more
females than males participated in the survey. The faculty structures in target faculties
may explain the difference in numbers of male and female participants.
Gender

n=188
(29%)
Male
Female

n=450
(71%)

Figure 4.3 Frequencies and proportions of participants’ gender group. Academics in
Chinese higher education were involved in this study, and demographic information was
collected by using questionnaires. Number and percentage represented the number of
participants in each group and the proportion of this group in all participants.
Figure 4.4 presents the frequency and proportions of the participants according to
age. Participants under forty years’ old accounted for about 70% of all participants; the
two oldest groups (30-49 years old) combined making approximately one-third. Thus,
there were much younger than older participating academics. This age imbalance may be
due to the constitution of academic faculty members in each discipline or may be caused
by a participation bias.
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Age (Years)

n=42
(6%)

n=88
(14%)
Under 29 (Incuded)

n=164
(26%)

30-39
40-49

n=344
(54%)

Above 50 (Incuded)

Figure 4.4 Frequencies and proportions of the age groups of participants. Academics in
Chinese higher education were involved in this study, and demographic information was
collected by using questionnaires. Number and percentage represented the number of
participants in each group and the proportion of this group in all participants.
Figure 4.5, shows that more than 70% of the participants had over five years’ teaching
experience, which suggests that most of the academics had adequate teaching experience
with professional knowledge and pedagogical knowledge in their fields.
Teaching Experience (Years)

n=146
(23%)

n=42
(7%)

n=128
(20%)

Less than 1

1-5
6-10
11-15

n=185
(29%)

n=137
(21%)

More than 15

Figure 4.5 Frequencies and proportions of participants’ teaching experience. Academics
in Chinese higher education were involved in this study, and demographic information
was collected by using questionnaires. Number and percentage represented the number of
participants in each group and the proportion of this group in all participants.
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This study investigated academics from three disciplines with, as shown in Figure 4.6,
the largest group (638 =40%) being in the Languages Faculties. Participants in the Science
& Engineering and Business & Management, each constituted 30%. There were no
noticeable differences between participants in each of the three disciplines.
Discipline (Faculty)

191
30%

254
40%

Language

Science & Engineering
Business & Management

193
30%

Figure 4.6 Frequencies and proportions of participants’ discipline group. Academics in
Chinese higher education were involved in this study, and demographic information was
collected by using questionnaires. Number and percentage represented the number of
participants in each group and the proportion of this group in all participants.
Table 4.2 displays the frequencies of each of the sub-groups under the same
demographic category across other categories. In this table, the bold numbers listed on the
diagonal are the frequencies of each sub-group, and there are two numbers in each cell
with the inter-group frequency above, and proportion below it accounts for in this subgroup.
For example, approximately 70% of all participants were female. This was reflected
across the age groupings until the teachers reached the age of 50 when the gender balance
changed to 45% of participants being female. Almost 61% of participants with 1 to 5 years
of teaching experience were female; however, 70% of participants with six or more years’
teaching experience are female. There was a higher proportion of females in the Language
(86%) than in the Science and Engineering faculties (53%).
Academics in their thirties and forties accounted for the largest proportions (about 75%
and 80% respectively); although in Business & Management the proportion was a little
lower (around 70%) than the other two disciplines. In these groups, males and females
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were similarly distributed. Age was in direct proportion with teaching experience,
suggesting that older academics had had more teaching experience.
Amongst the males, the group with one to five years’ teaching experience was the
largest (26%), while the largest proportion (31%) of female academics had 11 to 15 years’
teaching experience. Academics from both the Languages and Business & Management
Faculties had more teaching experience (more than ten years 64% and 50% respectively)
than those from Science & Engineering Faculties (less than ten years 60%).
In summary, there were more female than male academic participants across all three
disciplines, but the gender ratio varied greatly. Although the participants from the
Languages Faculties were younger than those from Science & Engineering and Business
& Management, they appeared to have had more teaching experience compared with the
academics in the other two disciplines.
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Table 4.2 Inter-group and Intra-group Frequencies Comparison
Gender
Male
%
Male

Female
%

188

Gender
Female
0-29
Age
(Years)

30-39
40-49
50+
0-1
1-5

Teaching
Experience
(Years)

6-10
11-15
15+
Languages

Discipline
(Faculty)

Science
Engineering
Business
Management

450
25
(13)
91
(49)
49
(26)
23
(12)
15
(8)
49
(26)
39
(21)
44
(23)
41
(22)
35
(19)
90
(48)
63
(33)

63
(14)
253
(56)
115
(26)
19
(4)
27
(6)
79
(18)
98
(22)
141
(31)
105
(23)
219
(49)
103
(23)
128
(28)

Age (Years)

Teaching Experience (Years)

0-29
%

30-39
%

40-49
%

50+
%

0-1
%

1-5
%

6-10
%

11-15
%

15+
%

25
(28)
63
(72)

91
(27)
253
(73)

49
(30)
115
(70)

23
(55)
19
(45)

15
(36)
27
(64)
32
(76)
10
(24)

49
(38)
79
(62)
54
(42)
71
(56)
3
(2)

39
(29)
98
(71)
1
(1)
105
(76)
31
(23)

0

0

44
(24)
141
(76)
1
(1)
140
(76)
40
(21)
4
(2)

41
(28)
105
(72)
0
0
18
(12)
90
(62)
38
(26)

88
344
164

0
42

32
(36)
54
(62)
2
(2)
0
0
28
(32)
21
(24)
39
(44)

10
(3)
71
(21)
105
(30)
140
(41)
18
(5)
167
(48)
91
(27)
86
(25)

0
0
3
(2)
31
(19)
40
(24)
90
(55)
48
(30)
63
(38)
53
(32)

0

0
42

0

128

0
4
(10)
38
(90)
11
(26)
18
(43)
13
(31)

137
185
146
3
(7)
16
(38)
23
(55)

38
(30)
51
(40)
39
(30)

52
(38)
51
(37)
34
(25)

96
(52)
43
(23)
46
(25)

65
(44)
32
(22)
49
(34)

Discipline (Faculty)
Science
Business
Languages
Engineering Management
%
%
%
35
90
63
(14)
(47)
(33)
219
103
128
(86)
(53)
(67)
28
21
39
(11)
(11)
(20)
167
91
86
(66)
(47)
(45)
48
63
53
(19)
(33)
(28)
11
18
13
(4)
(9)
(7)
3
16
23
(1)
(8)
(12)
38
51
39
(15)
(26)
(20)
52
51
34
(20)
(26)
(18)
96
43
46
(38)
(23)
(24)
65
32
49
(26)
(17)
(26)
254
193
191
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4.2.3 Participants of interviews
The target population for interviews was higher education academics who had
completed the surveys. Brinkmann (2013, p. 59) said that “as a rule of thumb, interview
studies tend to have around 15 participants, which is a number that makes possible
practical handling of the data”. Furthermore, Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) argue that
data from 12 interviewees could provide a rich contribution to research goals, and that
data theme saturation can be achieved after 12 interviews. Therefore, the aim of this study
was to have 12 interviews participants with a representative range of (gender, age,
teaching experience and discipline.
Participants, who had completed the survey questionnaires, had the option to volunteer
for the interviews and observations; if they were willing to participate, they recorded their
personal details, such as e-mail address, or phone numbers. A week after the
questionnaires were returned, 42 participants who returned a signed CF were contacted to
negotiate the interview time and sites. Although many of the academics showed an interest
in the topic, a number were not willing to be fully involved in the research and therefore
were excluded. A thank-you letter was sent to these excluded participants. Of these, 18
academics were recruited as interviewees (See Figure 4.7), a number which is deemed
sufficient for data analysis (Guest et al., 2006).
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Phase one
Academic faculty
invited to participate

Potential academic faculty
(n=955)

Excluded (n=317)
• Did not respond to
invitation

Survey

Participants volunteered to
participate in and complete survey
(n=661)

Excluded (n=23)
• Extreme response (n=7)
• Entire survey with the
same response (n=16)
Valid responses
(n=638)

Participants provided personal
information as potential
participants for interview
within two weeks

Phase two

Interview
Participants volunteered to
participate in interview
(n=42)

Excluded (n=24)
• Interested in topic but not
willing to be interviewed
• Personal reasons

Analysis

Participants selected and
participated in interview
(n=18)

Figure 4.7 Participant flow throughout Study One
The individual information is presented in Table 4.3 by gender, age, teaching
experience and subject. Finally, thirteen female (72%) and five males (28%), participants
were recruited for the semi-structured interviews. Most of the interview participants (n=15)
were between twenty to forty years old, and the majority of them (n=12) were deemed
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experienced with more than five years’ classroom lecturing experience (Rodrí
guez &
McKay, 2010).
Table 4.3 Demographic Information of Interview Participants
Age

Teaching experience

(Years)

(Years)

Female

26

Less than one year

English Basics

Qun

Female

27

Less than one year

Business English

Tian

Female

28

2

Economics Basics

Xian

Female

28

3

English-speaking Countries’ Cultures

Yuanyuan

Female

29

2

Enterprise Management

Shanshan

Female

29

4

English translation

Pseudonym

Gender

Chaoqun

Subjects

Lingling

Female

33

9

Japanese

Yanhong

Female

34

9

Russian

Ning

Female

34

13

College English

Jie

Female

35

13

Business English

Guanglian

Female

36

12

Advanced English

Liqun

Female

43

19

British and American Literature

Yan

Female

44

20

English Reading and Writing

Jianjun

Male

34

7

Managerial Operations

Lei

Male

35

11

International Trade and Commerce

Weiwei

Male

36

13

Advanced English

Kang

Male

37

9

Advanced Economics

Yunzhang

Male

53

25

Business English & Postgraduate Course

4.2.4 Participants of observations
In this study, 18 participants were recruited in the interview phase; six academics
withdrew, after the researcher explained the process and duration of the observations at
the end of the interview, because they thought this study would occupy a lengthy time.
The remaining 12 participants consisted of nine academics from Languages, one from
Science & Engineering and two from Business & Management. At the beginning of the
observations, the Science & Engineering lecturer and one Business & Management
lecturer withdrew because they considered observations of their teaching were not suitable
for this study, and not manageable in the practicum sites. Thus, the researcher recruited
ten academics for observation. However, during the process of observation, three lecturers
(two from Languages and one from Business & Management) felt uncomfortable with
being observed and requested to withdraw. Finally, only seven academics, all from the
Faculty of Foreign Languages, completed the full procedures for the observations. Among
these participants, one lecturer instructed one course together with two other lecturers in
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one team, and another two lecturers taught two different courses in this semester. In this
study, the research gathered data from nine different courses delivered by one teaching
team and six lecturers (See Figure 4.8).
Phase one
Academic faculty
invited to participate

Potential academic faculty
(n=955)

Excluded (n=317)
• Did not respond to
invitation

Survey

Participants volunteered to
participate in and complete survey
(n=661)
Excluded (n=23)
• Extreme response (n=7)
• Entire survey with the
same response (n=16)
Valid responses
(n=638)

Phase two

Academics participated in
previous interview as potential
participants

Observation
Participants participated in
interview
(n=18)
Excluded (n=11)
• Occupied a lengthy time (n=6)
• Practicums did not suit
observation (n=2)
•
Responded uncomfortable
(n=3)

Analysis

Participants selected and observed
(n=7)

Figure 4.8 Participant flow throughout Study Two
Table 4.4 presents the nine English related courses that were observed. These courses
involved six lecturers and one teaching team in the Faculty of Foreign Languages, and
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ranged from entry (freshman) to senior levels. The table reports that not all the lecturers
were trying to use mobile technologies in their instruction practice, and only three courses
were observed as mobile technology integrated: English Writing, Advanced English and
Business English Reading.
Table 4.4 Courses and Participants Observed
Course

Grade Levels
(Year at university)

Lecturer

Advanced English

Junior (3)

English Writing
Business English Reading

Weiwei

Times of
Observation
5

Mobile technology
integration or not
Yes

Sophomore (2)

Yan

5

Yes

Freshman (1)

Jie

4

Yes

Senior (4)

Yanzhao

4

No

English Literature MOOC

Junior (3)

MOOC Team

5

No

College English

Sophomore (2)

Farong

4

No

British Literature

Sophomore (2)

Yan

4

No

Comprehensive English

Freshman (1)

Shuxia

4

No

English Phonetics

Freshman (1)

Shuxia

4

No

English Translation and
Interpretation

4.3 Instruments
4.3.1 Instruments of Study One
This mixed-methods study investigated academics’ perceptions of adopting mobile
technologies by using a questionnaire based on the Extended Unified Theory and
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) Model (Venkatesh et al., 2012), as well
as semi-structured interviews to gather in-depth information of academics’ beliefs of
mobile technology acceptance and use.
4.3.1.1 The UTAUT2 Survey
The UTAUT 2 (Venkatesh et al., 2012) was extended from UTAUT (Venkatesh et al.,
2003) by incorporating three additional constructs: hedonic motivation, price value, and
habit with the purpose of studying acceptance and use of technology in a consumer
context. In the present study, this model was used in an educational context, to investigate
mobile technology adoption in the context of Chinese higher education. The original
UTAUT 2 survey (Venkatesh et al., 2012) was used in this study with some minor
modifications to wording and constructs to focus on academics’ behavioural intentions
and use behaviour of mobile technologies. Specifically, the term mobile technology
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replaced technology-related items; “teaching experience” and “discipline” were added as
new moderators. These minor alterations focused on finding factors affecting academics’
adoption of mobile technologies, to what extent these constructs explained academics’
behavioural intention and use behaviour, and to what extent individual differences
moderated these effects. The original instrument UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003)
produced acceptable reliability and validity which have been employed and tested in some
studies (Foon & Fah, 2011; Guardado, 2012; Hong, Thong, Chasalow, & Dhillon, 2011;
Venkatesh & Zhang, 2010; Wang, Liu, Tseng, & Tsai, 2010). Compared with other
technology acceptance models, the extended UTAUT 2 was verified as producing a
substantial improvement in explaining behavioural intention (56% to 74%) and
technology use (40% to 52%) in more recent studies in educational contexts (Ahmed &
Kabir, 2018; Farooq et al., 2017; Gerhart et al., 2015; Goh et al., 2016; Venkatesh et al.,
2012; Yang, 2013).
The UTAUT2 Survey (See Appendix E) consists of 31 questions from nine constructs
using the ordinal measurement scale. Four additional questions were included to collect
demographic information, relevant to the study, on the individuals e.g. gender, age,
teaching experience, and discipline. Therefore, there are 35 questions in the research
instrument collected quantitative data from the target sample using a seven-point Likert
scale with (1) strongly disagree; (2) moderately disagree; (3) slightly disagree; (4)
neutral; (5) slightly agree; (6) moderately agree; (7) strongly agree. A Likert scale is an
orderly scale from which respondents choose the option that best supports their opinion
(Drost, 2011). The main advantage of using a Likert scale in the questionnaire was to
ensure a universal method of collecting data. This Likert scale and questionnaire format
was utilised by other researchers (Ahmed & Kabir, 2018; El-Masri & Tarhini, 2017;
Mtebe, Mbwilo, & Kissaka, 2016), and provided a generalisable statistical description for
the received responses. In the current study, in order to keep consistency with the previous
studies, the seven-point Likert scale was used to measure academics’ perceptions of
factors affecting their adoption of mobile technologies by measuring the extent to which
they agree or disagree with a particular question or statement.
4.3.1.2 The interview instruments
In this study, “yes/no” items and “open-ended” items were combined to make the
interview more flexible, to enable the researcher to explore further information based on
participants’ choice, and to collect unexpected or unanticipated information from
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academics’ responses (Brinkmann, 2013, 2014; Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; Cohen et al.,
2011; Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Sarantakos, 2013).
Interview questions were carefully constructed related to the research questions and the
findings from the questionnaire. Cross checks were made by my supervisors in order to
maximise the validity of the follow-up interviews. The interview questions included the
following themes: (1) demographic information of interviewees; (2) affordances of mobile
technologies in teaching practice; (3) perceptions of adopting mobile technologies in
teaching practice; (4) what participants have done, what they are doing, and what they
plan to do to increase the integration of mobile technologies in the process of teaching and
learning; (5) factors affecting academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in teaching
practice; and (6) academics’ TPACK levels and development. In total, 14 interview
questions were generated (See Appendix G):
Question 1 was designed as a warm-up question to investigate academics’ knowledge
and experience about mobile technologies and devices.
Question 2 was based on the third research question to explore academics’ personal
views on the integration of mobile technologies in teaching practice; and finding out about
the current infrastructure, available facilities, accessible facilities, and how to access new
facilities on their campus.
Questions 3, 4 and 5 were based on the TPACK model and survey results, to ascertain
academics’ technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge, and
how they combine these knowledge bases. How academics implement their TPACK
knowledge by selecting a suitable mobile tool, integrate certain content and design specific
strategies was also investigated through these three questions.
Questions 6 and 7 investigated whether academics received an initial education training
programme and how frequently they participate in technology-based professional
development.
Question 8, 9 10, 11 and 12 were based on the third research question as well as the
UTAUT2 model and survey results. The purpose of these questions was to explore the
factors affecting the adoption of mobile technologies and the actual determinants of using
mobile tools from the academics’ perspective. The results obtained from questionnaire
data were also discussed with the interviewees to gather their personal opinions about
these findings.
Question 13 to establish any students’ feedback to academics when they integrated
mobile technologies and devices into teaching practice; it was intended to predict future
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improvements in this topic.
The last question was designed to enable participants to provide any information related
to this research that was not explored and was expected to obtain some unanticipated and
surprising facts.
4.3.2 Instruments of Study Two
The second mixed-methods study undertaken addressed research question 2 and 4. The
purposes of conducting this study were to assess academics’ TPACK levels and evaluate
their mobile technology integrated curriculum design as well as pedagogical practice.
4.3.2.1 TPACK Survey
Although various research instruments have been developed (Archambault & Barnett,
2010; Graham et al., 2009; Koh et al., 2010; Mumcu & Usluel, 2010; Schmidt et al., 2009;
Shin et al., 2009) and applied in different studies, most of these tools either lacked
verification about interaction among seven knowledge bases or were established for a
specific background which has limited the generalizability and further exploration (Chai,
Koh, & Tsai, 2016; Graham, 2011; Pamuk et al., 2013). Responding to these limitations,
Pamuk, Ergun, Cakir, Yilmaz, and Ayas (2015) developed a new TPACK survey
instrument by taking a more theoretical position and using research-based input. This
survey was validated by these researchers using different techniques such as factor
analysis, correlation coefficients, and structural equation modelling, providing useful
insights for us understanding the complex relationships among knowledge bases.
This TPACK Survey (See Appendix F) instrument consists of 37 four-point Likert-type
questions concerning the seven TPACK constituents. The original survey instrument was
developed through the investigation of pre-service teachers (Pamuk et al., 2015), while
the target population of the present study was in-service academics; thus some minor
modifications were made based on the original form. Additionally, participants were asked
to present a series of demographic information at the very beginning of the survey, such
as gender, age, teaching experience and discipline, to keep consistency with the research
hypotheses. In the current study, a different four-point Likert scale was used to investigate
academics’ technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge in
relation to mobile technology adoption. The scale level is consistent with the previous
literature (Cheng & Xie, 2018; Hoffmann, 2017; Nelson, Voithofer, & Cheng, 2019;
Olofson, Swallow, & Neumann, 2016) which used the same scale and a similar
questionnaire to maximise the reliability and validity when comparisons occurred in the
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following report and interpretations.
4.3.2.2 Observation instrument
Observations of the participating academics were to evaluate how and to what degree
academics integrated and adopted mobile technologies in the design of their curriculum
and their instructional practice. Observation rubrics were utilised as these are reliable and
trustworthy when evaluating the adoption of mobile technologies (Archambault, 2016).
In this study, the Technology Integration Observation, developed by Hofer, Grandgenett,
Harris, and Swan (2011a) based on the previously successful Technology Integration
Assessment Rubric (Harris et al., 2010) (See Appendix H), was used with minor
modifications for use with live instruction and video-recorded lessons (Hofer,
Grandgenett, Harris, & Swan, 2011b). The user guide (2011b) (See Appendix I)
emphasises that this instrument should be used in conjunction with other measurements
of teaching effectiveness because it concentrates on curriculum-based technology
integration. In this study, the researcher initially conducted a more general survey with a
large scale of the population in the first phase to establish the current levels of academics’
technological pedagogical content knowledge. This instrument was then used to evaluate
how well technologies were integrated with curriculum design and teaching strategies
implemented in the observed lectures.
This rubric (Hofer et al., 2011a) consisted of four parts: (1) necessary information for
an observation, such as observer, lecturer, date, grade level, subject area, primary teaching
goals, etc.; (2) record of the vital curriculum topic, instructional strategies, learning
activities, and mobile (digital) or non-mobile (non-digital) technologies; (3) assessment
rubric; and (4) overall comment. The assessment rubric, in the third part, was composed
of six criteria: curriculum goals and technologies (matching technology to curriculum);
instructional strategies and technologies (matching technology to instructional strategies);
technology selection(s) (matching technology to both curriculum and instructional
strategies); “fit” (consider curriculum, pedagogy and technology all together),
instructional use (using technologies effectively for instruction); and technology logistics
(operating technologies effectively). Each criterion also had four levels indicating the
extent to which technologies integrated in teaching practice.
4.4 Data collection procedures
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4.4.1 Validity of the questionnaires’ translation
The participants in the study crossed three different disciplines, and not all of these
academics were proficient in English. For this reason, the two quantitative research
questionnaires were translated into the target language-Chinese. To ensure the items were
consistently reliable and valid, the researcher first translated the questionnaires into
Chinese based on his professional knowledge in this field. A professor majoring in applied
linguistics was invited then to do a back translation into English to ensure translation
equivalence (Brislin, 1970). The Chinese version of questionnaires was confirmed after a
discussion with the professor. The newly translated and refined questionnaires were
administered, subsequently, to five academics majoring in languages who were not the
target participants. They were asked to comment on whether any words were ambiguous
or had lost their original meaning. The final Chinese versions of questionnaires were
established following minor adjustments.
4.4.2 Questionnaire distribution and collection
Before the research commenced, permission had been gained from the Deans of the
target institutions. The researcher initially emailed the Dean of each faculty, attaching a
Chinese version of the Participant Information Sheet for the Dean (PIS-Dean) (See
Appendix A) and Consent Form for the Dean (CF-Dean) (See Appendix B). The PIS
provided a full explanation of the purpose and procedure of the research, and the CF was
to confirm the Dean’s approval.
The surveys conducted in both studies were distributed in paper-based and web-based
forms. After obtaining permission, the researcher attended a faculty meeting, explained
the research, invited participation, and distributed the PISs and questionnaires. The
completed questionnaires were put into a locked box placed in the pigeon-hole area and
one week later were collected by the researcher. The PIS and questionnaire highlighted
that the completion of this survey indicated full informed consent. For this reason,
participants were not asked to sign CFs.
A web-based questionnaire was used because some faculties had difficulty negotiating
times to participate in faculty meetings. SurveyStar (WenJuanXing) is a web-based
company which provides surveys, examinations, votes, etc. The questionnaire was
compiled through the website www.sojump.com after registration, and distributed through
WeChat, one of the most popular social Apps in China. The faculty Deans granted
permission and forwarded the web-based questionnaire to the academics who had been
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organised in each faculty group. The PIS and relevant information were displayed before
the body of the questionnaire. The data were collected automatically under the registered
account when participants completed the questionnaires.
4.4.3 Interview data collection
Some researchers (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015; Creswell, 2013; Rubin & Rubin, 2012)
considered interviewing as a sequence of steps in a procedure and suggested some stages,
or a model, for conducting interviews. Initially, participants who volunteered to participate
in the interviews left their contact details at the end of the questionnaires. Rather than
making a phone call directly, the researcher sent emails with a new PIS-Lecturer (See
Appendix C) and CF-Lecturer (See Appendix D) to all the candidates to avoid unexpected
disturbance. Interviews and observations require a long time for gathering information
concerning individuals and recording detailed personal opinion (Creswell, 2015); thus, to
ensure the participant was fully informed, a full description of study procedures was
included in the PIS.
The researcher e-mailed candidates who had not given responses after one week.
Participants who had indicated they were willing to voluntarily participate in the interview
and observation replied with a signed CF; they agreed to participate in a one-on-one, faceto-face interview in their offices which were quiet and free from distractions at a time of
their choice. Before the interview, the researcher completed the Semi-structured Interview
Protocol (See Appendix G). This form contained the project title, interview time, date,
place, interviewer, interviewee and interview questions; lecturers were requested to fill
out their demographic information. Next, the interviewees were informed briefly again
about the study, including the purposes, procedures, duties, and obligations of both the
researcher and the participants. The interview then proceeded with the researcher asking
questions and participant academics replying. During the interview, notes of critical
comments were taken, serving as the assistance in the transcription process. On average
each interview lasted between thirty to forty minutes, depending on the length of the
answers provided, and each interview was digitally audio recorded. Every participant
received 150 Chinese Yuan as a gift in appreciation for their participation.
4.4.4 Observation data collection
All academics selected to be observed had completed the survey, and it was therefore
assumed that they possessed some TPACK knowledge. The first step before the
observation was to provide the lecturers detailed explanations of the TPACK and SAMR
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models as well as relevant practice in a higher education context in an understandable and
non-technical way. The lecturer observations were conducted in the classrooms as
arranged by the faculty, with the researcher completing all observations as a
nonparticipant observer. In the pre-observation stage, lecturers were asked for a copy of
the lesson plan to guide the observation period. During the observation, the researcher sat
at the back of the classroom as an “outsider”, watching and video-recording the lecturers’
lesson. Each lecture lasted 90 minutes, and each course was observed four to five times to
ensure the integrity of content and to gain a full understanding of the academics’
instructions. The whole process was video recorded, and the lecturers’ formal and
informal teaching was recorded using the Technology Integration Observation Instrument
(See Appendix H). The integration of mobile technologies was assessed using on the
rubric designed by Harris et al. (2010) drawing on observations of the four to five lessons
the notes made during the observation. After the observations, the researcher allowed one
week for the observed lecturers to consider their participation, and no one withdrew.
4.5 Data analysis
This section provides the detailed information of how data collected from the surveys,
interviews, and observations were analysed.
4.5.1 Preparatory stage
Firstly, the statistics gathered from the paper-based questionnaires were manually
entered into Microsoft Excel 2013. Meanwhile, web-based data were exported
automatically into Microsoft Excel 2013. In the process of data organising, questionnaires
with incomplete information were not considered. The UTAUT2 survey dataset and
TPACK survey dataset were processed separately. All demographic information was
simplified by using Arabic numbers. For example, 1 and 2 represented male and female
respectively under the column of gender. Number 1 represented those aged under 30, 2
represented those between 30 and 39, 3 for 40 to 49 years old and 4 for those above 50
years old. Teaching experience was divided on the basis of years: 1 denoted less than one
year experience, 2 denoted those between one and five years experience, 3 denoted six to
ten years experience, 4 denoted those with teaching experience between 11 and 15 and
those with more than 15 years experience were ranked with a 5.1 to 3 stood for the
disciplines of Languages, Science & Engineering and Business & Management . The
items were abbreviated by components acronym and item number in the heading. For
example, the first item in Performance Expectancy was marked as PE1, Behavioural
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Intention as BI, Technological Knowledge as TK, Technological Pedagogical Content
Knowledge as TPACK, and so on. The purpose of these measures was to make all the
statistics and words in Excel compatible with SPSS when the file was imported directly
to it.
4.5.2 UTAUT2 survey data analysis
Initially, data collected from the UTAUT2 survey were screened and cleaned. Data with
missing responses were examined thoroughly. Participants whose responses were
indicative of lacking effort (e.g., extreme response, same response), purposeful mischief
or obvious inaccurate information were deleted from the dataset through manual
inspection, as suggested by Field (2013). A listwise measure was used by the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 24.0 to eliminate all cases from following data
analysis by assuming that the missing values were less than 10% (Field, 2013). Moreover,
skewness and kurtosis were measured to assess the normality distribution of this study.
Descriptive analysis was undertaken to establish the mean and standard derivations of data
gathered.
Secondly, the questionnaire was validated. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a
variable reduction technique, was applied with SPSS 24.0 to validate the UTAUT2 survey.
This analysis measurement reduced the number of variables from large to small,
establishing potential dimensions between measured variables and constructs. KMO and
Bartlett’s value was examined to evaluate the sampling adequacy, the case-variable ratio,
for analysis. Furthermore, factor loadings, cross-loadings and total variance explained
were examined to determine constructs and items that suit the model. Cronbach’s α was
used to test the reliability of the scale.
Thirdly, structural models of variables and moderators were developed through a
Structural Equation Modelling procedure with SmartPLS-SEM 3.0. Partial Least Square
approach was utilised because it is variance-based SEM which is using regression to
examine the prediction and explain the relations among principal factors (Hair Jr., Hult,
Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016). The measurement model was analysed first to check rigorously
the reliability and validity of the data collected from UTAUT2 Survey as well as the fitness
of this model, and the structural model was assessed to establish the relationship among
constructs, and the effect of these relationships.
Finally, independent T-tests, Levene’s test and One-Way ANOVA were used to identify
the significance of difference among age, gender, experience and discipline for factors
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affecting academics’ behavioural intentions and use of mobile technologies with SPSS
24.0. Multi-group analysis with SmartPLS-SEM 3.0 was applied to analyse the variations
of different groups when demographic characteristics were introduced as moderators to
influence the relationship among nine constructs.
4.5.3 TPACK survey data analysis
Firstly, data collected from the TPACK survey were screened and cleaned. Missing data
and normality were examined thoroughly. Participants whose responses were indicative
of lacking effort, purposeful mischief or obvious inaccurate information were deleted from
the dataset through manual inspection. Assuming that the missing values were less than
10% (Field, 2013), a listwise measure was used with Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) 24.0 to eliminate all cases from the following data analysis. Skewness
and kurtosis were measured to assess the normality distribution of this study.
Secondly, descriptive analysis was applied to display the mean and standard
derivations. Cronbach’s α was used to test the reliability of the scale. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) was applied using SPSS 24.0 to validate the TPACK survey by examining
the KMO, Bartlett value, factor loading, cross loading and total variance in order to
determine constructs and items to suit the model.
Thirdly, structural models of variables and moderators were developed through a
Structural Equation Modelling procedure with SmartPLS-SEM 3.0. The measurement
model was analysed first to check rigorously the reliability and validity of the data
collected from TPACK Survey as well as the fitness of this model, and the structural model
was assessed to find out the relationship among constructs, and the effect of these
relationships.
Finally, Independent T-test, Levene’s test, and One-Way ANOVA were used to identify
whether TK, PK, CK, TPK, TCK, PCK and TPACK varies with age, gender, teaching
experience and discipline through SPSS 24.0.
4.5.4 Interview data analysis
Thematic analysis was applied for identifying, analysing and reporting themes in
interview data. The qualitative data processing software, NVivo 12.0, was used to analyse
the interview data. Many researchers (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Creswell, 2015; McNiff,
2016; Tesch, 2013) have suggested different procedures for thematic analysis of interview
data. For this study, the researcher employed seven steps to analyse the interview data.
First, the audio-recordings of lecturer interviews were transcribed by the researcher.
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Once the transcription was done, participants received a copy of the transcript to check
and were invited to make any alterations or delete any information they would not like
included in the final data analysis. After a week no participant had amended or withdrawn
any transcripts; the transcriptions were translated, therefore, from Chinese into English
and directly transferred into NVivo 12.0 for analysis.
Secondly, as this study used semi-structured interviews in which lecturers were asked
the same set of questions, headings were used to structure the responses. For example, all
the responses to Question 1 were gathered in one place for easier analysis.
Thirdly, thematic analysis identified the main points of view expressed by participants
and their perspectives, including any differences and commonalities (Gubrium, Holstein,
Marvasti, & McKinney, 2012; Patton, 2002). The codes (called nodes in NVivo) were
constructed in three different ways: some were generated from findings related to the
UTAUT2 model, TPACK model and research questions; some were based on the previous
literature; some were based on the interview transcript using the NVivo Word Frequency
which gave early insights into emerging codes or nodes.
Fourthly, all nodes were reviewed to check inclusion, overlap or redundancy, and
similar, or redundant, nodes were reduced, and related nodes were grouped hierarchically.
Therefore, the nodes list was organised to “a smaller, more manageable number”
(Creswell, 2015, p. 244).
Fifthly, the process of coding involved aggregating the text or visual data into small
categories of information, seeking evidence for the code from different databases being
used in the study, and then assigning a label to the code (Creswell, 2013, p. 184).
Accordingly, all datasets were coded based on the thematic nodes schema constructed
before. Different segments of text were placed under different nodes by reading through
the text data recursively and iteratively. All codes were refined again by adding newlyfound nodes.
Finally, themes within the data were identified in two primary ways in the thematic
analysis: one is inductive-“bottom-up”, and the other is deductive-“top-down”. The
inductive approach, which was data-driven, focuses mainly on themes linked strongly to
the datasets, rather than trying to fit the data to a pre-existing coding structure or any
presumptions. The “top-down” deductive approach, also referred to as theoretical thematic
analysis, provides “less a rich description of the data overall but more detailed analysis of
some aspect of the data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84). Combining the two approaches,
the researcher found results for the research questions (using the deductive approach) and
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generated findings that were not pre-assumed (using the inductive approach). Mixing the
induction and deduction approaches works effectively “when researchers already know
the phenomena they are studying in the research process” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p.
225).
4.5.5 Data analysis for lecturer observations
The academic participants’ lectures, which integrated mobile technologies, were
analysed in the final process using four steps. Firstly, the academics’ curriculum design
was reviewed thoroughly to identify where mobile learning was mentioned, or utilised,
and the role played of mobile technologies was analysed. Secondly, the instructional
behaviours of lecturers, which included the subject topic (content knowledge),
instructional strategies/activities (pedagogical knowledge), and mobile technologies used
(technological knowledge), were reported based on the observation instrument and video
recorded. Thirdly, these three aspects were analysed to see how they interacted through
evaluating the overall performance of instruction based on the six criteria identified in the
observation rubric. Finally, academics’ adoption and integration of mobile technologies
in instructional practice were summarised referring to SAMR.
4.5.6 Trustworthiness of qualitative data
The final sample of 18 participants in the interviews, ensured that saturation was
achieved as the minimum sample size of 12 was met for the study (Guest et al., 2006).
Trustworthiness of the data was ensured by the following: participants were coded by
pseudonyms to ensure confidentiality; member checking was employed to assure the
accuracy of the interview transcripts; and interviewees in the study were invited to clarify
or add to their response to enhance the trustworthiness (Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, &
Walter, 2016; Creswell & Guetterman, 2019). The credibility of data gathered from
observations was also supported by triangulation among different data sources, including
the observational field notes, observation rubrics, and participants’ curriculum design
(Creswell & Guetterman, 2019).
The detailed description of research methods and context enhances the transferability
and dependability (Yin, 2014). Confirmability was addressed through research reflection,
for example, there are limitations to the methodology, including potential bias in
participant self-reported answers and self-selection of materials shared, and the bias
introduced on the part of the researcher as the interview was co-constructed by the
researcher and interviewees (Mills, 2011).
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4.6 Ethical considerations
In this study, all participant information sheets, consent forms, and detail of data
collecting tools (questionnaires, interview questions, and observation rubrics) were
submitted to the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, and
approval was obtained (#017064) before the research started on April 11th, 2016. The
committee ensured that participants had appropriate and detailed information before
agreeing to take part in the study, and that all participants were treated with respect, their
safety guaranteed, details kept confidentially and dealt with in the spirit of justice and
truthfulness.
As stated in Section 4.4.2, a letter of information about the current study including a
brief description of research questions, researcher’s expectations, time commitment, use
of data and the guarantee of anonymity and confidentiality was sent to the Deans of the
target higher education institutes. Permission was sought also from the Deans of the target
faculties. Information about surveys and questionnaires was distributed to the lecturers by
the faculty Deans, and to the academics who were invited to participate by completing the
questionnaires. All participants were invited to volunteer for a follow-up interview and
observation; they indicated their acceptance at the end of the questionnaire. The Deans
and academic participants signed two copies of the consent forms, one of which was kept
by the Dean or participant and the other by the researcher.
Participants were told that data could not be withdrawn once the questionnaires were
submitted because they were anonymous. However, interview and observation
participants could withdraw without giving a reason. Participants were given one week to
inform the researcher of their decision via e-mail and told that their data would be
discarded completely, but that, after the start of the analysis any withdrawal of data was
not possible. All participation was voluntary, and lecturers were informed that their
decision to participate or not would not affect their employment status or relationship with
the faculty.
Participants were informed that any data gathered in the study would be used only in
the researcher’s doctoral dissertation, conference presentations and journal publications.
A summary of the findings was made available to all participants. All data gathered were
securely stored at the University of Auckland: hard copy data were placed in a locked
cupboard; electronic data were stored on password protected facilities; and any data that
could identify participants will not be given to any other researchers or organisations. All
data will be destroyed after six years.
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Chapter Five Quantitative Results

• Phase 1: RQ: Factors affecting higher education academics'
Study
1

acceptance and use of mobile technologies
(data collected via questionnaires)
• Phase 2: RQ: Perceptions of mobile technology adoption held
by higher education academics
(data collected via semi-structured interviews)

• Phase 1: Higher education academics' technological,
Study
2

pedagogical and content knowledge level
(data collected via questionnaires)
• Phase 2: Higher education academics' mobile technoloy
integrated teaching practice
(data collected via observations)

Figure 5.1 The research questions addressed in this chapter (highlighted in red)
This chapter reports findings from both Phase 1 of Study One, which utilised the
Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2) survey, and
Phase 1 of Study Two, which utilised Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(TPACK) survey. Data were gathered through self-report questionnaires to address
research questions 1 and 2 concerning influencing factors of academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies and their current TPACK levels (See Figure 5.1).
Section 5.1 reports what factors were identified and how these factors impacted upon
higher education academics’ behavioural intention and use behaviour of mobile
technologies. Section 5.2 presents the results of the assessment on academics’
technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge as well as
identification how these knowledge bases interact with each other. The first two sections
both consist of descriptive analysis, instrument validation, model construction, and
comparison. Section 5.3 provides a summary of the findings initiated and models
constructed in the previous two sections
5.1 Results of Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
survey
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In this section, statistics collected within higher education institutions using the
UTAUT2 survey were analysed to answer the research question: What factors affect
higher education academics acceptance, and use, of mobile technologies in their teaching
practice?
5.1.1 Descriptive analysis
Abbreviations of the UTAUT2 survey are numerous and although they have already
been stated in Section 3.1.2. They are reported again here to assist the reader in interpreting
the findings. Abbreviations as stated by Venkatesh et al. (2012) include PE (Performance
Expectancy), EE (Effort Expectancy), SI (Social Influence), FC (Facilitating Conditions),
HM (Hedonic Motivation), PV (Price Value), HT(Habit), BI (Behavioural Intention), and
USE (Use Behaviour).
5.1.1.1 Descriptive statistics of scale
The flow of participants is recorded in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Initially, 661 responses were
gathered from a paper-based and online survey, among which seven cases being
eliminated due to response biases, which included extreme responses and the same
response selected through the entire questionnaire. Additionally, sixteen cases with
missing values were removed without imputation because they only accounted for about
2% of the total responses, far smaller than the threshold value of 5% (Enders, 2010).
Therefore, a final sample of 638 participants for a 31-item scale (20.6:1) significantly met
the requested subjects-to-variables (STV) ratio (5:1 to 10:1) analysis (Field, 2013). The
assumptions of linearity, singularity and homogeneity of the sample were satisfied, and
no outlying cases were detected.
Descriptive statistical analyses (See Appendix J) showed that there were 638 valid cases
in the current quantitative study, and 7 points Likert scale with items ranging from 1 to 7
was used. The results represented that the mean scores of the 31 items averaged between
4.5 (HT1) and 6.2 (PE1) with the standard deviation ranging from 1.1 to 1.6. The values
for skewness fell between -1.6 and -0.5, and the values for kurtosis between -0.8 and 1.9,
which were far less than the cut-off values of -/+2 (Field, 2013; George & Mallery, 2010;
Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014; Trochim & Donnelly, 2006). Based on the statistics of
skewness and kurtosis, both data sets of the present study were well distributed.
Additionally, all the skewness coefficients were negative, indicating that distributions
were left-skewed or left tailed, specifically, the mass of the data were concentrated on the
right. Regarding the kurtosis coefficients, negative statistics indicated a light tailed
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distribution, specifically, fewer data were concentrated at the tail parts, leading to a flatter
distribution curve; on the contrary, the positive coefficients represent a heavy-tailed
distribution which meant more data were concentrated at the tail parts, leading to a
stronger peak in distribution curve.
5.1.1.2 Intra-group descriptive analysis of UTAUT2 survey
Figure 5.2 reports the mean and standard derivation of male and female academics on
the nine constructs in UTAUT2 survey. Male academics had more EE (M=21.4,
SD=5.18), FC (M=21.3, SD=4.70), PV (M=14.8, SD=3.86), while female participants
obtained more PE (M=23.7, SD=3.72), SI (M=16.0, SD=3.39), HM (M=17.0, SD=3.37),
HT(M=15.2, SD=3.58), BI (M=16.9, SD=3.35) and USE (M=22.8, SD=3.83). The
individual difference of perceptions of mobile technologies among male participants was
greater than female ones, although the mean scores towards each factor were not quite
distinctive.

25.0
20.0
15.0

10.0
5.0
0.0

Male-M
Female-M
Male-SD
Female-SD

PE
22.7
23.7
4.84
3.72

EE
21.4
20.6
5.18
4.50

SI
15.9
16.0
3.68
3.39

FC
21.3
20.8
4.70
4.25

HM
16.2
17.0
3.84
3.37

PV
14.8
14.5
3.86
3.35

HT
15.1
15.2
3.55
3.58

BI
16.5
16.9
3.72
3.35

USE
21.5
22.8
4.45
3.83

Figure 5.2 Descriptive statistics of male and female participants from Chinese higher
education academics responding to UTAUT2 questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard
Derivation. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence,
FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.
As shown in Figure 5.3, younger academics (aged below forty) obtained higher
perceived scores in most of these factors. Participants under thirty years old had the
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greatest EE (M=21.7, SD=3.37), FC (M=21.6, SD=4.55), HM (M=17.1, SD=3.76), PV
(M=15.4, SD=3.58), BI (M=17.1, SD=3.62) and USE (M=22.8, SD=4.86), whilst those
in their thirties obtained the highest PE (M=23.7, SD=4.21) and HT (M=15.4, SD=3.44).
In contrast, the oldest age group (above 50 years’ old) obtained the lowest scores in all
perceived constructs, PE (M=22.0, SD=3.57), EE(M=18.7, SD=4.83), SI(M=15.4,
SD=2.91), FC(M=20.1, SD=3.34), HM(M=15.3, SD=3.46), PV(M=14.2, SD=3.28),
HT(M=14.0, SD=3.91), BI(M=15.8, SD=3.40) and USE(M=21.1, SD=3.44). Moreover,
the individual difference towards personal perceptions of mobile technologies was much
stronger among the two younger groups compared with the two older age groupings.

25.0
20.0

15.0
10.0
5.0

0.0
0-29-M
30-39-M
40-49-M
50+-M
0-29-SD
30-39-SD
40-49-SD
50+-SD

PE
23.0
23.7
23.3
22.0
4.61
4.21
3.65
3.57

EE
21.7
21.0
20.5
18.7
4.93
4.69
4.50
4.83

SI
16.0
15.9
16.3
15.4
3.72
3.60
3.19
2.91

FC
21.6
21.0
20.7
20.1
4.55
4.57
4.13
3.34

HM
17.1
17.0
16.5
15.3
3.76
3.53
3.36
3.46

PV
15.4
14.7
14.0
14.2
3.58
3.53
3.41
3.28

HT
15.3
15.4
14.9
14.0
4.02
3.44
3.45
3.91

BI
17.1
16.9
16.5
15.8
3.62
3.58
3.13
3.40

USE
22.8
22.7
21.7
21.1
4.86
3.98
3.78
3.44

Figure 5.3 Descriptive statistics of the different age groups of academics in Chinese higher
education as collected using UTAUT2 questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard
Derivation, Age (Years): 0-29=below 30 years of age, 30-39=30-39 years of age, 4049=40-49 years of age, 50+=above 50 years of age, PE=Performance Expectancy,
EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic
Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use
Behaviour.
Figure 5.4 highlights that academics with 11 to 15 years’ teaching experience
possessed nearly all the highest perceived constructs scores, including PE (M=23.9,
SD=3.67), EE(M=21.3, SD=4.52), SI(M=16.3, SD=3.44), HM(M=17.2, SD=3.23),
PV(M=15.0, SD=3.25), HT(M=15.5, SD=3.41), and USE(M=22.6, SD=3.81).
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30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0

0.0

PE

EE

SI

FC

HM

PV

HT

BI

USE

0-1-M

22.3

20.9

15.5

21.2

17.0

14.9

15.4

16.2

21.6

1-5-M

22.9

21.1

15.8

20.8

16.6

14.8

15.0

16.8

22.5

6-10-M

23.1

21.0

15.7

20.8

16.5

14.6

15.0

16.5

22.1

11-15-M

23.9

21.3

16.3

21.1

17.2

15.0

15.5

16.9

22.6

15+-M

23.7

19.7

16.3

20.8

16.5

13.9

15.0

17.0

22.4

0-1-SD

4.98

4.89

3.90

4.67

3.51

3.64

3.68

3.49

4.86

1-5-SD

4.52

4.71

3.63

4.68

3.69

3.67

3.71

3.71

4.38

6-10-SD

4.47

4.68

3.49

4.40

3.78

3.61

3.51

3.75

4.12

11-15-SD

3.67

4.52

3.44

4.37

3.23

3.25

3.41

3.31

3.81

15+-SD

3.51

4.85

3.23

4.11

3.52

3.48

3.69

3.17

3.78

Figure 5.4 Descriptive statistics related to the teaching experience of academics in
Chinese higher education using UTAUT2 questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard
Derivation, Teaching Experience (Years): 0-1=less than 1 year’s teaching experience, 15=1-5 years’ experience, 6-10=6-10 years’ experience, 11-15=11-15 years’ experience,
15+=more than 15 years’ experience, PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort
Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation,
PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.
It can be concluded from Figure 5.5 that participants from Languages faculties
demonstrated the highest levels of perceived factors which influenced their adoption of
mobile technologies, such as PE (M=24.1, SD=3.68), FC (M=21.1, SD=4.29), HM
(M=17.4, SD=3.25) and USE (M=23.5, SD=3.31) while those academics from the Science
and Engineering faculties obtained the lowest scores for PE (M=22.3, SD=4.65), HM
(M=16.0, SD=3.56), HT (M=14.9, SD=3.50), BI (M=16.1, SD=3.43) and USE (M=21.4,
SD=4.10). Moreover, participants from the Business & Management Faculties displayed
more significant individual differences than the other two faculty members.
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30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
LAN-M
S&E-M
B&M-M
LAN-SD
S&E-SD
B&M-SD

PE
24.1
22.3
23.6
3.68
4.65
3.84

EE
20.7
20.7
21.0
4.70
4.66
4.82

SI
16.1
16.2
15.8
3.50
3.42
3.50

FC
21.1
20.8
20.8
4.29
4.31
4.61

HM
17.4
16.0
16.7
3.25
3.56
3.73

PV
14.4
15.2
14.2
3.46
3.47
3.55

HT
15.3
14.9
15.3
3.52
3.50
3.70

BI
17.1
16.1
17.1
3.19
3.43
3.77

USE
23.5
21.4
21.9
3.31
4.10
4.56

Figure 5.5 Descriptive statistics related to teaching experience of academics from
different faculties in Chinese higher education using UTAUT2 questionnaires. M=Mean,
SD=Standard Derivation, Disciplines (Faculty): LAN=Languages, S&E= Science and
Engineering, B&M=Business and Management, PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort
Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation,
PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.
5.1.1.4 Summary
Referring to the previous two sections’, we can find that there was an imbalance
between the number of male and female participants, participants under and over forty,
and those deemed experienced (more than five years’ teaching experience) as opposed to
those new to the profession. Moreover, some similarities were identified when making a
comparison between/among sub-groups and across inter-groups. However, the
participants’ distribution across groupings varied significantly.
5.1.2 Instrument validation
5.1.2.1 The reliability of the scale
In this study, Cronbach’s α was applied to test scale reliability using SPSS 24.0.
According to DeVellis (2012) and Nunnally (1994), if Cronbach’s α is greater than 0.70,
the reliability is considered to be high, and the scale is acceptable. A summary of the
reliability of the holistic scale and separate constructs was listed in Table 5.1. The results
showed holistic reliability of 0.96 which was extremely high. The reliability figure of 0.80
for most constructs was deemed very high. Although the reliability of Habit is only 0.77,
it was still within the ‘acceptable’ range as determined by DeVellis (2012). Thus, the
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reliability of this research was great. Table 5.1 also noted the mean and standard deviation
of each construct, which indicated that academics reported a relatively high perceived PE,
followed by BI, USE, HM, SI, FC, EE and HT. Comparatively, they presented a low
perceived PV among all these influential factors.
Table 5.1 Reliability of the UTAUT2 Survey
Constructs

M

SD

Reliability
(Cronbach's α)

Scale

0.96

Performance Expectancy (PE)

0.87

PE 1
PE 2
PE 3
PE 4

6.17
5.78
5.90
5.54

1.13
1.24
1.21
1.25

Effort Expectancy (EE)
EE 1
EE 2
EE 3
EE 4

5.11
5.26
5.37
5.06

1.40
1.28
1.28
1.37

Social Influence (SI)
SI 1
SI 2
SI 3

5.36
5.33
5.32

1.34
1.25
1.24

5.38
5.21
5.12
5.21

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.35

Facilitating Conditions (FC)
FC 1
FC 2
FC 3
FC 4
Hedonic Motivation (HM)
HM 1
HM 2
HM 3
Price Value (PV)
PV 1
PV 2
PV 3

0.91

0.89

0.86

0.92
5.61
5.53
5.61

1.26
1.28
1.26

4.70
4.97
4.91

1.36
1.31
1.32

4.47
5.58
5.14

1.59
1.32
1.39

0.86

Habit (HT)
HT 1
HT 2
HT 3

0.77

Behavioural Intention (BI)
BI 1
BI 2
BI 3

0.85
5.61
5.59
5.88

1.21
1.24
1.12

Use Behaviour (USE)
0.83
USE 1
5.89
1.14
USE 2
5.82
1.09
USE 3
5.51
1.30
USE 4
5.18
1.41
Note. Constructs referred to the variables conceptualised in UTAUT2 survey, including PE=Performance Expectancy,
EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value,
HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour. M=Mean, SD=Standard Derivation.
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5.1.2.2 Principal component analysis
Factor analysis reduces “a large number of variables to a smaller set of underlying
factors that summarise the essential information contained in the variables” (Coakes,
2012, p. 128). A principal component analysis was conducted with varimax rotation to
extract nine factors using SPSS 24.0.
According to Bartlett’s test of sphericity, the correlations between the nine constructs
within the correlation matrix, was significant (χ²(465) =14300.2, p˂0.001), indicating that
it was appropriate to use the factor analytic model on this set of data. Additionally, the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy showed that the strength of the
relationships among variables was perfect (KMO=.95). Thus it was acceptable to proceed
with the following analysis (Kaiser & Rice, 1974).
Principal component extraction was utilised to group similar variables into dimensions
in order to identify latent variables, and nine factors were extracted which were included
in the model construction. The extracted factors were rotated through the varimax rotation
to fit the data better, thus targeting the production of independent non-collinearity factors
to minimise the number of variables that had high loadings on each other (See Table 5.2).
The results showed that most of the items loaded into the factors after extracting the
common factor and indicated a good convergent validity within variables. Most of the
items’ loadings were higher than 0.50, and crossing loadings were lower than 0.40,
indicating a good discriminant validity among constructs. However, the item loadings of
items HT2 and BI3 were 0.33 and 0.45 which were lower than 0.50, suggesting poor
conditions with at least three measured variables loading on each factor at least 400
samples (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2011; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Kline, 1994). For this
reason, these two items (HT2 and BI3) were deleted due to their low loadings.
Table 5.2 Factor Loadings for Principal Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation
of the UTAUT2 Survey
Items

Factor 1

Factor 2

PE1

0.69

PE2

0.75

PE3

0.77

PE4

0.70

EE1

0.80

EE2

0.76

EE3

0.80

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

Factor 7

Factor 8

Factor 9

89

EE4

0.79

SI1

0.70

SI2

0.81

SI3

0.77

FC1

0.72

FC2

0.63

FC3

0.65

FC4

0.62

HM1

0.80

HM2

0.77

HM3

0.73

PV1

0.82

PV2

0.84

PV3

0.67

HT1

0.86

HT2

0.33

(Drop)
HT3

0.60

BI1

0.58

BI2

0.65

BI3

0.45

(Drop)
USE1

0.55

USE2

0.75

USE3

0.81

USE4

0.78

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic
Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

The retention of 29 items was subsequently re-evaluated by using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), and the nine-factor solution was confirmed (KMO=.95, df=406, p< .001).
The results shown in Table 5.3 suggested that the first factor gave the greatest explanation
of 12.5% of the variance, whilst means the construct of EE could explain 12.5 of variance,
so PE 11.2%, USE 9.9%, HM 9.1%, FC 8.7%, SI 8.5%, PV 8.3%, BI 6.1% and HT 3.8%
of the variance. The cumulative variance explained reached 78.1%, suggesting that they
have a consistent meaning for the present research. Moreover, the communalities of all
extracted items were higher than .30, ranging from .69 to .86, indicating that the extracted
factors accounted for a large enough proportion of the variables’ variance.
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Table 5.3 Total Variance Explained of Rotated Components of the UTAUT2 Survey
Factor

Rotation sums of squared loadings
% of Variance

Cumulative %

1 (EE)

12.5

12.5

2 (PE)

11.2

23.7

3 (USE)

9.9

33.6

4 (HM)

9.1

42.7

5 (FC)

8.7

51.4

6 (SI)

8.5

59.9

7 (PV)

8.3

68.2

8 (BI)

6.1

74.3

9 (HT)

3.8

78.1

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

5.1.2.3 Summary
In this section, the UTAUT2 survey questionnaire was validated with satisfying
reliability. Nine factors (effort expectancy, performance expectancy, use behaviour,
hedonic motivation, facilitating conditions, social influence, price value, behavioural
intention and habit) were successfully extracted through PCA with two items deleted. The
cumulative variance of nine factors reached 78%.

5.1.3 Model construction
Due to the high number of interaction terms a partial least square (PLS) was used to test
the effects of these on the model (Chin, Marcolin, & Newsted, 2003). Using the SmartPLS
software, the measurement model was first examined before testing the various structural
models. In this study, assessment of reflective measurement models included composite
reliability to evaluate internal consistency, individual indicator reliability and average
variance extracted (AVE) to evaluate convergent validity. Additionally, discriminant
validity was measured through Fornell-Larcker criterion (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), crossloadings (Chin, 1998), and heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlations (Henseler,
Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2015).
5.1.3.1 Measurement model
Initially, the internal consistency reliability (ICR) was estimated by Cronbach’s alpha
based on the inter-correlations of the constructs. This ranged from 0.81 to 0.92, and all
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were over the threshold level of 0.70, suggesting satisfactory reliability. However, some
researchers (Hair Jr. et al., 2016) claim that Cronbach’s alpha has its limitations because
it is sensitive to the number of items in the scale and tends typically to undervalue the
ICR. For this reason, PLS-SEM provided another measure to evaluate ICR called
composite reliability (CR) which considers different outer loadings of the constructs. The
results in Table 5.4 showed that all CRs were higher than 0.80, indicating satisfactory
reliability. According to Hair Jr. et al. (2016), Cronbach’s alpha is conservative while
composite reliability overrated the value. Therefore, it is more reasonable to consider and
report both, signifying that the actual reliability was probably between these two values.
When measuring the convergent validity of reflective constructs, the outer loadings of
the indicators and the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) should be considered. As shown
in Table 5.4 the results indicated that all items were captured by their constructs quite well
because all the outer loadings were above a common rule of thumb that the standardised
outer loadings should be 0.70 or higher. Then, AVE, defined as the sum of the squared
loadings divided by the number of indicates, was used to measure the convergent validity.
An AVE value of 0.50 or higher indicates that the construct explains more than half of the
variance of its indicators. As shown in Table 5.4, all AVE were above the recommended
0.50 threshold, suggesting good convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).
Table 5.4 Reliability and Validity of the Measurement Model of the UTAUT2 Survey
Construct

Outer loadings

Cronbach’s α

CR

AVE

0.87

0.91

0.73

0.91

0.94

0.79

0.89

0.93

0.82

0.86

0.90

0.70

Performance Expectancy (PE)
PE1

0.85

PE2

0.89

PE3

0.86

PE4

0.81

Effort Expectancy (EE)
EE1

0.90

EE2

0.87

EE3

0.89

EE4

0.90

Social Influence (SI)
SI1

0.88

SI2

0.92

SI3

0.92

Facilitating Conditions (FC)
FC1

0.86

FC2

0.87

92

FC3

0.87

FC4

0.75

Hedonic Motivation (HM)
HM1

0.92

HM2

0.94

HM3

0.92

0.92

0.95

0.86

0.86

0.91

0.77

0.81

0.91

0.84

0.83

0.92

0.85

0.84

0.89

0.67

Price Value (PV)
PV1

0.85

PV2

0.89

PV3

0.89

Habit (HT)
HT1

0.93

HT3

0.90

Behavioural Intention (BI)
BI1

0.93

BI2

0.92

Use Behaviour (USE)
USE1

0.80

USE2

0.84

USE3

0.85

USE4

0.79

Note. CR=Composite Reliability, AVE=Average Variance Extracted, PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort
Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

Regarding discriminant validity, the cross-loadings are usually the initial measurement
to be applied. Specifically, if indicators’ outer loadings on the associated construct are
higher than any of its cross-loadings on other constructs, that indicates satisfied
discriminant validity. As shown in Table 5.5, the loading of each construct (bolded)
always exceeded the cross loading. For example, BI1 and BI2 loaded much higher on their
corresponding construct BI than on the rest of the constructs (EE, FC, HM, HT, PE, PV,
SI and USE), and conditions were the same with other constructs. Therefore, the analysis
of cross-loadings suggested that discriminant validity has been established.
Table 5.5 Cross Loadings of the Measurement Model of the UTAUT2 Survey
Construct

BI

EE

FC

HM

HT

PE

PV

SI

USE

BI1

0.93

0.51

0.57

0.65

0.77

0.68

0.46

0.53

0.63

BI2

0.92

0.42

0.47

0.55

0.68

0.61

0.41

0.48

0.60

EE1

0.47

0.90

0.62

0.47

0.51

0.50

0.45

0.47

0.36

EE2

0.48

0.87

0.59

0.46

0.49

0.47

0.45

0.51

0.35

EE3

0.40

0.89

0.65

0.44

0.44

0.42

0.49

0.48

0.33
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EE4

0.44

0.90

0.66

0.45

0.48

0.45

0.48

0.47

0.36

FC1

0.49

0.56

0.86

0.49

0.52

0.46

0.44

0.51

0.42

FC2

0.46

0.69

0.87

0.39

0.52

0.39

0.46

0.45

0.38

FC3

0.52

0.61

0.87

0.50

0.54

0.44

0.50

0.48

0.41

FC4

0.42

0.51

0.75

0.48

0.47

0.39

0.45

0.44

0.32

HM1

0.58

0.45

0.50

0.93

0.61

0.59

0.44

0.49

0.49

HM2

0.60

0.49

0.51

0.94

0.62

0.60

0.47

0.53

0.49

HM3

0.63

0.48

0.53

0.92

0.62

0.63

0.46

0.53

0.52

HT1

0.77

0.54

0.62

0.65

0.93

0.61

0.51

0.53

0.59

HT3

0.67

0.44

0.49

0.56

0.90

0.50

0.43

0.41

0.50

PE1

0.63

0.43

0.45

0.58

0.52

0.85

0.39

0.53

0.49

PE2

0.62

0.44

0.45

0.60

0.57

0.89

0.41

0.55

0.52

PE3

0.58

0.41

0.41

0.55

0.51

0.86

0.38

0.53

0.42

PE4

0.55

0.43

0.40

0.49

0.47

0.81

0.42

0.54

0.41

PV1

0.34

0.47

0.45

0.38

0.40

0.33

0.85

0.43

0.28

PV2

0.38

0.44

0.46

0.42

0.41

0.39

0.89

0.45

0.33

PV3

0.50

0.48

0.53

0.48

0.52

0.49

0.89

0.51

0.41

SI1

0.48

0.51

0.53

0.50

0.48

0.57

0.52

0.88

0.38

SI2

0.49

0.48

0.49

0.49

0.46

0.57

0.45

0.92

0.37

SI3

0.52

0.49

0.52

0.53

0.47

0.57

0.49

0.92

0.40

USE1

0.58

0.38

0.41

0.46

0.54

0.49

0.38

0.40

0.80

USE2

0.53

0.34

0.38

0.41

0.47

0.41

0.33

0.35

0.84

USE3

0.57

0.32

0.36

0.47

0.48

0.44

0.28

0.31

0.85

USE4
0.51
0.25
0.35
0.42
0.44
0.44
0.29
0.31
0.79
Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour. Numbers
in bold denote the item loadings on their assigned constructs.

Additionally, the Fornell-Larcher criterion is the second strategy to measure
discriminant validity. The standard of this measurement is that the square root of AVE
values should be greater than its highest correlation with any other construct (Hair Jr. et
al., 2016, p. 128). In this study, as displayed in Table 5.6 Fornell-Larcker Criterion to
Investigate the Validity of the UTAUT2 Survey Measurement Model, the square root
of every single construct’s AVE on the diagonal (written in a bold format) was greater
than the other numbers, which suggests that the correlations among constructs, was at an
acceptable discriminant level of validity.
Table 5.6 Fornell-Larcker Criterion to Investigate the Validity of the UTAUT2 Survey
Measurement Model
BI

EE

BI
EE

0.92
0.51

0.89

FC

0.57

0.71

FC

HM

HT

PE

PV

SI

USE

0.84
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HM

0.65

0.51

0.55

0.93

HT

0.79

0.54

0.61

0.66

0.92

PE

0.70

0.50

0.50

0.65

0.61

0.85

PV

0.47

0.52

0.55

0.49

0.52

0.47

0.88

SI

0.55

0.54

0.57

0.56

0.52

0.63

0.53

0.91

USE

0.67

0.40

0.46

0.54

0.59

0.54

0.39

0.42

0.82

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour. Numbers
in bold denote the square root of single construct’s AVE.

However, Henseler et al. (2015) critically challenged and questioned the two
measurements due to their insufficient sensitivity to detect discriminant validity problems.
They proposed a new approach entitled heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT) by evaluating
the ratio of the between-trait to the within-trait correlation. Based on their prior studies,
Henseler et al. suggested that an HTMT value above the conservative threshold of 0.85
indicated a lack of discriminant validity. In this sense, as is shown in Table 5.7, all HTMT
ratio were ranging from 0.45 to 0.82, exhibiting an adequate discriminant validity.
Table 5.7 Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio (HTMT) Using the UTAUT2 Survey
Measurement Model
BI

EE

FC

HM

HT

PE

PV

SI

USE

BI
EE

0.58

FC

0.67

0.80

HM

0.74

0.56

0.63

HT

0.76

0.63

0.73

0.77

PE

0.82

0.56

0.58

0.72

0.72

PV

0.55

0.59

0.64

0.55

0.60

0.53

SI

0.64

0.60

0.65

0.62

0.61

0.71

0.60

USE

0.80

0.45

0.54

0.61

0.71

0.63

0.45

0.49

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

In conclusion, all three measures provided by SmartPLS confirmed that the
measurement model of UTAUT2 survey demonstrated a sound discriminant validity.
Since PLS-SEM is designed for prediction purposes, how well a hypothesised model
structure fits the empirical data (goodness of fit) was evaluated through model-fit index
named standardised root mean square residual (SRMR) (Henseler et al., 2014). The SRMR
refers to “the root mean square discrepancy between the observed correlations and the
model-implied correlations” (Hair Jr. et al., 2016, p. 202). According to Hu and Bentler
(1998), a threshold value less than 0.10 or of 0.08 (in a more conservative version) is
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generally considered a good fit. Therefore, from results shown in Table 5.8, the SRMR of
the current model is 0.04, indicating a good fit. Additionally, the value of the normed fit
index (NFI) in Table 5.8 also can be considered as an assessment of model fit. Lohmöller
(1989) provided detailed explanations on the NFI and stated that the closer the NFI is to
1, the better the fit. NFI values above 0.9 frequently represent an acceptable fit. Thus, the
present proposed model proposed displayed a satisfactory fit.
Table 5.8 Fit of the UTAUT2 Survey Measurement Model
Saturated Model

Estimated Model

SRMR

0.04

0.04

d_ULS

0.61

0.61

d_G

0.52

0.52

Chi-Square

1,387

1,387

NFI

0.90

0.90

Note. SRMR=Standardized Root Mean Square Residual, d_LS=the squared Euclidean distance, d_G=the geodesic
distance, NFI=Normed Fit Index.

5.1.3.2 Structural model
In the previous section, reliability, validity and goodness of fit have been confirmed
through evaluating the measurement model. In this current section, the model’s predictive
capabilities and the relationships between independent variables (PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, PV
and HT) and dependent variables (BI and USE) then were presented through a close
examination of the structural model.
Before the assessment, the collinearity of the structural model was examined because
“the estimation of path coefficients in the structural models are based on the correlation
between each latent variable” (Hair Jr. et al., 2016). As can be seen in Table 5.9, all inner
inflation factor (VIF) values were below 5, indicating that the collinearity among the
predictor constructs was not a critical problem, suggesting the model estimation would
not be distorted or inaccurate. For this reason, constructs were not eliminated, merged or
created in higher-order, and all nine factors were extracted and retained.
Table 5.9 Collinearity Evaluation for the Structural Model of the UTAUT2 Survey
Constructs

BI

BI
EE
FC
HM
HT

EE

FC

HM

HT

PE

PV

SI

USE
3.36

2.23
2.54
2.29
2.30

2.23
2.55
2.31
3.19
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PE
PV
SI
USE

2.26
1.72
2.08

2.56
1.72
2.08

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

SmartPLS-SEM, which is capable of testing direct and indirect effects with moderation,
was utilised to identify the relationship among the nine constructs and the interaction
between each construct and demographic moderators (Chin et al., 2003). In order to avoid
indirect effects and mediation effects, processing BI and USE as two dependent variables
respectively, four separate models were constructed based on the four hypotheses (direct
effects on BI, direct and moderating effects on BI, direct effects on USE, direct and
moderating effects on USE) to identify the relationships and moderating effects.
The coefficient of determination (R²value) was interpreted as the measurement to
evaluate the structural model, suggesting the predictive power between independent and
dependent variables and representing the number of variances in the variables explained.
The higher R²values indicated higher levels of accuracy, ranging from 0 to 1. Following
the rules of thumb, the respective R²values of 0.25, 0.50, or 0.75 can be described as
weak, moderate, or substantial (Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011; Henseler, Ringle, &
Sinkovics, 2009).
Table 5.10 demonstrates that 70.2 per cent of the variance in behavioural intention could
be attributed to UTATU2, while 72.6 per cent of the variance in behavioural intention with
moderating effects contributed to UTAUT2. Likewise, the variance explained in the use
behaviour was 47.5 per cent and 52.6 per cent respectively. Therefore, the predictive
powers of BI-driven models were close to substantial, and USE-driven models seen as
moderate. Moreover, the two models with moderating effects demonstrated greater
predictive power than the other two models without moderation.
The path coefficients, the estimates of hypothesised relationships among the nine
constructs, were obtained from structural model analysis and displayed in Table 5.10.
These indicated how strongly each of the constructs ultimately influenced the dependent
variables BI and USE by four structural models. With regards to the BI, we can see that
among the seven predictors, HT showed the most substantial positive effect on BI (.516
and .503) in model with and without moderation, followed by PE (.299 and .288), HM
(.077 and .093), FC (.062 and .063) and SI (.031 and .039). Meanwhile, EE (-.018 and .029) and PV (-.012 and -.027) displayed a negative effect on BI. However, when
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moderation terms were excluded, there were only significant effects for PE, FC, HM, and
HT on BI. Therefore, the first hypothesis, about the effects of PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, PV,
and HT on BI, was partially supported. Specifically, factors PE, FC, HM and HT
positively and significantly influenced academics’ behavioural intention towards mobile
technologies.
Regarding the moderated interaction effects, gender, age and experience negatively
affected the relationship between EE and BI to a level of significance. Gender and
experience positively moderated the effects of SI and BI. Age and experience positively
impacted on the relationship between FC and BI, and age as well as experience positively
affected the relationship between HT and BI. Therefore, the third hypothesis, assuming
the moderated effects of gender, age, teaching experience and discipline on the
relationship among constructs, was partially accepted. Specifically, gender, age, and
teaching experience displayed specific moderating effects on the relationship between
Effort Expectancy, Social Influence, Facilitating Conditions, Habit and Behavioural
Intention.
It was reported that among the eight predictors, BI displayed the strongest positive
effect on USE (.430 and .444) in model 3 and model 4, followed by HT (.317 and .302),
PE (.225 and .228), HM (.138 and .100), FC (.094 and .097) and PV (.032 and .023).
Meanwhile, EE (-.035 and -.033) and SI (-.011 and -.012) displayed a negative effect on
BI. However, when moderation terms were excluded, apart from four predictors in the
first model, BI also had a significant impact on use behaviour (USE), which represented
the strongest prediction on it. Therefore, the second hypothesis, concerning the effects of
PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, PV, HT and BI on USE, was partially supported. Specifically, only
Performance Expectancy, Facilitating Conditions, Hedonic Motivation, Habit and
Behavioural Intention positively influenced academics’ use of mobile technologies to a
level of statistical significance.
Consequently, in the last model, gender and age negatively affected the relationship
between PE and USE significantly, discipline moderated the effects of SI and BI
positively, age and teaching experience impacted on the relationship between EE, SI and
USE positively, age and teaching experience positively affected the relationship between
HT and USE, and teaching experience exposed a positive moderated effect on USE.
Therefore, the fourth hypothesis that the moderated effects of gender, age, teaching
experience and discipline on the relationship between constructs, was partially accepted.
Specifically, gender, age, and teaching experience displayed moderating effects on the
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relationship between Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Social Influence,
Habit, Behavioural Intention and Use Behaviour.
Table 5.10 Interpretive Power and Constructs Relationship of UTAUT2 Structural
Model
Direct effects only

Direct with
moderated effects

Direct effects only

Direct with
moderated effects

DV: Behavioural Intention

DV: Use Behaviour

(BI)

(USE)

R²

.702

.726

.475

.526

Adjust R²

.699

.709

.469

.491

.299***

.288***

.225***

.228***

-.018

-.029

-.035

-.033

.031

.039

-.011

-.012

.062*

.063*

.094*

.097*

.077*

.093**

.138***

.100*

-.012

-.027

.0320

.0230

.516***

.503***

.317***

.302***

.430***

.444***

Performance Expectancy
(PE)
Effort Expectancy
(EE)
Social Influence
(SI)
Facilitating Conditions
(FC)
Hedonic Motivation
(HM)
Price Value
(PV)
Habit
(HT)
Behavioural Intention
(BI)
Gender (GDR)

.021

.036

Age (AGE)

-.065**

-.073*

Teaching Experience (EXP)

.051*

.028

Discipline (DSP)

.014

-.123***

PE*GDR

-.015

-.101*

PE*AGE

.005

-.101*

PE*EXP

-.029

.051

PE*DSP

.014

0.35

EE*GDR

-.096**

.044

EE*AGE

-.172**

.089

EE*EXP

.164***

-.050

EE*DSP

-.051

.066*

SI*GDR

.085*

.028

SI*AGE

.029

.028

SI*EXP

-.102*

-.035

SI*DSP

-0.10

-.081*

FC*GDR

.037

.015
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FC*AGE

.169**

-.083

FC*EXP

-.113*

.033

FC*DSP

.020

-.008

HM*GDR

.027

.061

HM*AGE

.031

-.043

HM*EXP

-.022

.055

HM*DSP

.035

.078

PV*GDR

-.021

-.042

PV*AGE

.041

.036

PV*EXP

-.056

-.016

PV*DSP

-.037

.017

HT*GDR

-.032

-.099*

HT*AGE

-.086*

.076

HT*EXP

.126*

-.061*

HT*DSP

.041

-.057

BI*GDR

.032

BI*AGE

-.082

BI*EXP

.127*

BI*DSP

.022

Notes. Levels of significance *p˂0.1; **p˂0.05; ***p˂0.01. GDR=Gender, AGE=Age, EXP=teaching experience,
DSP=Discipline. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating
Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use
Behaviour.

5.1.3.3 Summary
The measurement model based on the nine extracted constructs from PCA was
evaluated using a range of measurement tools. Both ICR and CR demonstrated satisfactory
scale reliability, and outer loadings of constructs together with AVE established a well
acceptable convergent validity. Cross loadings of constructs, Fornell-Larcher criterion and
HTMT all validated the tolerable discriminate validity of the model. The goodness of fit
of the measurement model was verified through SRMR and NFI.
Responding to the four research hypotheses proposed in Section 3.1, the final results
were presented in Table 5.11 based on the analysis using SEM. Four factors (performance
expectancy, facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation and habit) were identified to have
a significant influence on academics’ behavioural intention towards the adoption of
mobile technologies. Similarly, performance expectancy, facilitating conditions, hedonic
motivation, habit and behavioural intention affected academics’ use behaviour of mobile
technologies significantly and positively. The prediction of effort expectancy on
behavioural intention was moderated by gender, age and teaching experience, social
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influence on behavioural intention by gender and teaching experience, facilitating
conditions on behavioural intention by age and teaching experience, and habit on
behavioural intention by age and teaching experience. Meanwhile, gender moderated the
effects between performance expectancy, habit and use behaviour. Age moderated the
effects between performance expectancy and use behaviour. Discipline had moderating
effects on the relationship between effort expectancy, social influence and use behaviour,
and teaching experience presented moderating effects on the prediction of behaviour
intention on use behaviour.
Table 5.11 Summary of the Hypotheses of the UTAUT2 Survey
Dependent
Variables

Independent
Variables

Direct or D+I
Effects

Moderator

Hypothesis

BI

PE

D

None

Supported

BI

EE

D+I

AGE, GDR, EXP

Supported

BI

SI

D+I

GDR, EXP

Supported

BI

FC

D

AGE,EXP

Supported

BI

HM

D

None

Supported

BI

PV

None

None

Unsupported

BI

HT

D

AGE, EXP

Supported

USE

PE

D

AGE, GDR

Supported

USE

EE

D+I

DSP

Supported

USE

SI

D+I

DSP

Supported

USE

FC

D

None

Supported

USE

HM

D

None

Supported

USE

PV

None

None

Unsupported

USE

HT

D

GDR, EXP

Supported

USE

BI

D

EXP

Supported

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioral Intention, USE=Use Behaviour, AGE=age,
GDR=gender, EXP=teaching experience, DSP=discipline, D=direct effects, D+I=direct effects and interaction terms.

5.1.4 In-group comparisons of different demographic groupings
Two comparisons were reported in this section: one was the comparison among
different demographic groups on the factors affecting academics’ adoption of mobile
technologies, and the other one was a comparison among different demographic groups
on the moderating effects towards the relationship among nine constructs.
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5.1.4.1 In-group comparisons of the constructs of the UTAUT2 survey
An independent sample t-test was used to compare the difference between male and
female participants on the factors affecting their acceptance and use of mobile
technologies (See
Table 5.12). This indicates that male and female participants had significant differences
in PE (t (638) = -2.57, p˂0.01, d=0.23), EE (t (638) = 2.06, p˂0.05, d=0.17), HM (t (638)
= -2.78, p˂0.01, d=0.24) and USE (t (638) = -363, p˂0.001, d=0.31). Specifically, male
academics had more perceived PE while female counterparts had more perceived EE, HM
and USE.
Table 5.12 Comparison between Male and Female Participant of Chinese Academics
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig.

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

F

Sig.

t

df

PE

3.47

0.072

-2.57

638

0.004**

-1.71

-0.32

EE

2.71

0.101

2.06

638

0.040*

0.04

1.64

SI

0.54

0.462

-0.41

638

0.683

-0.72

0.47

(2-tailed)

Lower

Upper

FC

1.32

0.251

1.22

638

0.221

-0.28

1.21

HM

3.76

0.053

-2.78

638

0.006**

-1.45

-0.25

PV

3.26

0.071

0.79

638

0.432

-0.36

0.84

HT

0.034

0.854

-0.26

638

0.796

-0.69

0.53

BI

0.001

0.972

-0.25

638

0.806

-0.60

0.47

USE

3.55

0.060

-3.63

638

0.000***

-1.94

-0.58

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy,
SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

Then, three one-way ANOVAs were run to assess if each category sub-group of age,
teaching experience and discipline significantly differed from each other.
Table 5.13 reports the comparisons among subgroups of age grouping, which indicated
that participants at different age had significant differences in EE (F(3, 634) =4.19,
p=.006, η²=0.020), HM (F(3, 634) =3.48, p=.016, η²=0.016), PV (F(3, 634) =3.06, p=.028,
η²=0.014) and USE(F(3, 634) =4.06, p=.007, η²=0.019). Post-hoc analyses using LSD (See
Appendix L) indicated that participants over 50 years old showed a significant difference
with those aged 30 to 39 in PE, EE, HM and USE, and with those aged 20 to 29 in EE,
HM, HT and USE. Likewise, participants between 40 and 49 had a significant difference
with those aged between 20 and 29 as well as those between 30 and 39 in PV and USE.
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In conclusion, academics above 40 years’ old showed different opinions to faculty
members under 40 years old on the factors affecting their adoption of mobile technologies.
Table 5.13 Multiple Comparison among Different Age Groups of Participant Chinese
Academics
df

F

Sig.

634

2.49

0.060

3

634

4.19

0.006**

SI

3

634

0.89

0.447

FC

3

634

1.30

0.274

HM

3

634

3.48

0.016*

Between groups

Within groups

PE

3

EE

PV

3

634

3.06

0.028*

HT

3

634

2.46

0.062

BI

3

634

1.53

0.24

USE

3

634

4.06

0.007**

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy,
SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

Table 5.14 reports the variations of participants with different teaching experience, and
we could see that EE was the only factor that displayed significant difference among
different groups (F(4, 633) =2.67, p=.0032, η²=0.017). More strictly, post-hoc analyses
using LSD (See Appendix M) reported that participants with more than 15 years of
teaching experience had a significant difference in EE than those participants less teaching
experience.
Table 5.14 Multiple Comparison among Participant Chinese Academics with Differing
Teaching Experience
df

F

Sig.

633

2.30

0.057

4

633

2.67

0.032*

SI

4

633

1.04

0.385

FC

4

633

0.19

0.945

HM

4

633

1.20

0.308

PV

4

633

2.22

0.066

HT

4

633

0.71

0.585

BI

4

633

0.18

0.948

USE

4

633

0.74

0.567

Between groups

Within groups

PE

4

EE
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Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy,
SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

Table 5.15 presents a comparison across the three disciplines. It is shown that academics
from the three disciplines had significant differences in PE (F(2, 635) =11.45, p=.000,
η²=0.035), HM (F(2, 635) =8.65, p=.000, η²=0.027), PV (F(2, 635) =3.98, p=.019,
η²=0.012) and USE (F(2, 635) =17.27, p=.000, η²=0.052). Post-hoc tests using LSD (See
Appendix N) presented that participants majoring in language showed differences in HM
and USE compared with the other two disciplines, whilst, the Science & Engineering
faculties had more differences than the other two disciplines in PE and PV.
Table 5.15 Multiple Comparison across Participant Chinese Academics from Varying
Disciplines
df

F

Sig.

635

11.45

0.00***

2

635

0.36

0.699

SI

2

635

0.72

0.487

FC

2

635

0.33

0.722

HM

2

635

8.65

0.000***

Between groups

Within groups

PE

2

EE

PV

2

635

3.98

0.019*

HT

2

635

1.14

0.319

BI

2

635

1.62

0.199

USE

2

635

17.27

0.000***

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy,
SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit,
BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

5.1.4.2 In-group effects comparisons among constructs relationships
The PLS multi-group analysis (PLS-MGA) with SmartPLS was applied to evaluate
whether different demographic groups presented significantly different moderating effects
on the relationships among nine constructs PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, PV, HT, BI and USE.
Referring to some researchers studies (Hair Jr. et al., 2016; Henseler et al., 2009; Sarstedt,
Henseler, & Ringle, 2011), the results here adapted the threshold that probability
percentages smaller than 0.05 or larger than 0.95 indicate a significant difference of the
group-specific PLS path coefficient for the selected relationships.
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It is concluded from Table 5.16 that there was a significant difference between male
and female participants when gender played as a moderator in moderating the relationship
between PE and USE (p˂.05), PV and USE (p˂.01), and SI and USE (p >0.95). The direct
and moderated effects in Table 5.10 highlight that such effects of PE and PV on USE were
stronger among male academic faculty members while the effect of SI on USE was
stronger among female counterparts.
Academics in the 30-39 age group presented significant differences with people in other
age groups in the moderating effect of HT on USE, as well as EE on USE. Specifically,
participants aged 30 to 39 differed significantly in the moderating effect on the
relationship of HT and USE (p>.95, p˂.05) from those below 30 years old and in the age
of 40-49 respectively, and also reported a significant difference in moderating the
relationship between EE and USE (p>.95) compared with academics aged above 50.
Moreover, participants in their twenties showed a significant difference from those in their
forties in moderating the effect on the relationship between SI and BI (p˂.05), indicating
that such effect was stronger among older academics based on the results in Table 5.10.
Academics with less than one year’s teaching experience showed significant differences
from people with one to ten years’ experience in considering teaching experience as a
moderator of the relationship between EE and BI (p>.95, p>.95) , suggesting that such
moderating effects were greater among academics with more teaching experience (See
Table 5.10). Academics with less than one year’s teaching experience differed
significantly from those with 1-15 years’ experience in manifesting the moderating effects
of FC on BI (p˂.05, p˂.05, and p˂.05), indicating that such effects were greater among
new academics with less than one year’s teaching experience (See Table 5.10). The same
result was found between those with 6-10 years’ experience and more than 15 years’
experience. Moreover, participants with 1-5 years’ teaching experience demonstrated
great differences from the next two groups with more experience in moderating the effect
of PE on BI (p>.95, p>.95), highlighting that such effects were stronger among academics
with less teaching experience (refer to Table 5.10). The significant finding from the
comparison of moderating effects of SI on BI (p˂.05) between participants with 1-5- and
6-10-years’ teaching experience emphasised that such an effect is stronger among
academics in early stages of their teaching.
Academics from the languages faculties displayed differences compared with those
from the science & engineering faculties with regards to the moderated effect of BI on
USE (p˂.001), PE on USE (p>.99), and SI on USE (p˂.05), whilst significant differences
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were found compared with Business & Management Faculties in moderating effects of
HM on BI (p˂.05), and SI on BI (p>.95). Additionally, participants from Business &
Management showed significant differences from the Science & Engineering Faculties
regarding the moderated effect of HM on BI as well as HM on USE. Based on the results
displayed in Table 5.10, it is suggested that the Languages Faculties had stronger
moderating effects of SI on BI, and SI on USE, whilst the Science & Engineering Faculties
had more significant effects of BI on USE, PE on USE, and the fact that the participants
come from the Business & Management Faculties had more effects of HM on BI as well
as HM on USE.
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Table 5.16 Multi-group Analysis Using a Structural Model on the Data Collected from Chinese Academics via the UTAUT2 Survey
Effects on

Gender

Age

Teaching Experience

Disciplines

BI and USE

(p-value)

(p-value)

(p-value)

(p-value)

M vs F

1vs2

1vs3

1vs4

2vs3

2vs4

3vs4

1vs2

1vs3

1vs4

1vs5

2vs3

2vs4

2vs5

3vs4

3vs5

4vs5

1vs2

1vs3

2vs3

BI -> USE

0.772

0.911

0.865

0.832

0.406

0.564

0.604

0.926

0.874

0.905

0.842

0.227

0.367

0.200

0.339

0.583

0.289

0.001***

0.925

0.136

EE -> BI

0.583

0.153

0.306

0.087

0.782

0.180

0.106

0.964*

0.962*

0.937

0.870

0.477

0.278

0.061

0.705

0.932

0.169

0.525

0.929

0.911

EE -> USE

0.249

0.211

0.486

0.890

0.815

0.970*

0.910

0.475

0.462

0.462

0.557

0.477

0.474

0.649

0.501

0.333

0.676

0.640

0.174

0.319

FC -> BI

0.670

0.396

0.696

0.691

0.902

0.753

0.594

0.043*

0.007**

0.020*

0.112

0.060

0.259

0.805

0.170

0.010**

0.930

0.687

0.625

0.770

FC -> USE

0.785

0.699

0.447

0.386

0.245

0.284

0.415

0.338

0.327

0.645

0.376

0.470

0.931

0.566

0.060

0.408

0.122

0.422

0.592

0.500

HM -> BI

0.738

0.306

0.458

0.342

0.643

0.481

0.375

0.640

0.566

0.561

0.648

0.320

0.309

0.503

0.510

0.285

0.727

0.433

0.021*

0.019*

HM -> USE

0.869

0.144

0.495

0.197

0.959

0.504

0.142

0.548

0.570

0.436

0.506

0.522

0.323

0.414

0.730

0.636

0.617

0.375

0.075

0.039*

HT -> BI

0.203

0.944

0.929

0.916

0.524

0.684

0.660

0.460

0.538

0.715

0.628

0.639

0.895

0.802

0.201

0.335

0.317

0.245

0.616

0.352

HT -> USE

0.130

0.956*

0.622

0.689

0.013*

0.222

0.637

0.429

0.426

0.555

0.328

0.499

0.766

0.283

0.202

0.740

0.091

0.318

0.936

0.880

PE -> BI

0.541

0.861

0.611

0.662

0.145

0.293

0.583

0.172

0.648

0.453

0.379

0.998**

0.978*

0.940

0.876

0.943

0.318

0.690

0.451

0.631

PE -> USE

0.036*

0.559

0.250

0.687

0.113

0.692

0.879

0.706

0.815

0.660

0.595

0.792

0.389

0.269

0.858

0.916

0.366

0.993**

0.227

0.928

PV -> BI

0.329

0.186

0.248

0.330

0.532

0.520

0.501

0.247

0.297

0.105

0.284

0.564

0.160

0.598

0.850

0.484

0.906

0.586

0.175

0.238

PV -> USE

0.010**

0.207

0.446

0.499

0.801

0.710

0.544

0.504

0.606

0.259

0.573

0.656

0.129

0.608

0.939

0.549

0.916

0.798

0.435

0.738

SI -> BI

0.468

0.194

0.045*

0.162

0.124

0.331

0.612

0.788

0.474

0.650

0.487

0.048*

0.206

0.060

0.186

0.475

0.214

0.143

0.960*

0.682

SI -> USE

0.952*

0.340

0.270

0.170

0.362

0.206

0.293

0.444

0.230

0.243

0.342

0.096

0.109

0.293

0.461

0.254

0.720

0.049*

0.936

0.426

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05 or p>0.95; **p˂0.01 or p>0.99; ***p˂0.001 or p>0.999. Age (Years): 1=below 30 years of age, 2=30-39 years of age, 3=40-49 years of age, 4=above 50 years of
age. Teaching Experience (Years): 1=less than 1 year’s teaching experience, 2=1-5 years’ experience, 3=6-10 years’ experience, 4=11-15 years’ experience, 5=more than 15 years’ experience. Discipline
(Faculty): 1=Languages, 2= Science & Engineering, 3=Business & Management. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions, HM=Hedonic
Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.
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5.1.4.3 Summary
As presented in Table 5.17, Male and female academics were significantly different in
their performance expectancy, effort expectancy, hedonic motivation, and use behaviour
towards mobile technology adoption. Participants of varying age groups differed in their
effort expectancy, hedonic motivation, price value and use behaviour towards mobile
technology acceptance.

Academics with various teaching experience presented

significant differences in their effort expectancy on using mobile technologies.
Participants recruited from different disciplines differed significantly in their performance
expectancy, hedonic motivation and use behaviour towards mobile technology adoption.
Table 5.17 Summary of the Comparison of the Constructs of the UTAUT Survey among
Participant Chinese Academics
Identification of the moderators in factors affecting academics’ adoption of mobile
technologies
Gender
Age
Teaching experience
Disciplines

Factors
PE

√

√

EE

√

√

√

√

√

SI
FC
HM

√

√

PV
HT
BI
√

USE

√

√

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioural Intention, and USE=Use Behaviour.

Regarding the intra-group moderating effect comparisons, there were no absolute
significant differences found among the sub-groups in each demographic grouping. Such
moderating effects of PE and PV on use behaviour were stronger among male academics
while the effect of SI on USE was stronger among female counterparts.
Performance
Expectancy

Price Value

Influence of being a male

Use Behaviour

Social
Influence

Influence of being a female

Use Behaviour
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A much stronger effect was found among older academics when age was accounted as
a moderator of the relationship between SI and BI.
Social
Influence

Influence of being senior academics

Behavioural Intention

Most of the moderating effects of independent variables on dependent variables, such
as PE on BI, SI on BI, and FC on BI were found stronger among academics with less
teaching experience or in early stages of teaching. While such effect of EE on BI was
stronger among academics with more teaching experience.
Social
Influence

Performance
Expectancy

Facilitating
Conditions

Effort
Expectancy

Academics in early stages of teaching

Academics with more teaching experience

Behavioural Intention

Behavioural Intention

The moderating effects of SI on BI and SI on USE were stronger among Languages
Faculties, BI on USE and PE on USE much greater among Science & Engineering
Faculties, and HM on BI and HM on USE more massive among Business & Management
Faculties.
Social
Influence

Behavioural
Intention

Languages Faculties

Behavioural

Use

Intention

Behaviour

Hedonic
Motivation

Performance
Expectancy

Science & Engineering Faculties

Use Behaviour

Bussiness & Management Faculties

Behavioural

Use

Intention

Behaviour

5.2 Results of Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) Survey
In this section, data gathered within higher education institutions using the TPACK
surveys were analysed to answer the research question: What are the interactions and
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relationships between technological, pedagogical and content knowledge when higher
education academic teachers integrate mobile technologies into their teaching practice?
5.2.1 Descriptive analysis
Abbreviations of the TPACK survey are numerous and although they have already been
stated in Section 3.2. They are reported again here to assist the reader in interpreting the
findings. Abbreviations as stated by Mishra and Koehler (2006)) include TK
(Technological Knowledge), CK (Content Knowledge), PK (Pedagogical Knowledge),
TCK

(Technological

Content

Knowledge),

TPK

(Technological

Pedagogical

Knowledge), PCK (Pedagogical Content Knowledge), and TPACK (Technological
Pedagogical Content Knowledge).
5.2.1.1 Descriptive analysis of the whole scale
Paper-based as well as online TPACK surveys were distributed together with a
UTAUT2 survey. As shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8, 661 responses were gathered, among
which seven responses indicated a lack of effort (such as extreme response or entirequestionnaire with same response), and sixteen responses with obvious mischief or
inaccurate information and therefore were eliminated. The total removal only accounted
for about 2% of all participants and was far smaller than the threshold value of 5% (Enders,
2010). Therefore, a final sample size of 638 participants for a 37-item scale (17.2:1) met
the preferred subjects-to-variables (STV) ratio (5:1 to 10:1) analysis (Field, 2013). The
assumptions of linearity, singularity and homogeneity of the sample were satisfied, and
no outlying cases were detected.
Descriptive statistical analyses (See Appendix K) reported that there were 638 valid
cases in the first phase of study two, and 4 points Likert scale with items ranging from 1
to 4 was used. The results represented that the mean scores of the 37 items ranged from
2.57 (TK4) to 3.20 (CK3) with the standard deviation ranging from .58 to .81. The values
for skewness fell between -.69 and -.01, and the values for kurtosis between -.51 and 1.52,
both of which were far smaller than the cut-off values of -/+2 (Field, 2013; George &
Mallery, 2010; Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014; Trochim & Donnelly, 2006). Based on the
statistics of skewness and kurtosis, both data sets of the present study were well
distributed. Additionally, all the skewness coefficients were negative, indicating that
distributions were left-skewed or left tailed, specifically, the mass of the data were
concentrated on the right. Regarding the kurtosis coefficients, negative statistics indicated
a light tailed distribution. Specifically, fewer data were concentrated at the tail parts,
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leading to a flatter distribution curve; on the contrary, the positive coefficients suggested
a heavy-tailed distribution which means more data were concentrated at the tail parts,
leading to a stronger peak in the distribution curve.
5.2.1.2 Intra-group descriptive analysis of TPACK survey
Figure 5.6 provides the mean and standard derivation of male and female academic
faculty members on seven knowledge domains in the TPACK model. Male participants
gained higher scores in all seven knowledge domains TK (M=11.8, SD=2.66), CK
(M=25.3, SD=4.23), PK (M=12.4, SD=2.35), PCK (M=18.8, SD=3.44), TPK (M=12.1,
SD=2.56), TCK (M=12.3, SD=2.40), and TPACK (M=21.3, SD=4.20). However, the
individual difference among male participants towards personal knowledge level was
much higher than female participants.
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0

10.0
5.0

0.0
Male-M
Female-M
Male-SD
Female-SD

TK
11.8
10.9
2.66
2.19

CK
25.3
24.0
4.23
3.64

PK
12.4
12.0
2.35
2.03

PCK
18.8
18.2
3.44
2.57

TPK
12.1
11.2
2.56
2.26

TCK
12.3
11.9
2.40
2.07

TPACK
21.3
20.8
4.20
3.46

Figure 5.6 Descriptive statistics of male and female participants from Chinese higher
education academics responding to the TPACK questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard
Derivation. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical
Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological
Pedagogical Content Knowledge.
As shown in Figure 5.7, there were two noteworthy trends: one was that technologyintegrated knowledge domains were inversely proportional to the age, and the other one
was that non-technology integrated knowledge domains were proportional to the age.
Specifically, older participants, in general, possessed more CK (M=25.4, SD=4.67), PK
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(M=12.5, SD=2.32) and PCK (M=19.2, SD=3.15) than younger ones. On the contrary,
younger academic faculty members had more technology-related knowledge, such as TK
(M=11.9, SD=2.21), TPK (M=11.6, SD=2.44), TCK (M=12.3, SD=2.14) and TPACK
(M=21.3, SD=3.97). Results also identified that academics aged above 50 years showed
the greatest individual difference from other age groups in assessing their TPACK levels.
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
0-29-M
30-39-M
40-49-M
50+-M
0-29-SD
30-39-SD
40-49-SD
50+-SD

TK
11.9
11.2
10.9
10.7
2.21
2.43
2.29
2.23

CK
23.8
24.2
24.5
25.3
4.33
3.69
3.71
4.67

PK
12.0
12.1
12.2
12.5
2.26
2.14
2.02
2.32

PCK
18.3
18.3
18.4
19.2
3.05
2.86
2.68
3.15

TPK
11.6
11.5
11.3
11.3
2.44
2.33
2.46
2.49

TCK
12.3
12.0
11.8
11.5
2.14
2.21
2.11
2.21

TPACK
21.3
21.0
20.8
20.5
3.97
3.81
3.14
4.19

Figure 5.7 Descriptive statistics of the different age groups of academics in Chinese higher
education as collected using TPACK questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard Derivation.
Age (Years): 0-29=below 30 years of age, 30-39=30-39 years of age, 40-49=40-49 years
of age, 50+=above 50 years of age. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content
Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge,
TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge,
and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.
Figure 5.8 highlights the lack of any trend towards academic faculties’ seven knowledge
domains. Participants with less than one year’s teaching experience possess the greatest
TK (M=11.9, SD=2.43), CK (M=25.0, SD=3.65), PK (M=12.4, SD=2.19), TPK (M=12.1,
SD=2.42), TCK (M=12.3, SD=2.39), and TPACK (M=21.9, SD=3.67) levels. In contrast
academics with more than 15 years’ teaching experience had the highest CK (M=24.6,
SD=4.05), PK (M=12.3, SD=2.20) and PCK (M=18.7, SD=2.89) levels among the
remaining four groups, while they possessed the least technology-related knowledge, such
as TK (M=10.7, SD=2.29), TPK (M=11.1, SD=2.53), and TCK (M=11.8, SD=2.18). For
the other three groups, it was found that the knowledge level demonstrated an escalating
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trend with the increase of teaching experience regarding the integrated knowledge
domains PCK, TPK, TCK and TPACK. Participants with 11 to 15 years’ teaching
experience demonstrated the slightest individual difference in all perceived knowledge
domains.
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0

0.0

TK

CK

PK

PCK

TPK

TCK

TPACK

0-1-M

11.9

25.0

12.4

18.5

12.1

12.3

21.9

1-5-M

11.4

24.3

11.6

17.9

11.3

11.9

20.4

6-10-M

11.0

24.4

12.1

18.4

11.6

11.9

20.9

11-15-M

11.3

24.1

12.3

18.5

11.6

12.2

21.3

15+-M

10.7

24.6

12.3

18.7

11.1

11.8

20.9

0-1-SD

2.43

3.65

2.19

2.81

2.42

2.39

3.67

1-5-SD

2.40

3.98

2.17

2.96

2.37

2.23

4.10

6-10-SD

2.43

4.01

2.18

2.88

2.33

2.14

3.46

11-15-SD

2.31

3.56

1.98

2.77

2.28

2.12

3.65

15+-SD

2.29

4.05

2.20

2.89

2.53

2.18

3.58

Figure 5.8 Descriptive statistics related to the teaching experience of academics in
Chinese higher education using TPACK questionnaires. M=Mean, SD=Standard
Derivation. Teaching Experience (Years): 0-1=less than 1 year’s teaching experience, 15=1-5 years’ experience, 6-10=6-10 years’ experience, 11-15=11-15 years’ experience,
15+=more than 15 years’ experience. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content
Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge,
TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge,
and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
As can be seen from Figure 5.9, participants from Science and Engineering faculties
stood out in all seven knowledge domains with the highest mean, while those from
Languages Faculties possessed the second most knowledge except from TK. Business &
Management academics demonstrated the least knowledge, bar the TK among all three
groups, and individuals’ all knowledge domains were quite distinct from each other.
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30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
LAN-M
S&E-M
B&M-M
LAN-SD
S&E-SD
B&M-SD

TK
10.8
11.6
11.2
2.31
2.36
2.42

CK
24.3
24.8
24.2
3.65
3.82
4.16

PK
12.1
12.3
12.0
2.04
2.10
2.30

PCK
18.4
18.5
18.3
2.46
3.02
3.20

TPK
11.1
12.2
11.1
2.21
2.24
2.57

TCK
12.0
12.3
11.6
2.02
2.06
2.43

TPACK
21.0
21.4
20.5
3.61
3.44
4.02

Figure 5.9 Descriptive statistics related to teaching experience of academics from
different faculties in Chinese higher education using TPACK questionnaires. M=Mean,
SD=Standard Derivation. Discipline (Faculty): LAN=Languages, S&E= Science and
Engineering, B&M=Business and Management. TK=Technological Knowledge,
CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content
Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content
Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
5.2.1.3 Summary
It was concluded from the previous sections that male participants possessed more
TPACK than female participants, and the individual differences between males were
greater than females. Moreover, the younger the academics were, the more technologyrelated knowledge they had while, the less content and pedagogy-related knowledge they
possessed. Surprisingly, participants with the least teaching experience presented the
highest level of TPACK while participants with the most teaching experience only showed
the advantageous level in content and pedagogy related knowledge bases. Amongst the
three disciplines, Science & Engineering faculty participants demonstrated a prominent
level of TPACK, then followed by those in the Languages faculties, while participants
from Business & Management faculty members were found possessing the least TPACK.
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5.2.2 Instrument validation
5.2.2.1 The reliability of the scale
A summary of the reliability of the holistic scale and separate constructs were presented
in Table 5.18. The results showed holistic reliability of 0.96 which was extremely high
when compared to the threshold of 0.70 (DeVellis, 2012; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).
The reliability figure for all constructs was greater than 0.80 and therefore was deemed
very high. Thus, the reliability of this research was satisfactory, and the scale was
acceptable. Table 5.18 also noted the mean and standard deviation of each construct.
Table 5.18 Reliability of the TPACK Survey
Construct

M

SD

Scale
Technological Knowledge (TK)
TK1
TK2
TK3
TK4
Content Knowledge (CK)
CK1
CK2
CK3
CK4
CK5
CK6
CK7
CK8
Pedagogical Knowledge (PK)
PK1
PK2
PK3
PK4
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
PCK1
PCK2
PCK3
PCK4
PCK5
PCK6
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK)
TPK1
TPK2
TPK3
TPK4
Technological Content Knowledge (TCK)
TCK1
TCK2
TCK3
TCK4

Reliability
(Cronbach’s α)
0.96
0.84

2.99
2.68
2.92
2.57

0.66
0.71
0.70
0.81

2.82
3.09
3.20
3.01
3.01
2.98
3.10
3.18

0.68
0.62
0.62
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.61
0.61

3.12
3.00
3.00
3.01

0.64
0.66
0.67
0.64

3.04
3.12
3.14
2.90
3.12
3.09

0.62
0.58
0.62
0.65
0.59
0.62

0.89

0.84

0.87

0.85
2.88
2.72
3.04
2.80

0.72
0.76
0.68
0.71

2.94
3.09
2.99
2.96

0.67
0.65
0.66
0.69

0.83
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Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK)
TPACK1
TPACK2
TPACK3
TPACK4
TPACK5
TPACK6
TPACK7

0.91
3.00
3.01
3.02
3.04
3.01
3.08
2.82

0.65
0.65
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.66
0.71

Note. M=Mean, SD = Standard Derivation. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical
Knowledge,

PCK=Pedagogical

Content

Knowledge,

TPK=Technological

Pedagogical

Knowledge,

TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

5.2.2.2 Principal component analysis
In this section, a principal component analysis was utilised to reduce dimensions and
extract constructs for the TPACK Survey.
Initially, the value of Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (χ²(666) =14304.91,
p˂0.001), suggesting that it was acceptable to use the factor analytic model on the dataset.
Moreover, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy showed a perfect
strength of inter-variable relationships (KMO=.97). Therefore the following analysis of
this set of data was statistically meaningful (Kaiser & Rice, 1974).
A principal component extraction was employed to cluster related variables into
dimensions with the purpose of identifying latent variables, and finally, seven factors were
extracted as constructs in the following model construction. The same with UTAUT2
dataset, seven factors extracted based on TPACK Survey were rotated through the varimax
rotation to fit the dataset better, targeting producing independent non-collinearity factors
to minimise the number of variables that had high loadings on each other.
Table 5.19 shows that most of the items loaded into the factors after extracting the
common factor, indicating a good convergent validity within variables. Most of the items’
loadings were higher than 0.50, ranging from 0.50 to 0.83, and crossing loadings were
smaller than 0.40, suggesting a good discriminant validity among constructs. However,
the item loadings of PCK1, TCK4 and TPACK7 were lower than 0.50. Whilst, the
crossing loadings of TCK4 and TPACK7 were larger than 0.4, which indicated a poor
convergent and discriminant conditions intra and inter constructs (Fabrigar & Wegener,
2011; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Kline, 1994). Thus, these three items were eliminated in
the process of model construction.
Table 5.19 Factor Loadings for Principal Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation
Items

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

Factor 7
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TK1

0.72

TK2

0.83

TK3

0.74

TK4

0.77

CK1

0.57

CK2

0.69

CK3

0.67

CK4

0.69

CK5

0.74

CK6

0.75

CK7

0.69

CK8

0.58

PK1

0.67

PK2

0.66

PK3

0.66

PK4
PCK1
(Drop)
PCK2

0.58
0.46
0.52

PCK3

0.52

PCK4

0.60

PCK5

0.54

PCK6

0.60

TPK1

0.70

TPK2

0.67

TPK3

0.50

TPK4

0.64

TCK1

0.51

TCK2

0.63

TCK3
TCK4
(Drop)
TPACK1

0.63
0.46

TPACK2

0.76

TPACK3

0.73

TPACK4

0.74

TPACK5

0.64

TPACK6
TPACK7
(Drop)

0.69

0.49

0.72

0.49

0.52

Note. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content
Knowledge,

TPK=Technological

Pedagogical

Knowledge, TCK=Technological

Content

Knowledge,

and

TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.
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The remaining 34 items were successively re-evaluated using PCA and the seven-factor
solution was confirmed (KMO=.96, df=561, p< .001). The results displayed in Table 5.20
indicated that the first factor TPACK gave the most substantial explanation of 17.1% of
the variance, which means this construct could explain 17.1 of variance, with CK 14.1%,
TPK 8.7%, PK 8.6%, TK 8.1%, PCK 7.2% and TCK 3.3%. The cumulative variance
explained reached 67.1%, suggesting that they have a consistent meaning for the present
research. Moreover, that communalities of all extracted items were higher than .30,
ranging from 0.60 to 0.81, signifying that the extracted factors accounted for a large
enough proportion of the variables’ variance.
Table 5.20 Total Variance Explained of Rotated Components of the TPACK Survey
Factor

Rotation sums of squared loadings
% of Variance

Cumulative %

1 (TPACK)

17.1

17.1

2 (CK)

14.1

31.2

3 (TPK)

8.7

39.9

4 (PK)

8.6

48.5

5 (TK)

8.1

56.6

6 (PCK)

7.2

63.8

7 (TCK)

3.3

67.1

Note.TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

5.2.2.3 Summary
In this section, the validation of the TPACK survey questionnaire was evaluated
reliably. Seven factors (Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Content
Knowledge,

Technological

Pedagogical

Knowledge,

Pedagogical

Knowledge,

Technological Knowledge, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, and Technological Content
Knowledge) were finally extracted using principal component analysis with three items
eliminated. The seven factors’ cumulative variance explained reached 67%.

5.2.3 Model construction
In this section, the relationship among these seven factors Technological Knowledge,
Pedagogical Knowledge, Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Content Knowledge,
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Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, Technological Content Knowledge, and
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge was examined using SmartPLS due to its
advantages of effects testing. The measurement model was initially evaluated to confirm
the internal consistency, reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity (Chin,
1998; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Henseler et al., 2015). The structural model was
subsequently assessed to explore the effects of each relationship as well as the predictive
power of the TPACK model.
5.2.3.1 Measurement model
Firstly, Cronbach’s alpha estimated the internal consistency reliability (ICR) by intercorrelations of the seven constructs. Table 5.21 demonstrates that the ICR of seven
constructs ranged from 0.84 to 0.90, greater than the threshold of 0.70, which indicated
satisfactory reliability. Additionally, another measurement called composite reliability
(CR) used by PLS-SEM showed perfect model reliability as well, ranging from 0.88 to
0.92 (Hair Jr. et al., 2016). Both the conservative Cronbach’s alpha and overrated
composite reliability signified that this TPACK model was reliable enough.
Table 5.21 Reliability and Convergent Validity of Measurement Model of the TPACK
Survey
Construct

Outer loadings

Cronbach’s α

CR

AVE

0.84

0.89

0.68

0.89

0.91

0.57

0.84

0.89

0.67

Technological Knowledge (TK)
TK1

0.79

TK2

0.85

TK3

0.81

TK4

0.84

Content Knowledge (CK)
CK1

0.60

CK2

0.74

CK3

0.76

CK4

0.78

CK5

0.80

CK6

0.79

CK7

0.81

CK8

0.73

Pedagogical Knowledge (PK)
PK1

0.79

PK2

0.83

PK3

0.86

PK4

0.79
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Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK)
PCK2
PCK3
PCK4
PCK5
PCK6

0.79
0.81
0.76

0.85

0.89

0.63

0.85

0.90

0.69

0.85

0.88

0.72

0.90

0.92

0.67

0.79
0.81

Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge (TPK)
TPK1
TPK2
TPK3
TPK4

0.85
0.85
0.83
0.80

Technological Content
Knowledge (TCK)
TCK1
TCK2
TCK3

0.82
0.85
0.87

Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK)
TPACK1

0.81

TPACK2

0.84

TPACK3

0.82

TPACK4

0.85

TPACK5

0.79

TPACK6

0.79

Note. CR=Composite Reliability, AVE=Average Variance Extracted. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content
Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

The convergent validity of this reflective model was further evaluated by the outer
loadings displayed in Table 5.21. All variables loaded quite well into their construct as all
the values were higher than the common rule of thumb 0.70. The average variance
extracted (AVE), another measurement of convergent validity, was used by investigating
the sum of the squared loadings divided by the number of constructs. The AVE values
were 0.57 or higher, which means the constructs explained minimally more than half of
the variance of its indicators, signifying acceptable convergent validity (Fornell &
Larcker, 1981).
Cross-loadings of each variable were initially applied to assess the discriminant
validity. As shown in Table 5.22, the bolded outer loadings of each variable on their
affiliated constructs exceeded any of its cross-loadings on other constructs, which
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suggested that discriminant validity had been established. For example, CK1 to CK7
loaded much higher on their corresponding construct CK than on the rest of the constructs
(PCK, PK, TCK, TK, TPACK and TPK), and results were the same with other constructs.
Table 5.22 Cross Loadings of the Measurement Model of the TPACK Survey
Variables

CK

PCK

PK

TCK

TK

TPACK

TPK

CK1

0.60

0.38

0.38

0.31

0.38

0.31

0.34

CK2

0.74

0.53

0.44

0.38

0.32

0.39

0.30

CK3

0.76

0.56

0.49

0.34

0.29

0.38

0.31

CK4

0.78

0.58

0.51

0.39

0.37

0.37

0.38

CK5

0.80

0.58

0.53

0.40

0.31

0.39

0.35

CK6

0.79

0.54

0.46

0.37

0.38

0.37

0.41

CK7

0.81

0.58

0.57

0.45

0.35

0.45

0.40

CK8

0.73

0.53

0.55

0.40

0.32

0.42

0.34

PCK2

0.53

0.79

0.61

0.45

0.30

0.48

0.41

PCK3

0.63

0.81

0.59

0.44

0.34

0.49

0.47

PCK4

0.53

0.76

0.53

0.43

0.34

0.48

0.47

PCK5

0.55

0.79

0.58

0.46

0.28

0.49

0.43

PCK6

0.58

0.81

0.57

0.46

0.26

0.53

0.42

PK1

0.58

0.58

0.79

0.47

0.29

0.47

0.35

PK2

0.54

0.61

0.83

0.47

0.35

0.49

0.45

PK3

0.50

0.60

0.86

0.53

0.40

0.55

0.56

PK4

0.54

0.59

0.79

0.48

0.35

0.48

0.49

TCK1

0.40

0.46

0.50

0.82

0.38

0.62

0.63

TCK2

0.44

0.49

0.52

0.85

0.31

0.64

0.51

TCK3

0.43

0.49

0.49

0.87

0.37

0.67

0.56

TK1

0.41

0.34

0.40

0.37

0.79

0.39

0.39

TK2

0.31

0.24

0.32

0.32

0.85

0.32

0.40

TK3

0.39

0.38

0.37

0.35

0.81

0.38

0.44

TK4

0.35

0.29

0.31

0.33

0.84

0.35

0.47

TPACK1

0.44

0.52

0.53

0.66

0.32

0.81

0.56

TPACK2

0.40

0.50

0.51

0.64

0.38

0.84

0.58

TPACK3

0.40

0.49

0.48

0.60

0.40

0.82

0.55

TPACK4

0.45

0.53

0.51

0.63

0.38

0.85

0.60

TPACK5

0.42

0.48

0.47

0.59

0.35

0.79

0.62

TPACK6

0.41

0.53

0.50

0.60

0.34

0.79

0.53

TPK1

0.41

0.48

0.47

0.53

0.42

0.60

0.85

TPK2

0.38

0.44

0.47

0.52

0.48

0.57

0.85

TPK3

0.43

0.52

0.51

0.63

0.41

0.63

0.83

TPK4
0.33
0.41
0.45
0.55
0.41
0.54
0.80
Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.
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A second approach called Fornell-Larcher criterion was applied to measure
discriminant validity by AVE values. According to Table 5.23, the bolded value on the
diagonal of each construct, namely, the square root of single construct’s AVE, were
greater than its highest correlation with any other construct, indicating an acceptable
discriminant validity (Hair Jr. et al., 2016).
Table 5.23 Fornell-Larcker Criterion on the Validity of the Measurement Model of the
TPACK Survey
Constructs

CK

PCK

PK

TCK

TK

CK

0.75

PCK

0.71

0.79

PK

0.66

0.73

0.82

TCK

0.50

0.56

0.59

0.85

TK

0.45

0.38

0.43

0.42

0.82

TPACK

0.51

0.62

0.61

0.76

0.44

TPACK

TPK

0.82

TPK
0.47
0.56
0.57
0.67
0.51
0.70
0.83
Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

In 2015, Henseler and colleagues proposed a new approach called heterotrait-monotrait
ratio (HTMT) to assess the discriminant validity by critically challenging and questioning
the previous two measurements (Henseler et al., 2015). According to Henseler et al.,
HTMT value above 0.85 indicated a lack of discriminant validity. Therefore, this TPACK
model exhibited an adequate discriminant validity with the values ranging from 0.45 to
0.83.
Table 5.24 Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio (HTMT) of the Measurement Model of the
TPACK Survey
Constructs

CK

PCK

PK

TCK

TK

TPACK

TPK

CK
PCK

0.81

PK

0.76

0.83

TCK

0.60

0.68

0.73

TK

0.52

0.45

0.50

0.51

TPACK

0.57

0.71

0.70

0.78

0.50

TPK

0.54

0.65

0.67

0.81

0.61

0.80
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Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

To sum up, the three measurements provided by SmartPLS all confirmed that the
measurement model of the TPACK survey based on the seven constructs demonstrated a
sound discriminant validity.
Regarding the prediction purpose of PLS-SEM, standardised root means square residual
(SRMR) were utilised to assess how well a hypothesised model structure fits the empirical
data (goodness of fit) (Henseler et al., 2014). From results shown in Table 5.25, the SRMR
of the saturated and estimated model was 0.04 and 0.07 respectively which were smaller
than the conservative threshold value 0.08, indicating a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1998).
Additionally, the value of the normed fit index (NFI) in Table 5.25 also can be considered
as an assessment of model fit, stating that the closer the NFI to 1, the better the fit is
(Lohmöller, 1989). Therefore, NFI values around 0.9 normally represented an acceptable
fit. Thus, the present model displayed satisfactory goodness of fit.
Table 5.25 Fit of the Measurement Model of the TPACK Survey
Saturated Model

Estimated Model

SRMR

0.04

0.07

d_ULS

0.91

3.12

d_G

0.46

0.60

Chi-Square

1,334.27

1,627.05

NFI

0.90

0.88

Note. SRMR=Standardized Root Mean Square Residual, d_LS=the squared Euclidean distance, d_G=the geodesic
distance, NFI=Normed Fit Index.

5.2.3.2 Structural model
In the previous section, reliability, validity, and goodness of fit of the TPACK model
have been demonstrated to have exceeded a satisfactory level. Consequently, in this
section, the predictive power and the relationships among seven factors (Technological
Knowledge, Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Knowledge, Pedagogical Content
Knowledge, Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, Technological Content Knowledge,
and Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge) were reported by investigating the
structural model.
Firstly, the collinearity issue of TPACK structural model was examined before the
assessment to ensure all lantern variables had a clear distinction (Hair Jr. et al., 2016). As
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can be seen in Table 5.26, all inner inflation factor (VIF) values were far below 5,
indicating that there was no critical collinear problem among the predictor constructs.
Otherwise, the model estimation may be distorted or inaccurate. Therefore, eliminating
constructs, merging predictors or creating higher-order constructs was not needed and all
seven factors extracted could be retained.
Table 5.26 Collinearity Evaluation for the Structural Model of the TPACK Survey
Constructs

CK

CK

PCK

PK

1.23

TCK

1.25

PCK
PK

1.23

TCK
TK

1.25

TK

TPACK

2.34
2.83
2.59
2.12
1.48

TPK

1.22
1.22

TPACK
TPK
2.23
Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

SmartPLS-SEM was then employed to determine the relationships between seven
knowledge bases. Four separate models based on the four hypotheses (direct effects on
PCK, TCK, TPK and TPACK respectively) were run to identify the interactions among
seven knowledge bases.
The coefficient of determination (R²value) was interpreted as the measurement to
evaluate the structural model, indicating the predictive power between independent and
dependent variables and representing the variances in the variables explained. The higher
levels of R²value indicated higher levels of accuracy, ranging from 0 to 1. Following the
rules of thumb, the R²value of 0.75, 0.50, or 0.25 can be respectively described as
substantial, moderate, or weak (Hair et al., 2011; Henseler et al., 2009). Table 5.27 reports
that the direct effects only PCK explained 62.7 per cent of the variance in pedagogical
content knowledge. Likewise, the variance explained in technological content knowledge
was 30.1 per cent, in technological pedagogical knowledge was 41.6 per cent, and in
technological pedagogical content, knowledge was 67.6 per cent. Therefore, the predictive
powers of the PCK-driven model and TPACK-driven model were moderate, and TCKdriven and TPK-driven models were rather weak.
The path coefficients (estimates of hypothesised relationships among the seven
knowledge bases) were obtained from structural model analysis and displayed in Table
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5.27. This indicated how strongly each of the constructs ultimately influenced the
dependent variables PCK, TCK, TPK and TPACK in the four structural models. Both CK
and PK presented significant positive effects on PCK (.415 and .456) in the first model.
Therefore, the first hypothesis, about the effects of PK and CK on PCK, was well
supported. Similarly, it was found that TK and CK affected TCK significantly and
positively (.241 and .397) in the second model, which confirmed the second hypothesis.
The third hypothesis tested by the third model was also well supported as TK and PK
respectively demonstrated a significant positive effect on TPK (.330 and .431). In the last
model, among the six constructs, TCK (.473) showed the most potent positive effect on
TPACK, followed by TPK (.260) and PCK (.184). However, the first three knowledge
bases (TK, PK and CK) revealed insignificant effects on TPACK. Thus, the fourth
hypothesis was only partially supported.
Table 5.27 Interpretive Power and Constructs Relationship of the TPACK Structural
Model
Direct effects
(Dependent Variables)

Constructs

PCK

TCK

TPK

TPACK

R²

.627

.301

.416

.676

Adjust R²

.626

.299

.414

.672

.241***

.330***

.034

Technological Knowledge
(TK)
Content Knowledge
(CK)
Pedagogical Knowledge
(PK)

.415***
.456***

.397***

-.020
.431***

.069

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge

.184***

(PCK)
Technological Content
Knowledge

.437***

(TCK)
Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge

.260***

(TPK)
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5.2.3.3 Summary
The measurement model based on the seven knowledge bases extracted from PCA was
assessed through different measures. Both ICR and CR demonstrated satisfactory scale
reliability, and outer loadings of constructs together with AVE established a well
acceptable convergent validity. Cross loadings of constructs, Fornell-Larcher criterion and
HTMT all validated the tolerable discriminate validity of the model. The goodness of fit
of the measurement model was verified through SRMR and NFI.
Responding to the four research hypotheses postulated in Section 3.2, the SEM results
were demonstrated in Table 5.28. Content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge were
found presenting significant positive effects on pedagogical content knowledge, and this
PCK model indicated a moderate prediction on pedagogical content knowledge. Similarly,
technological knowledge and content knowledge had a significant positive effect on
technological content knowledge, and technological knowledge and pedagogical
knowledge significantly affected technological pedagogical knowledge positively.
However, both TCK and PCK models had a rather weak prediction. Regarding the
TPACK-driven model, the first three knowledge-based TK, PK and CK played an
insignificant effect on TPACK, while TCK, TPK and PCK all significantly and positively
affected academics’ TPACK.
Table 5.28 Summary of the Hypotheses of the TPACK Survey
Dependent Variables

Independent Variables

Hypothesis

TK

TPK

Supported

PK

TPK

Supported

TK

TCK

Supported

CK

TCK

Supported

PK

PCK

Supported

CK

PCK

Supported

TK

TPACK

Unsupported

PK

TPACK

Unsupported

CK

TPACK

Unsupported

PCK

TPACK

Supported

TPK

TPACK

Supported

TCK
TPACK
Supported
Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.
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5.2.4 In-group comparisons of different demographic groupings
In this section, the difference between male and female faculty members’ seven types
of knowledge was compared using independent sample t-test. Moreover, one-way
ANOVA was utilised to compare the differences among different age sub-groups and
different teaching experience groups as well as across different disciplines.
Table 5.29 displays the results of independent sample t-tests. It can be seen that male
and female participants had significant differences in TK (t (298) = 4.39, p˂0.001, d=0.40),
CK (t (308) = 3.67, p˂0.001, d=0.33), PK (t (309) = 2.14, p˂0.05, d=0.19), PCK (t (278)
= 2.03, p˂0.05, d=0.19), TPK (t (636) = 4.27, p˂0.001, d=0.36) and TCK (t (309) = 2.04,
p˂0.05, d=0.18). However, there was no significant difference identified between male
and female faculty’s TPACK level.
Table 5.29 Comparison between Male and Female Participant Chinese Academics
Levene's Test for Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

F

Sig.

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

Lower

Upper

TK

7.33

0.007

4.39

298

0.000***

0.53

1.40

CK

11.08

0.001

3.67

308

0.000***

0.60

1.99

PK

6.97

0.008

2.14

309

0.033*

0.04

0.08
1.11

PCK

19.34

0.000

2.03

278

0.044*

0.02

TPK

0.82

0.366

4.27

636

0.000***

0.47

1.27

TCK

4.89

0.027

2.04

309

0.042*

0.01

0.08

TPACK

11.60

0.001

1.49

298

0.138

-0.17

1.20

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001.

TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content

Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

It was revealed by one way ANOVA in Table 5.30 that only TK was determined as the
different knowledge domain among four age groups (F (3, 634) =4.57, p=.004, η²=0.020).
Specifically, technology knowledge possessed by younger participants in their twenties
presented significant difference from those above thirties (See Appendix O).
Table 5.30 Multiple Comparison among Different Age Groups of Participant Chinese
Academics
df
Between groups
TK

3

Within groups
634

CK

3

634

F

Sig.

4.57

0.004**

1.49

0.217
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PK

3

634

0.56

0.641

PCK

3

634

1.37

0.252

3

634

0.38

0.767

TCK

3

634

1.65

0.177

TPACK

3

634

0.52

0.667

TPK

Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0.001.TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content
Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

Table 5.31 illustrates the significance level of difference in seven knowledge domains
among the five groups of participants with different teaching experiences. As shown in
this table, faculty members with different teaching experience had a significant difference
in technological knowledge (F(4, 633) =3.18, p=.013, η²=0.020) and pedagogical
knowledge (F(4, 633) =2.66, p=.032, η²=0.0117). Based on the post-hoc test (See
Appendix P), participants with more than 15 years’ teaching experience demonstrated a
significant difference in TK compared with those with less teaching experience. Likewise,
the PK of academics with less than five years’ teaching experience differed considerably
with those with more teaching experiences.
Table 5.31 Multiple Comparison among Participant Chinese Academics with Differing
Teaching Experience
df

F

Sig.

4

Within groups
633

3.18

0.013*

4

633

0.67

0.611

Between groups
TK
CK
PK

4

633

2.66

0.032*

PCK

4

633

1.22

0.302

TPK

4

633

2.37

0.051

4

633

0.84

0.500

TCK

633

TPACK
4
1.70
0.149
Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0. 001.TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge,
PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge,
TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

As Table 5.32 showed, there were significant differences in TK (F(2, 635) =5.65,
p=.004, η²=0.017), TPK (F(2, 635) =16.54, p=.000, η²=0.050), and TCK (F(2, 635) =4.63,
p=.010, η²=0.014) across disciplines. Interestingly, all these knowledge bases are
technology integrated, indicating consistency with previous results that participants within
different disciplinary groups had a significant difference in technological knowledge.
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Specifically, participants from Science & Engineering Faculties demonstrated a
significant difference in TK and TPK from academics from Languages Faculties, and they
differed considerably from colleagues of Business & Management Faculties in TPK and
TCK (See Appendix Q).
Table 5.32 Multiple Comparison among Participant Chinese Academics from Varying
Disciplines
df

F

Sig.

2

Within groups
635

5.65

0.004**

CK

2

635

1.36

0.257

PK

2

635

1.22

0.297

2

635

0.35

0.703

2

635

16.54

0.000***

Between groups
TK

PCK
TPK

635

TCK
2
4.63
0.010**
635
TPACK
2
2.94
0.053
Note. Levels of significance *p˂0.05; **p˂0.01; ***p˂0. 001.TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge,
PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge,
TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

From the comparison between and among different demographic groups, it was found
that male and female participants had significant differences in almost all knowledge
domains except TPACK. Different age groups only presented a noticeable difference in
TK. Moreover, participants with various teaching experience showed significantly
different levels of TK and PK. Participants across three disciplines reported significant
differences in several technology-related knowledge domains, such as TK, TPK and TCK.
Table 5.33 Summary of the Comparison of the Constructs of the TPACK Survey among
Participant Chinese Academics
Identification of the moderators in factors affecting academics’ TPACK
Factors

Gender

Age

Teaching experience

Disciplines

TK

√

√

√

√

CK

√

PK

√

PCK

√

TPK

√

√

TCK

√

√

√

TPACK
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Note. TK=Technological Knowledge, CK=Content Knowledge, PK=Pedagogical Knowledge, PCK=Pedagogical
Content Knowledge, TPK=Technological Pedagogical Knowledge, TCK=Technological Content Knowledge, and
TPACK=Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.

5.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter, quantitative data gathered from UTAUT2 survey and TPACK survey
were reported exhaustively and systematically.
Firstly, the UTAUT2 survey was utilised to address Research question one, and
structural equation modelling based on the scale was constructed to test all research
hypotheses. Factors affecting academics’ behavioural intention and use of mobile
technologies were identified, the interaction between these determinants and behavioural
intention or use of mobile technologies were evaluated, and the moderating effects of
gender, age, teaching experience and discipline on these relationships were assessed.
Seven factors (effort expectancy, performance expectancy, hedonic motivation,
facilitating conditions, social influence, price value and habit) were successfully
determined as influential factors on participants’ behavioural intention of mobile
technologies. Additionally, the behavioural intention also affected their actual use of
mobile technologies. It was also found that four factors (performance expectancy,
facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation and habit) had a significant and positive
influence on academics’ behavioural intention towards the adoption of mobile
technologies. Likewise, performance expectancy, facilitating conditions, hedonic
motivation, habit and behavioural intention affected their actual use of mobile
technologies significantly and positively. Moreover, individual differences such as
gender, age, teaching experience, and discipline presented partially moderating effects on
the interactions between determinants and behavioural intention or use of mobile
technologies. It was also reported that different demographic groups held various
perceptions of the factors affecting their intention and use of mobile technologies.
Similarly, to some extent, the difference between or among subgroups in a moderating
effect on relationships also existed.
Regarding Research Question two, the TPACK survey was used on the basis of scale;
structural equation modelling was constructed to examine relevant research hypotheses.
The interactions and relationships among academics’ technological, pedagogical, and
content knowledge were identified, and the comparison between or among different
demographic groups was made. The results obtained from the preliminary analysis
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revealed that there was a great difference between or among each demographic group.
Male participants possessed more TPACK knowledge than females, and there was a
significant difference in almost all knowledge domains. Younger participants had more
technology-related knowledge than older ones while older participants had more contentpedagogy-related knowledge than younger ones, but the significant difference was only
identified in TK. Participants with different teaching experience presented different
TPACK levels which were significant in TK and PK. Faculty members across three
disciplines were found significantly different in several technology-related knowledge
bases, such as TK, TPK and TCK, with Science & Engineering faculty members
demonstrating the highest level of TPACK, followed by Languages Faculties as well as
Business & Management Faculties. The results of SEM reported that CK and PK were
found presenting significant positive effects on PCK. Similarly, TK and CK had a
significant positive effect on TCK, and TK and PK significantly affected TPK positively.
Regarding the TPACK-driven model, the first three knowledge domains TK, PK, and CK
played an insignificant effect on TPACK, while TCK, TPK and PCK all significantly and
positively affect academics TPACK. The prediction of all these four models ranged from
weak to moderate.
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Chapter Six Results of Semi-structured Interviews

• Phase 1: RQ: Factors affecting Higher Education academics'
Study
1

acceptance and use of mobile technologies
(data collected via questionnaires)
• Phase 2: RQ: Perceptions of mobile technology adoption held
by higher education academics
(data collected via semi-structured interviews)

• Phase 1: Higher education academics' technological,
Study
2

pedagogical and content knowledge level
(data collected via questionnaires)

• Phase 2: Higher education academics'

mobile technoloy

integrated teaching practice
(data collected via observations)

Figure 6.1 The research question addressed in this chapter (highlighted in red)
This chapter reports findings from Phase 2 of Study One, in which data were gathered
to answer research question 3 concerning higher education academics’ views on mobile
technologies, perceptions of influential factors of mobile technology adoption and
knowledge about mobile technology integration in curriculum design. Interview results
are expected to triangulate with the quantitative data and give further exploration to the
quantitative findings (See Figure 6.1). Section 6.1 presents an overall illustration of
interview data collection, analysis, themes and categories. Section 6.2 reports the findings
of the interview in a thematic way, where five themes are explained systematically.
Section 6.3 provides a summary of the findings initiated.
6.1 Overall descriptions of interview analysis
Semi-structured interviews were conducted after the analysis of quantitative survey
results. Data were collected from 18 academic faculty members who completed the survey
in the previous phase and who volunteered to attend the face-to-face, one-on-one
interview. The interview contained 14 questions which were usually asked in the planned
sequence however minor alterations were tolerable and follow-up questions asked to
prompt more thoughtful and in-depth responses and ensure a smooth interview flow.
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Interviews were transcribed and translated by the researcher, transcripts were coded
inductively and deductively, and themes, as well as categories, were determined and
named (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Interview data collection and analysis procedures were
detailed in Section 4.4 and 4.5.
Throughout this thesis the term code is used to denote attaching one or more keywords
to a text segment in order to permit later identification of a statement, whereas
“categorisation” entailed a more systematic conceptualisation of a statement, opening it
for quantification (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p. 227). After identifying and naming the
basic codes, similar ones were gathered together into a category or family, and categories
with relevant topics were reduced to one theme (Gibbs, 2007). The final themes and
categories in each theme were determined and presented in Table 6.1.
Five main themes were extracted from interview data based on the research questions,
theoretical models and interview questions, which revolved around academics’
perceptions of mobile technologies, personal possessed mobile technological knowledge,
factors affecting academics’ intentions as well as use of mobile technologies, mobile
professional development and expectations of future mobile technology integration in
curriculum and pedagogy.
Table 6.1 Themes and Categorisation of the Semi-Structured Interviews
Theme

Category
(1) Affordances and constraints of mobile technologies

Perceptions of mobile technologies and
devices

(2) Enablers and barriers of mobile technologies
(3) Ideas on mobile technologies implementation in teaching
(1) Role of mobile technologies in teaching

Mobile technologies and devices in
curriculum design and teaching practice

(2) Feedback on mobile technology integration in teaching
(3) Further exploration of the TPACK model
(1) Categories of professional development

Mobile professional development
(2) Means of technological competence enhancement

Influential factors and determinants of
behavioural intentions and use of mobile
technologies and devices

(1) Influential factors of behavioural intentions
(2) Determinants of actual use
(3) Individual difference
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(4) Further exploration of the UTAUT model
(1) To authority
Suggestions for and expectation of future

(2) To front line lecturer

mobile technology adoption in teaching
(3) To student

and learning practice

(4) To researcher

6.2 Thematic analysis of interview
In this section, qualitative data gathered from interviews is thematically reported
sequentially on the basis of five themes and categorisations summarised in Table 6.1.
6.2.1 Academics’ perception of mobile technologies and devices
The first theme was coded based on the first two interview questions to determine
whether participants had personal experience in using mobile technologies and devices. It
aimed to find out participants’ ideas of the affordances and constraints of mobile
technologies as well as enablers and barriers of mobile technologies in their environment.
It is also explored their opinions on mobile technology implementation in teaching
practice. The categories and codes captured from the first theme are presented in Table
6.2. The numbers in brackets identify how many interviewees referred to each code. In the
following sub-sections (6.3.1.1 to 6.3.1.5) these codes will be expanded upon and
evidence provided in the form of participants’ quotes.
Table 6.2 Theme One: Perceptions of Mobile Technologies and Devices
Category

Code
•

User-friendly (8)

•

Features: mobile, flexible, portable, ubiquitous, anywhere,

(1) Affordances of mobile
technologies and devices

anytime (12)
•

Resource access, collection, submission, sharing (9)

•

Communication, collaboration, construction, representation
(8)

•

Network infrastructure (15)

•

Size of mobile devices (6)

(2) Constraints of mobile

•

Computing power (4)

technologies and devices

•

Different types of mobile devices (7)

•

Distraction on learners (18)

•

Face-to-face communication (8)
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(3) Enablers and barriers of mobile
technologies and devices adoption

(4) Attitudes towards and reasons
for mobile technologies
implementation in teaching

•

Network infrastructure (18)

•

App and platforms functionality (15)

•

Recharge facilities (5)

•

Technological competence (12)

•

Technological support (9)

•

Personal intention and willingness (4)

•

Time-consuming (7)

•

Price (3)

•

Teaching content and pedagogy (18)

•

Absolutely positive (12)

•

Partially positive (6)

•

Reasons for using mobile technologies: fun, instant,
convenience, ease, variety and depth, contextuality,
assistance,

interaction,

engagement,

communication,

collaboration, feedback, creativity, productivity
Note. The number in parenthesis represents the total number of interviewees who referred to that specific notion (code).

6.2.1.1 Personal experience of mobile technologies and devices use
All interview participants reported relevant experience in using mobile technologies
and indicated that they would continue using the device both in daily life and teaching
practice. They had different definitions or understandings of mobile technologies
according to their personal experience. All the academics possessed at least two mobile
devices (laptop and smartphone), and some of them owned or would like to purchase a
third or another device, such as an iPad, Windows Tablet, Kindle, electronic dictionary,
smartwatch, or portable media player. Participants had a range of technological capability.
Some of the interviewees, who were born in the era when technology had started
influencing people’s lives, displayed a great deal of mobile technological savvy and were
capable of using both basic and advanced functions of mobile devices, while others only
used fundamental functions, such as email, messaging, and built-in Apps. Despite the
individual variation, the length of time using mobile technologies and devices was
generally more than ten years, as demonstrated by some of the following interview quotes.
“I have been using a mobile phone for more than ten years since my secondary school,
but at that time mobile phones were not as functional as today’s. At the very beginning,
mobile phones were one alternative to daily communication, but now they represent much
more, such as entertainment and learning. In addition to a smartphone, I am using a
laptop and an iPad for entertainment, teaching and learning.” (Chaoqun)
“I started using the mobile phone since I worked as a full-time university lecturer in
2004, and it was a small and old-fashioned one with limited functions, such as phone calls,
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SMS, clock, and calculator. However, with the rapid development of technology, more
and more advanced ones are invented, leading to a more colourful. I love this
technological stuffs and have had many mobile phones over these years because new
functions are attractive. I also bought a laptop, iPad and Kindle which contribute a lot to
my daily life as well as teaching.” (Ning)
“What impressed me most is the rapid change of mobile phone over generations. I
replaced my antique mobile phone with an advanced smartphone in 2012, and the new
functions are amazing, providing support for my life and teaching. Later, I also bought a
Tablet and Kindle to support my teaching preparation and daily reading.” (Yan)
Moreover, most of the interviewees emphasised the rapid development of mobile
networks, which is deemed to be the foundation of mobile device implementation.
Interviewees stated that they had purchased more than one internet service, for most this
included a mobile data package and a Wi-Fi package-to support successful use of their
mobile devices.
“Thanks to the advancement of the internet, we can fully use all the functions of mobile
phones. Enough mobile data is included when you purchase most of the package, which
enables us to surf the internet anytime and anywhere. The campus also was covered by
Wi-Fi, although now it is not completely free, it indeed provides opportunities for lecturers
and students in classroom teaching and learning.” (Lei)
“The development of the mobile network is astonished, from 2G to 3G to current 4G.
Apparently, the speed of transmission becomes faster and faster which enables us to
choose and use various Apps to have fun or to prepare the lectures or to learn by
ourselves. Another aspect is that the cost of the data package decrease greatly, and
communication suppliers also provide sufficient campus-privileged mobile data with quite
a low cost.” (Weiwei)
“I think Wi-Fi is a miracle for a mobile device. I still remember that the initial network
is wired and connected to the home landline. Later, broadband can be shared with several
devices through the router. Now, the wireless router transmits the signals to the whole
house or apartment. During the lecture, I use a portable router to create a hotspot, sharing
the Wi-Fi with students when necessary.” (Guanglian)
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6.2.1.2 Affordance of mobile technologies and devices
The affordances of mobile devices greatly rely on the sophisticated coordination of
hardware, software, and the infrastructure of connectivity, which can be exploited for
educational goals in a current developed generation. The affordances of emerging mobile
technologies and devices are abundant, which can provide numerous possibilities and
activities for teaching and learning.
The affordances of mobile technologies and devices which unfolded from interview
data were generalised into four types. Eight participants (45%) considered the design, the
functionality and the operation of mobile devices being user-friendly, as contributing to
their ease of use.
“I feel the shape design of the smartphones changed a lot, especially the keyboard and
the screen. Ten years ago, half of a phone was the keyboard, and the screen was small,
but later the touch screen appeared which made the control easier. Now you can do more
things with an advanced smartphone.” (Shanshan)
“What impressed me most is the functions of a smartphone, which become increasingly
comprehensive and are easily operated. In addition to the traditional functions such as
phone call, SMS and clock, new affordances were embodied in the latest generation of
mobile phones, including internet-based cloud storage, document production and viewing,
GPS, audio and video, as well as all kinds of mobile Apps.” (Qun)
“I think the fast development of mobile devices relies on the advancement of the
operating systems, such as Windows, Android, and IOS, leading to fast and smooth
operation, making experience closer to life and reducing the difficulty of using them.”
(Lingling)
Twelve interviewees (70%) stated that initially the unique features of mobile devices
compared with desktop computers stimulated them to choose and use them. These features
consisted of mobility, flexibility, portability and ubiquity, providing potential
opportunities for teaching and learning anywhere and anytime.
“Now I am using more and more laptop and mobile devices, such as iPad and iPhone
rather than a desktop PC. The mobile devices are portable, and you can bring them
everywhere without much effort. You also can use them anytime when the occasions and
network are permitted.” (Jian Jun)
“You can use them on the move as they are mobile. Portability allows you to hold them
in hand, or put them in your handbag or pocket, and the flexibility allows you to go from
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place to place being connected and productive. All these advantages may bring benefits
to us in different contexts.” (Yuanyuan)
“In this era, everyone possesses at least one mobile device; the ubiquity provides
numerous chances for everyone to learn what he or she likes at any time. Moreover, it
also provides great opportunities for us, lecturers, to explore new methods and activities
in pre-class preparations, in-class lecture delivery, and after-class tutorial.” (Yanhong)
With the third type of affordance half, the participants (9) focused on curriculum design
and content preparation, such as resource access, resource collection, resource submission
and resource sharing.
“By taking advantage of mobile technologies and devices, the way curriculum design
changed a lot. We now can access the internet anytime to find more online resources to
add to subject content or for reference. Then some of the resources can be shared with the
teaching team as well as our students through certain platform or LMS.” (Tian)
“Mobile tools are pretty useful for lecture preparations especially when you want to
put extra information and materials in existing content. You can gather all kinds of
supplementary resources by searching on a smartphone or tablet. Then you can organise
them according to the subject topic and share with the students during the lecture.” (Xian)
“I found the greatest affordance of mobile tools is resources submission and sharing. I
think in the process of lecture preparation, mobile devices are not as efficient as a laptop
or desktop PC. However, once you upload related information and materials to one shared
group, other people can access them easily through mobile tools which may increase the
teaching and learning efficiency.” (Kang)
Eight academics (45%) mentioned the affordance of mobile technologies and devices
from the perspective of pedagogical practice and learning activities in the classroom, such
as communication, collaboration, knowledge construction and presentation.
“In addition to the benefits of mobile technologies and devices provided to pre-class
preparation, they also demonstrated some advantages in classroom communication and
collaboration. Lecturer and students can interact on social network platforms, and
students can do collaborative activities by working together on learning management
platforms.” (Yan)
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“Now we also can create, edit or draft a document using mobile devices rather than
desktop PC only. Students can use a built-in Office suite to do the assignments, report and
share with peers through cloud storage.” (Xian)
“Sometimes we give students one task related to the subject, after their discussion and
collaboration, they will not write down with pen and paper as before but create
visualisation and representations by using mobile devices to demonstrate their thinking
and understanding, which I think is much clearer and insightful.” (Yanhong)
6.2.1.3 Constraints of mobile technologies
Despite some affordances detected, mobile technologies were not fully developed, and
these imperfections also restricted adoption in pedagogical practice. Fifteen out of the
eighteen interviewees (85%) highlighted the problem of developing infrastructure,
especially the insufficient Wi-Fi coverage and charging for access on campus, which they
considered was the most considerable constraint for the use of mobile devices in teaching.
“I think the largest problem for mobile devices use is the technical infrastructure on
campus. Strictly speaking, there is no complete free Wi-Fi for staff and students to conduct
their teaching and learning.” (Tian)
“From my personal experience, the Wi-Fi equipped on campus is restricted to using
the university website. Although there are a lot of teaching and learning resources online,
it is not as convenient as open access. Also, the students can pay for network supplied by
communication suppliers, but it seems expensive.” (Yan)
“It is challenging to use the campus Wi-Fi in lecturing, as it is not stable enough and
the speed of transmission sometimes is slow which consumes much time in loading the
content. Sometimes it forces us to prepare a Plan B in case of infrastructure collapse. ”
(Liqun)
Moreover, six (35%) academics stated that the screen size of some devices was limiting,
and not easy for lecturers and students to do tasks that required a large operation interface.
Similarly, four participants (25%) referred to this issue from the perspective of computing
power, and said compared with a traditional desktop computer, mobile devices were less
powerful in processing multiple tasks. Different types of mobile devices with various
operating systems and functions were also mentioned by seven participants (40%) as a
constraint for performing teaching and learning, resulting in difficulties of equally
scaffolding so many variations by academics.
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“Comparatively speaking, the screen size of mobile devices is limited although new
generations of devices have been enlarging them. So, it causes problems for students to
undertake a larger amount of actions.” (Guanglian)
“The computing power of mobile devices are relatively less powerful than desktop PCs.
It is not comfortable enough to deal with more than one tasks simultaneously on mobile
devices.” (Lei)
“It is apparent that not all the students possess the same mobile devices, take the
smartphone, for example, there are various types, Samsung, Mi, Huawei with Android OS,
iPhone with IOS, and Windows System. There are many differences among these devices
which increase the difficulty of delivering equal education.” (Kang)
Apart from technical constraints, one learning issue stated by all interviewees focussed
on mobile technologies and devices imposing distractions for learners. Additionally,
concerns were expressed by eight (45%) participants about the insufficient face-to-face
communication between lecturers and students if mobile devices were utilised as the
primary pedagogical tools.
“In my opinion, the mobile devices, to some extent, distract the students during
lectures. Some of the students can not follow the lecturers’ steps to use mobile devices
appropriately but be distracted by other functions such as social network, music and
video.” (Lingling)
“Although the use of mobile technologies and devices has become a tendency in
educational background. I still consider it cannot replace face-to-face communication as
we did before. I personally think face-to-face communication can enhance the relationship
emotionally between lecturers and students.” (Qun)
6.2.1.4 Enablers and barriers of mobile technologies and devices adoption
Another important category which emerged from the interview data was the enablers
and barriers of mobile technology adoption. Although most of the participants expressed
dissatisfaction with the current network infrastructure, all of them affirmed the current
advancement of Wi-Fi construction and 4G connection on campus, which they
commented played a fundamental role in mobile technology adoption.
“I think one of the enablers of mobile devices adoption is the technical infrastructure,
especially the coverage of Wi-Fi. Although the Wi-Fi has not reached the level of free
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open access, it to some extent afforded the possibilities of using mobile devices in campus
teaching and learning.” (Yan)
“Nowadays, we can use mobile data, wired network and wireless network to access the
internet through mobile devices, but different options provide different transmission speed
and afford different functions. However, the advancement of infrastructure has not met
the needs of free use of mobile devices at the university.” (Chaoqun)
Another enabler reported by the overwhelming majority of interviewees (85%) was the
abundance of Apps or teaching and learning platforms, which provided curriculum media
or practice stages for pedagogical practice. Additionally, several participants (30%)
remarked that the prevalence of portable chargers remedied the mobile device battery’s
short life, enabling lecturers and students to ensure smooth use of devices in the process
of teaching and learning.
“Mobile learning became more and more popular in Chinese higher education. Thus
different kinds of Apps or platforms were developed to support the new learning approach.
For example, in language teaching and learning, there are many Apps for vocabulary,
listening, reading and speaking, which allow students to learn anytime and anywhere.”
(Yunzhang)
“In addition to the hardware, the development of related software facilitates the
adoption of mobile devices in the process of teaching and learning, such as official
account, writing platforms and so on. All these platforms provide more resources and
opportunities for both lecturers and students.” (Ning)
“Mobile devices normally equipped with a relatively small battery which cannot afford
a long time energy-consuming learning activities, and there are insufficient outlets in the
classroom for students to recharge their devices. Fortunately, the invention of portable
power bank successfully solved this problem, which can ensure the smooth running of
classroom activities.” (Lei)
Half of the participants stated that they were willing to endeavour to adopt mobile
technologies in their classroom if sufficient technological support could be provided from
the IT department. A majority of interviewees (70%) indicated that technological
competence was a significant enabler or barrier for them to choose or use mobile
technologies in pedagogical practice. Proficient academics may find it easier to teach with
these tools than those who were novices at mobile technologies. A small number (20%)
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of those interviewed felt that not all the faculty members were interested in or comfortable
with using mobile devices to teach, under these circumstances, academics’ intention may
have hindered the adoption of mobile technologies in teaching practice.
“Frankly speaking, most of the lecturer in my team are afraid of using modern
technologies in teaching since we possessed limited knowledge, thus if the faculty or
university can provide sufficient support in using mobile devices, the pedagogical practice
may increase greatly.” (Jianjun)
“Personally, I am not a technology-competent person; although I learned some
technological knowledge through physical and online training, I still feel stressed when
using mobile technologies and devices in my lecture. So, timely support from the IT
department would be an enabler of using this new thing.” (Weiwei)
“There are still lecturers who are not interested in or uncomfortable with using mobile
to teach, and this subjective unwillingness towards mobile technologies and devices will
constrain the adoption of a new pedagogical approach. What is worse, their personal
views may affect other faculty staff or their students.” (Yan)
One-third of interviewees (35%) suggested that conducting learning activities using
mobile devices was time-consuming both in the stage of curriculum preparation and stage
of pedagogical practice. For three participants (15%) the relatively high price of mobile
devices was one of the obstacles for them or students to freely undertake mobile
technology integration teaching and learning.
“I think it is time-consuming to conduct teaching and learning activities by using mobile
devices. Mobile technology integrated activities take more time in preparation,
explanation, demonstration and practice than traditional ways. However, the lecture time
was scheduled which means more time here and less time there.” (Guanglian)
“From the perspective of mobile devices themselves, I think the price may be a barrier
for students because the price of mobile devices is relatively high based on the Chinese
consumption level. People cannot afford the changing of mobile devices frequently, and
the functionality of mobile devices differ.” (Yuanyuan)
Finally, the participants on the whole unanimously held the view that teaching content
and pedagogy had a great influence on choosing and using mobile devices, and lecturers
had to evaluate the fit between technology and the course to ensure the effectiveness of
mobile technology integration with the classroom.
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“The teaching content will influence me to use mobile devices or not. Moreover, I also
will determine what device to use for lecture preparation and classroom activities. All
these choices rely on the subject matter.” (Shanshan)
“We deliver different courses throughout one semester. I think not all the courses fit
using mobile devices. So whether to use or what to use or how to use mobile technologies
in teaching and learning roughly depends on what we are going to teach in this lesson.”
(Weiwei)
“The course content is crucial for choosing mobile tools. We need to evaluate whether
it is appropriate to integrate mobile devices into learning activities, and how certain tools
fit certain topics. Otherwise, aimless adoption would make teaching and learning less
effective.” (Yunzhang)
6.2.1.5 Attitudes towards mobile technologies implementation in teaching
Broadly, there were two different attitudes held by the interviewees towards mobile
technologies implementation in pedagogical practice.
Two-thirds of the participants (65%) absolutely supported the action of implementing
mobile technologies in their teaching practice and explained the advantages they
experienced and expected through integrating mobile technologies and devices in teaching
and learning practice. All these interviewees talked about their perceived reasons for
utilising mobile technologies in whole teaching procedures, such as fun, convenience, ease
of use, the capability of enhancing variety and depth of contents, the capability of
facilitating lecturer-student interactions and communication, the capability of
strengthening student engagement and collaboration, and so on.
“I totally support the implementation of mobile technologies and devices in the whole
teaching practice, including curriculum design, pedagogical practice, and after-class
tutorial. I can access more useful resources easily anytime and anywhere when network
permits. For English literature lecture, I can transform the traditional lecturer-centred
approach to student-centred pedagogy. More interactions can take place and more
engaging online activities can be designed.” (Yan)
“I feel mobile learning is more enjoyable than the traditional learning way, and
students can entertainingly grasp more information rather than learn the boring textbook
alone. It seems that students are more engaged and enthusiastic when mobile devices are
implemented in classroom activities.” (Yanhong)
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“I am trying to use mobile devices in my teaching especially when students are doing
group discussions. Rather than discussing and reporting monotonously, they can
communicate, collaborate and share on a mobile platform. The teamwork, interaction and
outcome are greatly enhanced.” (Kang)
The rest of the interviewees welcomed the transforming opportunities provided by
mobile technologies but expressed their concerns about the negative impacts on the
education environment and students’ learning, mostly focusing on the distraction to
students and time consumption.
“I hold a conservative attitude towards mobile technology adoption in teaching. Truly
mobile learning is an emerging approach for innovative education, but I think it is not
mature enough to avoid side effects it may bring to lecturers and students. I think students’
self-control is not good enough to keep themselves concentrating on subject matters, and
mobile devices with entertaining functions would distract them a lot.” (Tian)
“The reason that I do not back this so-called new teaching approach is that it costs
more time, and most of that cannot produce better effects than the traditional way. The
lecture’s time is limited, so I do not want to spare more time on device operation and
unexpected problems.” (Lingling)

6.2.2 Mobile technologies and devices in curriculum design and teaching practice
The second theme captured was based on the interview questions three, four, five and
thirteen. Interview question three investigated the academics’ level of technological
competence. Question four explored the role of mobile technologies in teaching and how
they were integrated with subject matter and pedagogies. Question five probed the
feedback from different groups of people on mobile technology integration. Question
thirteen was included to gain a further understanding of the academics’ technological
pedagogical content knowledge. The categories and codes extracted from the second
theme were illustrated in Table 6.3. Similarly, the number in parenthesis represents the
total number of participants who referred to this idea. In the following sub-section (6.3.2.1
to 6.3.2.4) these codes will be expanded upon and evidence provided in the form of
participants’ quotes.
Table 6.3 Theme Two: Mobile Technologies and Devices in Curriculum Design and
Teaching Practice
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Category

Code
•

The frequency of teaching with mobile technologies: never,
rarely (20%) (3), occasionally (40%) (3), sometimes (60%)
(7), frequently (80%) (5), every time

(1) Role of mobile technologies in

•

teaching

Selection of mobile technologies: Laptop, smartphone, iPad
(16)

•

Traditional vs A mobile technology integrated classroom (7)

•

Curriculum design: integrating subject matters and pedagogies
(8)

(2) Feedback or reflection on
mobile technology integration in
teaching

(3) Further exploration of the
TPACK model

•

Students (18)

•

Colleagues (3)

•

Authorities (18)

•

Self (5)

•

Technological knowledge (18)

•

Pedagogical knowledge (18)

•

Content knowledge (18)

•

Technological pedagogical knowledge (4)

•

Technological content knowledge (4)

•

Pedagogical content knowledge (18)

•

Technological pedagogical content knowledge (2)

Note. The number in parenthesis represents the total number of interviewees who referred to that specific notion (code).

6.2.2.1 Self-assessment on technological competence
As self-reported by the participants in the interviews, two (10%) felt that they had
gained a basic level of technological competence, were capable of choosing appropriate
mobile technologies or fundamental functions for teaching. They were capable of using
the functionality as well as the skills required by the teaching content and sharing these
skills with others. Over 70% indicated that their technological competence was at an
intermediate level and they were able to test and evaluate the applicability of chosen tools
through new approaches or processes. Their achievements in using mobile technologies
in pedagogical practice were relatively high and more satisfactory. Rather than simply
sharing technical skills, they were able to provide opportunities for others to learn new
things. The highest technological competence level self-reported by only three academics
(16%) indicated a capability of choosing, experimenting and redesigning the tools and
technologies. They all demonstrated initiative and interest in enhancing current skills and
continuously learning new skills. They were able to implement advanced functional and
technological knowledge into teaching practice and capable of sharing expertise with
others and facilitating skills consistently.
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6.2.2.2 Role of mobile technologies in teaching
All interviewees were asked to self-rate their frequency of teaching with mobile
technologies, ranging from never to every time. No participants stated they never used
mobile technologies in teaching practice, while three interviewees (15%) stated they rarely
(20% of the time) or occasionally (40% of the time) used mobile technologies respectively
in their teaching. Seven interviewees (40%) stated they integrated mobile technologies
into teaching sometimes (60% of the time), and only five participants (30%) reported a
frequent (80% of the time) usage of mobile technologies in teaching practice.
“I seldom use a mobile phone or tablet in my teaching, the reasons are complex and
mostly because of the habit. I have gotten accustomed to the traditional way, and it is not
easy for me to change.” (Lei)
“Sometimes I choose mobile devices to assist my teaching if the subject topic suits. I
will design the lecture by considering how to deliver it effectively with the help of mobile
tools.” (Yanhong)
“I love using mobile devices in my class. I am teaching two courses this semester where
I try my best to integrate mobile technologies and tools. I frequently design activities via
the mobile phone to intend to engage all the students in my lecture.” (Yan)
The majority of the participants (90%) stated that they would like to consider using
mobile technologies, such as laptops, smartphones, and iPads for lesson preparation,
lecture delivery and after-class communication.
“Personally speaking, the adoption of mobile devices in the educational context is an
inevitable trend. If you cannot go with the tide, you may be weeded out by the era.
Although I am not a technology native, I have to learn to use a laptop, smartphone, and
iPad in my teaching.” (Weiwei)
“I have introduced mobile devices into my teaching practice for many years. Also, the
main devices I am using are laptops and smartphones which are also prevalent among
students.” (Ning)
“Surely, I implement mobile devices in my whole process of teaching, and the most
frequently used devices are a laptop, iPhone, and iPad.” (Yuanyuan)
However, only half of the academics who want to use mobile technologies in teaching,
considered integration with the subject matter as well as teaching pedagogies. An even
smaller number of participants (40%) remarked the changes in mobile technologies
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brought to their teaching practice, which they unanimously upheld as having a
transformative influence on traditional classroom practice.
“Mobile learning has changed my class enormously compared with the traditional
teacher-centred approach. The predominant transformations are the access of contentrelated resources, which are more abundant. Teacher-student interaction makes the
classroom more vibrant, and peers’ collaboration and communication would develop
teamwork awareness and ability. Outcome production may develop student’ capability of
presentation dynamically.” (Yan)
“I think using mobile technologies and devices transformed all the phases of my
teaching. In my lecture preparation phase, I can refer to students’ suggestions and
preferences, and I can do it anytime and anywhere rather than sitting in front of the
computer all day. During the lecture, I can design various activities to motivate all the
students, which in my opinion is not able to accomplish in the traditional classroom. After
class, the feedback, communication and tutorial also can be conducted through a mobile
social network or mobile platform timely and effectively.” (Jie)
“The implementation of mobile technologies in teaching and learning is irresistible
nowadays. I think mobile learning brings more benefits than its side effects that are
inevitable when a new thing arises. As a lecturer, we should learn to control and balance
the use of mobile technologies and tools in curriculum design and pedagogical practice
rather than abandoning them. I think mobile teaching and learning is not simply
substituted for the traditional way of content demonstration, but the transformation of the
pedagogical approach.” (Chaoqun)
6.2.2.3 Feedback on mobile technology integration in teaching
All participants indicated that they received a range of feedback from different groups
of people on their use of mobile technologies in the classroom.
Students are the largest, most direct and most frequent group who give comments and
suggestions to their lecturers. All participants stated that students provided feedback in all
teaching and learning phases.
“Lecturer and students are two main roles directly involved in the classroom. The
teacher-centred pedagogical approach has changed, and the spoon-feeding methods have
been abandoned. Rather than gathering students’ suggestions through paper notes, now
students can be involved in curriculum design, classroom activities, and after-class
communication through mobile devices. They can advise suggestions before class and
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provide feedback after class, which make the teaching and learning more effective.”
(Guanglian)
“Frankly speaking, I am not a digital native, but I have been keeping learning how to
integrate mobile devices in my lectures. So, I often ask the students for suggestions when
I prepare my lesson, most of which are inspirational as students in this generation are
good at exploring the new thing. We normally do some discussions and interaction on
some platform where I can receive all kinds of feedback including the implementation of
mobile technologies and devices.” (Yan)
“Surely, students’ feedback is essential for our teaching, and I ask the students to give
feedback or suggestions both on my teaching design and mobile devices usage. I also
participate in the discussion and communication in the social network group through
mobile devices.” (Lei)
While a minority (20%) mentioned, that colleagues sometimes gave feedback on
classroom integration of mobile technologies especially when they conducted team lesson
preparation.
“We have a team to teach the same course for different classes. Some of the colleagues
may give suggestions for the preparation of some topic in which mobile devices can be
integrated.” (Shanshan)
“We conduct regular peer classroom observations in our faculty, so colleagues who
observe my lectures sometimes provide feedback on my curriculum design and
pedagogical practice, surely, including how I use mobile devices during my teaching and
the effects of this utilisation.” (Xian)
All agreed that the hierarchy, such as the Dean and the Head of the School, gave
feedback on the appropriateness of adoption of mobile technologies after classroom
observations.
“The authority definitely will affect the implementation of mobile technologies and
devices during teaching. I sometimes refer to their feedback and suggestions when I design
my lectures.” (Shanshan)
“We have designed rules on how to use mobile technologies and devices in the
classroom to ensure the appropriateness and efficiency of teaching and learning. The
Head of School may assess and provide feedback on your implementation of mobile
tools.” (Tian)
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“It is a routine to meeting and discussing curriculum design fortnightly in our school,
and I can receive feedback from the authorities about my classroom activities integrating
with mobile technologies and devices.” (Yanhong)
Moreover, five interviewees (30%) stated that they would reflect on the whole
procedure of mobile technologies usage, consisting of the lesson plan, lecture delivery and
after-class communication.
“Sometimes, there are some gaps between design and practice. Some critical problems
may arise in pedagogical practice when interacting with students using mobile
technologies and devices. Thus, I do reflection after each lecture according to what I
found during the in-class instruction and students’ feedback.” (Yan)
“After all, the adoption of mobile learning is a relatively new approach for both
lecturers and students in higher education. We cannot design perfect classroom activities
at this stage, and what we can do is try our best to integrated new technologies into current
curriculum content. Undoubtedly, some unexpected things would happen, so I do
reflection after each implementation to ensure better use of the next time.” (Jie)
6.2.2.4 Further exploration of the TPACK model
All participants reported the possession of technological, pedagogical and content
knowledge in their expertise. Moreover, all these interviewees thought that they had
enough pedagogical content knowledge for curriculum design and lecture delivery.
“I am sure I possess enough pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge in my field
for teaching and instruction. I think I can use the appropriate approach to demonstrate
subject matters. I also can use some mobile technologies easily.” (Jianjun)
“I think I have sufficient knowledge and experience with mobile technologies and am
willing to learn new things. I have seven years of study and almost five years of teaching
experience, so I consider I also have sufficient content and pedagogical knowledge in my
field.” (Xian)
“I know well about my expertise and have adequate knowledge to meet the requirements
of some courses. I also know how to deliver my lectures using different approaches.
Although I am not so good at using mobile technologies, I still possess some basic
knowledge of mobile technologies.” (Kang)
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A few participants explicitly recognised their integrated knowledge domains of using
mobile technologies, such as technological pedagogical knowledge (22%), technological
content knowledge (16%) and technological pedagogical content knowledge (10%). The
remaining participants did not express a clear explanation of the teaching practice of these
combined knowledge domains.
“I can use mobile technologies to advance my teaching and students’ learning in
different ways. I also can use mobile technologies to enrich the content.” (Qun)
“In my opinion, mobile technologies are not just assistance to substitute some
procedures in traditional teaching. What I normally do is to integrate mobile devices such
as a smartphone, iPad with my course content, and to design specific classroom activities
through a smartphone to engage all the students.” (Yan)
“I think all the lecturers possess certain technological knowledge, must have abundant
knowledge in their field, and have accumulated rich experience in their pedagogical
practice. However, it is not easy to integrate mobile devices into content with an effective
approach. So a more advanced requirement for us is to transform the current pedagogical
practice by using mobile devices scientifically.” (Chaoqun)

6.2.3 Mobile professional development
The third theme was drawn from interview questions six and seven to explore the
current situation of academics’ professional development related to mobile technology
adoption in curriculum design and pedagogical practice, and to find out how these
participants enhanced their technological competence individually without or apart from
specialised professional development. The categories and codes captured from the third
theme are presented in Table 6.4. In the following two sub-sections (6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2)
these codes will be expanded upon and evidence provided in the form of participant
quotes.
Table 6.4 Theme three: Professional Development Related to Mobile Technologies
Category

(1) Categories of professional
development

Code
•

Training on ICT (18)

•

Initial education program (12)

•

Workshop on specific technology use (8)

•

Online course (6)

•

Visiting study and research domestically or abroad (5)
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(2) Means of individual
technological competence
enhancement

•

Demonstration lecture observation (4)

•

Open online sources/course (17)

•

Reading professional literature (16)

•

Conferences and seminars (6)

•

Peer observation (4)

Note. The number in parenthesis represents the total number of interviewees who referred to that specific notion (code).

6.2.3.1 Categories of professional development
All interviewees stated that they were engaged in a variety of training sessions related
to ICT implementation in teaching and learning every semester in formal or informal
ways.
“I have attended some training that focuses on how to use Microsoft Office Suite
especially Word, Excel and PowerPoint which are frequently used in everyday lecturing.”
(Lei)
“We have some regular workshops related to modern technology adoption in teaching,
and some competitions follow these workshops. However, all these workshops are talking
about computer-assisted teaching and learning.” (Jianjun)
“In language teaching and learning, the skilful use of technologies is a requirement
from National English Teaching Syllabus. So as the faculty Dean, I will invite some
technicians or experts to help our staff improve technological competence.” (Yunzhang)
Twelve participants (70%) reported that they attended an initial education program
before they started their classroom lecturing though there was no specific focus on mobile
technologies.
“It is compulsory to attend the initial education program before we start our teaching
officially. It is a must to get the information technology certificate to become a tertiary
education staff.” (Tian)
“I attended the summer initial education program before I started my teaching in
September. We were required to complete online examination concerning fundamental
computer knowledge, network knowledge and especially the use of Microsoft Office
Suite.” (Xian)
“I did not take the initial education program because technology use in teaching was
unenlightened when I started my career. However, I know it became a must for the fresh
graduates who want to work in a university.” (Yunzhang)
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Moreover, one-third of the participants stated that they had completed various online
courses regarding how to teach with technologies in which the use of mobile technologies
was included.
“There is some online course containing the use of mobile technologies and devices in
educational background, but mobile technology is not the core.” (Xian)
“University normally provides some online courses for staff which contain various
topics. Then a certificate would be granted after you complete these courses and quizzes.
In addition to some expertise related courses, I also take the course introducing
technology implementation in teaching and learning, in which e-learning takes the largest
proportions, and mobile technologies are partially included.” (Yuanyuan)
“I learned an online course in a WeChat Official Account, introducing teaching and
learning management tool called TeacherMate (WeiZhuJiao). This tool consists of
functions of classroom management, learning assessment and pedagogical innovation.
This tool can solve some problems that existed in a traditional class and is capable of
quantifying the teaching and learning outcomes.” (Jie)
Five interviewees (30%) reported that they studied as visiting scholars or obtained
doctoral degrees either in domestic or overseas institutes where they gained some
knowledge of mobile technologies usage.
“I studied for one year in the UK as a visiting scholar. I found there the use of mobile
technologies was more advanced than our university. The mobile learning is ubiquitous
on campus, and I also had some relevant lectures and workshops, which inspired me in
my current teaching.” (Liqun)
“I once had the opportunity of visiting some institutions and universities in Taiwan and
Singapore. I was exposed to mobile teaching and learning there, and learned some
pedagogical approaches by implementing mobile technologies and devices into teaching.
Although the infrastructure is not developed and mature enough, I still try to use this
innovative approach.” (Weiwei)
“I obtained my doctoral degree in Japanese Language and Literature in Japan. We had
one course called Modern Technologies and Education in which mobile technologies were
introduced and discussed.” (Lingling)
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Some interviewees (45%) stated that they participated in some workshops on the use of
a specific technology or tool introduced by the university for teaching innovation and
reform.
“I have attended a workshop focusing on how to use the MOOCs database. That is a
new teaching and learning approach which can operate both on PCs and mobile devices.
Since then, I conduct my lectures in a flipped way.” (Liqun)
“I participated in a lecture given by a commercial company called Tree of Wisdom
(ZhiHuiShu). Actually, they combined resources database with LMS and developed mobile
Apps for students, lecturers and teaching administration staff. This company designed a
general teaching and learning platform for our university, but only part of the functions
can meet our needs.” (Yan)
Last but not least, a small number of participants (20%) referred to a demonstration
lecture observing a colleague modelling the use of mobile technologies in pedagogical
practice.
“Some of the lecturers are good at using technologies in teaching practice. I sometimes
observe his or her lectures and learn to use mobile technologies and devices in curriculum
design and pedagogical practice.” (Qun)
“We have regular demonstration lecture observations where I can learn how these
popular lecturers integrate modern technologies into teaching practice.” (Yanhong)
6.2.3.2 Means of individual technological competence enhancement
Indeed, not all the academics’ mobile technological competence could be facilitated via
various professional development approaches, but they had been seeking ways to enhance
personal technological knowledge.
For example, the overwhelming majority of participants (90% and 95% respectively)
stated that they usually improved their technological competence by reading professional
literature or searching open online sources.
“Actually, there is not enough professional development on the use of mobile
technologies. Thus I rely on some published papers or books if I need some technical
support. What is more, I also search online to find useful information on how to use mobile
technologies and devices.” (Guanglian)
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“If I want to improve my mobile technological competence, I will watch some online
courses specialised for mobile technologies and devices implementation in education. I
think watching a video is more vivid and straightforward.” (Ning)
“When I read professional literature and encounter useful information, I get
accustomed to taking notes. For example, I would like to summarise what mobile tools the
author chose, how they were integrated and what the effects were?” (Yan)
Moreover, conferences, seminars and symposium were other ways mentioned by six
participants to enhance individual technological competence apart from formal and group
learning.
“I once attended some conference with the topic of CALL, focusing on technology and
language learning. I met many experts who conducted studies in this field. Their
presentations and discussion panels were of inspiration.” (Qun)
“I think both formal conference and free symposium are good ways to improve my
capabilities of using mobile tools. Although I have not participated in specialised mobile
learning conferences, there are many sub-topics in most of the e-learning, computerassisted learning and technology-related conferences.” (Shanshan)
Additionally, four interviewees indicated that they would observe and learn from
collegial peers who competently integrated mobile technologies within the curriculum and
pedagogy.
“As a novice lecturer, I consider learning from peers as a good way to improve myself.
I sometimes observe some of my colleagues’ lectures to learn some skills to enhance my
personal technological competence.” (Yuanyuan)
“One of the lecturers in my team is a technology expert, and I often talk with her and
observe her teaching practice from which my abilities of mobile tools operation improve
greatly.” (Chaoqun)

6.2.4 Determinants of behavioural intentions and use of mobile technologies and
devices
The fourth theme was compiled from interview questions eight to twelve and
investigated the factors affecting academics’ intention of mobile technology adoption, to
explore the determinants of mobile technology use in pedagogical practice, to confirm
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whether individual differences would cause variation among people, and to find out to
what extent the interview results were consistent with the quantitative statistic findings.
Table 6.5 demonstrates the categories and codes drawn from the fourth theme. In the
following sub-sections (6.2.4.1 to 6.2.4.4) these codes will be expanded upon and
evidence provided in the form of participant quotes.
Table 6.5 Theme Four: Determinants of Behavioural Intentions and Usage of Mobile
Technologies and Devices
Category

Code
•

Authority guidance/policy (18)

•

Performance enhancement (18)

•

Outcome/Productivity (18)

(1) Influential factors of

•

Ease of use/Degree of complexity (15)

intentions of mobile technology

•

Resource/Technical support (13)

adoption

•

Habit (11)

•

Attitude (6)

•

Influence of peers/colleague/the Dean/the Head (6)

•

Joy/Pleasure/Fun/Excitement (6)

•

Facility/Infrastructure (18)

•

Subject matters (18)

•

Students (16)

•

Self-efficacy (14)

•

Time consumption (11)

•

Authority (6)

•

Age (18)

(3) Variations of Individual

•

Discipline (18)

difference

•

Teaching experience (10)

•

Gender (9)

•

Performance expectancy

•

Effort expectancy

•

Facilitating condition

•

Hedonic motivation

•

Social influence

•

Habit

•

Price Value

(2) Determinants of mobile
technology use in pedagogical
practice

(4) Ranking of factors in the
UTAUT model

Note. The number in parenthesis represents the total number of interviewees who referred to that specific notion (code).

6.2.4.1 Influential factors of intentions of mobile technology adoption
The table shows that there were a variety of factors affecting academics’ intention of
adopting mobile technologies. All participants agreed that national, provincial or faculty
policies and guidance were influential in their adoption intention. The extent that mobile
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technologies could enhance the teaching performance and to what extent that mobile
technology adoption could produce valued outcomes were also significant to their
intention.
“The curriculum guidelines or policies from authorities are the factors influencing my
intention since it would be a criterion for our performance assessment. Truly, the use of
mobile technologies has been written in the National English Instruction Syllabus.”
(Ning)
“Policy is an influential factor for my use intention. If there are some guidelines and
requirements for new technologies adoption from the concerned education department,
the frontline lecturers’ practice must be affected.” (Jianjun)
“If my teaching performance can be greatly improved by integrating mobile
technologies, I think I would intend to use them.” (Tian)
“One factor influencing my intention of whether adopting mobile technologies in the
teaching process is the capabilities of transforming my teaching performance.”
(Yunzhang)
“In my opinion, the outcome of the classroom is one important criterion to judge
whether one pedagogical approach is effective or not. If implantation of mobile
technologies can produce more and productive achievement than before, I would consider
using it.” (Guanglian)
“One of the factors assessing whether your lectures are successful or not is students’
learning outcome. Supposing that this new method can be proved more successful than
the traditional one concerning productivity, I would consider using it.” (Kang)
A large group of participants (85%) thought that the ease of use as well as the
complexity of mobile technologies or devices would affect their intention of adoption.
“I am not a technology expert since mobile technologies came into my life just for a few
years. I only can manage some fundamental to the intermediate functions of mobile tools,
so the ease of use would affect my intention of integrating mobile technologies into
teaching.” (Jianjun)
“When mentioning technologies, it sounds like very complicated things. This kind of
initial impression may hinder lecturers’ adoption of mobile technologies in their lecture.
Thus, if the use of mobile technologies is not so difficult that I can handle most of the
functions needed in curriculum design and pedagogical practice, I intend to use them.”
(Lei)
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Similarly, a relative majority of interviewees (75%) emphasised that supporting
resources and technical assistance might have played a crucial role in their teaching
practice. If there were not appropriate supporting resources, they might reconsider
implementing mobile technologies in teaching practice.
“If I possess some resources that suit mobile teaching and learning, I would like to try
to use mobile tools in my class.” (Weiwei)
“From my personal perspective, supporting resources related to a subject matter which
also fit mobile tools as well would be a facilitator for mobile technologies and devices
implementation.” (Qun)
“One important part of current teaching and learning is technological support, to
whom lecturers can resort when meeting technological problems. If the university and
faculty can provide enough help and assistance, I would like to conduct mobile learning
in my classroom.” (Xian)
“The lecturers would be happy to introduce mobile technologies and devices into the
classroom if problems encountered during this process can be solved timely and
appropriately by the departments or technicians.” (Yuanyuan)
Eleven participants (60%) felt that their use of mobile technologies and devices in
everyday life influenced their intention to adopt mobile technologies in their job
performance.
“Mobile devices have been ubiquitous in modern society. We can achieve various goals
by using mobile phones every day, including social activities, transportation, shopping
and entertainment. I think mobile technologies and devices have penetrated every corner
of my life, so naturally, I have to get accustomed to using mobile tools in my teaching.”
(Ning)
“Using mobile tools has become my habit in daily life. I think it is omnipotence and I
can do everything to satisfy my personal needs, including dressing, meals,
accommodation, and transportation. Unquestionably, I use mobile tools in my lecture
preparation, delivery and tutorial.” (Chaoqun)
“Mobile phones have been playing an indispensable role in my life. Although I was not
born in a digital generation, I do not want to be weeded out by this era. Surely, with time
going on, using mobile tools has become one of my habit without which I would feel
uncomfortable.” (Yan)
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Last but not the least, one-third of interviewees believed that lecturers’ attitudes towards
mobile technologies and devices, important persons’ opinions, such as peers, colleagues
or the Dean, and the entertaining function of mobile technologies and devices probably
affected their intention.
“One important factor that may affect academics’ intention of using mobile
technologies and devices is the attitude of their own and other people who may influence
them towards these new things.” (Yunzhang)
“My attitude towards new mobile technologies may affect my own intention of using it.
Attitude is so complicated to define which I think is a kind of feeling.” (Lei)
“I am a person easily affected by other people I think important to me. My leaders,
colleagues and relatives, even some friends, all may affect my intention of choosing and
using mobile technologies during my teaching.” (Qun)
6.2.4.2 Determinants of mobile technology use in pedagogical practice
Although many factors were investigated to see whether they influenced participants’
intention to use mobile technologies, six elements were reported by interviewees as
determinants of the actual use of mobile technologies in teaching practice.
The infrastructure or facilities available and subject matters were upheld by all
participants, which they opined that the infrastructure provided a fundamental guarantee
for operating mobile devices in the classroom and all teaching activities revolved around
the subject content.
“Undoubtfully, the fundamental infrastructure is one determinant of conducting mobile
learning. We lecturers can do nothing if there is no network support on campus.”
(Shanshan)
“One external determinant for mobile technology adoption is technical support
especially campus Wi-Fi.” (Jianjun)
“Subject matter is one determinant for me to use or not to use mobile tools in teaching.
If the topic fits mobile learning I definitely will use it. Otherwise, I will not waste time to
design the class intentionally with mobile devices.” (Guanglian)
“Surely, I will assess whether this lecture suits mobile learning or not before I start my
curriculum design. So the type of course or content will be one determinant for my mobile
instruction.” (Weiwei)
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Additionally, the majority of participants agreed with the statement that technology
self-efficacy determined the selection of devices and classroom mobile technology
integration.
“I have much prior experience in technology. So, when I meet the opportunity to
interact with mobile technologies, I feel excited to learn and can master it in a short
period.” (Xian)
“From the bottom of the heart, I support mobile learning very much. However, I am a
person unwilling to change, so I do not have too much efficacy to introduce new thing into
my classroom.” (Lei)
“I think I am a person with low self-efficacy, even if the faculty provides some related
training, or the peers share supporting resources, I still do not want to implement mobile
technologies and tools in my lectures.” (Tian)
Over half of the participants (60%) claimed that the time consumed in mobile
technology driven curriculum design was one factor they considered since lecture time
was limited and required appropriate time management.
“If conducting mobile learning consumes so much time that hinders the
accomplishment of the required teaching tasks, I am sure I will consider cautiously.”
(Yunzhang)
“Using mobile technologies and tools is super time-consuming compared with
traditional curriculum design, sometimes I am afraid of spending more time but getting
an uncoordinated outcome.” (Guanglian)
“I prefer instructing with mobile technologies although it may cost me more than the
traditional methods. However, some of my colleagues hold the attitude that mobile
learning is a gimmicky thing which is a waste of time and resources.” (Yan)
While a minority (30%) remarked on the role authority played in affecting their
adoption of mobile technologies in the classroom. The overwhelming majority of
interviewees (90%) reiterated that students were considered the main focus for teaching
activities.
“The decision of the faculty is one determinant for mobile devices usage in class. Once
during one semester, the Deputy Dean teaching and learning strictly restricted the use of
mobile tools in-class instruction and learning, and both the lecturer and students must put
their mobile phones in the Mobile Station placed on the front wall.” (Lingling)
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“The main body of teaching and learning is students. So I will determine to use mobile
technologies and devices relying on students’ preferences and attitudes.” (Tian)
“The purpose of the current educational system is to enhance students’ learning
outcome, so I will pay great attention to students’ opinions when designing and delivering
my lectures.” (Yanhong)
6.2.4.3 Variations of individual difference
The participants, on the whole, contended that there were differences in the adoption of
mobile technologies among different people. Lecturers’ demographic information placed
visible moderation effects on the implementation of mobile devices into curriculum design
and pedagogical practice.
All participants explicitly expressed that people of different ages possessed distinct
mobile technological knowledge which might lead to various degrees of usage in teaching.
“I admit that age is an inevitable disadvantage for me to conduct instruction and to
learn with mobile technologies. Compared with younger peers, it seems that it is more
difficult for me to learn the new functions of mobile devices.” (Liqun)
“I have been using mobile phones since my secondary school and very familiar with
them. I am young and learn new things fast. During my work, some senior lecturers would
resort to me for help when meeting technical problems.” (Chaoqun)
“I think younger people possess more technological knowledge because they have
experienced more which can benefit their teaching.” (Yan)
Similarly, all interviewees agreed with the statement that the adoption of mobile
technologies in pedagogical practice varied across different disciplines.
“Unquestionably, discipline is one variation for mobile technology adoption. For us
business and management faculty, we have many cases to discuss and analyse, so the
function of collaboration levelled by mobile technologies fits most.” (Kang)
“That is true that different disciplines will choose different affordances of mobile
technologies, even within the same faculty in the different course the implementation
varies. Such as in reading class we use Apps more, but for literature or writing class they
use the specific platform more.” (Yanhong)
“My course is based on the MOOCs, so the pedagogical approaches are quite different.
I will not conduct traditional teaching and learning but use the flipped classroom
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approach. My lecture involves a lot of functions and affordances provided by mobile
technologies.” (Liqun)
More teaching experience is suggested to inform better integration of mobile
technologies as evidenced by ten interviewees (55%) provided all other things being equal.
“Teaching experience is significant for us to integrate mobile tools in the classroom.
The more professional knowledge you have, the more you know how to combine
technology with your course appropriately.” (Yunzhang)
“In my opinion, technology is a kind of assistance to curriculum design and
pedagogical practice. As a lecturer, I must have sufficient content knowledge as well as
the way of teaching which can be accumulated through many years’ teaching. Only you
have possessed this foundation, are you qualified to improve or transform your teaching
with technology.” (Yanhong)
Regarding gender, half of those interviewed reported that male and female academics
had significantly different perceptions in selecting and adopting mobile technologies in
teaching practice.
“I think male lecturers possess more courage than females when facing challenges, and
females have fewer anxieties to attempt new things and try to put them in the teaching
practice.” (Tian: Female)
“It is difficult to say who is more capable of using mobile technologies and devices in
the teaching process. However, according to my personal experience, the perceptions of
mobile technology adoption in curriculum design and pedagogical practice varies among
males and females.” (Jianjun: Male)
“In my team, I notice that male lecturers have more knowledge and good thoughts on
mobile utilisation, but females prefer to put them into practice.” (Yan: Female)
6.2.4.4 Further exploration of the UTAUT model
In response to Question 9, which asked interviewees to rank the seven factors from the
most effective to the least effect, there was no consensus amongst participants. Broadly,
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, facilitating conditions and habit were reported
by most of the interviewees more influential than social influence and hedonic motivation.
Surprisingly, there were no participants who felt price value was a factor which affecting
their own intention to use mobile technologies in teaching. However, a small number of
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academics expressed their concern over the money that charged the student for using
mobile technologies and services. Referring to the influential factors captured from the
interview, they were mostly consistent with the constructs in UTAUT2 model. However,
the factors proposed by higher education academics were more field and context specific.
“I think the most important factor that influences my usage of mobile technologies is
performance expectancy. I would consider carefully whether this new approach can bring
more benefits and outcome to my teaching. The facilitating conditions are also important
to me. I feel the price value is of least importance as I feel most of the mobile technologies
are affordable to me.” (Ning)
“I will rank performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and facilitating conditions as
top three influential factors. Price value will not affect my intention, but I have to consider
students’ cost of data package or services when applying mobile teaching into the
classroom.” (Yan)
“Surely, how much I devote to using mobile technologies and how much it produces
will affect my intention. However, rather than considering using mobile technologies from
my point, I would consider how they can improve students’ learning, for example, design
interesting and entertaining activities, and reducing students’ anxiety of using new
learning approaches.” (Xian)

6.2.5 Future suggestions for mobile technology integrated teaching
A recurrent theme in the interviews involved suggestions for the adoption of mobile
technologies as well as the expectation of the future development of mobile technology
integration in curriculum design and pedagogical practice. Different stakeholders namely
the education authorities, frontline lecturers, students, and researchers were involved in
the future implementation of mobile technologies in higher education. Categories and
codes emerged from this theme were presented in Table 6.6. In the following sub-sections
(6.2.5.1 to 6.2.5.4) these codes will be expanded upon and evidence provided in the form
of participant quotes.
Table 6.6 Theme Five: Suggestions for and expectations of future mobile instruction
and learning
Category
(1) To authorities

Code
•

Mobile teaching and learning guidance/policy (18)

•

Infrastructure (18)
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(2) To frontline lecturers

(3) To students

(4) To researchers

•

Technical support (16)

•

Mobile professional development (15)

•

Change of traditional leadership (11)

•

Change of traditional teaching philosophy (18)

•

Mobile technological competence (13)

•

Technological pedagogical content knowledge (9)

•

Enhancement of interaction with peers/students (9)

•

Collaboration (16)

•

Initiative (15)

•

Self-regulation (13)

•

Engagement (11)

•

Cooperation with the university (11)

Note. The number in parenthesis represents the total number of interviewees who referred to that specific notion (code).

6.2.5.1 To authorities
Surprisingly, all participants criticised the non-specific official guidance or policy on
mobile learning in educational contexts and the insufficiency of the major infrastructure
underpinning mobile devices adoption on campus.
“I suggest the educational management department enacting specific guidance or
policy for different subjects. At the same time, the assessment and evaluation systems can
be established.” (Yunzhang)
“I feel that the guidelines from the national and provincial education departments are
insufficient, and we cannot find detailed provisions from our current teaching syllabus.
So official policy about mobile technology adoption is quite necessary for us to conduct
mobile learning in the classroom.” (Kang)
“I think the WiFi construction in our university is not so good. There is no completely
free Wi-Fi for staff and students, and some of the classrooms even have no internet access,
both of which are a great hinder for mobile tools implementation. I think the university
should invest more in these fields.” (Shanshan)
Technical support should be improved to ensure prompt problem shooting and solving,
assisting frontline lecturers in conducting mobile technology integrated instruction in the
classroom as evidenced by 90% of interviewees.
“No technicians can solve most of the technical problems in our faculty. It is
troublesome and inconvenient to resort to the person who does not work in the same
faculty. So I advise the authority to equip professional IT guys for faculty.” (Tian)
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“In this technology-rich environment, especially in the educational context,
instructional or educational designers are urgently needed for teaching faculty. I think the
university should recruit this kind of positions for each faculty to give professional
technical support for curriculum design.” (Weiwei)
85% of the informants advised that the university or the faculty should provide more
opportunities for academic faculty members to facilitate these frontline lecturers’ mobile
technology capability in curriculum design and teaching practice.
“Our faculty even university has little experience in mobile technologies and devices
adoption. Thus the university or faculty should provide more opportunities to learn from
other advanced universities.” (Lingling)
“I think the faculty could invite some experts to give a specialised lecture or to do some
intervention through professional development. I guess this is a more direct way to
enhance our knowledge in this field.” (Jie)
Eleven interviewees (61%) indicated the teaching philosophy of many leaders’ hindered
classroom adoption of mobile technologies because of their conservative views on mobile
technology use in the classroom.
“Most of the leaders now were not born in the digital age, and most of them have a
more negative view of mobile technologies which is a big obstacle for mobile learning
popularity. So, I advise these persons to learn more about new things.” (Guanglian)
“Some leaders in charge of teaching and learning are conservative and stubborn. They
prefer the traditional teaching approaches and force the lecturers to do so which I think
is ridiculous. I think in this modern age, they should be inclusive and catch up with the
modern educational pedagogies.” (Xian)
6.2.5.2 To frontline lecturers
Further suggestions for academics’ adoption of mobile technologies on the whole
revolved around four perspectives: one was the teaching philosophy, one was personal
mobile technological competence, one was content and integration of pedagogical
knowledge with technology, and one was the interaction between lecturers and students.
The participants were unanimous in the view that in this digital era, front-line academics
should adjust themselves and transform their traditional teaching beliefs to emerging
mobile teaching and learning.
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“Surely, the lecturers should update their mind toward teaching philosophies and
beliefs. In this modern generation full of technologies, the lecturers should not be
complacent and conservative, but keep learning new things to satisfy the needs of rapid
changing of education.” (Yunzhang)
“It is difficult to change one thing; especially you have done it repeatedly for so many
years. However, education is quite different from other fields where teaching and learning
should keep up with the trends of generation. So as frontline lecturers, we must improve
our teaching beliefs through learning new things useful for education, such as mobile
technology utilisation in education.” (Yanhong)
“I think academics’ perceptions of mobile technologies in teaching would promote or
hinder the spread of mobile learning. So we should include these new things with
traditional ones to serve the teaching together.” (Lei)
Moreover, two-thirds of the interviewees suggested that frontline lecturers should
enhance their mobile technological competence, and half of these interviewees believed
the importance of compound knowledge bases in curriculum design as well as pedagogical
practice through integrating mobile technologies, thus suggested that academics who teach
should focus on improving these knowledge bases.
“For future mobile instruction and learning success, I expect the lectures to enhance
their mobile technological capability without which mobile learning is impossible.
Lecturers should not rely on the rare training provided by university alone; they should
explore more ways by themselves to improve this ability.” (Shanshan)
“If one wants to conduct mobile learning in the classroom, mobile technological
competence is a must. For the current lecturers, they have enough knowledge about
content and pedagogy, so my suggestions are to increase technological knowledge and
then to integrate into curriculum design and pedagogical practice appropriately.”
(Lingling)
“According to my understanding, the compound knowledge base technological
pedagogical content knowledge is not a simple substitution of the traditional approach,
but to realise pedagogical transformation. This change is expecting the lecturers to master
three basic knowledge and have a sense of creativity.” (Yan)
Half the lecturers suggested the notion that student interaction with current educational
background should be enhanced continuously. These lecturers thought this interaction
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should be focused on how mobile technologies can be implemented in teaching and
learning.
“During my teaching, I found the student know more about mobile technologies and
the functions of mobile devices. So, if the lecturers could interact more with the students,
perhaps they can manipulate this technology faster.” (Xian)
“Current students are digital natives and have long experience of using mobile tools
which have become part of their daily life. I expect frontline lectures to learn something
useful from their students.” (Jianjun)
“That is true that I know many Apps from my students, most of which can assist my
teaching. So this student-teacher interaction is welcomed.” (Jie)
6.2.5.3 To students
Students, who are considered the centre of the mobile learning classroom, also expected
to make advancements in the context of the transformative classroom.
Two-thirds of the participants suggested to students that they develop self-regulated and
autonomous learning abilities. Additionally, it is emphasised by most of the interviewees
(90%), that collaboration with peers and lecturers be of vital significance in the
transformative mobile learning classroom.
“The successful conduct of mobile learning in a classroom mostly depends on the
students. This new learning approach imposes high requirements for both the lecturers
and the students. I suggested students being self-regulated when participating in
classroom activities carried by mobile devices to ensure the outcome of teaching and
learning.” (Jie)
“Students’ participation in the mobile classroom is essential. However, mobile devices
also may distract them. So better self-regulation could contribute to the success of
learning. Besides, the interaction with teachers and collaboration with peers also need to
be improved, leading to a smoother classroom.” (Yuanyuan)
Many interviewees mentioned the need for students to demonstrate initiative (85%) and
engagement (60%) in these new teaching and learning activities since mobile technologies
would make classrooms flexible and dynamic.
“I found some students are not positive enough, especially Junior and Senior students.
So I expected the students in the future to be more active and give more reflection to their
lecturers’ words and activities.” (Tian)
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“Looking at the current classroom performance, I hope the students to increase
engagement in classroom activities and interaction with the lecturers. If students can be
more motivated in classroom work, I think mobile learning will be more productive.”
(Chaoqun)
“The transformative mobile classroom is quite different from the traditional one, where
much information is beyond the textbook. The pedagogies are more dynamic and flexible,
so the students’ initiative is expected to be enhanced.” (Yan)
6.2.5.4 To researchers
Apart from the expectations for the authorities, frontline lecturers and students, some
of these interviewees also expressed their concerns for academic researchers like me.
Two-thirds of the participants (60%) suggested that researchers work with universities
or educational institutions to provide previous and current findings to frontline lecturers.
Additionally, they also mentioned that longitudinal research was welcomed and more
beneficial than a cross-sectional survey or one-time interview. Interventions for frontline
lecturers facilitate mobile technology integration in curriculum design and pedagogical
practice.
“Although mobile technologies and devices have been introduced into the classroom,
most of the users are amateur. Thus, we expect some professional experts or researchers
to conduct more cooperation with the university to realise a win-win to both researchers
and participants.” (Lei)
“I think another suggestion is experts-university collaboration. Experts can help
academic staff do mobile professional development through intervention or workshops, in
turns, the institution can provide first-hand data for experts.”(Kang)
“I think successful integration of mobile technologies in teaching and learning practice
will not build in one day. We welcome researchers to come to our faculty to do
longitudinal research rather than distribute questionnaires alone. I expect professional
researchers to give our staff more holistic guidance on personal development, curriculum
design as well as pedagogies choices.” (Yunzhang)

6.3 Chapter summary
In the interview study, 18 participants gave responses to 14 open-end questions, to
explore academics’ perceptions, acceptance, readiness, and adoption of mobile
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technologies and devices in their curriculum design and pedagogical practice. Semistructure interviews were designed based on the quantitative results to probe the findings
from the surveys. Findings presented in this chapter also complemented the findings
reported in Chapter 5. Specifically, findings from interviews triangulated with the
previous quantitative study and gave further exploration of the factors affecting
academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies in curriculum design and
instructional practice. They also provided an in-depth understanding of academics’
technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge as well as how
they interacted with each other to catalyse mobile technology integrated instruction.
Five themes with 18 categories consisting of dozens of codes were captured from the
numerous statements. Participants, overall, held a positive attitude toward integrating
mobile technologies and devices in classroom teaching and learning activities since they
all had relatively abundant experience of using newly-emerged technologies. Although
some constraints of mobile technologies and devices were identified, more educational
affordances were found to scaffold mobile teaching and learning. Moreover, enablers from
technological, personal and social perspectives increased the possibilities and
opportunities of mobile technology adoption in curriculum design and pedagogical
practice. According to self-assessment results, the overwhelming majority of interviewees
reported a low or intermediate level of personal technological competence which was
probably caused by inadequate professional development in mobile technology adoption.
Two-thirds of informants stated they sometimes or frequently adopted mobile
technologies in teaching. However, the most striking result was the insufficiency of
technological pedagogical content knowledge which represented a weak ability to
integrate technology with content and pedagogy. While many factors were found
prominent in influencing academics’ intention to adopt mobile technologies,
infrastructure, subject matter, and self-efficacy, students were identified as the
determinants in mobile pedagogical practice. As it is not realistic to explore every aspect
of higher education academics’ mobile technology adoption, suggestions and expectations
were given by interviewees for different education stakeholders’ perspectives, including
the authorities, the frontline lecturers, the students, and the researchers.
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Chapter Seven Results of Lecturer Observations

• Phase 1: RQ: Factors affecting higher education academics'
Study
1

acceptance and use of mobile technologies
(data collected via questionnaires)

• Phase 2: RQ: Perceptions of mobile technology adoption held
by higher education academics
(data collected via semi-structured interviews)

• Phase 1: Higher education academics' technological,
Study
2

pedagogical and content knowledge level
(data collected via questionnaires)
• Phase 2: Higher education academics' mobile technoloy
integrated teaching practice
(data collected via observations)

Figure 7.1 The research question addressed in this chapter
This chapter reports findings from Phase 2 of Study Two, in which data was collected
to answer research question 4 (Figure 7.1). This phase focuses on the current situation of
academics’ adoptions of mobile technologies in curriculum design and pedagogical
practice, including what kind of mobile devices they choose, what kind of activities they
design through mobile technologies, and how they deliver their lectures in the classroom.
It is anticipated that the observations will triangulate with the survey findings and the
interview findings outlined in the previous two chapters. Section 7.1 provides an overview
of lecturer observations and introduces the background of the lecturers who participated
in this research. Section 7.2 reports three cases of academic staff’s implementation of
mobile technologies and the tools they used in curriculum design and pedagogical practice.
Section 7.3 summarises the findings found from the lecturer observations.
7.1 Overall descriptions of observation analysis
Following the semi-structured interviews, observations were conducted during the
autumn semester 2016 in one university in Shandong province. Data were gathered with
the consent of six lecturers and one teaching team in which three lecturers collaboratively
taught the same course. Selection and sampling have been detailed in Section 4.2.4.
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Responding to the last research question, these observations explored what, how and to
what degree lecturers integrated and adopted mobile technologies in curriculum design,
course delivery and after-class activities. Lecturers’ teaching practice was digitally videorecorded for extracting additional details. The Technology Integration Observation
Instrument (Hofer et al., 2011a) was used to record course information, such as the subject
area, primary learning goal and curriculum topic, key instructional strategies/learning
activities, as well as technologies, utilised. The Technology Integration Assessment Rubric
(Harris, Grandgenett, et al., 2010) was adapted to assess the integration of mobile
technologies, subject matter, and instructional activities through referring to the notes
made during observations. SAMR model was finally used to evaluate the overall mobile
instructional practice and to identify how lecturers enhance or transform their instruction
by integrating mobile technologies. Further details of these data collection and analysis
tool have been discussed in Section 4.4.4 and 4.5.5.
Responding to the research aim of evaluating mobile technology adoption in teaching
practice, three cases integrating mobile technologies were elaborated upon: one was Yan’s
English Writing course using a writing platform, Weiwei’s Advanced English utilising
language learning Apps, and Jie’s Business English Reading which utilised an official
WeChat account and mind map App. Moreover, all these lecturers used social networking
groups to organise students together online, make announcements, undertake discussions,
and give and receive feedback.
As presented in Table 7.1, all three lecturers were older than 35 and had more than ten
years’ teaching experience, which could be considered experienced in their own field.
They all had been teaching these or similar courses for many years, and self-reported in
previous interviews that they possessed sufficient professional knowledge as well as
content knowledge of the subject they taught.
Table 7.1 Information of Three Mobile Technology Integration Cases
Teaching
Experience
(Year)

Course

44

20

English Writing

Male

35

12

Advanced English

Female

36

13

Lecturer

Gender

Yan

Female

Weiwei
Jie

Age
(Year)

Mobile technologies or tools
Writing platform/Social networking
group/Mobile Apps
Social networking group/Mobile
Apps

Business English

WeChat official account

Reading and Writing

/Mindmap/Social networking group
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7.2 Three cases of mobile technology adoption in the classroom
In this section, the implementation of mobile technologies was reported in the form of
a case study based on the Technology Integration Assessment Rubric (Harris, Grandgenett,
et al., 2010). Particularly, the observations were represented from four aspects: the
selection of technologies which included the mobile tools employed and their affordances
in course instruction; curriculum goals and mobile technologies; instructional strategies
and technologies; and fit of curriculum, pedagogy as well as mobile technology all
together, including the efficiency of technologies operation and instructional use.
7.2.1 Case 1: Writing platform in the English Writing course
Yan instructed English Writing for second-year students specialising in English
language and literature. She had been teaching for 20 years with many years’ computerassisted language teaching experience and was now researching English Academic
Writing.
7.2.1.1 Case 1: Mobile technologies selection
The primary tool Yan selected was a writing platform called PiGaiWang
(www.pigai.org), which was an intelligent online English writing service that could also
operate easily through mobile devices. This enabled the lecturer to review, mark and
comment on students’ writing by comparing with numerous standardised text corpora.
The lecturer registered an account with the university and personal information and
established different classes for students to participate in. Students also needed to register
a personal account to use the platform and could join in their class. Yan assigned a writing
task to the students with a submission deadline through the writing platform. Moreover,
Yan chose the assessment criteria, such as the College English Test (CET) or Test for
English Majors (TEM), to grade students’ work. Yan also set assessment methods, such
as machine review, peer review and lecturer review. Additionally, the anti-plagiarism
affordance was designed in this platform in order to increase students’ awareness of
academic integrity. However, there were still some shortcomings for this platform, such
as lack of interaction, communication and collaboration functions.
Yan selected another mobile tool named QQ to make up these deficiencies. QQ is a
kind of social networking software developed by Tencent Corporation compatible with
both desktop computer and mobile devices, enabling anywhere anytime access. Yan
established a QQ group for each writing class, and all students were invited to join. Apart
from the primary function of chatting, QQ group regular mode was equipped with some
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affordances of LMS, such as digital media, an announcement board, cloud drive, calendar,
vote, activities and built-in Apps. Additionally, under the education mode, the lecturer
could carry out mobile education through group video calls, including a forum, discussion
group, class schedule, and attendance. During instruction, Yan shared courseware, slices,
desktop as well as digital media with students, and student-lecturer, as well as studentstudent interaction, were available in this education mode.
7.2.1.2 Case 1: Curriculum goals and mobile technologies
Yan’s students were second-year English majors who were preparing for the TEM Band
4. The overall curriculum goal was to instruct the students in writing successful pieces of
composition, including vocabulary selection, sentence construction, outlines, paragraph
writing as well as essay writing, and thus aiming to enhance students’ academic writing
abilities. The primary learning goal during the observation period was to create a piece of
complete argumentative writing based on the previous lectures. The instruction procedures
were divided into four steps:
Step 1, revision and lead-in. Students were separated into small groups to revise what
they had learned in previous lectures, such as using proper words, making sentences,
developing paragraphs and summarising. In this step, students could choose any methods
to finish these tasks.
Step 2, a lecture on skills of descriptive, narrative, exposition and argumentation writing.
The lecturer initially gave a presentation and encouraged discussions as well as
interactions in small groups. Representatives were then chosen to give a short speech on
behalf of their groups.
Step 3, practice. This phase was subdivided into pre-writing, writing and post writing.
The lecturer assigned a writing task to the students and instructed them on a
comprehensive way to create sound writing. The writing platform and mobile Apps were
intensively used in this stage for both instruction and learning.
Step 4, assignment. Assignments were given using the QQ group, and students were
required to submit their writing task through the writing platform.
7.2.1.3 Case 1: Instructional strategies and mobile technologies
Based on Yan’s instructions on writing a task, the students were suggested to complete
a piece of work in three steps: pre-writing brainstorming, researching and doodling,
written draft, revising and editing, and post-writing sharing, publishing and reviewing.
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After the writing task was released, Yan asked the students to do brainstorming first to
note down those ideas as they came into their mind, partially done on their own, and
partially in response to a prompt. The students were allowed to finish this task via any
mobile tool such as word processor, pages, or concept mapping Apps. Yan also
encouraged students to explore resources that contained background information related
to writing topics through searching webpages on their own mobile devices. The students
then could choose any way to represent their brainstorming efforts, such as using drawing
Apps, or concept mapping Apps. Yan emphasised that in this stage the students wrote
freely about the topic generating ideas rather than formal format or mechanics. Yan also
shared some online examples in the QQ group to assist the students in organising their
ideas for writing further.
During the writing composing stage, students began using this platform to compose a
writing draft based on their pre-stage activities and ideas of constructing writing. The
students could use the self-assessment and peer-review functions to evaluate their writing
drafts. The students then refined or rewrote the content according to the comments and
suggestions given by the system, their peers and the instructor through the writing
platform. Revision in the current stage was akin to reorganising or remodelling a house
rather than editing details. Furthermore, the students edited their writing to appropriately
address language conventions to the topic context based on feedback from the system, the
peers, the instructor, and their knowledge of the proficient language, including vocabulary,
sentence, grammar, and mechanics. Editing was akin to polishing the house after the
completion of modelling. Yan also encouraged the students to do web searching, consult
online writing model to further improve their writing before submission via the writing
platform.
In the post-writing phase, students submitted the final version of their writing into the
platform. Yan could see all the students’ work and did the digression and plagiarism check
first. Students whose writing was suspected of digression and plagiarism were requested
to do a resubmission after revision. Yan then released the function of peer review for two
students in one group to do a reciprocal evaluation. The lecturer could designate these
two-student groups or allocated randomly by the system. These peer-reviewed comments
would be coloured differently to distinguish from the lecturer’s. Yan set a deadline for
peer-review after which she started marking students’ writing. Yan reviewed all students’
work by logging into her own account in the writing platform, commenting on each
sentence focusing on the use of words, phrases, clauses as well as the grammatical tips,
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and tagged each comment into a specific category, such as spelling errors, collocation,
grammatical problem, good use of language, etc. Following the comprehensive revisions
sentence by sentence, Yan gave comments on each paragraph as well as the whole writing
in a more integral way. After several rounds of reviewing-revising-editing, Yan publicised
several good pieces of writing with the students’ consent in her webpage and QQ group
where students had full access.
7.2.1.4 Case 1: “Fit”: Considering technology, curriculum and pedagogy all together
Responding to the teaching and learning goals of English writing, it is important to
assist students to be aware of, and experience writing as an active process, as well as be
encouraged to learn to make the transition from “learning to write” to “writing to learn
and compose” (Young, Hofer, & Harris, 2011). Generally, from the observations of Yan’s
writing instructions as reported in Table 7.2 which were based on the Technology
Integration Assessment Rubric, it is deduced that the mobile technologies used in the
lesson were generally aligned with most of the curriculum goals. They properly supported
instructional strategies, and the selection of technological tool which was demonstrated
exemplary matching with both curriculum and pedagogy (Harris, Grandgenett, et al.,
2010).
It was found that Yan’s curriculum, instructional strategies and mobile technologies
fitted together with writing lessons. The instructional use of mobile technologies was very
effective in Yan’ lecture (Hofer et al., 2011b). During Yan’s writing course instruction,
she designed a range of activities mainly using the QQ group and writing platform to
complete curriculum goals that could be generally categorised as pre-writing, writing, and
post writing. Through completing these goals, the students individualised their writing
process over time and engaged in an authentic, thoughtful, and meaningful writing process.
In the pre-writing stage, brainstorming, doodling and researching activities using word
processing, concept mapping, and QQ group were used. Yan instructed the students to
generate or collect initial ideas, which they built upon by considering sequence, creating
an outline, etc. to prepare ideas for writing. During writing, students engaged in the
activities ranging from drafting to collaborating, revising, editing and evaluating. Most of
these instructions and learning were completed through the writing platform where the
students were well involved in composing their ideal pieces of writing. The final postwriting stage provided opportunities for the lecturer to evaluate the students’ work, and
for the students to polish, share and publish their work through different channels.
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According to Hockly (2012), the SAMR model was proposed to demonstrate the
technology-integrated instructional activities focusing on the consumption of content
(substitution and augmentation) and those focusing on creating new learning experience
(modification and redefinition). As demonstrated in Table 7.2, Yan selected different
mobile tools to match various learning content and instructional activities in three learning
stages.
In the stage of pre-writing, Yan instructed students to prepare necessary background
information and resources for the next stage through brainstorming, doodling, and
researching. Accordingly, some technological tools such as word processing, drawing
Apps, or concept mapping Apps were used to complete these activities. Based on the
definition of the SAMR model, some of these designs advanced the traditional way of
teaching and learning by making distinct functional improvements. Therefore, these
instructions were assessed as the level of augmentation. The augmentation level along
with the substitution level comprised the enhancement phase. The instructional strategies
within this level helped to enhance the learning process, but do not alter or change the
learning achievements (Patton, 2015). These activities can be completed by traditional
ways using paper and pen, or desktop computer, but the mobility, flexibility and
interactivity of mobile technologies improved students’ learning experience greatly.
During the writing and post-writing stage, Yan instructed students to compose a piece
of complete argumentation using various instructional strategies, including drafting,
revising, editing, sharing and publishing. She primarily integrated the writing platform to
engage the student in a personalised, situated and connected learning environment
(Romrell et al., 2014). As demonstrated in Table 7.2, it could be concluded that the use of
the writing platform afforded most of her mobile technology driven instructional activities
to be modified or redesigned, which can be evaluated as a modification level. The
modification level was part of the transformation phase within the SAMR model and made
the mobile technology driven instructional activities truly visible (Hockly, 2013). For
example, the writing platform enabled the writing review from three different sources to
be completed in one tool. This innovative way for revising a piece of writing transformed
the traditional way of doing a revision and this kind of transformation was beyond
functional improvements but redesigned how the task was completed. Consequently,
students’ obtained new learning experiences that would not have been possible without
the presence of the writing platform.
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Table 7.2 Case 1: An Overview of the “Fit” of Content, Pedagogy, and Technology in the English Writing Course
Curriculum goals

Overall:
Instruct student in writing a
successful piece of composition,
including vocabulary selection,
sentence construction, outline,
paragraph writing as well as essay
writing, aiming to enhance students’
academic writing abilities.

Primary:
Create a piece of complete
argumentative writing based on the
previous lectures

Content

pre-writing

writing

write down the ideas as they pop into
heads
doodle or draw representations of the
ideas
explore resources related to the
writing topics
compose a draft based on previous
activities and ideas
revise the content of the writing
based on feedback
edit the writing to address language
conventions based on feedback
digression and plagiarism check

post-writing

Instructional
strategies

Technology

SAMR

brainstorming

word processor, pages, concept mapping

A

drawing Apps, concept mapping

A

mobile devices search webpage, QQ
group

A

writing platform

A

doodling
researching
drafting
revising
editing
checking

writing platform: system review, peer
review, instructor review
writing platform: system review, peer
review, instructor review

M
M

writing platform: plagiarism check

M

share with peers for review

sharing

writing platform: peer review,
collaboration

M

lecturer reviews students' final work

marking

writing platform: instructor review

M

webpage and QQ group

M

publish finished writing to share with
a larger audience
Note. SAMR=Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition

publishing
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7.2.2 Case 2: Mobile Apps in the Advanced English course
Weiwei instructed Advanced English for the third-year students who specialised in
English language and literature. For 12 years he had been lecturing various courses for
English major and non-English major students, including listening, speaking, reading and
translating. Advanced English is a comprehensive course aimed at improving students’
integrated skills and abilities in discourse analysis, writing, translating as well as rhetoric.
7.2.2.1 Case 2: Mobile technologies selection
Similarly, Weiwei adopted the QQ group for his Advanced English class and invited all
students to the community. He used the QQ group to make announcements, share digital
media, and store learning materials/courseware in the cloud drive. Moreover, he carried
out mobile education through group videos or voice calls to support group discussions,
interact and share presentations.
Apart from the social networking group, Weiwei jointly used various mobile Apps
frequently in his Advanced English instruction and learning, such as word processing,
concept mapping or mind mapping, digital audio and video recordings, mobile dictionaries,
and image/online video sharing sites. The word processing Apps used during instruction
and learning were the various ones built into an individual’s mobile devices and designed
by different developers for OS and mobile devices. Generally, most of the word processing
Apps possessed similar affordances, such as editing, inserting, designing, reviewing and
sharing. IMindQ was the mind mapping App selected to support preliminary text analysis,
which was compatible with Android, Windows and iOS. It had powerful advantages in
concept mapping, brainstorming, project planning, and team collaboration. Mobile
dictionaries, such as Youdao, Iciba and Baidu, provided various free dictionary services,
including Oxford, Longman, Collins and Webster, which possessed the same functions
with hardcopy dictionary and had some additional affordances as well, such as
multilingual translation, screen translation with the camera, vocabulary book and cloud
notes.
It was found from the observations that unlike Yan’s instructions, Weiwei did not
choose one specific mobile tool to support his teaching. The main reason for this approach
was due to the comprehensiveness of this course which ranged from one simple word to
complicated language use, leading to small possibilities to find one singular mobile tool
catering to all the needs of teaching and learning involved.
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7.2.2.2 Case 2: Curriculum goals and mobile technologies
Weiwei taught third-year students in English language and literature whose advanced
professional knowledge was required to be enhanced. Advanced English is a continuation
of the English foundation course covered during the first two years. Its primary curriculum
goal was to improve students’ comprehensive English skills, especially in reading
comprehension, language rhetoric, and English writing. It also aimed at broadening
students’ views, deepening students’ understanding of society and life, and enhancing
students’ analysis, logic and independent thinking abilities through reading and analysing
politics, economy, society, language, literature, education as well as philosophy
masterpieces.
The subject Weiwei lectured during the observation time was on Hiroshima-the
“Liveliest” City in Japan. The teaching objectives of this lesson were to acquaint students
with the historical facts of the atomic bombardment in Hiroshima and its impact upon
people’s lives, to introduce some cultural elements revealed in the text, to understand the
nature of narrative writing as presented in news/reportorial style, and to enable students
to appreciate and use of rhetorical devices such as Metonymy, Euphemism, Anti-climax
as well as Irony. The lecture consisted of four parts:
One, warm-up questions and background information. Questions related to the text were
given to students for resource-gathering through the QQ group before the lecture, and all
the students completed information integration via group discussions then shared this with
peers using mobile devices. Moreover, the lecturer presented contextual information and
shared images, texts and video links with the students in the QQ group. Some visual and
audio material was demonstrated by accessing online video sharing sites.
Two, global readings. The main idea and structure of the text were analysed during this
stage. Concept mapping Apps or word processing Apps were used to display the content
of each section visually, and the QQ group was used to share and publish these
representations.
Three, detailed readings. This part was a successive process of language-focused
instruction and learning, focusing on vocabulary development, sentence structure,
complicated sentence paraphrase, language conversion, and rhetorical devices. Mobile
word processing, mobile dictionary, and sentence diagramming Apps were employed by
the lecturer to enhance the teaching content maximally.
Four, assignment. Assignments were given through the QQ group, and all the students
were required to do some translation and writing tasks.
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7.2.2.3 Case 2: Instructional strategies and mobile technologies
In the first phase, Weiwei designed some listening/watching and speaking/performance
activities according to the text background information and discussion questions. He
shared some images and online documentaries through some mobile video Apps such as
Tencent, YOUKU, and iQIYI, which provided a brief introduction of Hiroshima and the
atomic bombing in World War II. Students then were asked to produce an oral speech
individually or collaboratively on the discussion topics given by the lecturer in any way
they felt comfortable.
In the second phase, students were allocated to small groups and engaged in activities
focusing on the descriptive analysis of text including the theme, the text structure, and the
main idea of each section. Weiwei encouraged students to use iMindQ to draw a concept
map to demonstrate the group meeting results. Following the criteria of briefness,
clearness, and comprehensiveness, students used any icons, images, lines, flows, callouts
and colours to sketch their work based on the understanding of the whole text. Groups
volunteered to present their work, by sharing the drawing in the QQ group and explaining
the reasons why they did it in this way.
In the detailed reading phase, with the assistance of some mobile Apps, Weiwei firstly
designed some vocabulary development activities to enhance the student’s vocabulary
awareness. Students engaged in these activities to gain acquisition of new vocabulary and
develop awareness about various features of words, such as origin, affixes, roots,
formations, functions, pronunciation, and contextual meaning. Weiwei asked the students
to analyse new and existing vocabulary to acquire their core features and gain a much
more profound understanding, such as using iMindQ to construct semantic maps,
synonyms, and antonyms of different words other than just learning the definitions.
Weiwei also encouraged students to use new words in different contexts by creating
sentences using mobile dictionaries and word processing in order to improve syntactic
complexity and enhance semantic growth.
Following vocabulary instruction and learning, paraphrasing sentences and analysis of
rhetoric devices were another two curriculum goals for this lecture. Weiwei instructed
students in analysing the syntactic constituents first through using iMindQ, which he
considered proper preparation for complicated sentence paraphrasing. Students used
different symbols, lines, and colours to separate long sentences into parts and formed a
syntactic hierarchy to represent the subject, predicate, object, attribute, adverbial and
complement visually. Weiwei instructed students how to find out elements with language
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variations or dialects, and language patterns with symbolism, and how to browse the web
to explore the authentic meaning the author would like to express in this context. The
students were requested to paraphrase and translate these sentences after the in-depth
analysis. Weiwei gave examples with different rhetorical devices as well as judgement
criteria, then asked the students to pick from the text as many sentences as possible with
the same device and share their work in the QQ group.
7.2.2.4 Case 2: “Fit”: Considering technology, curriculum and pedagogy all together
Referring back to the multiple curriculum goals of Advanced English, basic and
advanced English skills were involved in the instruction and learning process. When
English language arts was mentioned as the learning content, it was to address language
on a broader scale rather than emphasising reading, writing, grammar expressed notions
of correctness (Young et al., 2011). Therefore, Weiwei gave students opportunities to
explore language, use it, compose it, analyse it, and develop a better comprehension of
English relying on a specific context. Generally, through observing Weiwei’s instruction,
it was identified (based on the Technology Integration Assessment) Rubric that mobile
technologies were appropriately selected in the lesson and generally aligned with one or
more curriculum goals, and the use of mobile technology-supported instructional
strategies in a satisfactory way (Hofer et al., 2011b).
According to observations, Weiwei’s activities could be divided into five types:
listening/watching and speaking/performance, vocabulary development, language
exploration, language analysis, and language composing. In the course of teaching, he
utilised diverse mobile applications to support the completion of various activities, namely
QQ group, word processing, concept mapping or mind mapping, digital audio, and video
recordings, mobile dictionary, and image/online video sharing sites. As Weiwei stated,
listening/watching were vital components of the English language foundation, while oral
speaking was the primary way in which people used language. Most of these instructional
activities were allocated in the pre-text warm up and post-text enhancement phases,
aiming to acquaint students with the background information as well as deepen students’
understanding of the text. With the assistance of mobile audio/video recorders and online
sharing sites, students showed more initiative in taking information and stimuli and then
created production through presentations to grasp the opportunities of speaking more
competently and confidently. The designed vocabulary development activities aimed at
increasing students’ vocabulary awareness and improving students’ ability to vocabulary
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analysis as well as vocabulary use. Students initially engaged in these activities using
mobile dictionaries, word processing, and concept mapping Apps to gain acquisition of
new vocabulary at the elementary level. They further developed awareness about various
features and more sophisticated understanding of these words. They finally used this
vocabulary in a variety of contexts to explore syntactic complexity and enhance semantic
advancement. Three successive phases of language learning, language exploration,
analysis and composing, enabled students to explore language origins, to obtain a broader
view of words, sentence and passage analysis, and to develop syntactic complexity and
profound semantic growth based on contextual considerations.
According to Romrell (2014), the SAMR model provides educators or instructional
designers with a framework to evaluate the instructional performance with mobile
technologies and at what level the activity falls within. Table 7.3 presents that Weiwei
utilised different mobile Apps to deliver different teaching content and design various
instructional activities in all four parts of instruction.
Weiwei’s instructional strategies utilising the mobile tools in the first, third and fourth
parts mostly served as substitutes of traditional ways, with some functional improvements,
which could be generally assessed at the level of augmentation. For example, in the warmup phase, the background information exploration or speaking and performance also can
be completed without these mobile tools. However, the educational affordances of the
mobile tools enhanced students learning experience by making these activities more
personalised, instant, entertaining, and interactive (Jude et al., 2014). These Apps provided
more advanced functions for educational purposes, but only some basic ones were used to
design learning activities. Therefore, in global reading, the instruction with various Apps
in the detailed reading and assignment parts also functioned similarly within the level of
augmentation. Weiwei selected the same Apps, such as iMindQ as in other learning stages,
but the utilisation in the phase demonstrated a higher level of integration: Modification.
In this case, the mobile technology integrated design could not be replaced by simple
traditional learning methods without the assistance of mobile tools. The in-depth
exploration of iMindQ’s and QQ group’s function redesigned the way of doing text
analysis and making a presentation. These instructional activities became more creative,
collaborative, and interactive due to the integration of mobile technologies (Patton, 2015).
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Table 7.3 Case 2: An Overview of the “Fit” of Content, Pedagogy, and Technology in the Advanced English Course
Curriculum goals
Overall:
improve students’ comprehensive
English skills;
broaden students’ view;
deepen students’ understanding of
society as well as life;
enhance students’ analysis, logic thinking
as well as independent thinking abilities.

Primary:
acquaint students with the historical facts
of the atomic bombardment in Hiroshima
and its impact upon people’s lives;
introduce some cultural elements
revealed in the text;
understand the nature of narrative writing
as presented in the news/reportorial style;
enable students to appreciate and use of
rhetorical devices.

Content
explore resources regarding the designed
questions
Warm-up

Global
reading

Detailed
reading

listen/watch and process relevant
information

listening/watching actively

produce oral language or performance
production individually or collaboratively

speaking and performance

text analysis
share with peers about their work
gain acquisition of new vocabulary and
develop an awareness of analysis and use
of new vocabulary in various context

descriptive analysis
group work presentation

Technology
mobile devices search
webpage, QQ group
online video sharing
sites, QQ group
mobile devices, QQ
group
ImindQ, word
processing, QQ group
QQ group

SAMR
A
A
A
M
M

vocabulary development

ImindQ, youdao, QQ
group

A

analyse sentences in a variety of ways

language analysis

ImindQ, word
processing, QQ group

A

do the semantic analysis in a variety of
ways, such as rhetorical devices, slang,
and jargon, etc.

semantic analysis

ImindQ, web search,
youdao, QQ group

A

language composing

ImindQ, word
processing, QQ group

A

language conversion

QQ group

A

paraphrase complicated sentence into
simple one

develop an understanding of mechanics,
grammar, and language use in the context
of translation and writing
Note. SAMR=Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition
Assignment

Instructional strategies
background information
exploration
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7.2.3 Case 3: WeChat official account and iMindQ in the Business English Reading
course
Jie instructed Business English reading for the first-year students specialising in
Business English. She had been teaching for 13 years in teaching different courses for
English major and non-English major students. Business English, combining business
knowledge and English language, was a relatively new program in the faculty that had
been only running for four years. Jie obtained her B.A. and M.A. in English language,
literature and applied linguistics without a background of business and management. She
gained course related expertise by herself through various ways, such as online courses,
peer-reviewed publications, and conferences or seminars, and she also planned to take a
doctoral program which specialised in business and management.
7.2.3.1 Case 3: Mobile technologies selection
The primary mobile tool Jie selected was a WeChat official account named
Teachermate (WeiZhuJiao), which possessed similar affordances with learning
management systems (LMS). This LMS was compatible with both desktop PCs and
mobile devices, which was open access, free registration and operated under the structure
of WeChat rather than a specific App or software. TeacherMate enabled the lecturer to
design the curriculum, set instructional strategies and invite teaching assistants, and
students to join the class through searching class codes or scanning the class QR code.
TeacherMate had the functions of lecturing, attendance, interaction, discussion,
quizzing/testing, and assessment, which could meet most of the needs of teaching and
learning practice. The innovative affordance of this tool was a combination of formative
and summative assessment, which could generate a statistical representation of learning
performance.
Another two mobile Apps used in Jie’s classroom for the specialised purpose were word
processing and iMindQ. Jie encouraged her students to bring their own mobile devices
into the classroom as they had different preferences. Thus, the students could choose their
preferred word processing Apps they were familiar and comfortable with. The most
popular two were WPS Word and iOS Page respectively carried by Android and iOS, both
of which possessed similar functions of editing, inserting, designing, reviewing and
sharing. IMindQ was also employed during Jie’s reading instruction for concept mapping
activities which went through all stages of the lecture.
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Moreover, the primary function of the QQ group was to deliver announcements, share
learning resources, conduct cloud storage, undertake discussions, and make audio or video
recordings.
7.2.3.2 Case 3: Curriculum goals and mobile technologies
Jie’s students were first-year students majoring in Business English who were required
to enhance both their English language skills and business/management knowledge
through four years of professional study. The overall goal of business reading was to
acquaint students with the content characteristics and language features of business
articles through extensive reading, to enhance their overall and research ability in
international commerce and deepen their professional knowledge for a specific purpose
with a sound ability of communication as well as critical thinking.
The topic unit of Globalisation was observed. The teaching goals were to acquaint the
students with the catalysts for globalisation, to deepen their understanding of pros and
cons of globalisation, to enhance their comprehension of opportunities and challenges that
globalisation impacted on China, and to acquaint students with the tendency of
globalisation development. From the perspective of business English language, students
were required to master expressions of quantification, such as increase, decrease,
comparisons, predictions as well as multiples, to comprehend the use of rhetoric devices
in business English, including simile, metaphor, metonymy as well as analogy, and to
learn the technical terms concerning globalisation.
Responding to these curriculum goals and objectives, Jie divided her lecture into three
phases, namely pre-reading, during-reading, and post-reading instructional process. The
during-reading process was further separated into global reading and detailed reading to
ensure a balanced and systematic learning process:
Pre-reading: Firstly, an English song Imagine by John Lennon was shared. Then a video
clip “No logo: brands globalisation resistance” was given with several after-watch
discussion questions related to globalisation and world economy. Students were engaged
in gathering resources and information integration to share with peers, using their mobile
devices. The learning goal of this stage was to acquaint students with the background
information of globalisation and predict what may be addressed in this following study.
Global reading: The main task of this stage was text structure analysis, including the
theme of the whole text, the division of the text, and the main idea of each part, which
were completed by utilising iMindQ. Accordingly, reading strategies and question
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answering techniques were clarified in order to assist students in constructing reading
awareness of business reading. Moreover, students were instructed to complete the
“citations-author” matching exercise according to the text content. The purpose was to
enhance students’ critical analysis or reflective abilities towards the pros and cons of
globalisation, its impacts on China’s development, and the trends of globalisation.
Detailed reading: The main learning aim of this stage was to analyse the text in depth,
including vocabulary accumulation, language use in business English, and rhetorical
devices. The lecturer did not emphasise the detailed reading study but left it as group work.
Learning reports were shared and discussed through QQ group and TeacherMate.
Post-reading: In this stage, useful expressions were reviewed, key sentences were
translated into Chinese, and picture talk was carried out to test students’ understanding of
the text. In the final step of this stage, small quizzes were designed to test students’ text
comprehension through the TeacherMate system, including True or False, and questions
and answers.
7.2.3.3 Case 3: Instructional strategies and mobile technologies
In the pre-reading phase, Jie firstly shared the English song using mobile QQ Music
and posted lyrics in the QQ group with some blanks for students to fill in while enjoying
the music. Aiming to assist the students in making connections with required reading, Jie
re-edited the video clip downloaded from Youtube whose access was currently strictly
prohibited in China and uploaded into TeacherMate, sharing with all students. By
activating or generating students’ prior knowledge and experience, Jie then proposed
several discussion questions that related to the listening or watching materials and
globalisation as well as the world economy. All the students were designated learning
groups to explore resources via various ways and encouraged to use the audio and video
recording affordances of mobile devices to produce an oral speech individually
collaboratively on the discussion topics given by the lecturer. In this stage, Jie required
every student to create interactive K-W-L Charts using iMindQ to illustrate what they
knew, what they wanted to know, and what they learned, which would be running through
all pre-, during and post-reading stages.
In the second phase, Jie designed four instructional activities: directed/guided reading,
independent reading, descriptive analysis, and critical analysis/reflection. In the
directed/guided reading, Jie provided precise guidance on global reading, such as setting
a specific reading purpose and drawing a detailed guided reading roadmap. IMindQ was
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utilised to complete these tasks by choosing icons like road signs or annotations to help
reading direction. Then students completed independent reading two to three times to
update their K-W-L Charts created in the first stage for further comprehension. In the
descriptive analysis, the text theme, structure, and main idea of each section were
emphasised. Jie encouraged students to use iMindQ to draw their concept map with
preferred icons, images, lines, flows, callouts, and colours to demonstrate a brief, clear,
and comprehensive report to demonstrate their comprehension. Some students
volunteered to show their work by sharing the drawing in the discussion board of
TeacherMate with an explanation of the trail of thinking. For the critical analysis, Jie
particularly commented on students’ reading reports, synthesised all the tasks in this stage,
and summarised relevant reading strategies as well as techniques for answering questions.
Accordingly, Jie designed an “author-statement” match activity to test and deepen
students’ further understanding of business reading. Students engaged in focusing on
critical analysis at a higher level, to identify multiple points of views of globalisation,
including the advantages/disadvantages, the impacts on China’s politics, economy and
society, and the future trends.
In the third phase, responding to the learning goals of vocabulary accumulation,
business English language use, and rhetorical devices, Jie encouraged students to do
student-centred group learning rather that intensive instruction by dividing the whole class
into six groups based on the structural analysis in the previous study. In this way, Jie
assisted students with vocabulary development, especially the use of technical terms in a
business context and comprehension of rhetorical devices supported by examples. Then
the six groups’ work was published, reviewed, and discussed through TeacherMate.
In the final phase, Jie designed a review of vocabulary and expressions, key sentences
translation, and reading comprehension quizzes in TeacherMate. The students revealed
knowledge and understanding of texts through their responses on these tests. Additionally,
they then were encouraged to expand their understanding by sharing and collaborating
with others and updating K-W-L Charts in TeaherMate. Finally, Jie carried out a picture
talk to inspire students to demonstrate comprehension of globalisation by creating a short
piece of speech related to the reading content, which can be displayed in any preferred
forms.
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7.2.3.4 Case 3: “Fit”: Considering technology, curriculum and pedagogy all together
As a compound course, the curriculum goals of Business English Reading consisted of
both professional business knowledge and English language skills. The lecturer required
students to view and experience reading as an active process, making the transition from
learning to read to reading to learn (Young et al., 2011). Broadly, referring to Technology
Integration Assessment Rubric, Jie’s utilisation of mobile technologies was aligned with
one or more curriculum goals, which adequately supported her instructional strategies,
and the selection was exemplary matched with both curriculum and instructional strategies
(Harris, Grandgenett, et al., 2010).
Further, her selection of mobile technologies, curriculum design, and instructional
strategies fitted together with her reading class. Her instructional use of technologies was
effective in the process of observations, and she could operate technology well during
instructional practice. She integrated mobile technologies by authentically designing
learning activities, combining professional business knowledge with English reading
skills appropriately. Specifically, Jie conducted her lectures in four stages, namely prereading, during-reading, and post-reading, which could systematically enhance and
maximise students’ comprehension of the reading topic. Most of the instructional
activities were completed through the iMindQ (a concept mapping App) and TeacherMate
(WeChat public official account). Pre-reading activities helped the students build
connections to the text through activating or generating prior knowledge, which provided
a foundation for the students to bridge their mind with the text world. During-reading
instruction assisted the students with constructing meaning and improving understanding
while they were reading the text. Moreover, descriptive and critical analysis activities
helped the students acquire elementary as well as a higher level of comprehension and
cognition of the text. Detailed-reading was designed for group study and report to facilitate
autonomous learning, including vocabulary, language use, and rhetorical devices. Finally,
summaries were provided in the post-reading phase to consolidate the prior knowledge
learned, and quizzes were designed in TeacherMate to evaluated students’ comprehension
of the text.
Underpinned by the SAMR model, Jie’s classroom instruction demonstrated in Table
7.4 moved among different levels of mobile technology integration, including
augmentation, modification, and redefinition. In the pre-reading part, like Yan’s and
Weiwei’s first phase instructions, the mobile technology integrated instruction can be
evaluated within the level of augmentation. The technology-driven activities, on the one
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hand, provided a similar outcome as the traditional non-digital approach, and on the other
hand, this innovative approach improved students’ learning experience through these
entertaining, personalised, and situated learning activities. In the global reading, the
function of TeacherMate and iMindQ were profoundly explored by the lecture, and the
instructional strategies were modified by adding the elements of interaction and
collaboration, and connecting with previous learning phase. The utilisation of mobile
learning mindtools (iMindQ) was demonstrated to be useful in enhancing students’
knowledge structure and their academic achievements (Domingo & Garganté, 2016).
Therefore, all the instruction in global reading were qualified to be within the level of
modification. Jie was the only lecturer among the three that facilitated students’
autonomous learning, in which students learned individually or collaboratively according
to the lecturers’ instruction and then reported through QQ group by discussion and
interaction. According to the definition of the SAMR model (Puentedura, 2015), within
the redefinition level, the technology utilised allows for the creation of a product that is
inconceivable without using technology. Abdullah et al. (2012) also suggested that
utilising mobile tools either individually or within a group helps improve language skills,
and sharing which facilitates dialogue amongst peers and can be classified at the
redefinition level. Therefore, the instruction in the detailed reading redefined the learning
strategies and transformed students’ learning experience to increase the learning outcome.
In the last stage, Jie’s instructions were predominantly assessed under the level of
augmentation as she only used the basic functions of these mobile tools. The difference
from the traditional non-digital approach was that mobile technologies’ features improved
students’ learning experience more innovatively.
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Table 7.4 Case 3: An Overview of the “Fit” of Content, Pedagogy, and Technology in the Business English Reading Course
Curriculum goals
Overall:
acquaint students with the
content characteristics and
language features of
business articles;
enhance their
comprehensive abilities as
well as research abilities of
international commerce;
deepen their professional
knowledge for a specific
purpose with a sound ability
of communication as well as
critical thinking
Primary:
acquaint the students with
the catalysts for
globalisation;
deepen their understanding
of the pros and cons of
globalisation;
enhance their
comprehension of
opportunities and
challenges;
acquaint students with the
tendency of globalisation
development

Content
listen/watch some multimedia materials
Pre-reading

Global
reading

Detailed
reading

Post-reading

Instructional strategies
activating/generating
knowledge

Technology

SAMR

TeacherMate, QQ Music, QQ group

A

mobile devices audio, video
recording functions, iMindQ to
create interactive K-W-L chart
TeacherMate, ImindQ to update KW-L
ImindQ to update K-W-L charts
TeacherMate, ImindQ

gathering online information on globalisation
and group discussion

making prediction

provide specific guidance on global reading

directed/guided reading

independent reading
text analysis

independent reading
descriptive analysis

comment on reading reports, summarise
relevant reading strategies and techniques
match activity

critical
analysis/reflection

TeacherMate

M

group study and report

ImindQ, youdao, QQ group

R

review of vocabulary and
expressions

TeacherMate

A

sentences translation
reading comprehension
quizzes
sharing and collaborating
with others and updating
K-W-L charts

TeacherMate

A

TeacherMate

A

TeacherMate, iMindQ

M

create text-related stories

TeacherMate, QQ group

A

vocabulary accumulation, language use in
business English, and rhetorical devices
develop an understanding of mechanics,
grammar, and language use in the context of
translation and writing
translate key sentences into Chinese
reveal knowledge and understanding of texts
through responses on quizzes and tests
extend their understanding of texts by sharing
and collaborating with others

demonstrate an understanding of the text by
creating short speeches based on pictures related
to globalisation
Note. SAMR=Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition

A
M
M
M
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7.3 Chapter summary
Responding to the research aim of evaluating mobile technology adoption in instruction
practice, lecturer observations were designed based on the TPACK survey results and
finally triangulated with the survey and interview findings reported in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 respectively. Specifically, findings from this phase gave further exploration of
whether, what, and how academics integrated mobile technologies into instruction to fit
the curriculum goals and pedagogies. They also provided a detailed explanation of how
the classroom teachings were transformed into the mobile technology enriched
environment. The triangulation of different data sources provided a comprehensive picture
of academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in an authentic teaching and learning
environment.
Initially, lecturer observations data were collected with six lecturers and one teaching
team in nine courses. Three cases utilised mobile technologies were elaborated upon: One
was the English Writing course, the second was the Advanced English course, and the
third was the Business English Reading course. The technology integration observation
instrument by Hofer et al. (2011a) and the technology integration assessment rubric by
Harris et al. (2010) were adapted to record and assess lecturers’ curriculum design and
pedagogical practice. SAMR model was utilised to evaluate how lecturers enhance or
transform their instruction in a mobile learning environment.
Findings from lecture observations revealed that all three lecturers selected appropriate
mobile technologies and operated them well. Technology selections are exemplary in
matching their own subject content or instructional strategies. Specifically, the primarily
used mobile tools contained a writing platform in the English Writing class, various
English learning Apps in the Advanced English class, and WeChat Official Account in
the Business Reading class. Moreover, some other assistants mobile tools such as QQ
group were employed as a learning management system for organising students, making
announcements, sharing materials, communicating, and interacting. In order to design
specific instructional activities for various learning content, the three lecturers divided
their overall teaching goals into small ones. Three courses’ distinct curriculum goals and
teaching content resulted in varying instructional strategies. Generally, the curriculum,
instructional activities, and mobile tools fit together within each lesson.
Referring to the SAMR model, all lecturers’ overall instruction cannot be identified as
one specific level since the teaching and learning within the class was dynamic. Findings,
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as presented in Table 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, indicated that the lecturers’ instruction
demonstrated a particular level of mobile technology integration in each small teaching
goal. Throughout their lesson, their instruction moved up and down across different levels
(augmentation, modification, and redefinition) across different instructional stages. The
observations also revealed that both most of Yan’s and Jie’s mobile technology integrated
instructions could be evaluated under the levels of augmentation, modification or
redefinition, while Weiwei’s instructions were predominately at the level of augmentation.
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Chapter Eight Overall Discussions
This chapter discusses both the quantitative and qualitative findings of the study in
comparison with the existing literature. As a mixed methods approach was employed in
the current study, this chapter has integrated the survey, interview and observation
findings to draw meanings through triangulation. Due to the complexity and detail of the
findings in this study, figures have been developed and woven throughout this chapter to
help the reader make connections between the specific findings of this study and those of
other studies as outlined in each section. Section 8.1 provides a general explanation of the
way that discussions are addressed. Section 8.2 discusses the exogenous factors that affect
academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies. Section 8.3 discusses the
endogenous factors influencing academic faculties’ acceptance and use of mobile
technologies and their knowledge readiness for mobile technology adoption in curriculum
design and pedagogical practice. Section 8.4 analyses the observed mobile technology
integration teaching practice with an inclusive view. Section 8.5 evaluates the empirical
findings against theoretical models and proposes a mobile technology integrated
instruction framework.
8.1 Overview of research questions, research design and research findings
The primary goal of this research was to investigate how mobile technologies are being
utilised by academics to transform the process of teaching and learning in Chinese higher
education. To achieve this research goal, and underpinned by three technological
theoretical models, a mixed methods approach was employed, with two studies conducted.
A quantitative survey (UTAUT2) followed by semi-structured interviews were employed
in the first study to explore factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of mobile
technologies, and academics’ perceptions of mobile technologies (enablers and barriers,
affordances and constraints) and mobile technology adoption (technological knowledge,
practice, professional development). In the second study another quantitative survey
(TPACK) and non-participatory observations were used to investigate academics’ beliefs
about mobile technological pedagogical content knowledge, and to assess the current
situation of mobile technology integrated teaching practice (as summarised in Figure 8.1).
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Study One

Quantitative survey
& Semi-structured
Interviews

• Factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of
mobile technologies
• Academics' perceptions of mobile technologies (enablers
and barriers, affordances and constrains) and mobile
adoption (technological knowledge, practice,
professional development)

Study Two

Quantitative survey
& Observations

• Academics’ beliefs in mobile technological pedagogical
content knowlege status quo
• Mobile technology-integrated teaching practice

Figure 8.1 An overview of two studies in this research
Mobile learning is a dynamic and complex process, and learners’ intentions and
behaviours need to be considered as a continuum (Hamidi & Chavoshi, 2018). Academics
in this study acted as the counterpart to students in their tertiary context and were
considered as a ‘complete behaviour subject’ (Pan, 2014). Their perceptions, beliefs,
personal knowledge, and practical implementation strategies, were investigated to
establish an overall understanding of academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in
Chinese higher education, as shown in Figure 8.2.

Pracatical implementation

Perceptions

strategies
Personal knowledge

Beliefs

Figure 8.2 An overall understanding of academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in
Chinese higher education
The discussions are reported through four strands by triangulating the findings from
three different research methods (survey, interviews, and observations) rather than
presenting them based on the research questions sequentially.
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The first strand includes the exogenous factors that academics perceived affect their
behavioural intentions of mobile technology acceptance, and their perceptions of enablers,
barriers, affordances and constraints of mobile technologies. These results are based
partially on data from UTAUT2 survey findings and data from interview findings, and are
discussed in Section 8.2.
The second strand includes the endogenous factors that affect academics intentions and
usage of mobile technologies in teaching practice, such as the technological pedagogical
content knowledge they possess, the attitudes or beliefs of mobile technology adoption
they hold, and mobile technology self-efficacy. The results, discussed in Section 8.3, are
based, separately, on data from the UTAUT survey, TPACK survey and interview findings.
The moderating effects of demographic variations (gender, age, teaching experience and
discipline) on influential factors are also discussed in Section 8.2 and 8.3.
The third strand is the authentic implementation of mobile technologies which is mainly
generated from the three cases in lecturer observations. The findings from the observation
phase were assessed based on the TPACK model, the SAMR model and the relevant
information extracted from surveys and interviews; these are discussed in Section 8.4.
The last strand presents a visualisation of a Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction
Framework by interweaving, integrating and synthesising all the findings (survey,
interviews and observations) and is discussed in Section 8.5.
8.2 Exogenous factors of mobile technology adoption
Exogenous factors refer to the external and non-controlling factors that occur entirely
outside a particular individual or system (Drent & Meelissen, 2008). In the current study,
the potential exogenous factors affecting academics’ acceptance and use of mobile
technologies were tested by structural equation modelling of social influences, facilitating
conditions, and the price value. Each of these notions will be expanded upon in the
following three sections.
8.2.1 Social Influence (SI)
The notion of Social Influence (SI) in the UTAUT and UTAUT2 models is similar to
the Subjective Norm (SN) in the TAM and TAM2 models, which is described as the level
to which an individual perceives that people who are important to them influence their use
of the new technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012). In this study, SI specifically referred
to the stakeholders involved in all stages of education activities, including policymakers,
the Dean, the Head of School/Department, colleagues, and students.
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With regards to the survey findings, SI had no prediction of academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies. Based on the large scale of the survey, academics reported they
perceived that other education participants (the Dean, the Head, colleagues, and students)
involved in their teaching did not influence their intentions and usage of mobile
technologies for instructional practice. However, the interviews revealed that a small
number of interviewees stated that their intention to implement mobile technologies would
be affected by close friends, colleagues, the Dean, or Head of Department. They reported
that these people might provide relevant guidelines, useful suggestions, and similar
experience of utilising mobile technologies in curriculum design and pedagogical practice.
The ultimate teaching goal, as stated by some interviewees is to increase students’
engagements and learning productivity. Thus students were reported by most of the
academics to be a crucial influential factor for their implementation of mobile
technologies.
The quantitative (survey) findings are not in accordance with the original findings of
Venkatesh et al. (2003, 2012) and the large number of quantitative studies that have tested
the predictive power of SI on the acceptance and use of technologies (Gumusoglu & Akay,
2017; Kabakçi Yurdakul, Ursavaş, & Becit İşçitürk, 2014; Pynoo et al., 2011; Radovan &
Kristl, 2017; Wang et al., 2009). It is consistent, however, with the finding reported by
Wong, Teo, & Russo (2013), Hassanzadeh, & Moghadam (2013), Yuen & Ma (2008) that
SI or SN has no prediction for teachers’ technology acceptance and use. This may be
because the applicability of the UTAUT2 model varies with different user populations and
contexts. The original UTAUT2 study was conducted at Hong Kong within a consumer
context, with younger participants of a similar age. Most of the subsequent educational
studies, which utilised the UTAUT2 model, explored students’ or pre-service teachers’
intention of technologies acceptance and use (Abdul Rabu et al., 2018; El-Masri & Tarhini,
2017; Goh et al., 2016; Nair et al., 2015; Raman & Don, 2013). In contrast, in-service
academics, with an average age of 35 years’ old from Chinese Mailand higher education
institutes, were the participants in the current study. The lack of a strong relationship
between SI and mobile technology acceptance and use may be the result of participants’
different backgrounds. For example, the majority of the interview participants were under
40 years’ old, making them less likely to “place increased salience on social influences”
(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 453). Additionally, participants in the current study were welleducated academics in Chinese higher education. As stated by several interviewed
participants, academics were people with independent thinking and were less easily
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affected by others around them, therefore, they might consider more their real needs in
adopting mobile technologies rather than following others blindly.
Another probable explanation for this lack of prediction in the survey findings is
regarding the degree of voluntariness with using mobile technologies. Venkatesh and
Davis (2000) reported that SI had a direct effect on intention in mandatory contexts.
Higher education academics in this study, however, were relatively independent in
teaching practice. In China, the MoE has not issued any particular policies or guidelines
for mobile learning; therefore, the academics have extensive autonomy in selecting mobile
tools for curriculum design and pedagogical practice. Voluntariness was not an issue also
in the consideration of UTAUT2 as it was not applicable in the context of voluntary
behaviours (Venkatesh et al., 2012). According to the interviewed academics, although
the national course syllabus contains some keywords such as “to make learning mobile”
“to learn anywhere”, there were no compulsory requirements for them to use mobile
technologies in the instructional practice. Therefore, this may have weakened the impact
of social influence on their adoption of innovation.
Personal experience with mobile technologies appeared to be another reason. Social
influence was seen to be important in the early phases when people were gaining personal
experience with technology. However, this influence gradually fades and becomes less
significant over time (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Since 2005, mobile technologies have
had an exponential development and have penetrated a diversity of areas in Chinese
society (Wang, Wang, Yang, & Wu, 2013b). Mobile devices have become indispensable
in people’s daily life. Based on the interview findings, all academics in the current study
possessed at least two mobile devices and had more than ten years’ experience of using
mobile technologies in their daily life and teaching practice. This experience may reduce
the effect of SI on their intention and use of mobile technologies.
There are some possible explanations for the inconsistency between the survey and
interview findings. It is noteworthy that the reasons proposed below are context and
research-based; they are not intended to evaluate the findings. Firstly, there was only a
small number of interviewees who participated in the interviews. It is presumed that all
the interviewees, who volunteered to be interviewed, would have a sound knowledge of,
and experience in, mobile technology adoption (Batane & Ngwako, 2017; Buchanan,
Sainter, & Saunders, 2013). Secondly, the interviews, unlike the surveys, were conducted
at one university alone and as such, the data gathered and the results may not generalise
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but reflect only an individual or organisation. Demographic differences may also affect
academics’ adoption of mobile technologies.
It is exciting that SI demonstrated an indirect predictive power on academics’
behavioural intentions to use mobile technologies when moderated by gender and teaching
experience. Female academics and academics with less teaching experience were more
likely to be influenced by others in using mobile technologies; an effect which was not
influenced by age or discipline. This is may, however, be due to a gender bias among
participants as there were more female academics in this study who were younger,
possibly easily influenced by higher status people, and thus willing to try out new
pedagogical approaches (Lai & Smith, 2018). Moreover, academics with less teaching
experience in China are junior lecturers who generally do more teaching than the senior
ones. According to the interviews, junior lecturers’ teaching preparation is assisted by
senior academics with their classroom instructional performance assessed by teaching
quality assurance teams or peers. Therefore, their perceptions of using mobile
technologies could be more influenced by the faculty authorities and colleagues.
Although mobile technologies implementation in Chinese higher education is not
currently compulsory, the benefits and educational opportunities they provide have been
verified by many researchers and educators in China (He et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2012; Su
& Li, 2016). It is suggested that universities or faculties need to have a clear policy, or
guidelines on mobile technology usage to encourage academics to explore the potential of
mobile learning for curriculum design and pedagogical practice. Lecturers also should not
neglect the role of students in a classroom as their attitudes and mobile literacy could
greatly affect the efficiency and effectiveness of mobile learning. Students’ learning
experiences with mobile technologies are likely to impact on the ongoing use of this
innovative approach. It would be better for academics to create a community of mobile
learning practice with other colleagues or facilitators to work collaboratively on how to
design pedagogically sound mobile learning strategies.
8.2.2 Facilitating Conditions (FC)
Facilitating Conditions (FC) are the level to which an individual perceives an existing
organisation and technical infrastructure will be able to support the use of the new
technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012), they include both technological and
organisational elements planned to eliminate barriers to use. FC was the only exogenous
factor that had a positive prediction of both academics’ behavioural intention and actual
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usage of mobile technologies. The surveys and interviews results identified similar
findings and triangulated with each other. The surveys indicated that network construction,
technical support personnel, and appropriate resources enable the use of mobile
technologies in teaching practice, while the interviews suggested similarly that FC affects
both academics’ intention and the actual use of mobile technologies. Most of the
academics reported that mobile learning guidance, relevant teaching and learning resource,
and technical support would greatly affect their intention to adopt mobile technologies. A
supportive wireless infrastructure or network facility and curriculum content were found
also to be important determinants of mobile use in teaching practice.
This finding is fully consistent with the modelling results for UTAUT2 and Raman &
Don (2013) in studies on pre-service teachers’ acceptance of Moodle. This finding has
some similarity to earlier findings of UTAUT and some recent studies which found that
FC was an influential factor of teachers’ real usage of technologies, but did not affect the
intention to use technologies (Lin, Zimmer, & Lee, 2013; Lwoga & Komba, 2015;
Radovan & Kristl, 2017; Boštjan Šumak & Šorgo, 2016).
There are some possible explanations for this concurrence of prediction in both the
quantitative and qualitative studies, one being the higher education context. Facilitating
conditions in the current study were presumed to influence mobile technology
implementation in an education context, where training, facilitation and support provided
are freely available and equally accessed by academics and students. Therefore, they do
not need additional costs or effort which can impede the adoption of new technologies
(Magsamen-Conrad, Upadhyaya, Joa, & Dowd, 2015). On the other hand, as academics
are also consumers who are aware of mobile internet or online resources, those who have
free and easy access to favourable conditions were more likely to have stronger intentions
to use mobile technologies, and vice versa. Another possibility is the deviation of coexisting measured variables in this study. Venkatesh (2000) found that the effort
expectancy provided full mediated support for FC; that is FC was not expected to be
predictive of behavioural intention if effort expectancy demonstrated a significant effect
in the model, and vice versa. While a number of the previous studies (Ajzen, 1991; Rogers,
2005; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Thompson et al., 1991) corroborate the findings that when
“both performance expectancy and effort expectancy constructs are present, FC becomes
non-significant in predicting intention” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p. 454), the findings of
the current study found that effort expectancy had no significant prediction of academics’
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intention of using mobile technologies. This might weaken or eliminate the mediation
effect on FC, thus strengthening the predictive power of intention.
These findings suggest that facilitating conditions play a role in academics’ behavioural
intentions and actual use of mobile technologies. Current conditions in many Chinese
higher education institutions, however, do not fully support the utilisation of mobile
technologies for educational purposes, such as limited network coverage, insufficient
resources and technical support (Yang & Zhong, 2017). It is suggested therefore that
educational authorities should budget more on technical infrastructure construction to
assure ubiquitous access to the wireless network, otherwise, academics have to use
alternative ways, such as portable Wi-Fi router, to conquer this difficulty.
The academics interviewed in this study reported that the necessary mobile teaching
and learning resources were still inadequate on campus. Surprisingly, neither of these
faculties involved in this study were equipped with an educational technology specialist
or a learning design consultant. It is also suggested the faculties should provide more
technical support or facilitation to assist lecturers’ appropriate classroom implementation
of mobile technologies, that is more relevant resources or materials should be introduced
externally or personally created by academics themselves.
8.2.3 Price Value (PV)
According to Venkatesh et al. (2012, p. 161), Price Vale (PV) is defined as the
consumers’ cognitive trade-off between the perceived benefits of the application and its
monetary cost. In this study, PV refers to the expense that lecturers or students would pay
when purchasing mobile devices, hardware, software, or data packages that are used for
teaching and learning. Findings from surveys demonstrated that PV did not predict either
the academics’ intention or actual use of mobile technologies. However, a negative effect
was found between PV and intention, suggesting that the more expensive the mobile
technologies cost, the fewer intentions the academics had to buy and use them. In contrast
to these quantitative results, several academics in the interviews referred to price as an
enabler or a barrier when adopting mobile technologies, suggesting that PV is one factor
affecting their acceptance and use of mobile technologies in teaching practice. Academics
emphasised this affecting factor more from students’ perspective rather than themselves’.
Their initial concern was that the cost of mobile tools, Apps, or data package was not
affordable for students.
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The survey finding, in the current study, was inconsistent with UTAUT2 as reported by
Venkatesh et al., (2012) in which PV demonstrates a prediction of users’ intention towards
mobile technologies when the benefits obtained by using these technologies are greater
than the financial consumption. These unexpected findings may partly be explained by the
situation of the research setting and partly by the participants.
Firstly, the current research was conducted in an educational context where most of the
available technologies are open and free to use; academics usually do not need to purchase
extra resources to fulfil their teaching and learning goals. Many researchers have removed
PV as a measured construct arguing that teachers use the technology or tool provided by
educational institutes (Kang et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2013; Raman & Don, 2013). This is
also supported by the argument that PV is more influential in the business and service
fields than in an educational context (El-Masri & Tarhini, 2017; Venkatesh et al., 2016).
Secondly, the research subjects were academic faculty members who had a stable and
comparatively sizeable income which made purchasing appropriate mobile technologies
and tools affordable; all the academics confirmed in the interviews that they possessed
two or more mobile devices. Therefore, the price was generally not an issue for academics
and appeared not to affect their intention to adopt mobile technologies. In contrast, some
earlier studies have identified PV as a significant predictor of students’ behavioural
intentions towards specific technology acceptance (Farooq et al., 2017; Goh et al., 2016;
Kang et al., 2015; Nair et al., 2015). The participants in these studies, the students, did not
have the independent financial status, and their intentions were generally affected by
monetary concerns. Students’ financial capability to afford mobile tools or services for
classroom learning was also the main issue that raised academics’ concern in this study.
As stated by the interviewee academics, if the high monetary cost was beyond expectation,
mobile technology adoption for teaching and learning might have to be abandoned.
One explanation for the inconsistency of the survey and interview findings is the focus
of information elicited in the questionnaire and interviews. The questionnaire focused on
the academics’ perceptions and they had to consider students in a teaching and learning
environment. In the interviews, the academics indicated that students’ financial conditions
might influence their intentions when they selected and implemented mobile tools in
pedagogical practice. Another explanation for the lack of consistency between quantitative
and qualitative findings was the infrastructure of some Chinese universities. For instance,
technical infrastructure such as Wi-Fi coverage and access were limited in the classroom.
Not all the university was equipped with free Wi-Fi for education purposes, and
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sometimes mobile data packages were used during classroom teaching. Moreover, most
mobile learning activities were personalised, so that academics and students might have
to purchase a specific service such as mobile Apps or a learning system for a particular
topic or class. Due to the different subject focuses on PV in different research methods,
therefore, it is understandable that there is a conflict between the survey and interview
findings.
The findings and issues discussed in this section suggest that reducing the maximum
cost for students of mobile technologies may promote the popularity, and enhance the
acceptance, of mobile technologies. The university or faculty authorities need to focus
more on the development of the technical infrastructure and the provision of free learning
tools and resources. They also can strengthen cooperation with mobile technology and
service provider to seek discounts for education purposes. Academics also might be able
to make the network wireless through hotspot sharing to create a temporary small mobile
learning environment.
In summary, all these three external factors to some degree influenced academics’
intention to use and actual usage of mobile technologies in instructional practice. Various
possibilities were discussed to explain the findings of the surveys and the interviews by
analysing the underpinning theories, the research methods, and the research context. As
discussed above, academics considered these three factors within the higher education
context, especially how these factors have affected and will affect their student-centred
curriculum design and pedagogical practice. Academics focused more on students’
learning experience, academic achievements, and feedback when considering mobile
technology adoption in the classroom. Academics also expected affordable technical
infrastructure, prompt technical support, official mobile learning guidelines, and
accessible learning resources. All these three factors create a possible external
environment for mobile learning taking place.
8.3 Endogenous factors of mobile technology adoption
Endogenous factors are the internal and manipulative factors that occur entirely within
a particular individual or system (Drent & Meelissen, 2008). In the present study, the
potential endogenous factors affecting academics’ adoption of mobile technologies were
tested via structural equation modelling. These factors consisted of Performance
Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Hedonic Motivation, and Habit using the UTAUT2
survey, and technological pedagogical content knowledge using the TPACK survey. Two
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factors (Self-efficacy and Attitude) generated from the interviews and four moderators
(Age, Gender, Teaching experience and Discipline) are also discussed in this section.
8.3.1 Performance Expectancy (PE)
According to Venkatesh et al. (2003, 2012), PE is defined as the level to which an
individual perceives that using the new technology will help them obtain a benefit when
performing a job or task. In this study, PE refers to the degree to which academics believe
that using mobile technologies would help them to attain gains and increase opportunities,
achievements and productivity in their teaching practice. PE showed a positive effect on
academics’ intentions of adopting mobile technologies with consistent findings from both
the surveys and interviews. All 18 participants in the face to face interviews stated that the
possibility of implementing mobile technologies or tools largely depended on whether
they believed this new ‘tool’ could enhance their own, and their students’, performance to
increase learning achievements or productivity.
The finding from the survey is in accordance with what researchers have found, in
conceptualising UTAUT and UTAUT2, that PE is an extremely strong predictor of
behavioural intentions in both mandatory and voluntary settings (Venkatesh et al., 2003,
2012). In the interviews, academics’ statements were consistent noting that, if using they
would use these technologies. These academics also reported that they think mobile
technologies are useful for preparing lectures as they afford some innovative activities that
cannot be realised using traditional methods, and can enhance their professional reputation
as observed by Oye, Iahad, & Rahim, (2014b). It can be concluded that academics have
little doubt that using technology can make teaching and learning more efficient and
productive, and that PE predicts these intentions.
PE also directly indicated a significant positive prediction of academics’ actual usage
of mobile technologies, which was not found in either of the UTATU and UTAUT2
models (See Figure 8.3). This result, however, agrees with Lewis et al.’s (2013) finding
study when examining faculty use of established and emerging technologies in higher
education for classroom purposes. A reason for this may be the particular research setting
and the participants. While some studies have focussed on teachers in K-12 education ,
with a range of teaching and learning structures and curriculum goals, others have
investigated students or pre-service teachers with limited classroom experience of
implementing mobile technology integration in classroom environments (Lewis et al.,
2013). All academics in the present study were in-service lecturers with a deep
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understanding of teaching practice who were well informed about mobile technology
adoption in education practice. They expressed a high sense of responsibility for
improving students’ learning outcome. and would try any possibility to make their lectures
efficient and engaging (Wei & Du, 2016). Another possible explanation for this might be
the research model used in the study. A limitation of some previous UTAUT2 studies was
that not all external factors or variables in the model had been exposed to a hypothesis and
testing. This incomplete construction and verification of the model may have led to
incomplete findings (Dwivedi, Rana, Jeyaraj, Clement, & Williams, 2017).
This study

Behavioural intention

UTAUT &
UTAUT2

Use behavior

Figure 8.3 Prediction of Performance Expectancy on academics’ behavioural intention
and use behaviour. It compares the prediction in the current study with UTAUT and
UTAUT2 with solid arrow and dotted arrow representing prediction and no-prediction
respectively.
These findings suggest that performance expectancy greatly impacts on both
academics’ behavioural intentions and actual usage of mobile technologies. If academics
are to maximise the potential of mobile technologies they should have, therefore, a
comprehensive understanding of mobile technologies, especially from the pedagogical
perspective, and how they can be used for facilitating curriculum design and instructional
strategies. However, some of the academics in the interviews claimed that although they
realised the benefits of mobile technologies, the conservative approach of the Dean
constrained their performance expectancy. This suggests that faculty Deans of teaching
and learning should provide a more flexible environment for lecturers to practice
innovative pedagogical approaches for mobile learning. Only in this way, can academics
optimise the advantages of mobile learning in their instructional practice.
8.3.2 Effort Expectancy (EE)
Effort Expectancy is defined as the level to which an individual perceives the new
technology will be easy to use (Venkatesh et al., 2003). In this study, EE refers to how
easy it is for the academics to use mobile technologies in their teaching practice,
specifically the complexity, ease, or difficulty of use, and the effort devoted to using
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mobile technologies. In the current study, the quantitative findings indicated that EE had
no power to predict academics’ behavioural intention and actual use of mobile
technologies, but displayed negative relationships with the intentions and use behaviour.
This suggests that the more effort academics have to devote to using mobile technologies,
the less likely they are to accept it; and the easier it is to use mobile technologies, the more
likelihood there is to adopt it as proposed by (Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012). In contrast,
to survey findings, almost all academics participating in the interviews stated that the ease
of using mobile technologies, the degree of complexity of the mobile technologies and the
time consumed when adopting mobile technologies would affect their decisions about
using new technologies in teaching practice. To be specific, academics said they would
adopt a particular mobile tool if it is easy to operate and not time-consuming to learning
how to use it. If these new technologies require more effort than doing something
traditionally, they may not use them.
These findings from the survey study are in contrast with the arguments when UTAUT
and UTAUT2 were proposed (Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012). In these studies, EE construct
(including perceived ease of use, complexity and ease of use) was found to be a significant
predictor of users’ behavioural intention in both voluntary and mandatory user settings
The contradictory results may be explained by the fact that the quantitative data was
collected from a high proportion of participants with more than ten years’ mobile
technologies experience, who self-reported that their digital literacy or capability allowed
them to utilise the mobile device without too much extra effort (Lee et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
2013). This corroborates Venkatesh et al. (2003, p. 450) which reported that effortoriented constructs are expected to be more salient in the early stages of new behaviour,
and become non-significant over periods of extended and sustained usage. In this case, it
is assumed that academics involved in this study were quite familiar with the
functionalities and affordances of mobile technologies, and had no difficulty in
transferring their experience into teaching and learning (Pynoo et al., 2011).
Another explanation is that this finding might be attributed to the UTAUT’s
applicability with different user populations. Higher education academics are
professionals who may possess a relatively strong sense of capability, and adaptability, to
new technologies compared with other types of users (Wang & Wang, 2009). According
to the interview findings, all participating academics obtained certificates of participation
in initial ICT training courses which implies that they had a high level of confidence in
using emerging technologies based on their prior experience. Consequently, they might
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perceive EE not be an important factor affecting their intention and use of mobile
technologies in their teaching and learning practice.
This somewhat contradictory result also may be due to the current advancement of more
use friendly mobile technologies and devices, which could result in a non-significant
effect of EE for determining academics’ intentions and use of mobile tools in instructional
practice (Jung & Lee, 2015). These possible explanations, are consistent with the
interview statements by lecturers that the features of mobile technologies, including
convenience, mobility, flexibility, easy resource access, collection and sharing, reduced
the complexity of usage.
Consequently, if academics demonstrate confidence in their mobile literacy, they
should explore the possibilities and benefits of mobile technologies offered to formal
learning. They also need to consider students’ acceptance of mobile technology integrated
pedagogies, and to ensure the simplicity and effectiveness of the instruction.
Overcomplicated instruction may frustrate students who are not competent in adopting
mobile technologies (McQuiggan et al., 2015). Moreover, faculties and universities should
assist academics to reduce the anxiety caused by complicated mobile technologies
utilisation. For example, they could provide prompt support for problem shooting and set
up “mutual-help groups” to explore the educational affordances of mobile tools, thus
reducing the extra effort and time required for learning of new technology.
The influence of EE on academics’ intentions of using mobile technologies was
statistically significant when interacting with gender, age, and teaching experience and,
according to the UTAUT structural modelling results, the predictive effect was stronger
for male academics. This contrasts with the outcomes of most previous studies (Lai &
Smith, 2018; Venkatesh et al., 2012), but is in accord with Lewis et al. (2013) who
reported finding that the effect of EE on technology adoption intention was stronger for
male faculty members. This is presumed to be caused by cultural differences in that most
prior research was conducted in western countries while the current study is in a Chinese
context. As indicated by the t-test results in Section 5.1.4.1, and interviewees’ comments,
women academics in China express more interest and greater confidence in technologies
(Gao, 2012; Zhe, 2016). The female academics demonstrated less anxiety about, and
difficulty in, adopting mobile technologies and reported they were less likely to be
constrained by the complexity of an innovative approach. Another explanation for a
difference in perceived EE is the imbalance of participants due to the convenience
sampling technique used to recruit participants, resulting in more females than males.
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Younger academics in this study reflected a stronger effect of EE in their acceptance of
mobile technologies, due, probably, to younger academics undertake more teaching
Chinese higher education than older academics. The interviewees, stated that, in the
process of curriculum design, they tended to use technological tools that require less effort
because they have less spare time and mobile technology integration is not compulsory.
Academics with more teaching experience are strongly affected by EE; the descriptive
information in Section 4.2.3 showed a tendency for older people with generally more
teaching experience, had difficulty processing complicated technologies (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). Thus it appears that older, and generally more experienced, academics’ intentions
of mobile technologies utilisation are influenced by the complexity and ease of their use.
The above arguments provide insights for faculty leaders into promoting mobile
learning among academics. As these findings identify particular groups who are likely to
resist employing mobile technologies in their instruction, faculties can design focused
solutions for coping with these issues.
8.3.3 Hedonic Motivation (HM)
Hedonic Motivation is described as the level to which an individual feels entertainment
or pleasure when using the new technologies. Hedonic Motivation has the similar meaning
as perceived enjoyment and playfulness theorised in a prior study (Thong, Hong, & Tam,
2006). In this study, HM refers to the fun, joy, entertainment and pleasure academics
gained when using mobile technologies during curriculum design and course instruction.
It also can extend to the meaning of how academics make lectures enjoyable to engage all
the students.
In the current study, HM had a positive effect on both academics’ intention and use of
mobile technologies, and the predictive power was much stronger for usage than
behavioural intention. The results generated from interviews support the findings analysed
from quantitative data. Some interviewees stated that joy, pleasure, fun and excitement
derived from using mobile technologies would be influential factors in their adoption of
mobile technologies in instructional practices for teaching and learning. Additionally, in
response to the questions on attitudes towards adopting mobile technologies into the
classroom, many respondents expressed a desire to introduce new technologies into
traditional instruction to transform obsolete and dull teaching and learning methods, to
make the lectures engaging, interactive and entertaining.
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A number of studies confirm that HM is an influential factor in predicting pre-service
or in-service teachers’ intention of adoption diverse technologies (Lee et al., 2015; Mtebe
et al., 2016; Raman & Don, 2013). The finding from this study, however, is unique in that
hedonic motivation revealed a significant prediction of both academics’ intentions and
actual usage of mobile technologies. Previous studies, theoretically underpinned by the
UTAUT2 model, found only relationships with users’ intentions (Farooq et al., 2017; Goh
et al., 2016; Lewis et al., 2013; Raman & Don, 2013; Yang, 2013).
UTAUT2 has demonstrated that, in the consumer context, as experience increases the
attraction of the innovativeness that contributes to the effect of HM on technology use
may decrease. People will use the technology for more practical purposes leading to a less
critical role of HM in technology adoption. In the case of the current study, the mixed
findings negated the hypothesis that HM would be weakened with experience. All
academics who had many years of experience still expressed the view that mobile
technology use would be pleasurable and enjoyable.
The inconsistency between this study and previous studies may be explained by the
research context and stakeholders involved. The current study was carried out in the higher
education institutes, whereas academics and students are two elements that can not be
overlooked in the classroom environment (Pan, 2014). According to the interview findings,
students are one of the determinants of academics’ adoption of mobile technologies for
teaching and learning. Pleasure and stimulation can be direct influences on academics’
adoption of mobile technologies because emotional factors can lead to either
encouragement of, or resistance to, behavioural intentions (Xu, Lin, & Chan, 2012).
Moreover, students might be greatly motivated when the lecture becomes interesting and
pleasant (Goh et al., 2016).
Another possible reason is that, in a formal learning environment, academics can deliver
entertaining and enjoyable lectures through using innovative technologies to enhance
classroom interactions and student engagement (Lewis et al., 2013; Nair et al., 2015). As
argued before, the ultimate goal of higher education teaching is to increase students’
learning outcomes and, if academics are aware of educational benefits of hedonic
attributes of mobile technologies, the possibility of utilisation may increase.
Findings of this study suggested that different users are intrinsically motivated by the
new technology. As they perceive using new technology is fun and entertaining it is more
likely to be adopted and used. It is important that teachers perceive technology use can be
pleasing and enjoyable, and that they take students’ motivation into consideration when
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designing a technology-driven curriculum (Spector & Seung, 2018). Mobile learning tools
or platforms, therefore, should be easy, fast and user-friendly to help students achieve
greater HM. The design of instruction or lectures should be entertaining and fun involving
various multi-media resources.
It is suggested that academics should integrate some hedonic elements in their
curriculum design and pedagogical methods to reduce monotony to appeal to students’
playful characteristics to enhance the quality of the content further and increase motivation
(El-Masri & Tarhini, 2017; Lee et al., 2015; Mtebe et al., 2016). If students enjoy
participating in classroom activities, they are easily involved and engaged in the classroom.
Therefore, it is understandable that academics maintain this hedonic motivation in a more
practical context to pursue efficacy and effectiveness: to feel the fun and to stimulate
students’ hedonic motivation.
8.3.4 Habit (HT)
Habit has been conceptualised as the level to which an individual inclines to undergo
behavioural performance automatically for learning, and HT has been defined in two ways,
namely the prior behavioural experience and the level of automaticity (Venkatesh et al.,
2012). Some researchers also made a comparison between habit and experience, indicating
that “experience is necessary but not sufficient condition” to form a habit, and experience
can form different levels of habit depending on “the extent of interaction and familiarity”
developed through using a target technology (Venkatesh et al., 2012, p. 161).
In the present study, habit referred to both the prior experience and the existing situation
of mobile technology use. Either of these behaviours will influence future mobile
technology adoption. In the quantitative findings, HT was found as the strongest predictor
of academics’ behavioural intentions and use of mobile technologies. It exceeded the
effects of PE that were verified as the most potent influential factor towards behavioural
intention in the majority of studies (Dwivedi et al., 2017; Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2016;
Williams et al., 2015). Survey and interview results both indicated that many academics
believed HT was an influential factor in their acceptance and use of mobile technologies.
Specifically, academics accustomed to using mobile technologies were more likely to
have a higher implementation intention and a greater possibility of actual use of mobile
technologies in their teaching practice.
Several studies (Alshare, El-Masri, & Lane, 2015; Göğüş et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013)
omitted the construct of HT due to its irrelevance to an entirely new target technology or
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tool used or replaced it with experience or previous experience that they argue is akin to
HT. According to Davis and Venkatesh (2004) and Venkatesh et al. (2012), the habit has
been recognised as a determinant of using technology together with intention. HT is not
frequently emphasised, however, although a small body of literature has directly
confirmed its role in information technology research (Alalwan, Dwivedi, Rana, Lal, &
Williams, 2015; Alwahaishi & Snásel, 2013; Gaitán & Peral, 2015). Most of the relevant
literature within an educational context with a focus on HT from students’ or learners’
perspectives (El-Masri & Tarhini, 2017; Goh et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2015; Lee, Hsiao,
& Purnomo, 2014), unanimously has suggested that HT would greatly and positively
influence students’ intention to use classroom technology, and be a strong determinant of
actual use of certain technologies. Two studies (Lewis et al., 2013; Mtebe et al., 2016)
investigating faculties’ or teachers’ intentions to use technologies had consistent findings
with the current study, suggesting that HT is a strong influence on teachers’ acceptance
and use of technologies.
In the mobile context, Venkatesh et al. (2012, 2016) conceptualised HT as a perceptual
construct, a reflection of prior experiences as well as a kind of automatic behaviour,
resulting in long, continuous, frequent and intensive use of the target technology.
Additionally, experience (HT) had a moderating effect on users’ intentions of technology
acceptance, suggesting that more experience of using one technology would make EE, SI
and FC more significant or less influential. The predictions of EE and SI on academics’
acceptance and use of mobile technologies might be weakened by the co-existence of HT,
resulting in being insignificant. The academics participating in the interviews also stated
that people are intending to adopt what they have been getting accustomed to using, and
the previous experience is transferable to other fields. Mobile technologies are prevailing
in China, and the ideas of using mobile tools penetrate anywhere of the society. Therefore,
academics experience and habit of using mobile technologies in daily life stimulate their
adoption and continuous usage of mobile technologies for educational purposes.
Findings from this study suggest that universities or faculties should issue rules and
regulations that to ensure the continuous implementation of mobile technologies by
faculty members to develop and reinforce a habit of using mobile technologies during the
teaching and learning. Once academics develop this habit, the adoption of mobile
technologies will be enhanced and intensified automatically (Escobar-Rodrí
guez,
Carvajal-Trujillo, & Monge-Lozano, 2014; Nair et al., 2015). Previous experience of
using technologies also should be emphasised as a reference to increase academics
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confidence, reduce anxieties and change their attitudes toward mobile learning.
Awareness of previous experience reduces the effort required for curriculum design and
pedagogical practice.
8.3.5 Self-efficacy (SE)
Self-efficacy is defined as the self-belief that an individual is capable of performing in
a certain manner whilst using a target technology to obtain certain goals for completing a
particular job or task (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Using a Social Cognitive Theory
perspective, SE was found to play a significant role in shaping users’ feelings and
behaviours, and users with high self-efficacy used technology more, gained more
entertainment from their usage, and suffered less anxiety (Compeau & Higgins, 1995).
However, the UTAUT and UTAUT2 did not conceptualise self-efficacy as a direct
construct as previous research has modelled SE as an indirect determinant of intention
mediated by perceived ease of use (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Consistent with the latest
theoretical model, the current study did not include SE in the quantitative survey initially,
but the influential factor arose in the follow-up interviews. A large number of participants
in the interview suggested that self-efficacy was a direct determinant of mobile technology
use in their teaching practice. Although the original UTAUT and UTAUT2 excluded SE
as a construct in the modelling process, it appeared in many previous studies to be the
most frequently used external variable that affected users’ PE, EE, SI, FC, BI or USE
towards target technology (Celik & Yesilyurt, 2013; Williams et al., 2015).
Further research has confirmed and justified the effects of SE on technology user
intention or actual usage (Buchanan et al., 2013; Hauptman, 2015; Wong, Hamzah, Goh,
& Yeop, 2016). Self-efficacy has been constructed as an indirect determinant of intention
in TAM3 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) which was mediated by perceived ease of use and
renamed as EE in UTAUT. This is contrary to the initial findings in SCT, which verified
that SE appeared to be an influential factor for intention (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). This
inconsistency resulted from the occurrence of perceived ease of use or EE in the same
model, as justified by the empirical findings (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The complex
situation concerning SE might have occurred for several reasons: a plausible reason for
this inconsistency is the overlap of SE with other constructs, such as PE, EE, or its ease
of use. SE is about individuals’ belief in their ability or resourcefulness to use technologies
to accomplish a task. Although SE is not essential in collaborating mobile technologies,
academics in this study with greater SE perceived mobile technologies to be easier to use.
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Also, as an individual’s perceptions of his or her ability to use mobile technologies
increase, task performance also increases (Brown, Dennis, & Venkatesh, 2010). Another
explanation may be the research setting; SE has been reported to have a range of effects
on the effort-oriented constructs in educational research. Many earlier studies that found
SE had a close and predictive relationship between PE and EE or perceived ease of use
(Al-Gahtani, 2016; Lin et al., 2013). The expectation in teaching and learning is the
outcome that action will produce when performing the tasks in which high self-efficacy
may increase the confidence to behave more effectively (Wong et al., 2016). A third
possible reason for this relies on the limitations of the research models constructed by
some researchers. Many studies adapted UTAUT and UTATU2 by combining the SE as
a new mechanism to assess the relationships with existing model constructs or
relationships with behavioural intention as well as usage (Attuquayefio & Addo, 2014;
Dwivedi et al., 2017; Venkatesh et al., 2016). Various models’ hypotheses lead to complex
findings of how SE affects other affecting factors rather than users’ intention and use of
technologies.
In this study SE appeared to have a positive impact on the outcome expectations, effort
expectancy, intention and usage of mobile technologies. It is suggested that the effects of
SE on other determinants, as well as intention and use, should be investigated in the future
exploration of academics’ adoption of mobile technologies. Academics are encouraged to
build their self-efficacy when implementing mobile technologies as part of a broader
evaluation of their overall technology competency through attending professional
development and training. Academics with greater familiarity with mobile technologies
should help their less competent colleagues to build confidence in designing mobile
learning strategies.
8.3.6 Attitude (AT)
Attitude is defined as one’s positive or negative perception of performing behaviour
using a target technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Although UTAUT and UTAUT2
excluded AT as a construct, it was employed by other technology acceptance models,
which claim that AT fully mediated the relationships between beliefs (perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use) and intentions, or had significant effects on
behavioural intention and utilisation.
In the present study, AT refers to academics’ overall affective reaction to using mobile
technologies for teaching and learning purposes, both positive and negative responses.
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Attitude was not assessed quantitatively but a small number of participants in the
interviews perceived AT as influential in their intentions towards mobile technology
adoption. Two-thirds (n=12) of the interviewees expressed very positive attitudes to
mobile technology implementation in teaching practice and acknowledged the advantages
and affordances mobile tools provided. The remainder of the interview participants held a
more conservative attitude that mobile technologies were a “double-edged sword” that
brought benefits as well as problems in teaching and learning.
According to Williams et al. (2015), AT is another frequently used external variable in
examining users’ acceptance and use of a target technology. A number of empirical studies,
in different settings, have advocated AT to be considered as a mediated construct along
with perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, PE, EE, FC and SI (Alshare & Lane,
2011; Guo & Liu, 2013; Kim, Suh, Lee, & Choi, 2010; Koh, Prybutok, Ryan, & Wu, 2010;
Rana, Dwivedi, Lal, Williams, & Clement, 2017). It has been argued that effective use of
technology largely relies on user attitude, participation and satisfaction (Lin & Shao, 2000;
Wang & Wang, 2009). Similarly, in the classroom environment, successfully including
educational technologies in pedagogy depends largely on the attitudes and acceptance of
the educator designing and presenting the lecture (Wong, Russo, & McDowall, 2013).
The current study is consistent with a number of studies in the interview finding that, in
an educational context, AT is an influential factor on teachers’ or instructors’ behavioural
intentions and a determinant of use (Dulle & Minishi-Majanja, 2011; Gumusoglu & Akay,
2017; Lwoga & Komba, 2015; Šumak & Šorgo, 2016).
A possible explanation for the direct, indirect and mediated effect of AT on other
constructs in technology acceptance and use models could be the concurrence of AT, EE
and PE. As claimed by Venkatesh et al. (2003), attitudinal constructs have a significant
effect on intention only when constructs related to PE and EE are excluded in the model.
It is suggested that affective reactions may operate through effort-oriented constructs,
because an individual’s attitude may be affected by the degree to which the technology
may be easy to use, and the degree to which the technology may prove to be useful. This
is supported by Lwoga and Komba’s study (2015) which found there was a direct
relationship between attitude and intention with the omission of PE and EE, while a
mediated effect of attitude on EE and PE on intention was found in Šumak and Šorgo’s
study (2016). Additionally, facilitating conditions such as technical support and training
programmes may contribute to users forming positive attitudes towards technology,
whereas an individual’s attitude toward a behaviour and the surrounding SI affects their
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behavioural intention through stories and experience (Dwivedi et al., 2017; Lewis et al.,
2013; Teo & Noyes, 2014). If FC or SI are inadequate, users may exhibit negative attitudes
to new technology while, if sufficient resources are accessible, they will be more likely to
project a positive attitude (Venkatesh, Thong, Chan, Hu, & Brown, 2011).
Based on the findings of this study, it is recommended that academics’ attitudes towards
mobile technologies should be considered because they play a role in either directly
influencing the intention of usage or mediating the effects of performance and effort
expectancy on mobile technology adoption. Accordingly, researchers or educational
technology facilitators should advise academics that mobile learning has inevitable
disadvantages and challenges for adoption in practice, but these shortcomings should not
detract from benefits and pedagogical affordances (Li, 2017; Wang, 2015). Although
mobile technology integration is not mandatory, currently, in Chinese higher education, it
provides opportunities for teaching and learning. Academics should be encouraged to
assist less competent and confident academics to build confidence in using mobile
pedagogies, w academics with more conservative attitudes towards mobile technologies
should be encouraged to review their attitudes so that their negative attitudes do not
negatively influence students.
8.3.7 Moderators
In UTAUT, four moderation mechanisms were conceptualised and hypothesised to
moderate the effect of four constructs PE, EE, SI and FC on intentions to use, and usage,
behaviour; these mechanisms are gender, age, experience and voluntariness of use
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). The UTAUT2 model introduced three new constructs HM, PV,
and HT, but voluntariness was excluded as a moderator (Venkatesh et al., 2012), leaving
the rest three intact.
In the current study, gender and age were retained as two moderators, while teaching
experience and discipline were introduced as new moderation variables (See Table 8.1).
It appears that gender moderated the effects of EE and SI on academics’ intention of
mobile technology acceptance, as well as demonstrating moderation effects on the
relationships between PE, HT and usage behaviour. Age was found to moderate the effects
of EE, FC and HT on intention, and PE on the usage of mobile technologies. According
to the findings, teaching experience moderated the effects of EE, SI, FC and HT on
intention, and HT and BI on actual use. Finally, discipline appeared to have a moderation
effect on the relationship between EE, SI and academics’ use of mobile technologies in
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teaching practice. These moderating effects and influential factors are discussed in the
above sections and are summarised here in Table 8.1
Table 8.1 A Summary of Moderating Effects of UTAUT2 Survey
Dependent Variables

Independent Variables

Moderator

BI

EE

GDR, AGE, EXP

BI

SI

GDR, EXP

BI

FC

AGE, EXP

BI

HT

AGE, EXP

USE

PE

GDR, AGE

USE

EE

DSP

USE

SI

DSP

USE

HT

GDR, EXP

USE

BI

EXP

Note. PE=Performance Expectancy, EE=Effort Expectancy, SI=Social Influence, FC=Facilitating Conditions,
HM=Hedonic Motivation, PV=Price Value, HT=Habit, BI=Behavioral Intention, USE=Use Behaviour, AGE=age,
GDR=gender, EXP=teaching experience, and DSP=discipline

Although there are a wide range of demographics represented in the studies
investigating teachers’ adoption of technologies (Im, Hong, & Kang, 2011a; Park, Lee, &
Yi, 2011), there has been little attention paid to moderators in an educational context. This
may be because of the similarity of participants’ characteristics, the assimilation of other
constructs, or the applicability of moderators to all research contexts (El-Masri & Tarhini,
2017). Age and gender are two moderators that have been widely examined by researchers
(Dulle & Minishi-Majanja, 2011; Šumak & Šorgo, 2016; Teo & Noyes, 2014; Wang et
al., 2010; Wong, Rosma, Goh, & Mohd Khairezan, 2013), however, the moderating
effects on main constructs and intention or use of target technology varied greatly.
In this study, it is evident that the moderation effects of gender and age were partially
in accord with the UTAUT2 model, indicating that age and gender play a similar role in
users’ acceptance and use of technology across settings. Teaching experience and
disciplines were conceptualised in this study as two moderators of academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies. Evidence showed that both moderated the effect of most of the
influential factors on academics’ intention and actual usage of mobile technologies.
As the current study was carried out in Chinese higher education institutes and all
participants were academic faculty members with different teaching experience across
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different disciplines, the particular setting and participants may account for some
inconsistencies with other studies. A teacher with experience in teaching in one context
may have different perceptions about mobile technologies than teachers in other contexts.
Interview findings suggested that subject matter and pedagogy were seen as influential
factors or determinants of academics’ use of mobile technologies in their teaching practice.
Thus, technically different teaching experience resulted in a different level of content and
pedagogical knowledge, and different perceptions.
As the aim of this study was to investigate the general situation of mobile technology
adoption, academic faculty members were recruited from different faculties within various
disciplines. In contrast to many prior studies whose participants possessed the same or
similar background, discipline for the current study was the most significant variation
among participants apart from gender and age. Therefore, moderator conceptualisation,
which is context-oriented, may not be widely applicable to all research, and hence it may
run the danger of being not relevant in other settings (Dwivedi et al., 2017).
Findings from this study suggest that the faculty authorities should consider individual
differences when establishing guidelines for mobile learning. Resistance to the adoption
of mobile technologies by academics is common. If faculties want to encourage mobile
learning for educational purposes, they should focus on groups whose resistance might be
due to age or teaching experience. University educational technology facilitators should
be aware of disciplinary differences when developing policies and introducing learning
resources or tools. As identified in the current study, the adoption of mobile technologies
varied across disciplines. In future research it is recommended, therefore, that individual
attributes, such as educational qualifications, are explored to investigate whether mobile
technology acceptance and use are affected by other factors.
8.3.8 Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK)
Technological pedagogical content knowledge refers to a conceptual model describing
three basic (TK, PK, CK) and four compound knowledge domains (TPK, TCK, PCK,
TPACK) needed by instructors for productive and successful technology integration with
the subject matter and instructional strategies (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). In the current
study, TK refers to mobile technologies and the use of mobile devices; CK refers to
academics’ professional knowledge in their own teaching discipline/area (e.g. Language
Arts, Engineering or Business & Management); and PK refers to instructional strategies
used in instructional practice. The compound knowledge domains PCK refers to
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academics’ general pedagogical knowledge and experiences in teaching and learning in
their specific area. TPK refers to the knowledge of how to use mobile technologies to
support their pedagogical approach; TCK refers to the knowledge of how to use mobile
technologies with the teaching content; and TPACK refers to the knowledge of how to
integrate mobile technologies into teaching practice. TPACK, in the present study,
provided a conceptual framework to assess the extent to which these knowledge bases
have been applied to higher education academic faculties’ curriculum design and
pedagogical instruction (Chai, Koh, et al., 2013; Voogt et al., 2013).
8.3.8.1 Influential factors of mobile technology acceptance and use
In this study, academics’ technological knowledge or competencies were not assessed
quantitatively to determine the effect on the acceptance and use of mobile technologies.
However, technological knowledge or competencies were referred to many times by
different interviewees.
Technological competence and support were emphasised by a large number of
interview participants as either enablers or barriers of mobile technology adoption. They
stated that, if they were capable of using the target mobile technologies and were able to
seek assistance easily when encountering technical problems, they would attempt using
them in teaching and learning practice. Moreover, all the interviewed academics asserted
that, to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of classroom learning, the content of the
lesson would be one determinant of their use of mobile technologies as the content or
subject usually affect their intentions and use of technology tools. Thus, it can be
concluded that academics’ technological pedagogical content knowledge is an influential
factor in higher education academic faculties’ adoption of mobile technologies. In contrast
to current findings, there is no evidence, in previous literature in the field, of content and
pedagogical knowledge being examined or even considered as determinants of teachers’
or instructors’ acceptance and use of technology in an educational context. Two possible
explanations for a lack of consideration are suggested as follows.
The conceptualisation of UTAUT and UTAUT2 which set EE and FC as constructs that
affect users’ acceptance and use of target technology, with the definition of EE and FC in
an educational setting indicating that the specific elements contained in the two constructs
overlap partially with technological pedagogical content knowledge. This was confirmed
with interview findings in this study. Interviewees’ responses also supported the evidence
from previous studies that teachers or instructors with high technological competencies
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have strong EE and that technological-related resources may increase the possibility of
using target technology (Farooq et al., 2017; Kocaleva, Stojanovic, & Zdravev, 2015;
Wang et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2015). Therefore, technological pedagogical content
knowledge was not referred as an independent mechanism but separated into the existing
ones identifying their attributes or characteristics.
Another possible explanation is differences in the research aims and methods. Most
previous research concerning technology acceptance from teachers’ perspective mainly
focused on the influence of conceptualised factors on the technology use intentions in a
quantitative way; few studies considered the technology-integrated classroom practice indepth with qualitative methodology (Dwivedi et al., 2017; Venkatesh et al., 2016;
Williams et al., 2015). The focus, previously, was on perceptual, social and attitudinal
factors rather than teaching and learning practice factors were considered when exploring
teachers’ technology acceptance (Drent & Meelissen, 2008).
As the current study employed a mixed-methods approach including both crosssectional survey as well as an in-depth semi-structured interview, the findings may provide
more insights for in-service academics, faculty leaders, and the future researcher in the
field of mobile technology adoption.
8.3.8.2 Demographic variation in TPACK
The amount of technology integrated into instruction relies on five demographic or
individual variables: gender, teaching experience, technology anxiety, technology
availability and age (Kotrlik & Redmann, 2009), which were examined in TPACK
research in previous studies (Jang & Tsai, 2012; Koh, Chai, Hong, & Tsai, 2015; Liang,
Chai, Koh, Yang, & Tsai, 2013; Rienties et al., 2013).
Analysis of the quantitative survey findings, reported in Section 5.2.1.1, indicated
significant differences between male and female academics’ self-reported levels in all
seven knowledge bases (TK, PK, CK, PCK, TPK, TCK, and TPACK); only the TPACK
levels differences were not significant. Findings from the current study support the idea
that males generally have higher levels of competencies to females with technology usage.
However, these findings are in contrast with most previous studies which found nonsignificant differences between male and female participants’ knowledge bases (Jang &
Chang, 2016; Koh, Chai, Hong, et al., 2015; Saltan, 2017; Wu, Hu, Gu, & Lim, 2016).
One reason for this might be the increase in females’ technological competence over time;
especially as some digital natives have been performing their roles in various industries.
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However, as reported by the interviewee academics, minimal professional development
for mobile learning was provided by the faculties or universities. So, it is difficult for them
to improve sufficient mobile technological competency for curriculum design and
pedagogical practice. A possible explanation for this inconsistency might lie in the
relatively small sample size, and the disproportionate numbers of male and female
participants. If the number of participants in a quantitative study is relatively small, the
accuracy of the results may be unreliable (Chai et al., 2016; Creswell, 2015).
Age has been acknowledged as another critical variable that influences teacher’s
technology integration in instruction practice (Alqurashi, Gokbel, & Carbonara, 2017).
The quantitative data indicated that all technology-integrated knowledge bases (TK, TPK
and TCK) were inversely proportional to age, and that non-technology integrated
knowledge bases were proportional to age. It appears that older academics generally
possessed more CK, PK and PCK than younger ones. In contrast, younger academics were
found to self-report more technology-related knowledge, such as TK, TCK, TPK and
TPACK. These findings accorded with interviewees’ statements indicating that younger
academics are more confident in their TK while older participants are more experienced
in CK and PK. Even so, only TK appeared to be significantly different across age groups,
which confirms the argument that the younger teachers are more technology literate
(Kahveci, Sahin, & Genc, 2011). These findings support studies in this area which argue
that senior teachers display a some technology integration resistance (Liang et al., 2013),
and that older adults may be disadvantaged in increasing technology-based competency
compared with middle-aged and younger adults (Chu, 2010). It appears that teachers’ age
is inversely related to their computer proficiency (Inan & Lowther, 2010; Jang & Chang,
2016).
Academics with one year’s teaching experience had the highest scores across the seven
knowledge bases, and academics with more than 15 years’ teaching experience had the
second highest CK, PK and PCK level but with the least technology-related knowledge.
These results corroborate previous findings that experienced teachers generally show
higher PCK, and that greater CK and PK may be achieved through more years’ teaching
(Ho et al., 2013; Jang & Chang, 2016). An increase in teaching experience was related to
an increase in PCK, TPK and TCK.
An explanation for this finding may be that technology integration was a type of
pedagogical practice, and that PK has been claimed as having one of the largest impacts
on PK-related knowledge domains and to be foundational for TPACK development (Chai
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et al., 2010). Inexperienced or junior academics with lower levels of pedagogical skills
find it difficult to combine CK, PK and PK successfully, even though they have relatively
high TK. It is also possible that relatively inexperienced academics can not distinguish
between the constructs, especially PK and PCK, while experienced or senior academics
with more pedagogical experience benefit more from technology-integrated training and
professional development to enhance their technology integration competence. Pierson
(2001) also reported that if experienced teachers obtained comfort and familiarity with
using technology tools, they would start to make linkages with content and pedagogy.
Similarly, Koehler et al. (2007) claimed that teachers need to develop TK and PK first,
and then they can be provided with design experiences useful for TPACK development
Disciplinary differences are influential in the selection of teaching approaches using
technology (Vickrey, 2018; Yeh et al., 2014). Participants from Science & Engineering
Faculties had the highest mean scores for all seven knowledge bases, while participants
from Languages Faculties scored the highest in each category except for TK. Business &
Management academics achieved the lowest scores fort CK, PK, PCK, TPK, TCK and
TPACK. Moreover, the three disciplines had significant differences in technology-related
knowledge bases, namely, TK, TPK and TCK. This result is consistent with previous
studies which have reported significant differences between the disciplinary groups (Yeh
et al., 2014). The data also indicated that science and engineering teachers’ perception of
TK was greater than that of humanities and social sciences teachers, as Wu et al.’s argued
(2016).
Disciplinary differences might be explained by the contextual elements of TPACK
(Chai, Chin, Koh, & Tan, 2013b; Harris & Hofer, 2011). Different disciplines have
subjects with a diversity of learning content. Academics, therefore, need to design diverse
learning activities to accomplish their teaching goals. These factors contextualise and
situate teacher knowledge of teaching subject-specific contents with topic-specific
strategies by using target technologies that maximally facilitate teaching and support
students with a diversity of learning preferences and needs. Another assumption about
science and engineering academics’ is that their higher technological-related knowledge
bases is because of the discipline similarity, and the relevance of technology. Information
technology, engineering, and science are classified into the same area, which probably
enhances academics’ acceptance of mobile technologies, and more capability in using
technology, in teaching practice. However, technology is less relevant to languages, and
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management or business study. With less experience working with technologies and it is
more difficult to learn or operate new technologies.
8.3.8.3 Profile of academics’ TPACK
Results obtained through the quantitative survey indicated that the academics were
positive about all their knowledge bases with mean scores above midpoint, ranging from
2.57 to 3.20 out of 4. The non-technological knowledge bases, such as CK, PK and PCK
were rated higher than technology-related bases, namely TK, TCK, TPK and TPACK (See
Section 5.2.1.1). This suggests that academics were confident with their TPACK level,
and generally perceived that their expertise in professional knowledge was higher than
their current technological knowledge. These findings were further supported by
academics’ responses in the follow-up interviews; 90% of interviewees, indicated they
possessed an intermediate level or above of technological competence in choosing, testing,
evaluating and applying mobile technologies for curriculum design and pedagogical
practice.
One unanticipated finding was that all interviewed academics expressed sufficient TK,
CK and PK, but only a minority of participants were confident that their comprehension
of the compound knowledge bases was adequate fully implement address mobile
technologies in practice. The results from structural equation modelling (See Figure 8.4)
indicated that academics’ TK, CK and PK did not predict TPACK, and was only
significantly affected by the compound knowledge bases PCK, TCK and TPK. It was also
found that TK and CK demonstrated a strong prediction of TCK, and TK and PK displayed
a significant effect on TPK. However, all three bases provided relatively weak predictive
power to a TPK-driven model as well as a TCK-driven model.

Technological
Knowledge

Technological
Pedagogical Knowledge

Pedagogical
Knowledge

Technological Content
Knowledge

Content
Knowledge

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge

Technological
Pedagogical Content
Knowledge

Figure 8.4 A summary of the relationships among seven bases in TPACK in this study.
The solid arrow and dotted arrow represent prediction and no-prediction respectively.
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A number of studies have been undertaken to quantitatively validate the construct
validity of all TPACK components, but few have focused on the contribution of an
individual’s knowledge base to the development of TPACK as a whole body of knowledge
(Angeli et al., 2016). The findings from this study are inconsistent with several previous
studies which found that TK, CK and PK were significant predictors of teachers’ TPACK,
PK frequently had the most substantial effect (Chai et al., 2011; Koh et al., 2013).
A likely explanation for this inconsistency is that the research participants, in these
studies, were pre-service teachers who may have had relatively less content knowledge
and less classroom experience than the academics in the current study who have developed
adequate CK and PK through teaching. It appears that inexperienced pre-service teachers
thought CK and PK influenced their TPACK (Niess et al., 2006; Yeh et al., 2014).
Similarly, Dong et al. (2015), comparing the profiles and interactions of pre-service and
in-service teachers’ TPACK in a Chinese context, concluded that TK, PK and CK directly
or indirectly affected pre-service teachers’ TPACK, although they did not influence inservice teachers’ TPACK.
An alternative explanation for this is the transformative view of TPACK. A number of
empirical studies have revealed that development of the related knowledge bases of
TPACK without specific instructions, aimed at the enhancement of whole TPACK, did
not automatically result in TPACK growth (Angeli & Valanides, 2005; Angeli et al., 2016).
This transformative view has been challenged by researchers with an integrative view who
believe that TPACK is an integration of separate knowledge bases that interact and take
place intuitively in teaching and learning practice, but that teachers still lack the capability
and knowledge to conduct technology-driven instruction effectively and competently
(Chai et al., 2010; Niess, 2005).
The results in the present study support the transformative view that academics’ mobile
TPACK is a distinctive and exceptional body of knowledge contributed to by their TPK,
TCK and PCK. Responses from academics participating in the interviews indicated that
although they have received some ICT training and attended some programmes or online
courses introducing educational technology, they were not confident enough to adopt
mobile technologies in their curriculum design and pedagogical practice. The SEM results
appear to support the view that single knowledge bases, such as TK, PK and CK, have no
marked effect on teachers’ whole body of TPACK knowledge because it is transformative
rather than integrative. The failure to adequately facilitate teachers to teach with
technology may be attributed to the way professional development workshops are
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conducted. It has been argued that the facilitation of teachers’ TPACK is fragmented with
content and pedagogy separated from technology development (Angeli et al., 2016; Harris
& Hofer, 2017; Koh et al., 2017).
In summary, TPACK as a factor affecting mobile technology adoption is unique in the
educational context. Although this factor somewhat overlaps with other factors such as
EE, FC, or SE, it emphasises the interactions among academics’ mobile technological
knowledge, subject matter, and instructional strategies. Moreover, as indicated by the
findings of the structural model, academics’ TK, PK, and CK had no prediction of TPACK.
It suggested that these separate bodies of knowledge do not come together spontaneously
as TPACK during teaching. Hence, successful mobile technology integration requires
academics to have a good understanding of the complex relationships among knowledge
domains. Academics should know how to select mobile tools to fit subject content (TCK)
or to design instructional activities (TPK), and then present specific content with particular
activities using mobile technologies. Academics from different disciplines are
recommended to choose mobile tools that suit their subjects rather than general ones as
findings from the current study demonstrated that TPACK was discipline-specific and that
academics in different faculties possess a range of technology-related knowledge.
These findings also provide insights for educational facilitators. Due to the complex
interactions among different knowledge bodies, facilitators should not merely provide
academics with mobile technological knowledge but assist them with the integrating
knowledge through teaching content and learning activities. Facilitators are recommended
to design systematic professional development workshops to include needs analysis,
mobile technology integrated curriculum design, pedagogical practice rehearsal, and
feedback. During these workshops, as indicated by the individual differences, facilitators
should pay attention to special groups who might demonstrate less knowledge and provide
essential assistance.
In conclusion, all these internal factors directly or indirectly affected academics’
acceptance and use of mobile technologies in classroom instruction. Some of these factors
were related to cognition, and some were related to their knowledge. All these findings
were mainly attributed to their experience of using mobile technologies, the individual
differences, and personal expectation of benefits provided as well as effort demanded by
mobile technology adoption. Moreover, the knowledge levels regarding mobile
technology implementation not only directly affected academics’ mobile technology
adoption but also placed somewhat mediating impact on some other endogenous factors
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(e.g., EE and SE). Therefore, other than the support from external factors, the initial step
for academics is to change the attitude towards mobile learning and the most crucial step
for mobile technology integrated instruction is to enhance their technological pedagogical
content knowledge.
8.4 Authentic mobile technology integrated practice
A number of studies have been designed that use various self-reported methods to
examine teachers’ TPACK development including surveys (Koh, Chai, Hong, et al., 2015;
Liu, Zhang, & Wang, 2015; Tsai, Chai, Hong, & Koh, 2017),; open-ended questionnaires
(Jang & Tsai, 2012; Robertshaw & Gillam, 2010; So & Kim, 2009); and teacher interviews
(Harris et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2010). While self-reported data can shed light on
teachers’ TPACK development significantly, it is still problematic due to problems of
inaccuracy in the recall of prior experience or a lack of evidence of technology in practice
(Kılıçkaya, 2009). In the current study, therefore, performance assessment rubrics, and
observations were employed to triangulate the self-reported data collected through survey
and interview. In the initial stage of lecturer observations, more than ten lecturers
consented to participate in, but several withdrew due to unease during observations. To
some extent, this situation was because these lecturers were not confident enough with
conducting mobile technology driven instructions although they self-reported a good
TPACK level.
Three lecturers were observed to use mobile technologies and tools for educational
purposes in English writing, English language learning and business English readings.
They all selected more than one mobile tool to accomplish the curriculum goals and
undertake small tasks at every stage of the classroom instruction. Various learning
activities, designed to engage students with the integration of mobile technologies, were
also observed.
In this section, based on data elicited using a technology integration assessment rubric,
the knowledge domains in the TPACK model especially TK, TCK, TPK, and TPACK that
appeared in instruction practice are discussed, and the overall practical performance of the
lecturers is further discussed based on SAMR model.
8.4.1 Similarities and differences based on technology integration assessment rubric
Firstly, all three lecturers selected mobile technologies and tools appropriately, most of
which were exemplary for the teaching content. For example: QQ group was used for
organising students, making announcements, sharing materials and conducting discussion;
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word processing applications were chosen to do some text processing activities; and
iMindQ was used to undertake brainstorming, structural analysis and K-W-L Charts
construction. The teaching goals for all subjects were divided into smaller sub-goals in the
form of pre-study, during-study and post-study. Lecturers selected mobile tools flexibly
to match overall goals and sub-goals of learning, resulting in strong or mediate alignments.
From observing lecturers’ classroom performance, TK or CK was often discussed by
participants while TCK was less frequently mentioned; corroborating the survey results
which indicated that they perceived they had a relatively lower level of TCK compared
with other knowledge domains. These findings were consistent with what academics
reported in the surveys and offered in the interviews. TCK in the present study refers to
the knowledge of how mobile technologies can create new demonstrations for subjectspecific content to meet teaching and learning goals. Arguments about TCK among
researchers has long existed with some indicating that TCK is typically one of the domains
with the lowest mean on survey responses (Debbagh & Jones, 2017; Graham, Cox, &
Velasquez, 2009; Richardson, 2009), while others studies reported scant evidence of, or
emphasis on, applying TCK in teaching (Harris & Hofer, 2011; Swan & Hofer, 2011).
Observations of these three lecturers suggested that by using specific mobile technologies
or tools, academics were capable of changing the way students comprehend and respond
to concepts in their courses. This finding, that academics could perceive and be observed
using TCK, contradicts prior research (Graham et al., 2009; Lux, 2010; Niess et al., 2006)
Secondly, as these three courses were closely related to the English language,
instructional strategies should be pedagogically and linguistically appropriately designed
to support language development and curriculum content simultaneously (van Olphen,
Hofer, & Harris, 2012). Lecturers identifying diverse and innovative technologyintegrated instructional strategies within the classrooms should be able to facilitate student
learning engagement (Mo, 2011), with new literacies and emerging technologies
providing lecturers opportunities to re-conceptualise how they teach listening, speaking,
reading, writing, translating, interpreting, thinking and performing. TPK in this study is
defined as the knowledge that academics use a variety of instructional strategies with the
assistance of mobile technologies and using appropriate pedagogical knowledge. TPK,
however, was the knowledge domain least frequently mentioned by participants in
interviews, which is consistent with the survey findings that TPK was perceived as the
weakest knowledge by academics among four compound knowledge domains.
Nonetheless, all three observed lecturers demonstrated great confidence and sufficient
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technological pedagogical knowledge in their classroom instruction. It was clear these
lecturers could select appropriate mobile tools to match their instructional strategies, and
then design corresponding learning activities to achieve teaching and learning objectives.
All their mobile technology integrated learning activities fully utilised the affordances of
mobile technologies in their practice to transform traditional instruction and increase
students’ motivation and engagement as advocated by Dalal et al. (2017).
Thirdly, in the observed lessons, all three lecturers selected mobile technologies for
effective instruction, and capably operated the mobile tools. They all separated their
overall goal and teaching content into small tasks in different instruction phases and chose
different mobile tools or different affordances of the same tool to match teaching content
in specific stages through designing various activities. The three lectures were all trying
to strengthen students’ consciousness that this study was an active process, as proposed
by Hofer & Harris (2015), that they were doing to learn rather than merely writing a piece
of work, reading one text or learning new vocabulary. The students were immersed in
holistic learning content and engaged well in successive and related mobile-driven
learning activities. Overall, three lecturers’ mobile technology adoption in teaching
practice fitted together, or fitted together strongly, within the lesson, indicating that all
three lecturers possess sufficient TPACK. Observations also supported the findings from
the survey that academics’ TPK and TCK greatly predicted their TPACK as the first two
strongest predictors.
Analysing of the three lectures’ mobile technology driven instruction details revealed
differences that originated from the teaching content and curriculum goals. These
apparently influenced the lecturers’ selection of mobile technologies and instructional
design. Yan’s course emphasised the whole of the writing process ranging from
brainstorming to outlining, drafting and editing, then to assessing and publishing, during
which the writing platform and the QQ group were mainly applied. However, Jie’s
instruction focused more on knowledge generation, structural analysis and critical text
analysis, which introduced more external resources and conducted more student-centred
activities by using iMindQ and TeacheMate. Weiwei’s course consisted of various
relatively independent language aspects, such as vocabulary development, language
exploration, language analysis, listening/watching and speaking/performance, leading to
the selection of various mobile applications such as mobile dictionary, word processor,
iMindQ, audio/video recorder, audio/video online sharing sites, and QQ group. These
differences in mobile technology selection and instructional strategies design clearly relate
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to the subject variations. Content knowledge, a determinant for academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies, had a greater influence on TCK, and accordingly, TCK
predominantly influenced TPACK. These differences were also justified in that an
appropriate level of contextualisation is essential since the concurrence of different subject
matters, instructional strategies and tools require differentiation of practical integration
(Angeli et al., 2016; Chai, Koh, et al., 2013).
8.4.2 Overall evaluation of lecturer observation based on the SAMR model
In order to categorise the level of technology integration within the classroom, the
Substitution, Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition (SAMR) model was utilised
(Puentedura, 2015). The SAMR model emphasises technology integration in learning
tasks, from the most straightforward (substitution) to the most complex and innovative
one (redefinition) (Hockly, 2013). This model was employed by the current study to focus
on how academics’ mobile technology driven instructional activities affected teaching,
learning and engagement within the classroom, and to evaluate the degree of mobile
technology integration within the classroom. Specifically, the SAMR model was used to
distinguish lecturers’ instructional practice that focused on the content consumptions
(substitution and augmentation) or focused on creating new learning experience
(modification and redefinition) (Romrell et al., 2014). Teaching and learning is a dynamic
process that may be affected by time, classroom management, student behaviour, or
technical problems (Cavanaugh et al., 2013; Jude et al., 2014; Patton, 2015). Likewise,
academics’ adoption of mobile technologies did not stay consistently at one level even in
one observation but moved forward and backward constantly.
Based on the observations’ findings, Yan’s English writing course and Jie’s business
reading course could be conceptualised as transformations; modification and redefinition
of levels of instruction activities were observed in their pedagogical practice. Both of them
treated their class instruction as an active process, and a continuum. They selected a
specific technological tool which would run through most or all phases of classroom
learning by designing different activities. All these innovative pedagogies created new
learning experiences, encouraged student engagement and productivity, as well as
increasing opportunities to enhance higher levels of critical thinking capabilities. In Yan’s
and Jie’s instruction, the mobile technologies (e.g. writing platform, iMindQ, Wechat
official account) they selected was not only to merely improve the non-technological
instructional strategies but also to redesign a key task that cannot be accomplished without
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the presence of mobile tools. They allowed students to use their own mobile devices to
complete the target task through peer collaboration and communication at any time rather
than traditional face-to-face teamwork. As Romrell et al. (2014) suggested, transformative
learning activities are personalised, situated, and connected.
Both Yan and Jie separated one large task into small ones to lessen complexity, and
then integrated these fragments into one by using specific tools to meet the overall
teaching and learning goals visually. Previously, without the utilisation of mobile
technologies, these activities would have been inconceivable and impossible to complete.
In Yan’s and Jie’s classrooms, student-centred pedagogy was demonstrated well with
most of the students highly motivated; and engaging mobile activities designed, resulting
in satisfying learning productivity and outcomes. Evaluated from a macro view, it was
found that Yan’s and Jie’s mobile technology classroom instruction was likely to be at the
modification, or redefinition, level transforming a traditional classroom to an innovative
one that took full advantage of the potential of mobile learning (Hockly, 2013).
Weiwei’s mobile technology driven instruction was predominately an enhancement,
with some functional improvements that also could be realised using a traditional nondigital delivery. Weiwei selected all kinds of mobile Apps to assist his teaching, such as
QQ group for communication and interaction, mobile dictionaries for vocabulary building,
iMindQ for sentence or structure analysis, and a video streaming App for information
exploration. Most of these were implemented to achieve a relatively isolated single
learning aim through monotonous activities. This may be because the course, “Advanced
English”, consists of many teaching and learning goals that are not easy to connect and
can seem fragmented. Students are required to learn a range of knowledge from
vocabulary to sentence structure, and from text to oral. Although this is a basic adoption
of mobile technologies in curriculum design and pedagogical practice, Weiwei attempted
to use more engaging instructional strategies through designing learning activities to
motivate students’ and encourage them to be more involved in the classroom. For example,
he combined iMindQ for structural analysis and QQ group for product sharing when
instructing the students about text structure analysis. While completing this task, all
students were well engaged collaborating, interacting and communicating with each other.
Hence, from this perspective, Weiwei’s instruction, it could be argued, was at a
transformative level rather than a simple enhancement. It is evident from this example that,
as with any technology, it is the implementation rather than the technology itself that
boosts teaching and learning (Chell & Dowling, 2013; Hockly, 2013).
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As the observations were conducted in the Faculty of Foreign Languages, and all three
lecturers were specialised in language-related subjects, findings from mobile assisted
language learning study may provide some inspiration for language lecturers. Firstly, all
three lecturers chose various mobile tools, while some are content-specific, some are not.
Although general mobile tools have multi-functionality, it is suggested that subjectspecific tools will meet teaching and learning demands optimally; for example, the writing
platform used by Yan is strongly recommended for an English writing class. Secondly,
the three lecturers’ instructional models may provide good examples for other academics’
mobile assisted language teaching. For example, based on the observations the following
is recommended: overall language learning goals should be broken down to help a student
improve a particular skill; lecturers choose tools to match the goal by initiating learning
activities to engage all the students; the most suitable design for instruction should be
developed rather than overloading integration of technologies. Thirdly, these findings also
inspire ways to evaluate mobile technology integrated instructional performance. Simply,
the teaching quality assurance personnel could evaluate the technology, content, pedagogy
separately first, and assess the combination of three elements.
8.5 Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction Framework
In summary, the research aim of the present study was to investigate how mobile
technologies are being used by higher education academics to transform teaching and
learning. The results generated and triangulated from quantitative and qualitative studies
in the current research have been discussed and all the research questions explored
exhaustively through combing the findings of the survey, interview and observation. As
stated in the previous sections, the current study was underpinned by three separate
theoretical frameworks concerning technology acceptance and use, technological
knowledge development and technology integration assessment. None of the three
frameworks was either adequate to inform the investigation or had been developed for
relevance to mobile technologies or higher education contexts. Therefore, it is
understandable that researchers often question the generalisability of these three models
to different settings (Chai et al., 2016; Chai, Koh, et al., 2013; Deng, Chai, So, Qian, &
Chen, 2017; Dwivedi et al., 2017; Venkatesh et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2015).
In the last section of this discussion, therefore, the researcher presents a Mobile
Technology Integrated Instruction Framework (See Figure 8.5) based on the findings of
the current study and accounting for previous research limitations. In this framework, all
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the factors that have been examined and found influential in academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies are included, namely, PE, EE, SI, FC, HM, HT, SE, AT, and TPACK.
To increase the generalisability of this framework, some of these factors are combined to
generate a broader category, and some are renamed according to the specific elements that
refer to an educational setting. To be specific, PE, EE, HM, HT, SE and AT are integrated
as Cognitive Factor (McAran & Manwani, 2016), TPACK re-named as Knowledge
Factors, and SI re-named as Educational Influence Factor, and FC intact. The moderating
effects of age, gender, teaching experience and discipline are merged as personal attributes
to generalise the moderators as suggested by Venkatesh et al. (2016). Finally, one new
factor is added, Instruction Productivity, to represent the effectiveness of mobile
technology integration in practical teaching.
This conceptual framework consists of all the elements that might influence academics’
adoption of mobile technologies that have been explored in the current study. Investigation
of the validation and application of this framework in a range of research contexts are
strongly recommended. This framework also provides insights for different education
stakeholders, such as academics, policymakers and faculty leaders in assisting the creation
of academically sound mobile learning environments within higher education.
Specifically, this framework would inspire academics’ personal development,
suggesting that frontline lecturers need to change or improve their cognition toward
mobile learning. High levels of technological competence and a more positive attitude will
greatly affect performance expectancy, self-efficacy, and effort expectancy. The crucial
step for successfully implementing mobile technologies and increasing instruction
effectiveness is to develop their mobile technological competence. Additionally, the
university and faculty authorities need to consider all these factors in this framework to
understand academics’ real demands and to ensure better integration of emerging mobile
technological advancement in the faculties, such as affordable infrastructure, prompt
technical support, and accessible learning resources. It is also suggested faculties provide
sufficient professional development to assist academics in developing comprehensive
technological competencies. This framework has raised important considerations
concerning mobile learning policies and guidelines. Mobile learning guidance in higher
education may ensure consistent usage of mobile technologies among academics. The
national, provincial, and local education policymakers need to plan how to advance mobile
learning strategically. Subject-specific guidelines also are needed for different educational
stakeholders. Assessment of mobile learning should be established to monitor the
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execution of relevant guidelines to evaluate and ensure the effectiveness and efficacies of
mobile learning policies.

Cognitive Factor
Mobile Technology
Adoption

Knowledge Factor

Educational Influence
Instruction Productivity

Facilitating Conditions
Individual Attributes

Figure 8.5 Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction Framework. Arrows represent
predictive relationships.
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Chapter Nine Conclusions
This chapter presents a summary of the key findings of the study in Section 9.1.
Theoretical and pedagogical implications are discussed in Sections 9.2 and 9.3
respectively. Limitations of this study and recommendations for further research are
discussed Section 9.4.
9.1 Review of this study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the adoption of mobile technologies in
Chinese higher education, with a focus on the academics’ acceptance of mobile
technologies, the readiness of their personal knowledge to implement mobile technologies,
and the strategies they use for authentic classroom integration of mobile technologies. A
mixed-methods approach consisting of two studies was designed to address an
overarching research question, four sub-questions and eight hypotheses using three
theoretical models, UTAUT2, TPACK, and SAMR. These identified factors which
influence academic faculty members adoption of mobile technologies, their TPACK levels,
their perception of mobile technologies and how they integrated mobile technologies into
their teaching practice.
The first study had two phases, a cross-sectional survey phase and a semi-structured
interview phase, aimed to quantitatively and qualitatively answer the first and third
research sub-questions. These sub-questions focused on factors affecting higher education
academics’ acceptance and use of mobile technologies as well as their perceptions about
the adoption of mobile technologies. The second study also utilised a mixed methodology
approach with a survey phase which gathered quantitatitve data and an observation phase
which collected qualitative data. Data from the second phase were interrogated to establish
any interactions and relationships between the technological, pedagogical and content
knowledge, of the higher education academics and to evaluate the effectiveness of the
integration of mobile technologies in the academics’ classroom teaching practices. The
findings from the surveys, interview and observations are presented in Chapter Five,
Chapter Six, and Chapter Seven respectively. A discussion of the finding is reported in
Chapter Eight to provide a deep understanding of the triangulated data.
9.1.1 Factors affecting academics’ adoption of mobile technologies
Based on the quantitative findings, compared with the original conceptualisation of
UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003) and UTAUT2 (Venkatesh et al., 2012), the model
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constructed in the current study produced a substantial improvement in predicting
academics behavioural intention and use of mobile technologies. This predictive power
is also greater than many other studies (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Dwivedi et al., 2017;
Hong et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2013) that have verified these two models in the field of
technology acceptance.
From the first study UTAUT2 identified that academics’ acceptance and use of mobile
technologies in teaching practices were affected by a number of exogenous and
endogenous factors. All these factors were generated from either the survey or the
interview findings. The exogenous factors included social influence, facilitating
conditions, and price value, while the endogenous factors consisted of the performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, hedonic motivation, habit, attitude, self-efficacy, and
technological competency.
A unique finding from this study was that hedonic motivation revealed significant
prediction of both academics’ intentions and use of mobile technologies. This has not been
identified in previous studies theoretically underpinned by UTAUT2 model in which only
relationships with users’ intentions were found (Farooq et al., 2017; Goh et al., 2016;
Lewis et al., 2013; Raman & Don, 2013; Yang, 2013). It is somewhat a contribution to
the UTAUT2 scholarship in the higher education context as in a formal learning
environment, mobile technologies can facilitate academics to deliver entertaining and
enjoyable lectures. Classroom interactions and student engagement can be greatly
enhanced by using innovative mobile learning approaches (Lewis et al., 2013; Nair et al.,
2015). Although facilitating conditions partly consist of technological knowledge, initially
defined in an organisational context and refined in a consumer context, the current study
identified technological competence as one particularly influential factor rather than
embedding in facilitating conditions. Technological competence in teaching includes
content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge as teaching is a complicated process
comprising a diversity of elements (Herrington, Herrington, Mantei, Olney, & Ferry,
2009b; Pan, 2014; Suárez et al., 2018; Tami, 2016).
Interestingly, some factors (attitude and self-efficacy) were removed when the UTAUT
and UTAUT2 models were conceptualised, but were emphasised by academics in this
study’s interviews. This finding with a large number of participants in the context of
higher education validates the inclusion of these factors, and may inspire higher education
stakeholders to consider their responsibilities when constructing learning environment
including mobile technologies (Gu, Yang, Li, & Xia, 2017; Zhan & Chan, 2013).
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There was no evidence, in the previous literature, that academics demonstrated
distinctive variations in adopting mobile technologies for educational purposes. In this
study, however, male and female academics, as well as those of different ages teaching
experience, and disciplines expressed a range of views as to what were influential factors.
Additionally, two newly-conceptualised demographic factors, teaching experience and
discipline, had different relationships with the influential factors and intentions and use of
mobile technologies. Specifically, teaching experience influenced most of the
relationships with academics’ behavioural intentions while discipline affected only their
actual use of mobile technologies, possibly because of the distinctive disciplinary content
and pedagogies in which mobile technologies were embedded. Some factors, for example
effort expectancy and social influence, did not directly affect academics’ intentions or use
of mobile technologies, but when interacting with moderators (age, gender, teaching
experience, and discipline) were significant. These demographic differences appear to
confirm the role they play in academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in teaching
practices.
9.1.2 Academics’ perceptions of mobile technologies and TPACK
Findings from the current study suggest that academics hold positive or partially
positive attitudes toward adopting mobile technologies in their teaching practice. Despite
constraints, they appear to think that mobile technologies provide many possibilities for
pedagogical practices, in that being mobile, flexible, portable, and ubiquitous. Previous
studies have put forward similar arguments (Baran, 2014; Zhang, 2015). These
affordances include learning anywhere anytime, access to learning resources and
processes, and opportunities for classroom interaction and knowledge acquisition.
Therefore, academics can take these features and affordances into consideration and show
more initiatives in exploring the possibilities provided by mobile technologies to build a
mobile learning classroom. Meanwhile, the elements that enable or impede the successful
implementation of mobile technologies also need to be considered by academics and
faculty leaders, such as the technical infrastructure, technical support, technical
functionality, and users’ expectations (Bidin & Ziden, 2013; Elsafi, 2018). These factors
provided fundamental support for successful implementation of mobile technologies in
the higher education classroom, without which, mobile learning may not take place.
Academics expressed positive attitudes towards the current situation and outlook of
mobile learning in their teaching context, but were not confident about their own
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technological competency. While they possessed sufficient technological knowledge, they
were not proficient in integrating it into curriculum design and pedagogical practice.
Analysis of the data also suggested that possessing separate technological knowledge does
not predict a well-established technological competency in instructional practices. Angeli
et al., (2016) argued that this may be because implementation of mobile technologies in
classroom instruction requires transforming technology, content, and pedagogy rather
than expecting spontaneous connections of these three elements. The challenges for
academics’ in adopting mobile technologies may

be the outcome of insufficient

professional development and training, received either informally or provided formally by
universities or faculties. These findings have the potential to provide great insights for the
faculties into academics’ professional development for mobile teaching. Male and female
academics had significant differences in all knowledge domains except TPACK, possibly
because males’ technological competency is considered, generally, higher than females
(Baturay, Gökçearslan, & Şahin, 2017); there also may have been an imbalanced number
of male and female participants (Creswell & Guetterman, 2019). While younger
academics had more technological knowledge, than older academics; older academics had
the greater pedagogical knowledge; technology-related knowledge domains differed
greatly across the disciplines. In this case, the higher education institutions or facilitators
are suggested to give attention to academics with less knowledge in professional training.
Academics need to focus more on their inadequate knowledge through various ways or
construct a teaching and learning community with peers who demonstrate higher levels of
specific knowledge domains.
Through structural equation modelling technological knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge and content knowledge were found not to be predictors of academics’ selfreported TPACK, in contrast with previous studies which had employed the same
approach (Chai, Ng, Li, Hong, & Koh, 2013; Chai, Koh, Ho, & Tsai, 2012; Koh et al.,
2013). This inconsistency may result from differences in the research context, the
technologies investigated, the participants involved (in-service academics and pre-service
teacher), and the transformative nature of TPACK. Professional development should focus,
therefore, on enhancing the competencies for using mobile technologies which are
relevant to the particular subject matter and pedagogies rather than focusing on
technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge separately.
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9.1.3 Academics’ instructional practice with mobile technologies
When investigating individual practices in-depth, all three lecturers selected
demonstrated adequate levels of technological knowledge. The primary and
supplementary tools selected were appropriately, or strongly, aligned with their teaching
content and partially, or optimally, supported the instructional strategies. These were, for
example, QQ group for organising students, iMindQ for conducting mind mapping
activities, WeChat official account for learning management, and various mobile Apps for
specific content design. The academics were observed to operate mobile tools competently
and appropriately for specific teaching goals and learning activities. The data suggested
they had a robust academic background with extensive professional knowledge of
teaching in their field, and had a good understanding of specific subject matter and the
design of learning tasks. The learning activities, designed to integrate mobile technologies,
to complete the diverse teaching tasks, were judged either to be effective or maximally
effective. Generally, the curriculum, instructional strategies and mobile technology were
integrated together strongly within the observed lessons. Although they showed less
confidence in the self-reported TCK and TPK, the three academic participants
demonstrated confidence and sufficient knowledge in their classroom instruction. Thus,
introducing more theoretical knowledge of the TPACK model and how the knowledge
domains interact with each other possibly can increase academics’ comprehension of their
mobile technology integrated curriculum design as well as pedagogical practice.
The three academic participants appeared to integrate mobile technologies in their
curriculum design and pedagogical practices competently. Their integration of mobile
technologies at a particular level, using the SAMR model, was not possible, however, as
each participant’s teaching goals were comprised of separate smaller ones with a broad
range of content. The selections of mobile tools and design of learning activities design
varied greatly. The instructions moved constantly forwards and backwards from the levels
of augmentation to modification, then to the redefinition level. So that the effective mobile
technology integration needs to suit learning content and activities more rather than
overreliance on the technology itself. In summary, it would appear that mobile technology
integrated practices in this study transformed from traditional non-digital to innovative
practice. The curriculum designs and instructional strategies demonstrated by these
academic participants may provide inspiration to other academics who intend to use
mobile technologies in teaching and learning. The results also provide guidance to subject
facilitators, establishing professional development or training workshops, to ensure that
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they incorporate content pertinent to academics’ technological pedagogical content
knowledge.
9.2 Theoretical implications
This study was informed by three theoretical models relevant to the acceptance and use
of technology. The three models, UTAUT, TPACK and SAMR, originating in various
contexts, in being applied in this study, have contributed to the field of mobile learning in
higher education, especially academics’ adoption of mobile technologies.
Firstly, this mixed-methods study extends the UTAUT2 model, created in a consumer
context, to an educational context. This research hypothesised that, even though a model
works well in a specific context such as the original conceptualisation of the UTAUT2, it
may not in other settings with unique organisational, psychological and individual
characteristics. Previous studies have examined the implementation of the UTAUT2
model with the acceptance of specific technologies, but little research appears to have
investigated the acceptance of mobile technologies from the perspective of academics in
higher education in China (Williams et al., 2015). The current study, therefore, in
response to Venkatesh et al’s recommendations (2012), expanded the applicability of the
UTAUT2 model in a new context (higher education), to a new user group (academics)
with a new technology (mobile technologies), thus advancing this theoretical model
(Venkatesh et al., 2016). Moreover, in the final version of the model in the current study,
not only were most of the main relationships from UTAUT2 retained, but new
relationships were also introduced. Specifically, PV was found to exhibit a significant
relationship with neither academics’ behavioural intention nor the use of mobile
technologies, while other factors demonstrated a significant direct (PE, FC, HM and HT)
or indirect (EE and SI) relationships with the intention to use technologies.
Two new demographic factors, namely teaching experience and discipline, were
introduced as moderating variables in the higher education context, and were confirmed
significant moderating effects on most of the relationships between these influential
factors. Apart from the quantitative methods, used in most of the prior research, the current
study used semi-structured interviews, from which some other factors became apparent in
the responses of interviewed academics. It was found that attitude, self-efficacy, and
technological competency affected academics’ intention and use of mobile technologies.
These findings were in contrast to the original UTAUT and UTAUT2 models which
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suggested these factors were non-significant in predicting the acceptance and use of
technologies.
Secondly, a number of studies have developed revised models, such as TPACKPractical (Yeh et al., 2014), ICT-PCK (Porras-Hernández & Salinas-Amescua, 2013), and
UDL-TPACK (Benton-Borghi, 2013), all of which were an extension, or expansion, of
the original TPACK concept in response to different research contexts. The current study
attempted to identify the extent each knowledge domain (TK, PK, CK, TPK, TCK, and
PCK) contributed to TPACK as a whole body of knowledge, to further develop TPACK
theoretically for research applications (Angeli et al., 2016).
It was found that the basic knowledge domains (TK, PK, and CK) were not predictors
of TPACK outcomes while three intermediate knowledge domains (TPK, TCK, and PCK)
were significant predictors of TPACK. The current study, thus, also theoretically
contributes to two pervasive views of whether TPACK, as a whole body of knowledge, is
transformative or integrative. An integrative view argues that the interplay of separate
domains of knowledge takes place spontaneously during teaching. Evidence from both
quantitative and qualitative findings showed that a high level of separate content
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and technological knowledge did not result in a
higher level of TPACK. This is in accordance with the transformative view that TPACK
is a distinct and unique body of knowledge developed by the contribution of other
knowledge domains (Angeli & Valanides, 2009; Angeli et al., 2016). This study also
found that academics with different teaching experiences across disciplines reported
significant differences in TK, PK, TCK and TPK, suggesting that teachers’ knowledge of
technology integration was highly contextualised and situated to the pedagogies
associated with specific content (Koh et al., 2017). Hence, the conceptual view that
TPACK is domain-specific has been strengthened by higher education academics’
perspectives. Therefore, academics during teaching practice need to not only consider the
specific knowledge domain suitable for their own field, but also learn to create a unique
instructional knowledge system which integrates mobile technologies, teaching content,
and instructional strategies.
Thirdly, the SAMR model was designed for K-12 teachers’ learning and professional
development for selecting, using and evaluating educational technology. However, despite
its increasing popularity of this model, there was little research theoretically having
validated the efficacy of the SAMR model, as reported in the prior peer-reviewed literature
(Hamilton et al., 2016). In the current study, observation findings indicated that the SAMR
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model is a useful framework for evaluating academics integration of mobile technologies
in teaching practices, thus contributing to the validation of this model in a classroom
setting using mobile technologies. The SAMR model has been criticised because it lacked
a contextual element (Chell & Dowling, 2013). Hamilton et al. (2016) argued that
technology integration frameworks, without an emphasis on contextual elements, risk
over-generalising their instructions in the setting in which technology integration occurs.
The observations of higher education academics’ teaching practice included contextual
components, such as academics’ knowledge, pedagogy, instructional practice and students’
learning experiences, thus strengthening the theoretical base of SAMR. This advancement
provides insights for future studies that apply the SAMR model as a theoretical
underpinning for evaluating technology-driven practice or conducting professional
development.
Additionally, the SAMR model, viewed as a level-based framework in which four
grades are designed in a hierarchical order, implies that technology integration
performance fits into one of the four levels. This view ignores the reality that teaching and
learning are complex processes in which learning activities are not static and able to be
categorised at a specific level (Hamilton et al., 2016; Patton, 2015; Romrell et al., 2014).
Evidence from this study identified dynamic characteristics of the SAMR model,
suggesting that, rather than staying consistently at one specific level, academics’ mobile
technology integration instruction would “occasionally move up and down” the different
levels of SAMR model according to the subject content delivered and mobile pedagogical
strategies used. As these findings could have a major influence on academics and teachers,
an entire paragraph in Section 9.3 will be devoted to outlining the pedagogical
implications.
Lastly, this study has proposed a Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction Framework
on the basis of the findings of this study. By integrating the UTAUT2, TPACK and SAMR
models, cognitive factors were created to represent components perceived by the
academics; education factors which included elements that influence academics intentions,
or performance on campus; knowledge factors which include academics’ various
knowledge domains to execute mobile technology integration instruction; and facilitating
factors which include diverse resources to facilitate the implementation of mobile
technology instruction. A new construct “instruction productivity” was introduced to
model the relationship between these factors, mobile technology adoption, and teaching
and learning outcomes. Contextual elements and demographic differences were identified
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as moderators to affect the relationships between the main factors conceptualised above.
This conceptual framework encompasses all the elements that might influence academics’
acceptance and use of mobile technologies that have been investigated in the current study.
It is recommended that researchers continue to investigate the validation and application
of mobile technologies in a range of research contexts. Research involving different
education stakeholders, such as policymakers and faculty leaders might further assist the
creation of academically sound mobile learning environments within higher education.
9.3 Practical and pedagogical implications
There are a number of practical and pedagogical implications that arise from this study.
Firstly, the current study contributes to the scarce literature on higher education
academics’ adoption of mobile technologies in both the international and the Chinese
contexts. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Asia is the continent where researchers have
conducted more research on mobile learning than other regions of the world, however only
a handful of articles based in China appear in international journals in recent years.
Therefore, the current study has filled the research gaps in this field. It has done so
thematically and methodologically by taking academics as a complete behaviour subject,
as well as instruction as a dynamic within the active process in mobile technology
adoption. Moreover, most studies concerning mobile learning or mobile technology
adoption in China were publicly published domestically. The current study also introduced
Chinese domestic studies concerning mobile learning in higher education to international
academia by a systematic analysis of relevant research published in the Chinese language.
Secondly, a number of factors were identified which either directly or indirectly
influence academics’ intentions or use of mobile technologies in their teaching practice.
These factors should be considered when implementing mobile technologies in curriculum
design and pedagogical practices; they include personal factors such as the individual’s
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, hedonic motivation, habit, self-efficacy and
attitudes, as well as contextual factors such as social influence and facilitating conditions.
Facilitating conditions was the only direct exogenous factor identified as a key factor in
adopting mobile technologies. Thus, academics should ensure factors such as technical
infrastructure, technical support and mobile learning resources are considered when
selecting mobile tools, setting teaching goals, designing mobile learning strategies and
implementing mobile technologies in teaching practice. Most of the factors identified to
affect academics’ adoption of mobile technologies are intrinsic; academics’ psychological
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attributes and technological knowledge, it was found, contribute to the implementation of
mobile technologies in teaching practice. These findings have implications for academics’
personal growth and improvement, indicating that frontline lecturers need to change or
improve their attitudes toward mobile learning. To successfully implement mobile
technologies and develop their mobile technological knowledge, it would appear that they
need to build personal confidence in using mobile technologies and increase mobile selfefficacy. Academics with high levels of technological knowledge, and a more positive
attitude towards mobile learning will have higher levels of performance expectancy and
self-efficacy, and will need a lower level of effort expectancy.
The Technology Integration Observation Instrument and the Assessment Rubric were
validated as useful tools to record and evaluate academics’ classroom performance. It was
observed that the integration of mobile technologies with teaching content and
pedagogical strategies transformed the instruction innovatively, encouraging students to
be actively engaged. These findings have implications in understanding how academics
can effectively design and carry out mobile integrated instruction to facilitate studentcentred classroom learning progressions. It is, therefore, advised that academics enhance
their technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge; match
mobile technologies to the curriculum through developing technological content
knowledge; and match mobile technologies to instructional strategies through developing
technological pedagogical knowledge. As discipline variations were found to play a role
in academics’ acceptance, readiness and adoption of mobile technologies, it is suggested
that lecturers should carefully consider the specific situation of the discipline and subject
matter when designing mobile integrated learning activities rather than simply adopt
existing instruction examples.
Thirdly, the findings of the present study also provide insights for Faculty Deans or
Heads of Department. Although mobile technology adoption is not mandatory in Chinese
higher education institutes, most faculties encourage mobile learning implementation to
be consistent with the Chinese MoE’s Ten Year’s Plan of Informationisation (MoE, 2012)
and the UNESCO’s Policy Guidelines for Mobile Learning (UNESCO, 2013).
Consideration of external and internal factors identified to affect academics’ adoption of
mobile technologies is essential for authorities to understand academics’ needs and to act
to ensure better integration of emerging mobile technological advancement in their
faculties. The IT service in higher education should not be for only providing
administration efficiencies but also for creating an environment to support technological
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innovation in teaching and learning appropriately (Oye et al., 2014). Therefore, faculties
are advised to improve the facilitating conditions to support mobile technology integration,
including infrastructure such as Wi-Fi coverage, which currently is not freely accessible.
Technical support and mobile learning curriculum consultants, who are specialised in
learning and development with digital technologies, also need to be recruited.
It is also suggested that professional development for integrating mobile technologies
is urgently needed to develop academics’ technological competencies. Based on the
findings of this study, it appears that enhancing separate knowledge bases such as
technological knowledge, content knowledge, and pedagogical knowledge would not
contribute to the construction of technological pedagogical content knowledge.
Professional development training or workshops should help academics build
comprehensive technological competencies by integrating mobile technologies into
specific teaching content and instructional strategies.
Lastly, this study has raised important considerations with respect to mobile learning
policies and guidelines. To date, although funds have been invested and actions taken by
central or local government to support ICT usage in education, national mobile learning
guidelines do not exist to address the role of mobile technology, pedagogy, and content
knowledge in Chinese higher education (Gu, 2017). It is argued based on the outcomes of
this study, that rules and regulations for mobile learning adoption in higher education may
ensure consistent usage of mobile technologies among academics. Once academics
develop a habit of using mobile technologies to support learning and teaching, their usage
behaviour will be automatically enhanced (Nair et al., 2015). In the future, the national,
the provincial, and the local education departments should plan to advance the strategic
status of mobile learning and increase investment for facilities to promote mobile learning.
It is also essential for authorities to guide professional facilitators to improve the quality
and appropriate implementation of mobile learning. Subject-specific guidelines also are
needed for both lecturers and students as the findings of this study indicate that there are
disciplinary variations when academics adopt mobile technologies into their instructional
practice. Furthermore, processes for the assessment of mobile learning should be
established to monitor the execution of relevant guidelines to monitor and ensure the
effectiveness and efficacies of mobile learning policies.
9.4 Limitations of this study
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Creswell (2014) stated that limitations are inherent deficiencies of research which might
cause internal validity threats and bias the findings through influencing researcher’s ability
to draw an accurate conclusion from the data. Other than the usual limitations such as
needing more participants, more diverse demographic groups, more data collection tools,
and extending the period of data collection. There are some key limitations specific to this
study.
Firstly, China has more than one million professionals in 2914 ratified higher education
institutes (MoE, 2017). The target population for this study was limited to the academics
of several faculties in a small number of public institutes in one province, thus limiting
the generalisation of the findings to other areas or private universities.
Secondly, as noted above, this study was designed to elicit academics’ perspective only.
The findings from this study suggested that mobile learning policies or guidelines as well
as university or faculty leaders and students affected academics’ adoption of mobile
technologies for integration in instructional practice. However, the direct voices of neither
university leaders nor students were included in the current study. The lecturer-student
interactions were excluded from the observations for ethical reasons. This study hence has
a limited scope in that it presented only one side in a learner-centred environment; data
concerning these groups were secondary. The reliability of this information therefore
could be questioned.
Thirdly, although mixed methods data provide some assurance of reliability and
validity, these results cannot generalised beyond the specific participants and contexts
involved in the present study. Additionally, the convenience sampling technique further
constrained generalisation of the findings as it was limited by academics’ ability,
availability and desire to voluntarily participate in the survey, interviews and observations.
Some of the academics may have been reluctant to participate due to personal perceptions
and unfamiliarity with mobile technologies, which could perhaps have led to skewed
findings. The imbalanced number of different groups and the missing personal attributes
also might reduce the impact of the research significance. Moreover, from a psychometric
standpoint, it is generally not good practice to use conjunctions in survey items by
combining different concepts in one statement. These conjunctions might cause
inaccuracy of response and ambiguity of each concept’s contribution to the item (Creswell
& Guetterman, 2019). Although the number of such items in relation to the total number
of survey items is small and overall, the survey is comprehensive, and this limitation needs
to be mentioned here.
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Fourthly, “mobile technology” used throughout this study is an inclusive term. The
mobile tools mentioned by the academics in the interviews and employed in the teaching
practice were popular and commonly used in the research context. Most of the mobile
tools were with general functions rather than subject or content-specific, such as WeChat,
iMindQ, and online music or video Apps. These findings, therefore, may not provide a
comprehensive account of their knowledge about mobile technologies.
Fifthly, the current study developed the Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction
Framework based on the overall findings, however it has not been validated through
empirical studies. This framework introduced new relationships with conceptualising new
dimensions to explore higher education academics’ mobile technology adoption and
instruction productivity. As a means of simplification, different factors were put under a
specific dimension in this framework. It is regretful that the reliability and validity of this
new framework were not confirmed due to research restrictions, such as time, budget, and
dissertation requirements.
Lastly, another constraint which can also be considered as a limitation is time. Modelled
on the original studies by Pamuk et al. (2015) and Venkatesh et al. (2012), the current
study was intended to be longitudinal. However, due to time constraints, this study was
cross-sectional research lasting for several months. Interviews were only undertaken once
without further exploration of interviewees’ responses. Every lecturer was observed only
four to five times according to the teaching contents in a non-participatory way; the data
collected, therefore, may not reflect, comprehensively, the academics’ instructional
practice.
9.5 Recommendations for future research
In response to the research findings and limitations, further investigation into mobile
technology adoption is strongly recommended.
Firstly, it is suggested that future studies in China should cover more institutions in a
range of areas, such as eastern, central and western part of China. These different regions
are based on political, economics as well as social factors in different areas and to
coordinate the development of higher education in the whole country. Furthermore, future
studies are recommended to consider the independent colleges, a new type of private
higher education institutes. These public and private institutions, located in different areas,
have different characteristics and educational philosophies, which broaden the
generalisation of findings of this study.
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Secondly, future studies should involve more educational stakeholders, such as
policymakers, university and faculty leaders, and students, to gather first-hand data on the
mobile learning situation in higher education from more diverse perspectives.
Thirdly, further studies are recommended using other participant sampling methods,
such as purposive sampling technique or stratified sampling technique. Other personal
attributes of relevance to higher education academics are recommended to be considered,
such as the education qualification (bachelor, master, or doctor). Future studies should
aim to control potential participant bias which reduces generalisation.
Fourthly, cross-contextual comparative studies on the adoption of mobile technologies
in higher education are strongly recommended. Similar studies in other contexts are
recommended, such as developed countries and less developed countries.
Fifthly, mobile technologies are developing rapidly in the modern age. The data were
collected in 2016, and more advanced mobile technologies have emerged since then.
Therefore, investigation of the educational affordances of more recent mobile
technologies in curriculum design and pedagogical practice, such as 5G network, virtual
reality (VR), and artificial intelligence (AI), is recommended in the future.
Sixthly, empirical validation of the Mobile Technology Integrated Instruction
Framework developed in this study, is recommended. Researchers in the future can
initially employ a quantitative approach by designing a questionnaire and conducting the
SEM analysis to confirm the reliability and validity. Then follow-up qualitative studies,
such as interviews and observations, are suggested for further support. Consequently, once
this framework is validated, the generalisation and transferability would provide numerous
practical solutions. It is noteworthy that researchers need to avoid the limitation of
conjunctions in the scaled questionnaire survey design in the future quantitative study.
Finally, the lack of professional development was identified as a constraint in the
adoption of mobile technologies for higher education academics in the teaching and
learning process. Positive developments were found after several months of investigation
in this study, the period was not long enough to document any consistent and systemic
change in the practices of mobile technology adoption. A longitudinal study investigating
appropriate professional development and practice is recommended in the future.
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